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GLOSSARY
A
Adjective
Adjective is a type of word that describes or modifies nouns to make them more specific.
They are usually positioned before nouns.
 
Example: red building.
In  Bangla  and  Sylheti  adjectives  are  also  added  after  nouns  when  the  nouns  are
accompanied by classifiers or cases.
Example:   mejeʈa  ʃɔbar ʧeje ʧupʧap.
girl-CL of all quite
The girl is quietest of all.
Adverb
Adverbs  are  used  to  qualify  or  modify  verbs,  adjectives  or  other  types  of  words  or
clauses. In Bangla and Sylheti adverbs are also formed by the process of reduplication.
Example: ttarattari – 'quickly'
Agreement 
Agreement takes place between words or phrases, when a word changes its form (that
xv
controls it) depending on the other word. In Bangla and Sylheti verb endings are always
effected by person that generally agrees with the subject.
C
Case
A grammatical category which determines syntactic and semantic function of a noun and
a pronoun. Cases are  marked by case endings.  Bangla and Sylheti  have four  cases  :
nominative, genitive, objective and locative.
Classifier
A  word  or  affix  attached  to  nouns  that  determines  singular  and  plural  numbers,
definiteness and indefiniteness in Bangla and Sylheti.
 
Bangla classifiers : ʈa, ʈi, ʤɔn, kʱana, gulɔ.
Sylheti classifiers: : ʈa, gu, ʤɔn, xan.
Conditional
Expressing a condition : if I go
Conditional Participle
Conditional  participle  is  a  non-finite  verb  form.  In  Bangla  and  Sylheti  conditional
participles ends in -le as in 'kɔrle 'do'.
Conjugation
The systematic change of verb stem by which tense, mood and person, are marked.
Conjunction
Type of words that  join or connect clauses or sentences. Example : but, and  etc
xvi
Converb
A subordinate form of a verb which unlike a full form, does not distinguish person. 
Genitive
Case whose basic role is to mark possession. In Bangla and Sylheti the genitive case is
marker by /r/.
Divasvara
A symbol which was used in Sylheti script to produce diphthongs. The sign  divasvara
converts all vowels to dipthongs. Example : ai, ui, oi.
Honorific
Polite  form of  address.  In Bangla and Sylheti  an honorific  pronoun is  used with the
parents and respected persons of society. 
Locative
Grammatical case that indicates a place or a location.
Matra
A long  straight  line  placed  above  the  letters.  Matra is  used  in  devnagari and  many
Brahmi  derived scripts.
xvii
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I
InTROducTIOn
Sylheti (ছছলটট,  Silɔʈi), the dominant language of the Sylhet district of Bangladesh has
always  been  considered  by  the  Govt.  of  Bangladesh  as  a  dialect  of  Bangla.  The
imminent  threat  of  Pakistani-Urdu,  threatened  the  existence  of  Bangla  in  1952
bringing the whole nation together, tied them with a single sentiment to fight for their
mother  tongue.  East  Pakistan  got  its  liberation  and  named  the  nation  “Bangla
(bengali) – desh (country/nation)” (Ahmed 1999). History repeats itself, Bangladeshi
govt. Imposed Bengali nationalism on everyone and languages like Sylheti never got
their independent status. (Myenin, 2011). 
This thesis is of course not about the history of Sylheti language, but we have
given a brief introduction about the origin of the language. Sylheti is spoken in the
Sylhet district of Bangladesh, and the Barak Valley region of the Indian state of Assam
(famous for Assam tea) holds the largest population of Sylheti speakers after Sylhet.
Although it does not have a language status,  it is often referred to as an Independent
language by many Sylheti scholars. (Sebastine, 2007). We will also see that in India,
Sylheti is currently getting influenced by the Bangla language of the  Indian state of
West Bengal (capital city: Kolkata formerly known as Calcutta). Mostly in the use of
lexicon, we noticed that, urban educated speakers prefer more Bangla lexicon over
Sylheti while the uneducated rural Sylheti speakers do the opposite. For example: the
word megʱ (মমঘ) in Bangla is used for 'cloud' and brisʈi (ব বছষ) for 'rain' while in Sylheti
megʱ (মমঘ) denotes both 'cloud' and 'rain'. In Sylheti speaking areas it has been noticed
that the Sylheti speakers from urban region or who are exposed to Bangla language
through education, media or by any other medium of contact, use the two different
2
  
words for 'cloud' and 'rain' while the Sylheti speakers from rural areas use the word
megʱ (মমঘ)  for 'rain' and 'cloud'. It is not that the Sylheti peoples (rural or uneducated)
do not know the use and meaning of the words  megʱ (মমঘ) and  brisʈi  (ব বছষ), they just
prefer to use the native expression among them. More interestingly, we will also study
the socio-economic, religious as well as geographical divides that have segmented the
language  significantly.  For  example  the   choice  of  words  by  Hindu  and  Muslim
Sylheti Speakers, consider the word hinan (ছহননন) - gusol (গসল) meaning 'bath', hinan is
used by the Hindu Sylhetis on the other hand gusol is preferred by the Muslim Sylheti
speakers (discussed in details in Chapter 3). Besides the study of the lexicon this thesis
will also center around the development of Sylheti grammar relative to that of Bangla,
which will enable us to see the similarities as well as the stark departures. For example
pronouns in Bangla and Sylheti have the differences in the use of gender, it is noticed
that in Bangla pronouns are not categorized according to gender while in Sylheti the
third person singular pronouns (ord) have the use of pronoun based on gender (male
and female). E.g. for nominative 3rd person singular pronouns he and she, the Sylheti
pronouns are - he and ttai while in Bangla the 3rd person singular nominative pronoun
is  ʃe for both (male and female) genders (Thompson, 2010). Like pronouns in other
grammatical categories also Bangla and Sylheti have lots of differences that we have
discussed in later chapters. Despite the differences, Sylheti and Bangla share a lot of
common features. For example:  Formation of Adverbs is similar in both languages
(Chapter 9). Both have the feature of Word Order Flexibility and the sentences are
constructed to SOVword order. The verb ending for 1st parson  past habitual in Bangla
and Sylheti is -ttam (discussed in Chapter 7). 
Previous  works  (Bhuiya,  2000),  (Chanda,2013),  were  in  the  direction  of
describing  the  Sylheti  script,  Sylheti  History,  origin  of  the  script  and  briefly  the
Sylheti Grammar (Mayenin, 2011). On the other hand in this thesis, we have tried to
build a big picture, to study most of the grammatical features of the language which is
3
  
a step towards building a comprehensive grammar of the language. We have also tried
to build up the Sylheti grammar relative to that of Bangla and tried to study in detail
both Bangla and Sylheti Grammars along with their phonological and Morphological
features and discussed in details their similarities and dissimilarities. Of course this is
a colossal task and the present work is a bead in that chain and we would very much
like to complete the task.
1.2.Important points
Before entering into the thesis we would like to discuss few important points and set
some notational conventions which we think will be useful for a reader to understand
the thesis better. 
We have used the word Bangla  baŋla (বনবলন) to indicate the language and the
word Bengali  beŋali (মবঙছল)  for the speakers. It is not wrong to use Bengali for both
Speakers and Language,  in  English Bengali is  used for language and the speakers
while in Hindi  hindt i (ছহছন) Bangla is used to denote the language and a speaker is
called a baŋali (বনঙনছল) just like the native Bangla speakers.
In  this  thesis  we have  used  the  Bangla  letters  for  representing  the  Sylheti
phonemes, but there exists lots of differences between Bangla and Sylheti phoneme
for example : in Sylheti there is no /pʱ/ phoneme instead it has /ɸ/ but in order to write
the Sylheti word having the phoneme /ɸ/ we have used the Bangla letter 'ফ'.  In the
following table we have made the list of Bangla letters which we have used according
to the Sylheti pronunciation. We have placed the IPA to illustrate the exact sound.
4
  
Table 1.1 : Use of Bangla letters for representing Sylheti sounds
Bangla letter IPA Sylheti word transc meaning
ফ /ɸ/  ফফন ɸan kind of leaf
ঘ / /ɣ ঘফম ɣam sweat
স /s/ সফমস samos spoon
জ /ʤ/ জরনফ rna ʤɔ waterfall 
জ /z/ জফর  zaru broom
1.3 Previous literature 
Bangla is rich for its literature. Scholars like Rabindranath Tagore, Bankim Chandra
Chatterjee, Micheal Madhusudan Dutta, Jibananda Das and many other notable poets
and  authors  have  contributed  for  the  development  and  enrichment  of  the  Bangla
literature.  Along with the literature many scholars have also contributed in the study
of Bangla Grammar. The first Bangla grammar book is 'A Grammar of the Bengali
Language' by Nathaniel Brassey Halhed published in the year 1778 (Hassain, 2007).
Many scholars  like  Thompson (Thompson 2010),   Milne  (Milne 1993),  Yeats  and
Wenger (Yeats and Wenger, 1885) have organized and documented the grammar of
this beautiful language.
Like Bangla the literature of Sylheti language is also rich and diverse. Sylheti
scholars like Hason Raja, Radha Romon Dutta, Durbin Shaha, Syed shah Noor have
contributed a lot to this language. They have mostly composed songs and folklores.
The composition of sylheti Grammar is not so established like Bangla but recently
many  scholars  have  contributed  for  documenting  the  Sylheti  grammar.  Munayem
Mayenin (Mayenin,  2011) have  constructed  a  Sylheti  grammar book in  which  the
scholar has described the Sylheti  phoneme and grammar. Many other scholars like
5
  
Anuradha Chanda ( Chanda, 2013), have discussed about the Sylheti phonemes and
Conjuncts. Mina Dan (Chanda, 2013) has worked on describing the Sylheti grammar
and Sylheti Phonemes. In SOAS Sylheti language society, many scholars and students
are working on Sylheti language which is a very vital and big step for the Sylheti
Language. 
1.4 Methodology: 
In this study we have followed the interview method. We procured the data through
direct communication with respondents through direct interview. The present work is
based on the data collected from the Barak Valley region of India. We have collected
data for both Sylheti and Bangla, which includes speakers from different age groups,
classes, religions, sex etc. We have also considered the data collected from both rural
and  urban,  educated  and  illiterate,  rich  as  well  as  poor  speakers.  This  work  also
includes the data collected from native Persian speakers which helped us identify and
understand the Persian borrowed words in Bangla and Sylheti. Besides the interview
method we have also studied huge amounts of literature and manuscripts.  For the
study of Sylheti  words we have consulted the dictionary 'Barak Upotokkar Koitto
Banglar Obhidan'  (Mazumder,  2011),  we have also studied a collection of Sylheti
poems written by the famous Sylheti poet of Barak valley, Mr. Anandolal Nath.
1.5. Organisation of the thesis
One might think though that this is a very specific and specialized work involving a
not-so-popular language, but as we will proceed through various chapters, the opinion
will built up that it’s a beautiful and complex example of grammar study that shares
the universal features and hence the techniques used can be applied anywhere else. 
    In the current work, we have studied Brief history in  Chapter II where we have
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focused discussing the History of Bangla and Sylheti language. 
Chapter III deals with the Sylheti and Bangla lexicons. The main aim of this
chapter is to study the borrowed words in Bangla and Sylheti and how the borrowed
words are adapted by the language for the native use. We have focused mainly on the
phonological  and  morphological  adaptation  of  the  borrowed  words  by  the  native
speakers. 
Chapter IV This chapter deals in the study of sound and script of Bangla and
Sylheti.  This chapter is divided in two parts,  the first  part  deals with the study of
Bangla and Sylheti phonemes in which we have consulted the IPA chart of Bangla and
Sylheti and based on that we have discussed the consonants, and vowels. The first part
also deals with the study of diphthongsof Bangla and Sylheti. The second part of the
chapter is about the study of Bangla and Sylheti scripts in this part a brief history of
both the script is given and the arrangements of the letters according to Bangla and
Sylheti script. 
Chapter V is about Nouns, and  includes gender and its marking, the use of
Classifiers and the description of classifiers from Bangla and Sylheti. The chapter also
includes the study on case markers. It is noticed that the nominative case in Bangla is
unmaker while is Sylheti nominative case is both maked and unmarked because of the
eragtive syntex. 
Chapter VI is about Pronoun and it discuses the types of pronoun from Bangla
and Sylheti. Pronoun in Bangla donot distinguish betwwen gender while in Sylheti 2nd
person singular pronoun is marked by gender.
Chapter VII The purpose of this chapter is to identify the work and function
of verb in Bangla and Sylheti. The study of verb conjugation is an important part in
this chapter which helps to understand the verb formation in Bangla and Sylheti. In
this chapter we have also discussed the nonfinte verb and their formation. 
Chapter VIII and IX are about Adjective and Adverb in Bangla and Sylheti,
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there are not many differences between the two languages in these areas.  In these
chapters we studied the formation, and types of adverbs and adjectives.
Chapter  X focuses  on  the  concept,  origin  and  functional  behavior  of
Postpositions in Sylheti with special reference to Bangla postposition and Prepositions
in English .It has been often observed Postpositions in Sylheti and Bangla function as
case  endings  that  develop  syntactic  relationship  between  different  syntactic  units.
Postpositions also carry valuable semantic information about the relationship between
the noun and the verb. 
Chapter XI  deals with Bangla and Sylheti  Conjunctions. It is an important
element  of  a  language.  In  this  chapter  we  have  presented  some  native  Sylheti
conjunctions.
Chapter  XII  This  chapter  focuses  on  the  study  of  interrogatives  which
includes  the use and function of interrogative words from Bangla and Sylheti.  An
attempt has been made to study the interrogative particle from Bangla and Sylheti.
This  chapter  also focuses on the study of  interrogative words used by the Sylheti
speakers of Barak Valley.
The last chapter XIII contains a brief study of Bangla and Sylheti emphasisers
and interjections. 
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II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF BAnGLA
And SYLHETI
2.1. Introduction
Bangla bɑŋlɑ is an Indo-Aryan language, spoken predominantly in the Indian sub-
continent. 
Figure 2.1 : Bangla in the Indo-European language tree (Sundberg, 2015)
 It is the official and national language of Bangladesh.  In India Bangla has the status 
of official language in West Bengal, Tripura and the Barak Valley region  of the state 
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of Assam. The total number of native Bangla speaker is  200 million and including 
non-native speakers the total number is 250 million.(Ethnologue). According to the 
census of 2001 India has 83,365,769  Bangla speakers. According to census 2011 
Bangladesh has 98.8 % of Bangla speakers.
Figure 2.2 Bengali speaking region in the Indian subcontinent.
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2.2 Origin of Bangla
According to Suniti Kumar Chatterjee, Bangla is derived from Magahi Prakrit through
Magadhi  Apabhramsha.  According  to  the  linguists  (Suniti  kumar  Chatterjee)  the
languge  had  its  origin  in  the  10th century.  But  the  Bangla  Scholar  Muhammad
Shahidullah presented a different theory. According to him and his followers Bangla
began  in  7th century  AD  and  was  derived  from  spoken  and  written  Gauda.
(Banerjee,1919).
Historically, Bangla, Assamese and Oriya formed a single branch from which
Oriya split of first and then Assamese. And for this reason it is no wonder that the
Charyapadas  (mystic  Buddhist  songs)  are  also considered  by Oriya  and Assamese
speakers as their own. 
 In linguistic relationship, Assamese is closer to Bangla than Oriya. In many
Bangla dialects there are many phonological and lexical features which are similar to
Assamese. For example, the phoneme [x] is present in Assamese and also in Sylheti
dialects of Bangla. Even the script used in Bangla is more or less similar to  Assamese.
(Ray, Hai, Ray, 1966).
2.3 Dialects
Language is a medium of expression, speakers express themselves thorough language
either in writing or orally but the medium used while speaking usually differs region
to region. A language can have many dialects spread across the geographical regions
where its spoken, each region can have a single or multiple dialects of its own. A
dialect is defined by linguists as a variety of the same language by its pronunciation,
grammar,  vocabulary,  discourse  conventions  and other  linguistic  features  (Hudson,
2011). Dialects are governed by rules, with systematic deviation from other dialects of
the same language. In English usage the term dialect used by the people from a
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particular geographic or social group or for standard varieties. A dialect becomes a
standard variety if it is spoken as a medium of trade or used as medium of literature,
education  etc.  For  example:  Standard  English is  just  one  among  various  English
dialects (Wardhaugh, 2002). The dialect spoken in Nadia district of the state of West
Bengal during the 19th and 20th century gained so much importance that it  was used
for  literature.
 Suniti kumar Chatterjee (Chatterjee, 1957) has divided the dialects of Bangla
 into four groups –  রফঢঢ raɽi,  বঙফলঢ bɔŋali,  কফমরপঢ kamrupi   ও বররনদরঢ bɔrendt ri (Choudhury,
Dutta  choudhury,  Bhatterjee,  Bhatterjee,1996,  p 185);  (Kuiper,2011).  Sukumar Sen
has added one more cluster  to this  group named Jharkandi– the variety of Bangla
spoken in Jharkand.
Table 2.1 : Bangla Dialect chart
                                                            Bangla Bhasha
       (Bengali Language)
 sahitik bangla   kotto upobasha
(literary Bengali) (spoken  Dialects)
                            
   
Sadhu Calit    Rarhi   Jharkhandi  Borendri   Bongali Kamrupi
Rarhi includes the dialects of Kolkata, Hoogly, Nadia, Burdawan, Mursidabad districts
of  West  Bengal,  India.  While  Jharkandi  is  spoken  in  the  regions  of  Madhinipur,
Purulia, Birbhum, Bankura.  Kamrupi in Rangpur, Kuchbihar,  Jalpaiguri,  Darjeeling
(WB,  India).  Bongali  is  predominantly  spoken  in  Bangladesh  :  Khulna,  Sylhet,
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Faridpur, Mymensingh, Chottogram and only in the Barak Valley region of the state of
Assam, India. Most of the dialects spoken in Bangladesh belong to Bongali group.
Gopal Haldar (Halder, 1986)  has named this group as the East Bengal group. The
dialect spoken in the district of Sylhet, Bangladesh and Barak Valley (India), is Sylheti
which  belongs  to  the  Bongali  group  (Choudhury,  Dutta  choudhury,  Bhatterjee,
Bhatterjee, 1996), ( Chatterjee, 1975)
2.4 Sylheti language
Sylheti (/sileʈi/ or /silɔʈi/) is an Indo – Aryan language spoken mainly by the people of
the Sylhet district of Bangladesh and Sylheti people of Barak valley region of the state
of Assam, India. Some Sylheti speakers can also be found in the Tripura state of India.
A big chunk can also be found in the diaspora.
 Generally Sylheti is considered as a dialect of Bangla with which it shares a
huge part of its vocabulary, but its status is heavily debated. Many scholars consider it
as a dialect of Bangla while for many others Sylheti is a separate language (Sebastine,
2007). According to some scholars Sylheti is a relative of both Assamese and Bangla
languages  with  whom  Sylheti  shares  many  features  (Grierson  Vol  II, 1903).  For
example it is seen that both Assamese and Sylheti have the phoneme [x] and both
share many words e.g. horu- 'small'. On the other hand it shares much vocabulary with
Bangla. Sylheti retains many words from Bangla which are now obsolete in Bangla or
the uses are restricted to  literature, e.g.  battaʃ  (বনতনশ) meaning 'wind',   ʃɔɽɔk (সড়ড়ক)
meaning 'road'
Before  the  separation  of  India  and  Bangladesh  (Originally  East  Pakistan),
Sylhet had significant population of both Hindus and Muslims but after the separation,
Sylhet became Muslim majority and the migrated Hindu population settled mostly in
the Barak valley region of Assam, India. Sylheti spoken in Barak region was named by
G.A Grierson as Cacher-Sylheti dialect (Grierson, 1903). It has been noted that Hindus
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and Muslims  have different set of vocabularies. Muslim Sylhetis use the vocabularies
mostly borrowed from Persian, Arabic and Turkish languages while Hindu Sylhetis
use vocabularies which are predominantly of Sanskrit origin.
2.5 A brief introduction to the Sylheti Speaking regions
Sylheti district, Bangladesh
Srihatta (meaning : Beautiful marketplace) or Sylhet, situated on the Surma-Meghna
river system was part of the ancient kingdom of Pragjyotisa and Kamrupa. Around the
10th century it  became an autonomous state  but  did not  stay  so for  long,  because
around 14th century  Sylhet  was  conquered  by Mughals  and during  this  period  the
beginning  of  the  Islamic  influence  started  in  Sylhet.  During  1303,  it  became  an
Islamic state and gradually turned into the hub of Islamic religion with the preaching
of  the  priest  Shah Jalal  (Shāh Jalāl  ad-Dīn  al-Mujarrad  al  Naqshbandi,).  Mughals
subsequently conquered the region and Sylhet became the headquarter of the Bengal
subah1 (khan 2003). During the colonial period Sylhet was administered by British
administration. It is in the Mulnicherra estate  where British started first tea plantation
in 1857 (Nasir and Shamsudda, 2003). In the year 1867 Sylhet was constituted as
Municipality.
The  metropolitan  city  of  Sylhet  is  now  the  third  most  important  city  of
Bangladesh.
2.5.1. Barak valley
Barak valley also known as the Lower Assam is located in the southern part of the
northeastern Sate of Assam, India.  The region is named after the river Barak.  The
biggest  city  of  the  region  is  Silchar.  This  region  consists  of  three  administrative
1Subah – province.
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districts of the state of Assam, namely Cachar, Hailakandi and Karimganj. Cachar was
the part of Kachari kingdom (Russell, 2012), in 1832 it was annexed by the British
empire. Cachar along with Hailakandi (formerly a part of Cachar district) was made a
part Assam by British rulers. In 1989 Hailakandi became an independent district.  In
the year  1947 during the partition of India and Pakistan,  Karimganj,  which was a
region of Sylhet, got separated and became a part of India and the rest of the Sylhet
region became a part of East Pakistan (present day Bangladesh). In the year 1983,
Karimganj became a district of Assam with its head quarter located in the Karimganj
town.
The majority  of  the population in  Barak Valley are  of  Sylheti  descent  (the
migrants and their  future generations) and speak the Sylheti  language. The official
language of Barak valley is Bangla and English.  Apart from Sylhetis, Barak valley
also has other peoples like Dimasa (Singha,2010), Manipuri (Primrose,1888), Chakma
(Talukdar,2010), Bishnupriya Manipuri (Simha,1981). There are five different kinds of
schools  in  Barak  Valley  based  on  the  medium  of  education:  Assamese  Medium,
Bangla Medium, English Medium, Hindi Medium and Manipuri Medium schools. 
Figure  2.3  :   Sylheti  speaking  region  of  the  Indian  Subcontinent.  The  map  highlighted  in  red  is  the
approximate map of the Barak Valley region of the Indian state of Assam.
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2.6 Bangla language movement
2.6.1 Language movement in Bangladesh
Language Movement of 1950’s (ভফষফ আরন ফলন, bʱaʃa andt olɔn) was a political movement
in Bangladesh (East Pakistan) demanding the recognition of Bangla as the official
language of East Pakistan. 
After the partition of India and Pakistan (1947), Bangladesh was incorporated
within Pakistan, named as East Pakistan, but soon due to geographical and linguistic
issues, a conflict broke between the West and the East Pakistan. The government of
Pakistan tried to solve the language issue by imposing Urdu as the official language of
the whole nation, as Bangla (the language spoken in Bangladesh) was unintelligible to
Pakistan government and also because of nationalistic ideologies such as “one nation
one language”. In 1948, a year after the partition, the Government of Pakistan declared
Urdu as the only official and National Language of the Nation which sent tremors
among the East  Pakistan (Bangladesh) Bangla speakers.  It  was devastating for the
Bangla speakers to abandon their Mother Tongue, as a result they started to protest
strongly against Pakistan Government’s decision (Umar 2004, PP 30-35). On 21st   of
February,  1952,  the  students  of  the Dhaka university  along with political  activists
started a language movement by organising protest rallies, Public meetings etc. The
protest reached its climax when police open fired at the demonstrators in front of the
University gate. This incident created a civil disbalance among the local people. After
so many years of conflicts and protests, finally in the year 1956 the government of
Pakistan recognized Bangla as the second official language of Pakistan. And in 1971
Bangladesh finally got its Independence and became a separate and sovereign country.
Every year in Bangladesh, 21St February is celebrated as Basha Sohid Divos (language
martyr’s  day)  later  in  the  year  1999  UNESCO  declared  21st February  as  the
International Mother Language Day.
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2.6.2 Language  movement in Barak Valley, Assam, India
Although the 21st February is world famous for the language movement of Bangladesh
that  happened  in  1952,  another  Language  Movement  took  place  not  so  far  from
Bangladesh in 1960s (Mukhopadya, 2013) that almost nobody knows outside where it
happened.  When  the  government  of  Assam,  India  declared  Assamese  as  the  only
official language of the state, people of Barak Valley protested equally strongly as the
people of Bangladesh did just a decade before. In April 1960, a proposal was set by
the government of Assam to declare Assamese as the one and only official language of
the state which was not taken easily by the Bangla speakers (mostly Sylheti speakers)
of  Barak  valley.  On 24th of  October  of  that  year  a  bill  was  passed  in  the  Assam
legislative Assembly thereby making Assamese as the solo state language. On 5 th of
February 1961, the Cachar Gana Sangram Parishad was formed to agitate against the
imposition  of  Assamese  language  on Bangla  speakers.  On 19th May,  Assam rifles
(military) arrived at the Silchar railway station, where non-violent protesters gathered,
and fired at the crowd killing 11 protesters. After this incident the Assam government
had to withdraw the circular and Bangla was given the status of official language in
Barak  Valley.  Till  now 19th May  is  celebrated  as Bhasha Sohid  Divos (Language
martyr’s day) in Barak Valley and this day is also know as the day of 11 martyrs 
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III
BAnGLA And SYLHETI LEXIcOn
3.1 Introduction
The lexicon is an important part of a language.  Lexicon consist of the  words in a
language and   each native speaker knows how to use them. But lexicon is not just
dealing with native words, it is very common that a language borrows words to fill up
the lexical gaps, for example most of the technical terms in Bangla and Sylheti are
borrowed  from  foreign  languages  like  English.  Sometimes  the  borrowed  words
become so common and an integral part of a language that the native speakers use the
original native words in rare occasions, for example in Bangla and Sylheti, the word
like 'sorry', 'thank you, 'welcome' have become so common that native words for these
terms are used rarely.  
This chapter is about the study and discussion of lexicon in Bangla and Sylheti.
The  lexicon  in  Bangla  is  mostly  derived  from Sanskrit,  Sylheti  also  has  Sanskrit
lexical items but the number is less than in Bangla. Many words are also borrowed
from other  sources  like Persian,  Arabic,  Turkish and these words have become an
integral  part  of  the  language.  In  this  chapter  we have  also  aimed  at  studying  the
Sylheti  words  and  how they  are  different  from Bangla  due  to  morphological  and
phonological processes. In this chapter we have also tried to figure out the differences
which exist within Sylheti, among the dialects.
3.2 Bangla counts as a diglossic language
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Bangla depicts a strong case of diglossia, the higher level is used for literature or for
the  documentation  and  the  low  level  is  used  as  ordinary  spoken  language
(Thompson,2010). The two categories are ʃadt hu (সফধধ) and ʧɔlitt  (চললত). ʃadt hu bʱaʃa (ভফষফ
meaning language) had been used for literature in the past and used to be considered
as pure language on the other hand ʧɔlitt  is the colloquial language, although now ʧɔlitt
is also used in literature and  ʃadt hu bʱaʃa has almost fallen out of use after the 19th
century except in wedding or religious invitation letters etc. Sadhu basha is written
mainly with Sanskrit lexical items, the pronouns and the verb conjugation is different
in Sadhu basha.  It is during the 20th century that the use of   ʧɔlitt   bʱaʃa began to gain
popularity with the writing of Peary Chand Mitra (  পযফরঢচফচন লমতর), Pramatha Chaudhuri
(  পরমথ চচচধধরঢ), even Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore (   রবঢনদরনফথ ঠফকধ র )  also choose
calit basha in his later writings. (Thompson, 2010). In this thesis Sadhu basha is not
used unless and otherwise absolutely necessary and specified.  We have shown the
examples  of  sadhu  bhasha  to  understand  the  language.  Some  lexical  differences
between Sadhu and Calit bhasha are given below: 
Table 3.2.1 : Sadhu and Calit lexicon (Vidyasagar, 1847), (Chattopadhyay, 1878)
ʃadd hu bʱaʃa transc ʧɔlitd   bʱaʃa transc gloss
পধতর putt rɔ চছরল ʧʱele boy
সঙঢত sɔŋgitt গফন gan music
ব বক brikṣɔ গফছ gaʧʱ tree
চনদর ʧɔndt rɔ চফচন cãdt moon
আগমন agomon আসফ aʃa come
নদশন dt ŋʃɔn কফমর kamor bite
হসত hɔsttɔ হফত hatt hand
পধসতক pusttok বই bɔi book
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পধষ puspo ফধ ল pʱul flower
3.3 Regional Varieties of Sylheti
Sylheti language does not have a diglossic situation like Bangla. Still within Sylheti
language it can be noticed that there are several varieties. Halder (Halder, 1986) has
Categorized Sylheti in two groups : East-Sylhet West group and Sylhet-Cachar group
(or Northeastern Group). G. A. Grierson has named the Sylheti of Cachar as Sylhet-
Cachar  Dialect.   Sylhet-Cachar  includes  Moulobhibazar,  Sadar  Sylhet,  and  Barak
region. Under East-Sylhet West group come Habiganj and Sunamganj (Choudhury,
Dutta  Choudhuy,  Bhattarjee  and  Bhattacharjee,  1996).  In  the  following  table
(Table.3.3.1) we have presented some examples of the two varieties along with the
Standard Bengali.
Table 3.3.1 : Regional variety of Sylheti (Choudhury, Dutta Choudhuy and
Bhattarjee: 1996) 
Standard
Bangla
East-Sylhet west
Group
Sylhet-Cachar
Group
Gloss
আলম খফলচ
ami kʰaʧʧi
আলম খফইয়ফর/খফইরফম
ami xaiyar, xairam
আলম খফইরতলছ
ami xaiteʧʧi
I am
eating
আলম খধচজলছ
ami kʰuʤʧʰi
আলম খধলজয়ফর/ খধজরফম
ami
xuʤiyar,kʰuʤram/
 আলম খধজতযলস/
তধকফইতযলস
ami xuʤtesi
I am
searching
তধই যফলচ্ছিস
tui jaʧʧʰis
            তধই জফইরর
tui ʤaire
 তধই জফইরতসস
tui ʤaitesos
you are
going
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আলম ভফত চখরয়
লনরয়লছ
ami bʰat kʰeye
niyeʧi/
আলম ভফত খফইয়ফ সফরলস
ami  bʰat xaiya    
sarsi 
আলম ভফত খফই লফইলস
 ami  bʰat  xai  laisi
I have
finished
 eating
তধই চচরয় থফক
tui ʧeye tʰak
তধইন চফই থফক
tuin sai tʰax 
 তধই চফইয়ফ থফক
tui siya tʰax
you keep
looking
আলম চজতফম
ami ʤetam
 আলম জফইতফম
ami ʤaitam
আলম জফইতফম
ami ʤaitam
I used to
go
আলম তখন
যফলচ্ছিলফম
ami tokʰon
jaʧʧʰilam
আলম তখন
জফইয়ফর//জফইরফম
ami toxon ʤaiyar,
ʤairam
আলম তখন জফইরত
আসলফম
ami toxon ʤaite
aslam
I was
going
আলম চনরখ এলফম
ami dekʰe
elam 
আলম চনলখয়ফ আইলফম
ami dekʱiya ailam
আলম চনইখখফ আইলফম
ami deikʱ:a ailam
I came
after
looking
 
From the above table (Table.3.3.1), it can be noticed that the differences which exist
between  the  two  regional  varieties  are  more  prominent  in  the  verbs  than  in  the
pronouns. But  because  of  regular  contact  among the  speakers  of  two regions,  the
differences are diminishing, a speaker of one variety can often be heard to use verb
forms of both varieties in a single conversation. 
3.4 Borrowing
Borrowing is a process by which one language or a dialect takes or incorporates some
linguistic elements from another (Arlottor 1972). Various definitions have been given
by many linguists over time on borrowing. It is an importation of lexical items from
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foreign languages to native language (Felicity, 1989). It is one of the most frequent
way of acquiring new words and speakers of all languages often do it. According to
Haugen (Haugen, 1969) borrowing is more like stealing, since the borrowing language
never returns the borrowed words or loanwords to the source language.                
 Borrowing  usually  takes  place  between  two  speech  communities  or  two
languages whenever they come in contact, the contact may be direct or indirect. When
borrowing takes place between the speech communities living nearby or in adjacent
geographical areas and the speakers come in contact with each other on daily basis,
the  borrowing in  this  situation  is  due  to  direct  contact.  Whereas  when  contact  is
through literature and other media but not on regular basis or not due to face-to-face
contact,  this  is  termed  as  indirect  contact.  As  a  result  of  this  contact  one  speech
community uses linguistic items of another. The borrowed linguistic items may belong
to  all  semantic  fields  and  gradually  all  members  of  the  society  start  using  them,
eventually the borrowed linguistic item lasts longer and in some cases it becomes a
native word. The borrowed item in some cases replaces the use of the indigenous item
completely, so much so that the native word falls completely out of use. Borrowing
therefore plays an important role in language change (Romaine, 1995).
3.4.1 What is the reason of borrowing ?
There are numerous reasons for borrowing but the most important reasons are:
 To fill lexical gaps : When a speech community encounters some new ideas or
some foreign materials,  speakers  need words  to  express  those ideas  or  need some
names to refer to those new materials for which there is no native word. For example:
the words 'table and chair' borrowed from English.
 Prestige: It has been seen that in an area where more than one language is used
and the different languages do not have equal status in the society, the minority (not
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necessarily in number) language usually takes loanwords from the socially dominant
language and this in most cases is done because of the prestige issue. For example,
this happens in Barak valley region of Assam where the majority speakers belong to
the Sylheti  language community but the language used officially,  in education and
media etc, is Bangla which has higher or more prestigious status than Sylheti in that
region.  For  this  reason Sylheti  speakers  have the tendency to  borrow words  from
Standard Bangla. In fact many parents want their children to learn Bangla instead of
Sylheti. Original native Sylheti words are sometimes considered vulgar, for example
 চলজ leʤ is preferred over original  চলঙধড়ঢ leŋuɽ for the english word 'tail'. 
3.4.2 Loanwords in Bangla
Bangla is an Indo-Aryan language and most of the its lexical items are derived from
Sanskrit. Linguists distinguish the Sanskrit borrowed words in two different kinds :
 তৎসম (tatsama)  and  তদভবফভফ  (tadbhava). Sanskrit words which are used in their pure
form are known as tatsama (tat means 'that' and  sama means 'same') and the words
which come from Sanskrit but have undergone some changes are known as tadbhava
(bhava meaning 'origination', originating from ‘tat’). Many tatsama words are archaic
now and are used only in literature or for documentation.  
Bangla has also borrowed words from other sources. Languages like Hindi,
Nepali, Assamese have also contributed to increase the Bangla Vocabulary. Because of
the centuries of contact (for business or invasion)  with Persian,  Turks,  Europeans,
Bangla has absorbed lots of lexical items  from those languages and made them an
integral  part  of  the  language.  These  words  have  of  course  gone  through  some
phonological  and  morphological  adaptation  (section:  3.6  &  3.7).  In  the  following
section we have presented a  sample of borrowed words  in  Bangla mentioning the
source language.
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Table 3.4.2.1 : words borrowed from Arabic language 
Bangla
Script
transc original
pronounciation meaning
 আরককল akkel aql      separate
আশল aʃɔl asl       real
 কবর kɔbor            qabr       grave
বফলক baki baqiy       credit
   বনল bɔdt ɔl badl      exchange
নকল nɔkɔl naql        fake
 Table 3.4.2.2 : words borrowed from Persian
Bangla script        transc original 
pronounciation
      meaning
আয়নফ           ajna          ajnah           mirror
কফগজ           kagɔʤ          kaghaz            paper
আরফম           aram           ārām            rest
চনর           dt eri            dēr             late
আরসত           aʃtt e          āhistah            slowly
বফগফন           bagan          bāghān            garden
গরম          gɔrɔm         garm hot
 
পরনফ         pɔrdt a        pardah            curtain
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Table 3.4.2.3 : words borrowed from Turkish (Thompson, 2010)
Bangla script transc original 
pronounciation
     meaning
 চবগম           begɔm     begüm            lady
Table 3.4.2.4 : Words borrowed from Portuguese
Bangla script       transc original
pronounciation
      meaning
     আলমফলর        almari       armário        cupboad
      জফনফলফ       ʤanala       ʤanela          window
চফলব       ʧabi        chave key
লফতফ        pʱitta       fita ribbon
বফরফন ফ      barandt a    varandt a balcony
মকদনরন     kedt ara    cadeira chair
Table 3.4.2.5 : Words borrowed from English
Bangla script transc meaning
মটছবল ʈabil table
মচয়নর ʧejar chair
ইসসল iskul school
হনসনতনল haspattal hospital
পসছলস puliʃ police
ননসর narse nurse
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অছফস opʱiʃ office
The borrowed words which are used in Bangla are also shared by Sylheti. In some
words some phonological changes have been observed, for example, the word table is
pronounced in Bangla as ʈabil but in Sylheti the word table is also pronounced as ʈabil
but another variety is also found where the vowel [i] is replaced with [u] as in ʈabul. 
3.4.3 Loan words in Sylheti
As  mention  already  Sylheti  has  a  large  number  of  words  imported  from  other
languages like Persian, Arabic, Sanskrit, Portuguese, English.  Even the proper names
in Sylheti are borrowed from English, Persian, Arabic and Sanskrit. For instance Sakil,
Jasmin, Zara, Nagmah are of Persian and Arabic origin (mostly named for Muslims
Sylheti) while Jony, Roni are of English origin. The Sanskrit origin names are used by
Hindu people like Lakkhi, Krishna,  Akash, Soikot. It can be safely said that almost all
the Hindu names are coming from Sanskrit and almost all the Muslim names are of
Arabic or Persian origins.
 
        For the study of the loanwords in Sylheti a sample of Sylheti words are collected
from different sources including Sylheti literature and Dictionaries. Some items are
collected  from  the  Sylheti  speakers  from  both  rural  and  urban  areas.  For  the
etymological  study  of  the  loanwords  used  in  this  work,  we  have  consulted  the
following literature  :  Samsud Bengali-English  Dictionary (1982), An Etymological
Dictionary  of Bengali  (sen,  1971), Bengali-English  Dictionary, Sylheti-Bengali
Dictionary, Jalavadi  Nagari (Bhuiya,2000,  p  99  -131). Loanwords  coming  from
Persian, Arabic, and European languages are described in the following sections.
Table 3.4.3.1 :  words borrowed from Arabic in Sylheti
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Bangla script transc original
pronounciation meaning
নকল nɔxɔl       naql     copy
জবনব ʤɔbab      ʤawāb     answer
তনছরক ttarik      tārīkh     date
         মসরছবব murɔbbi      murabbi    elders
উজন uʤɔn       wazn     weight
            খনলট xali       kʱālī      empty
 ফছকর ɸokir       faqīr      beggar
খবর xɔbɔr      kʱabar       news
Table 3.4.3.2 : words borrowed from Persian
Bangla script transc original
pronounciation
meaning
আরনম   aram         ārām     comfort
 আসস aʃtt  e         āhistah     slowly
দম dt om        dam     breath
খনরনপ xaraɸ        xarāb     bad
মড়কছচ ɖekʧi       dēgchah      pot
বনদ badt        bad      bad
কনগনজ xagɔʤ       kāghaz      paper
সনদর ʃadt or       pardah      shawal
মদছর dt eri       dēr       late
Table 3.4.3.3:  words borrowed from English
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Bangla script transc meaning
পউড়নর            pauɖar powder
কছমউটনর  kompuʈar computer
মবগ beg beg
ইনসজকশন injekʃon injection
ফন ɸon phone
ফনইওভনর ɸlaiover flyover
সকর skru screw
বনক bakʃo box
মকপসল kapsule capsule
This is a sample of English words borrowed in Bangla and Sylheti, which shows that
in almost all fields English words are borrowed and adapted according to the Bangla
and Sylheti phonology. The borrowing from English in Bangla and Sylheti happened
in two ways :
First, as many ideas have no appropriate Bangla and Sylheti words so in order to fill
the  gap  borrowing  took  place.  For  example  in  case  of  technological  terms  like:
computer, phone, hard disk etc.
Secondly,  Bangla  and  Sylheti  speakers  have  replaced  the  semantically  equivalent
Bangla and Sylheti words with the English words. There are many Bangla and Sylheti
words which are replaced and the original native words are used only occasionally.
For example the words like sorry (koma/maf), thank you (donnobadt ), good morning
(ʃuprobat),  goodnight  (ʃubʱoratri),  hospital  (ʧikitsaloy). Moreover,  referring  to  the
dates, Bangla and Sylheti speakers more or less rely on the English calender and also
use the English month for their day to day use. Bengali calender is used only in case of
festivals, marriages or on some special occasion, that is  to say it restricted to cultural
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and religious purposes. 
3.4.4 Lexical replacement from Bangla into Sylheti
Sylheti shares most vocabularies with Bangla and Sanskrit but in Sylheti there are also
some native words which are different from Bangla. In Table 3.16 we have listed the
Sylheti  native  words  which  are  now  a  days  used  only  by  a  minority  of  Sylheti
speakers, as these words got replaced or are getting replaced by the Bangla words.
Most of the young Sylheti speakers do not know these original Sylheti words because
they are not so common, only the speakers from rural areas are still using them. In the
following table (Table 3.4.4.1) we are presenting the Bangla words along with their
Sylheti counterparts.
Table 3.4.4.1 :Lexical replacement from Bangla into Sylheti
Bangla word transc Sylheti word transc meaning
ঝনড়ড়  ʤʱaru  ফসরইন ɸuroin broom
ছচরছন  ʧiruni মফইন ɸein comb
 রনননঘর ran:gʱɔr পনকনল ɸakal kitchen
গভরবতট gɔrbʱbtt i ফসয়নছত  ɸujatt i pregnent
মনকড়ড়ন nekra লসড়ড়ন luɽa dirthy cloth
সনন snan ছহননন hinan bath
নদট nodt i গনব gaŋ river
 পরন pora ছপনন pindt a wear
চফলফক ʧalak লসয়ফন siyan clever
এখন ekʰon এল্কধ elku now
লবকফল bikal লবয়ফল biyal evening
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3.4.5 Words used by Hindu and Muslim Speakers
Due to mainly religious and cultural reasons, the choice of words varies for Hindu and
Muslim Speakers of both Bangla and Sylheti  communities. Hindu speakers prefers
mostly words originating from Sanskrit, while the Muslim Speakers use mostly the
words  originating  from  Persian  and  Arabic  languages.  The  reason  behind  this  is
perhaps the fact that the religious scriptures of Hindus are mostly in Sanskrit while
Islamic scriptures are in Arabic and Persian and religion often plays an important role
in  the  construction  of  a  given  culture.  While  conducting  interviews  we  have
encountered many words which are used only by Hindu or only by Muslim speakers.
In Table 3.17 we have a presented the list of some words. 
Table 3.4.5.1 :  Words used by Hindu and Muslim Speakers
words used
by Hindu
speaker
transc words used by
Muslim
speakers
transc meaning
সনন
/ছহনন
snan / hinan গুসল gusɔl bath
লড়ম ɖim বইনফ bɔindt a egg
খধনফ xudt a বধক bux starving
জফমফই ʤamai নফমফন dt amandt Son-in -law
লনমন্ত্রন nimontt rn নফওফত dt aott invitation
নমসকফ
র
nɔmɔʃkar আসলফম asalam greeting
নন্নবফন dt ɔn:badt সধলকরয়ফ ʃukrija thanks
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3.5 Phonological adaptation
Usually  all  the  loanwords  have  been  “nativised”,  and  in  order  to  do  that  all  the
loanwords  have  undergone  various  phonological  changes  as  per  the  Bangla  and
Sylheti  Phonemic system.(Dash,2015).  In  some cases  borrowed words are  adapted
into Bangla and Sylheti through phonological processes like metathesis, prosthesis, a
few examples are :
a) It is noticed that in Sylheti the affricate consonant [ʧ] is replaced by the fricative
consonant /s/.
Table 3.5.1 Sylheti and Bnagla words 
Bangla Sylheti English
tʃear    sejar chair
tʃini sini sugar
 tʃa  sa tea
tʃʰagol          sagol goat
tʃiruni siruni comb
 
b)  The plosive /p/ changes to fricative /ɸ/
Table 3.5.2 : Sylheti and Bangla words
Bangla Sylheti English
puliʃ ɸuliʃ police
pagol ɸagol crazy
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c) Insertion of /i/.
Table 3.5.3: Insertion of /i/
   Bangla transc     Sylheti transc meaning
             গণয  gonno       গইন্ন  goinno  respectable
  লজফ   loʤʤa     লইজফ loiʤʤa    shy
 মফন্য   manno       মফইন্ন    mainno     respectable
   রনত ratt       রনইত raitt  night
   বনকয bakko     বনইক baikko   word
e) Metathesis:  The use of metathesis is usually observed in the speech of peasants or
uneducated working peaople in general. 
Table 3.5.4 : Metathesis
Bangla
word
transc Sylheti word   transc meaning
মসকস ট mukuʈ  মসটসক  muʈuk   crown
লনফ  laf  ফনল fal   jump
বচর boʧor বরস  boros  year
d) Prosthesis  : In this phonological process a vowel is inserted before a consonant
cluster in a borrowed word (C₁C₂ ˃ V₁C₁C₂) to make the word easier for the native
speakers to pronounce. This process can be observed in the speeches of both Bangla
and Sylheti speakers (encountered mostly in the speech of a less educated speaker).
Some of the words borrowed from English with corresponding prosthesis in Bangla
are given below :
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Table 3.5.5: Prosthesis
English Bangla Sylheti
school iʃkul/iskul iʃkul/iskul
sport iʃpɔrʈ/isporʈ ispɔrʈ
smart iʃmarʈ/ismarʈ ismarʈ
station isʈiʃɔn iʃʈiʃiɔn
3.6.Morphological adaptation
The process of addition of classifiers, case endings and suffixes, is one of the common
features as well as a productive process of naturalization of borrowed words in Bangla
and Sylheti lexical lists. Bangla and Sylheti have a large collection of words which are
tagged with native particles and classifiers without harming the structure of the base
word.  Let  us  consider  the  following  examples  where  the  native  classifiers,  case
markers and suffixes from Bangla and Sylheti are added quite smoothly.
Table 3.6.1 :  Foreign words with Bangla classifier
foreign word
 (Source)
Bangla classifier final form meaning 
baliʃ (Persian) baliʃ + gulo
(plural classifier)
baliʃgulo those pillows
pen (English) pen  + ʈa
(singular classifier)
penʈa that pen
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briʈiʃ (English) briʈiʃ + era
(plural classifier)
briʈiʃera the British
almari
(Portugese)
almari + ʈa
(singular classifier)
almariʈa the cupboard
cabi (Portugese) ʧabi + gulɔ
(plural classifier)
ʧabigulɔ the keys
ɔpʰiʃ (English) ɔpʰis + ʈa
(singular classifier)
ɔpʰis + ʈa that office
Table 3.6.2 : Addition of Bangla case markers with foreign words
foreign words
(source)
Bangla case
marker
final form meaning 
ʈebil (English) /ʈebil + er 
(genitive)
ʈebiler of the table
ʈren (English) /ʈren + e  
(locative)
ʈrene in the train
barandt a
(Portugese)
barandt a + y
(locative)
barandt ay in the balcony
ʈram (English) /ʈram + ke
(accusative)
ʈramke to tram
dt ɔrʤi (Persian) dt ɔrʤi +  ke
(accusative)
 dt ɔrʤike to the tailor
Inʤekʃɔn
(English)
inʤekʃɔn + guli
(plural classifier)
inʤekʃɔnguli those injections
Table 3.5.3 : Addition of Suffixes with foreign words
Foreign word
(source)
suffix final form meaning
ɔʈɔ (English) ɔʈɔ + oala ɔʈɔoala autorickshaw driver
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ʃɔbʤi  (English) ʃɔbʤi + oala ʃɔbʤioala vegetable seller
Sylheti has different sets of classifiers, case makers and suffixes but the use is similar
to Bangla.  In the following tables  the use of Sylheti  classifiers,  case markers  and
suffixes with borrowed words is shown
Table 3.5.4 : Addition of Sylheti classifiers
Foreign
words
(source)
classifier final form meaning
ʈebil (English) ʈebil +
tt̠ ain/oguin/iguin
ʈebilʈain/ʈebiloguin/ʈe
biliguin
the tables
sadt  or
(Persian)
sadt or + iʈa/ogu/igu sadt oriʈa/sa dt orogu/sa
dt origu
the shawl
barindt  a
(Portugese)
barindt a + ʈa/gu barindt aʈa/barindt igu the balcony
xɔlɔm
(Arabic)
xɔlɔm + ʈa /ogu/igu xɔlɔmʈa/xɔlɔmogu/xɔl
ɔmigu
the pen
Table 3.5.5: Addition of Sylheti case marker
foreign word
(source)
case marker final form meaning
braʃ (English) braʃ + ɔ braʃɔ in the brush
dt aktt̠ ɔr
(English)
ɖakt tɔr + re ɖakttɔrre to the doctor
ʈrein (English) ʈrein + ɔr ʈreinɔr of train
Table 3.5.6 : Addition of Sylheti suffixes
foreign words (source) suffix final form meaning
bulɖiŋ (english) bulɖiŋ + ala bulɖiŋala building
owner
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ustt adt  (Persian) ustt adt + i usttadt i To show-off
 
3.7. Conclusion
Sylheti and Bangla have borrowed innumerable lexical items from Arabic, Persian,
Hindi, Portuguese and other languages covering all semantic fields. This has happened
because the speakers came in contact with each other over a long period of interaction
(because of religion and trade) . By borrowing the lexical items, Bangla and Sylheti
has expanded its scope.    
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Iv
SOund And ScRIPT
4.1 Introduction
Phonemics is the scientific study of phonemes, the basic units  of speech sound. A
phoneme is  a unit  of sound in a specific  language that  distinguishes a  word from
another. It is a smallest sound unit in a language that is capable of conveying different
meanings. Phonemes of a language are identified with the help of minimal pairs  in
which  two  words  are  similar  except  a  single  sound  makes  the  difference  in  the
meaning of the words. For instance the phoneme /p/ and /b/ in pit and bit. (Thompson,
2010). The set of phonemic sounds are not same in all languages. One sound may be
phoneme in one language but may not be the same in another, it may be an allophones
(Ladgefoged,  2001).  Phonemes  are  written  in  terms  of  IPA.  To  identify  the  basic
sounds of  Bangla and Sylheti  the phonemes from these languages can be inserted
according to the IPA convention which will help begin a comparative study between
the two languages.  The set  of phonemes in Bangla and Sylheti  differs in terms of
phonemic inventory and in pronunciation as in /pʱ/ and /ɸ/. In this chapter, we will
study in detail the analysis of Sylheti and Bangla phonemes and will focus on the
similarities and differences. This chapter presents a detailed analysis of sounds used in
Sylheti  and  Bangla,  analyzing  the  vowel  and  consonant  sounds  with  relevant
articulators.
The discussion of sounds and phonemes of Bangla and Sylheti is categorized in the
following order:
Vowels of Bangla and Sylheti.
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Nasal Vowels.
Uses and occurrences.
Diphthongs.
Consonants
Uses and Occurrences of consonants in Bangla and Sylheti.
Scripts.
Vowel diacritic symbols in Bangla and  Sylheti
Inherent vowel
conjuncts
4.2 Vowels in Bangla
Vowels are voiced sounds, they are described with the position and activity of the
articulators.  A vowel  can  be  front,  central,  back,  open or  close  depending on the
activities of the articulators. The repertoire of monophthongs in Bangla is shown in the
Table 4.2.1. 
 
Table 4.2.1 : Bangla Vowels
front       central           back
close [i] [u]
close mid      [e]       [o]
open mid    [æ]           [ɔ]
open [a]
    The  phonetic  transcription  of  vowels  in  Bangla  along with  their  uses  are  the
following :
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According to Bangla script there are eight vowels among which two long and two
short versions exist for the vowel, [i] and [u] e.g.  ই [i] and ঈ[i:] but in reality they
sound the same. The vowel [a] does not have a separate letter in Bangla script for
representing  the  long  vowel  [a:].  Usually  in  monosyllabic  words  the  vowel  [a]  is
pronounced as long vowel [a:]  The use of vowels along with examples are listed
below :
Vowel [i] A high front vowel pronounced as a short vowel as in bin or long as in
seen. The name for the short [i] in Bengali is '   হরসব ই (hrɔʃɔ i)' and for long [i:] is '  দদরঘয ঈ
(dt riɡʱɔ i:). The vowel [i] can appear in all positions in a word :
Examples :    initial medial final
                   ইচ্ছিফ লবরবক আলম
                  icʧʧʱa bibek ami
                 desire conscience I
                  
Vowel [e] a mid high front vowel can be pronounced as closed as [e] in 'head' or
as open as [æ] in 'hat'.  In Bangla script there is one symbol for both sounds [e] and
[æ]. The distinction between [e] and [æ] is distributional and the use of the phoneme is
determined by the environment. Usually the use of [e] and [æ]  does not cause much
difference in meaning, although there are rules for using these phonemes and they are
listed below :
Rule 1 : [æ] is not used as a last vowel phoneme in a word. 
Example:    চনখফ চফলফ
                   dækʰa  pʱæla
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                    see throw
Rule 2 :[e]  the presence of the vowel /i/ and /u/ in a word leads to the pronunciation
of the vowel phoneme [e]. 
Example :
case 1 : Absence of /i/ or /u/ 
এক একটফ
æk    ækʈa
                      one single piece
case 2 : In presence of /i/ and/or /u/ 
        একলট একটধ 
                ekti  ekʈu 
                             one                   little
Vowel [ɔ]  The vowel [ɔ] is also used as inherent vowel  (section: 4.7). This can
occur in the initial and medial position of a word. This sound can occur as an inherent
vowel at the end of a word but is not written explicitly at the final position of a word
using the Bangla letter  অ
Example:      initial medial                   final 
                     অলসম গল্প                        -
                     ɔʃim gɔlpɔ
                     endless story
                                      
Vowel [o] The sound [o] can appear in all positions.
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 Example:  initial medial final
                       ওল চবফন আরলফ
                       ol bon alo
                  turnip sister light
Vowel [u]  According to Bangla script there are two [u] vowels one is short and
the other is long and the distinction between the two  [u] vowel is lexical like the
vowel [i] from Bangla. The vowel [u] can contrast with [o] as in  mula  (raddish) –
mɔla (to rub) and can appear in all positions. 
Example: initial medial final
                       উলকল           কধ লমর                 গর
                       ukil  kumir  goru
                     lawyer crocodile                     cow
Note: Some words requirw short [u] and [i] other are written with long [u] and [i],
generally this depends from the Sanskrit word they originated from.
4.2.1 Vowel length
Vowel length is an important factor in some languages, for example in Sanskrit and
Hindi it is a distinctive feature. In Bangla vowel length is not so important as it is not a
meaning-distinguishing  factor  like  it  is  in  Sanskrit  and  Hindi.  Bangla  does  not
distinguish between long and short vowels, though in the Bangla Script long and short
vowels exist which are named as 'dirghyo' (meaning long) for long vowels and 'hrosyo'
(literally means short) for short vowels. These letters are preserved in Bangla script
(inherited from Sanskrit)  with their traditional names but they are used only while
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writing. But these distinctions did not survive in the pronunciation. In spoken Bangla
'dirghyo' and 'hrosyo'  sound the same (long). In Bangla vowel length does not cause
any change of meaning2 (Hai 2004), (Thompson, 2010).
4.2.2 Vowels In Sylheti 
According to Sylheti Nagari script there are five independent vowels and like Bangla,
Sylheti speech does not distinguish between  long and short vowels in its orthography,
Munayem Mayenin' (Mayenin, 2011) has pointed out eleven Sylheti vowel sounds.
According to him (Mayenin, 2011, P-23) the vowels in Sylheti are the following:
 
 A  a aa
o     O     I  i
u   U e E
However, the author doesnot give any details about the pronunciation of the above
mentioned vowels though he has presented some words and minimal  pairs  but by
examining those words we have not found any differences in the pronounciation of
vowel used in those words. 
Accordingly in this study, we will consider only five vowel phonemes. Also
other studies of Sylheti identified only five vowels. (Gope, 2016), (Bhuiyan 2000).  To
study the Sylheti phonemes we have considered the phonemes used by the Sylheti
Speakers of Barak Valley region of India and also referred to the Sylheti Nagari script.
In  Barak  Valley  the  dominant  population  is  ethnically  Sylheti  (descendants  of  the
migrants  from Sylhet,  Bangladesh)  and  most  of  them speak  Sylheti.  But  it  is  no
wonder to find a Sylheti speaker speaking Bangla most of the time and knowing very
2Many Linguist put forward an argument that Bangla can stop the use of long and short 
vowels      even for writing as it is difficult to feel the distinction between two. If the alphabet gets 
finalized one set of length  canceling the other, Bangla orthography will be more phonetic and easy to 
practice. 
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little  about  Sylheti,  as  the  status  of  Bangla is  higher  socio-politically,  Bangla  and
English are the main official languages of Barak valley and the dominant medium of
education. Sylheti is not used for any formal  purposes, not even in any kind of media.
Sylheti  speakers while writing use the Bangla phonemes but their  pronunciation is
different from Bangla speakers. In the following section we will provide two vowel
charts:
 
1) Sylheti  vowel  chart  according  to  Sylheti  orthography  and  native  Sylheti
speakers.
2) vowel phonemes used by Sylheti  speakers  in  Barak Valley who also speak
Bangla.
Table 4.2.2.1: Sylheti Vowels (Gope, 2016)
Front center back
close i u
closemid
open mid ɛ ɔ
open a
Table 4.2.2.2 : Vowel used by Sylheti speakers in Barak valley
front center back
close i u
close mid e o
open mid ɛ ɔ
open a
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From Table 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2 we can notice the differences, in both the charts the
vowel phoneme [æ] is  absent.  While  we can see that  in  Table 4.3 open-mid-front
vowel [e]  is  present  while  in  chart  Table 4.2 it  is  not  seen3.  According to  Sylheti
Orthography  short and long vowels are not distinguished A vowel may be pronounced
as long and short but it does not bring any change to the meaning of the word. The use
of Vowels in Sylheti is shown in the following section :
Vowel [i]      high front vowel [i] can form minimal pair with [a] as in mil 'similarity'
-mal 'goods'. [i] can appear in all positions of a word. 
Initial   medial    final. 
                       ইমফন             লমটফই                     বলন
                       iman   miʈai                    bondt i
                       honesty                        sweets                          prisoner
Vowel [e] close mid vowel in some cases encountered in the speech of Sylheti
speakers from Barak Valley. 
Initial medial final
এখনম চফরফ মফরজ
ekdom fera maʤe
definetly kind of sweet middle
Vowel [ɛ]    a mid high front vowel is always pronounced as open in Sylheti. It can
form minimal  pair  with [i]  as  in  mela 'fair'  and  mila 'meet'.  [ɛ]  can appear  in  all
positions :
   Initial medial final
3It is possible that in earlier studies scholars have used /o/ in place of /ɔ/. As we have not 
interviewed outside Barak Valley we cannot be sure if /ɔ/ sound is really missing in Sylheti of Sylhet 
but at least in Barak Valley  (India) use of /ɔ/ is frequent while /o/ is rare.  
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             এক                        মমলন                        জসড়ড়
            ɛk                            mɛla                                    zoɽɛ                   
            one                              open                                   by the storm
 
Vowel [a] open vowel [a] can appear in any position. It can form minimal pair
with [i] as in tala 'lock' -  tali 'clap'.
   Initial medial final
           আম মফলফ তফলফ
           am mala ttala
mango necklace lock
Vowel [ɔ] a mid open vowel is very common in the speech of Sylheti speakers of
Barak valley. This can occur in any position and can form minimal pair with [i] as in
mɔla 'rub' – mila meet'
initial medial final
            অঙ্ক কলব চনক  
            ɔnkɔ xɔbi dexɔ  
math poet look
Vowel [u] a high back vowel can appear in all positions.
 
   initial medial final
           উড়ঢফ বধক হর
           uɽa                                        buk hɔru
            to fly chest small
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4.3 Nasalisation
Nasalisation is an important part of Bangla phonemes. In Bangla all pure seven vowels
have  their  nasalized  counter  parts.  The  seven  nasal  vowel  are  / ã  õ  ĩ  ũ  e ææ  ɔɔ /.
According to many Bangla phoneticians the concept of Bangla nasal vowel is a matter
of debate, some (Bhattachejee,2006) argue that nasal vowels are separate vowels and
according to them nasalization is a distinctive feature of Bangla, while others consider
nasal sounds as a allophonic variation of pure vowels (khan,2010), (Thompson, 2010).
Examples of some nasalization are shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.3.1 : Nasal Vowels in Bangla
nasal vowel word transc meaning
  ã  চনচদ cãdt moon
ফনচকন     pʱãka empty
  õ মপনচ ন     põca rotten
 মগনচড়ড়ন    gõɽa orthodox
  ĩ   ইচদর    ĩdur rat
ছসচছড়ড়      ʃĩɽi stairs
   ũ  উচ স     ũcu high
গচড়ড়ন      gũɽa powder
e       মপচ ন            pẽca owl
4.3.1.Nasalisation in Sylheti
In  Sylheti  phoneme  chart  we  can  see  the  presence  of  nasal  consonants  (Sylheti
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Phoneme chart), /m,n/ but following the Sylheti script and phoneme we can conclude
that differently from Bangla, Sylheti does not have nasalized vowels. In the following
table we have presented a list of Sylheti words which are pronounced in Bangla  with
nasal vowels.
Table 4.3.2.:  Bangla and Sylheti vowels
pure
vowel
nasal
vowel
Bangla
word
transc Sylheti
word
transc meaning
/i/ /ĩ/ ইচদর   ĩdur  ইনসর Indt ur rat
/e/ /e/  মপচ ন pẽca মফসন ɸesa owl
/a/ /ã/    চনচদ cãd সন   sandt  moon
/o/ /õ/  মপনচ ন põca ফসন ɸosa rotten
/u/  /ũ/     উচ স ũcu উসন usa high
From Table 4.5, we can see that in Sylheti, words are pronounced without any nasal
vowel but in some cases the nasal consonant /n/ is pronounced where the preceeding
vowel is /a/ or /i/.
4.4 Diphthongs
Diphthongs  are  the  combinations  of  two  vowels,  one  shifting  towards  the  other.
Thompson seems to use the terms 'vowel sequence' and 'dipthong' indifferently. Here
'dipthong' has been used for all intences of vowel sequence, even for those where a
glide is inserted between two vowels.  In Bangla there are twenty two diphthongs4 and
the vowels in (Bangla and Sylheti) diphthongs are usually of equal length, so that each
individual member of a pair is pronounced with the same level of audibility. In Bangla
and Sylheti there are some distinct way of writing the diphthongs:
4Abdul Kalam Manzur Morshed identified 29 dipthongs in Bangla, (Morshed, 1997)
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1) In Bangla there are two diphthongs which have their own symbols.  ঐ
[oi],  ঔ [ou].
2) Full vowel follows the inherent vowel /ɔ/ in Bangla and Sylheti.
3) In Sylheti script the divisvara sign is used after any consonant or vowel 
in order to form the diphthongs. The divisvara sign when used after a 
consonant to forms the diphthong because it gets attached to the   
inherent vowel. When divisvara is attached to any other vowel like [u] 
it forms the diphthong [ui] with [e] as [ei].
4) A  full vowel follows another vowel directly in Bangla and Sylheti.
5) In Bangla the glide [j] is used between two vowels as a link while in the
Sylheti script we have not encountered the presence of the glide [j] but 
there are many words used by the Sylheti speakers where the glide [j] is
used and is also used as a linking phoneme between two vowels (like  
Bangla). (Thompson,2010)
Table 4.4.1 : Diphthongs of Bangla (Thompson, 2010) and Sylheti
diphthong Bangla Sylheti Bangla script transc meaning
i-i       +     - ছদই dii give-1st -PR-S
i-e       +     -    ছনসয় nije take -PP
i-a       +      +  ছপরয়ন prija dear
i-o       +      +  ছপরয় prijo favorite
i-u       +      +  ছশউছল ʃiuli name of a flower
e-i       +       + চনই dt ei give -1st -PR-S
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e-a       +        মখয়ন kʱeja Boat
e-o      +       +  মদও dt eo give- 2nd-PR-S
e-u      +       + মখউ xeu someone
æ-y      +        - মদয় dt ej give -3rd- PR-S/P
a-i      +       + যনই ʤai go – 1st- PR-S
    a-o        +       + খনও xao       Eat -2nd F-PR
      a-u           +       + লনউ lau       gourd
a-y      +        + গনয় gaj Sing -3rd -PR-S
     ɔ- y           +       + লয়       lɔy take -3rd -PR-S
 o-i         +       + সই ʃoi lie down – 1st-pr
o-o        +       -  মশনও ʃoo Lie down -2nd -PR-
IMP
o-u       +       + বউ bou Wife, bride
 u-i        +       + তসই ttui You-2nd person
pronoun
            
                                                                                                      
4.5 Consonants
The Bangla script has twenty eight consonant letters. In Sylheti script there are twenty
seven  of them represented by letters and only one consonant phoneme is represented
by symbol /˚/ (which is the equivalent of ংব,  'ɔnuʃkar' of Bangla).   In Bangla the
phoneme  /ŋ/ have got its alphabetical form 'ঙ'  and also has the diacritic form ' ংব'
(Thompson, 2010) but according to the Sylheti script the phoneme /ŋ/ is represented
by the Symbol /˚/ and is placed above the consonants (Bhuiya, 2000). 
Consonants  are  produced  by  a  complete  or  partial  stoppage  of  breath.
Consonants  are  classified  according  to  the  manner  and  place  of  articulation.  The
manner of articulation describes the type of obstruction caused by the narrowing or
closure of the articulators and the place of articulation classifies consonants on the
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basis of the place or points at which the articulators interact. In Table 4.5.1 and 4.5.2,
we describe the consonants  of  Bangla and Sylheti  with  the help  of  place  and the
manner of articulation.  In both languages voiced and aspiration are phonologically
relevant.
Table 4.5.1 : Bangla consonants 
labial dental alveolar retroflex palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive(stop)
voiceless
unaspirated p t ʈ ʧ k
aspirated pʱ tʱ ʈʱ ʧʱ kʱ
voiced 
unaspirated b d ɖ ʤ g
aspirated bʱ dʱ ɖʱ ʤʱ gʱ
nasals m n n ñ ŋ 
flaps 
unaspirated
r ɽ
lateral l
fricative s ʃ h
appriximants j
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Table 4.5.2 : Sylheti Consonants (Bhuiya, 2000), (Chanda, 2013)
labial dental alveolar retroflex palatal velar Glottal
Plosive
(stop)
voiceless
unaspirated p t ʈ k
aspirated tʱ ʈʱ
voiced
unaspirated b d ɖ ʤ g
aspirated bʱ dʱ ɖʱ
nasal m n ŋ 
flaps r ɽ
lateral l
spirants
voiceless ɸ s ʃ x h
aspirated
voiced z ɣ
approximants j
Note:  Notice that  ʧ  and ʧʱ,  ʤ and ʤʱ are entered here together  as plosives  even
though they are pronounced in Bangla and Sylheti as affricates. However, historically
they are derived from palatal plosives and phonologically they pattern like the other
plosives and there are no other affricates either in Bangla and Sylheti.
Notice also that Bangla orthography distinguishes between retroflex /স/  ṣ and
palatal  /শ/ ʃ, even though they are pronounced the same. Also here the occurrence of
the two letters generally depends upon the Sanskrit word they derive from.
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4.5.1 Voicing and Aspiration
Voicing is counted as a distinctive feature in Bangla and Sylheti, some consonants in
these two languages have both voiced and voiceless versions. Aspiration also plays an
important role in Bangla and Sylheti, the same string of sound barring aspiration can
bring difference in the meaning of the word. In both the languages, consonants are
grouped under four types : 
i) voiceless, unaspirated.
ii)  voiceless, aspirated.
Iii)  voiced, unaspirated.
iv)   voiced, aspirated.
From the IPA chart of Bangla and Sylheti we can notice that the number of consonants
falling under these four categories is higher in Bangla than in Sylheti. We can see that
Bangla has consonants like /p,  pʱ/  while  in  Sylheti  there is  /p/  but  instead of  /pʱ/
Sylheti has the phoneme /ɸ/. 
4.5.2 Labial Plosives
Labial  consonants are produced with either the upper and the lower lips, known as
bilabial or with the lower lip and upper teeth, known as labiodental. In Bangla there
are four bilabial plosive consonants /p, pʱ,b, bʱ/ while Sylheti has three bilabial plosive
/p, b, bʱ/. The description of the phonemes with examples are given below :
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i) Bangla:
    Bangla letter description phonme     word transc gloss
প voiceless,    /p/                    পশ  pɔʃu          animal
unaspirated
ফ voiceless,   /pʱ/       ফল pʱɔl fruit
aspirated       
ব voiced, /b/       বল bɔl stength
 unaspirated  
ভ voiced,            /bʱ/        ভয় bʱɔy  fear
aspirated           
Minimal pairs
 –  প ফ :  পনকন paka  'ripe' –  ফনকন pʱaka 'empty'.
 –  ব ভ :   বনর bar 'weekdays' -ভনর bʱar 'weight'.
Consonant – use and occurrence
  initial medial final
 প  পসরসনন purno 'old'  নসপসর nupur 'anklet'            ছ সপ cup 'silence'
 পরনন pran 'life'  অপয়ন opoya 'ill-starred'        মঝনপ jʱup 'bush'.
ফ  ফল pʱɔl 'fruit'  অসফল osɔpʱɔl বরফ bɔrɔpʱ 'ice'
'unsuccesful'
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intitial medial  final
 মফকনসস pʱekase  আফশস apʱʃos  'repent'  লনফ lapʱ 'jump'
'pale'
ব    বনচশ bãʃ  'bamboo'  আবনর abar 'again'  সবনব sobab 'habit'
   বনচছশ bãʃi 'flute'  অবনক ɔbak 'astonishment' খসব kʱub 'very'
ভ  ভসল bʱul 'mistake'  অছভমনন obʱiman 'pride'  মলনভ lobʱ 'greed'
 ভনগ bʱag 'share'  গনভট gabʱi  'cow'                     মসসরভ sourobʱ
'fragnance'
         
ii) Sylheti
Bangla letter description phoneme      word transc          meaning
প voiceless p         পনরদন pɔrdt a curtain
unaspirated 
bilabial
ব voiced, b          বনছরক barik thin
 unaspirated 
bilabial
ভ voiced, bʱ          ভসত bʱutt ghost
aspirated 
bilabial
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Minimal pairs
The phoneme /p/ takes minimal pairs  with the phoneme /ɸ/.  Infact in Sylheti  it  is
easier to find a word having the phoneme /ɸ/ then /p/. Sylheti speakers find it more
convenient to use the aspirated bilabial phoneme /ɸ/, even the borrowed words which
have /p/ is in most cases pronounced with /ɸ/. For example the English word 'public'
will be pronounced as ɸablic. 
 –  প ফ :  পনক pak  'pure'  -    ফনখ ɸax 'mud'.
 –  ব ভ :   বনই bai 'crazyness' -   ভনই bʱai 'brother'.
Consonant – use and occurrence 
 initial medial final
 প  পনছক paki 'bird'  আপন apa 'kinship term'  সনপ ʃap 'serpent' 
              
ব  বসইদন boidt a 'egg'  আবনর abar 'again'  অবনব obab 
'shortage'
 মবজনর beʤar 'sad' জবনব ʤɔbab 'answer' ফসরনব ɸɔosrab
'urine' 
 ভ  ভসল bʱul 'wrong'  গছভর gobʱir 'deep'  মগসরভ gourobʱ 
'dignity'
 ভসত bʱutt  'ghost'  অদসত odt bʱutt  'strange'
In Sylheti the words with the phoneme /bʱ/ and /p/ is comparatively less occurring
than words with the phoneme /b/ and /ɸ/.
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4.5.3.Dental Plosives
Dental plosives are produced with the complete closure of the articulators (tongue and
the upper teeth) blocking the passage of the air for a while. Bangla and Sylheti have
four dental consonants /tt ,  tʱt, dt , dʱt/.  The example and descriptions of dental plosive
consonants from Bangla and Sylheti are given below : 
i) Bangla
Bangla letter   description phoneme word Ipa meaning
ত, ৎ    voiceless,     tt            তনলন ttala lock     
  unaspirated 
   dental  
      
থ voiceless, tt ʱ থনলন tt ʱala plate
aspirated dental
দ voiced dt দনত dt att   teeth
unaspiretd
dental
ধ voiced,      dt ʱ ধনন dt ʱan    paddy
aspirated
dental
Minimal pairs
 – ত থ: তনমন ttama 'copper'  -  থনমন tt ʱama 'stop'
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dt  -  dt ʱ:    দনন dt an 'charity' –  ধনন dt ʱan 'paddy'
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial  final
  ত  তসছম ttumi  'you' মনতনল mattal 'drunk' যনত jatt  'caste'
থ  থনছল tt ʱali 'plate'  কথন kott ʱa 'talk'  রথ rott ʱ 'chariot'
দ দনছম dt ami 'costly'  নছদ nodt i 'river' ছনচদ cãdt  'moon'
ধ  ধনট dt ʱoni 'rich' পরধনন prodt ʱan 'main'  দধ dt udt ʱ 'milk'
ii) Sylheti
Bangla letter   description phoneme   word   Ipa meaning
 ত  voiceless,   tt     তনজন ttaʤa fresh
unaspirated
dental
থ voiceless tt ʱ    থননন tt ʱana police
aspirated station
dental
দ voiced, dt        দম dt om breath
unaspirated
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dental
ধ voiced,  dt ʱ       ধনছরবনজ dt ʱaribaʤ   cheat
aspirated  
dental
The use of aspirated phoneme /dʱ/  is not very common. 
Minimal pairs
 –  ত থ :  তনছল ttali 'clap' –  থনছল tt ʱali 'plate'. 
 –  দ ধ :  দশরন dt ɔrʃn 'seeing' –  ধররণ dt ʱɔrshon 'rape'
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial        medial final
ত  তছমজ ttamiʤ 'behave'        মততসল tt ettul 'tamarind'  মনত matt  
'gossip'
থ থননকস ছন tt ʱankuni      পছথক pott ʱik 'traveler'  পথ patʱ 
'name of plant' 'path'
দ  দলন dt ula 'dust'       মনদনন madt an 'afternoon'            মদ modt
         'alcohol'
ধ           ধসছন dt ʱuni       গনধন gadt ʱa 'donkey'         ছনসরধ nisedt ʱ 
'prohibit'.
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4.5.4.Retroflex Plosives
The articulators involved in the production of retroflex sounds are the hard palate and
the tip of the tongue. The tip of the tongue curles back and the underside of the tongue
touches  the  hard  palate.  Bangla  and  Sylheti  both  have  four  retroflex  plosive
consonants. 
i) Bangla
Bangla letter  description phoneme word      transc      meaning
ট voiceless ʈ টক ʈɔk  sour
unaspirated
retroflex
ঠ voiceless, ʈʱ  ছঠকননন ʈʱikana    address
aspirated
retroflex
ড় voiced ɖ  ড়নক ɖak call
unaspirated
retroflex
ঢ voiced ɖʱ  ঢনক ɖʱak cover
aspirated
retroflex
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Minimal pairs
 –  ট ঠ :  পনট  paʈ 'jute' -   পনঠ paʈʱ 'lesson'.
 –  ড় ঢ ড়নলন ɖala 'wicker' – ঢনলন ɖʱala 'pour' 
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial final
ট  ছটয়ন ʈija 'parrot'  আটন aʈa 'glue' আট aʈ 'eight'
      ঠ  ছঠকননন ʈʱikana 'eight'  কছঠন koʈʱin 'difficult' মনঠ maʈʱ 
'field'
ড়  ছড়ম ɖim 'egg'  ভনণনর bʱanɖar 'storage'   কনড়র karɖ 
    'card'
ঢ   ছঢল ɖʱil  অসঢল oɖʱel 'enough' -
ii) Sylheti
Bangla letter  description phoneme word     transc meaning
ট voiceless ʈ টব     ʈɔb    flower pot
unaspirated 
retroflex
ঠ voiceless ʈʱ ঠনকস র ʈʱakur   god
aspirated
retroflex
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ড় voiced ɖ  মড়গ ɖeg cooking  
unaspirated vessel
retroflex
ঢ voiced, ɖʱ ঢনকন ɖʱaxa cover
aspirated
retroflex
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial final
ট  টসমন ʈuma 'piece' বনটন baʈa 'paste'  বনট baʈ 'portion'
ঠ  ঠসট ʈʱuʈ 'lips'  উঠনন uʈʱan 'yard'  খনঠ xaʈʱ 'wood'
ড়  ড়নল ɖal 'branch'  বণও bonɖo 'fake'  গনড়র garɖ 'guard'
In Sylheti the use of  [ɖʱ] is very rare, it has been noticed that the Sylheti speakers
usually replace the phoneme [ɖʱ] with [ɖ]. Because of this reason, the words that form
minimal pairs in Bangla are found to form homophone in Sylheti. In some of these
cases there are tonal differences. (Gope,2016).
Example: dt an (charity)  and   dt an (rice).
4.5.5. Palatal Plosives
Palatal plosives are consonants pronounced using the articulators hard palate and tip
and front of the tongue. Bangla  has four palatal plosive consonants and Sylheti has
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three.
Note: In Bangla and Sylheti these sounds are pronounced as affricates. (section 4.4).
i) Bangla
Bangla letter   description phoneme word     transc     meaning
চ    voiceless ʧ চনল ʧal rice
   unaspirated
  palatal
 affricate
ছ voiceless ʧʱ মছসল ʧʱele boy
aspirated
palatal
affricate
জ voiced           ʤ জনমন ʤama dress
unaspirated
palatal
affricate
ঝ voiced ʤʱ মঝনপ ʤʱup bush
aspirated
palatal
affricate
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Minimal pairs
 – চ ছ::  চনপন ʧapa 'press' –  ছনপন ʧʱapa 'print'
 –  জ ঝ :  মজনর ʤor 'emphasis'  -  মঝনর ʤʱor 'cascade'
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial final
চ  চনলনক ʧalak 'clever' আচনর acar 'pickle'  চনমচ ʧamoʧ 
'spoon'
ছ  মছসল ʧʱele 'boy'  বছর bɔʧɔr 'year'  মনছ maʧʱ 
fish'
জ  জল ʤol 'water'  অজঘর ɔʤɔgʱor 'python'  কনজ kaʤ 
'work'
ঝ  ঝনল ʤʱal 'spicy' মনছঝ maʤʱi 'fisherman'  মনঝ maʤʱ 
'middle'
ii) Sylheti
Bangla letter  description phoneme word      transc      meaning
জ voiced ʤ জগরন ʤɔgra         quarel
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Consonant – use and occurrence
 initial medial final
জ  জছমন ʤɔomin 'land' কমজনত komjatt  কবজ koboʤ
4.5.6. Velar plosives
Velar Plosive consonants are produced by the back part of the tongue touching the soft
palate. Bangla has four velar plosive consonants while in Sylheti there are two. The
tables below explain these features.
i) Bangla
Bangla letter  description phoneme word  transc       meaning
ক voiceless k কনগজ kagɔʤ paper
unaspirated
veler
খ voiceless kʱ খনম kʱam work
aspirated
velar
গ voiced g গছরব gɔrib poor
unaspirated
velar
ঘ voiced gʱ ঘনস gʱaʃ grass
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aspirated
velar
Minimal pairs
 –  ক খ :   কনছল kali 'ink' -  খনছল kʱali 'empty'
 –    গ ঘ গন ga 'body' –  ঘন gʱa 'wound'
Consonant – use and occurrence
 
initial medial final
ক  কলম kolom 'pen'  পনকন paka 'fan'  কনক kak 'crow'
 খ  খসদন kʱudt a 'hungry'  ছশখন ʃikʱa 'learn'  মসখ mukʱ 'face'
গ  গরম gorom 'hot' বনগনন bagan 'garden'  রনগ rag 'angry'
ঘ ঘসম gʱum 'sleep'  আঘনত agʱat 'hurt'  বনঘ bagʱ tiger
ii) Sylheti:
Bangla letter description  phoneme word      transc  meaning
ক  voiceless k            কস ফন  kuɸa   unlucky
unaspirated
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velar
গ voiced g মগনড়ন genɖa mariegold
unaspirated
velar
Minimal pairs
 –   ক গ করম kɔrɔm 'deeds' –  গরম gɔrɔm 'hot'
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial final
ক কনম kam 'work' আকনল akal 'bad time'  অসসক osuk 'ill'
গ  গন gɔndt ɔ 'smell'  সনগল sokal 'morning' দনগ dt ag 'spot'
4.5.7. Nasals
During the production of nasal consonants, the breath stream is interrupted at some
point in the oral cavity or at the lips, while the soft palate is lowered and the air stream
passes  through  the  nose  and  creates  a  resonance  there.  Bangla  has  four  nasal
sounds /m, n, n, nn͂ ,  ṅ / while Sylheti has three. According to Sylheti script, two nasal
consonants are represented by letters  and one is  represented by a diacritic symbol
(discussed in details in Section 4.5 ). The detailed description of the nasal sounds from
Bangla and Sylheti are discussed below: 
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i) Bangla
Bangla letter  description  phoneme word  transc          meaning
ম bilabial nasal m মনথন    matt ʱa   head
 ন dental nasal n নরম     norom   soft
ণ retroflex nasal n ননরনয়ণ     narajaṇ another  
name 
of lord 
Vishnu
ঞ palatal nasal ñ          অঞল        oñcol region
ঙ velar nasal ŋ       রছঙন  roṅin colorful
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial   final
ম মনছলক malik 'owner'  অমর ɔmɔr 'immortal'    আম a:m 'mango'
ন ননম nam 'name'  মননন mana 'prohibited' ছদন dt in 'day'
ণ - ধনরণনdt ʱarɔṇa   পরনণ praṇ 'life'
ঞ - সঞয় ʃɔñ ʧɔj (occur only in conjuncts)
savings
ঙ  -  আঙসর aŋgur 'grapes'  রব rɔŋ 'color'
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ii) Sylheti
Bangla letter description phoneme word       transc           meaning
ম bilabial nasal m মসশছকল       muskil    difficult
ন dental nasal              n নমক     nɔmɔk     salt
Consonance – use and occurrence
initial medial final
 ম  মন mɔn 'mind'  অমন am:a mother   খলম xɔlɔm pen
ন  ননছলশ naliʃ 'complain' আননছড়ড় anaɽi 'idiot'  ছরন rin 'loan'
4.5.8. Flaps
For the articulation of flap consonants, active and passive articulators strike against
one another only once. Bangla has three flap consonants ( Thompson, 2010: 30 – 31).
i) Bangla
Bangla letter description phoneme word transc      meaning
র dental flap r রনত ratt   night
ড়ড় retroflex flap ɽ মঘনড়ড়ন gʱoɽa horse
ঢড় aspirated ɽʱ গনঢড় gaɽʱ deep 
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retroflex color 
flap
Minimal pairs
 –  র ড়ড় :  পরন pɔra 'wear' -  পড়ড়ন pɔɽa 'study or fall'
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial final
র  রমনল rumal 'handkerchief' চরণ ʧɔrɔṇ 'foot'  অমর omor 'mortal'
ড়ড় -  ননছড়ড় naɽi 'pulse'   ঝড়ড় jʱɔɽ 'storm'
ঢড় -  গনঢড় gaɽʱɔ 'deep -  আরনঢড় asaɽʱ 'third  
color' month  of  
Bangla 
calender'
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ii) Sylheti:
Sylheti have two flap consonants. [r] and [ɽ].
Bangla letter description phoneme word transc            meaning
র dental flap    r রনইত raitt night
ড়ড় retroflex flap    ɽ ঘড়ড়ড় gʱoɽi watch
Minimal pairs:
 –  র ড়ড় : ননছর nari 'women' – ননছড়ড় naɽi 'pulse'
Consonant – use and occurrence: 
initial medial final
র  রনসন rastta 'road' শরম ʃɔrɔm 'shy'  রজগনর rujgar 
'income'
 ড়ড় -  আড়ড়নই aɽai 'two and half'  গনড়ড় gaɽ 'neck'
4.5.9. Laterals
Lateral consonants are produced with the tip of the tongue touching the roof of the
mouth. In Bangla and Sylheti the lateral consonant is produced by touching the teeth
ridge with the tip of the tongue. 
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Bangla and Sylheti
Bangla letter description phoneme word transc        meaning
ল dental lateral l লনশ laʃ deadbody
Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial final
B ল লবন lɔbɔn 'salt'মনছলক malik 'owne'r  চনল ʧal 'rice'       
S ল লতন lɔtta 'string' আলতন altta   সনল sal  'skin'     
4.5.10. Spirants
Spirant  consonants  are  uttered  with  friction  of  breath  with  some parts  of  the  oral
passage.  In  Bangla  there  are  three  Spirant  consonants  :  spirant  dental  consonant,
spirant retroflex consonant and spirant palatal  consonant.  The pronunciation of the
three  spirants  are  equal  (it  is  like  ʃ  as  in  ‘shame’)  though  Bangla  orthography
distinguishes between them.(section 4.4) To know the use of these consonants one
needs to learn the spellings (Thompson, 2010).  
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i)  Bangla 
Bangla letter  description phoneme word transc        meaning
স dental spirant s মসননন sona gold
র retroflex spirant s রনট saʈ sixty
শ palatal spirant ʃ শটত ʃitt  winter
Minimal pairs
 –  স র :   ভনসন bʱasa 'float'  - ভনরন bʱasa 'language'.
 –  শ স :   ছবশ biʃ 'twenty' -   ছবর bis 'poison' (according to Bangla spelling)
 –  স র :    আসন asa 'come' –  আশন aʃa 'hope'
Consonant – use and occurrence 
  Initial medial final
স  সসখ sukʱ 'happiness'  অছসমন osima 'endless'  বনতনস battas 
'air'
র  রনট saʈ 'sixty' ছনসরধ nisedt ʱ 'prohibited'  মননসর manus 
'man'
শ শটত ʃitt  'winter'  মশন moʃa 'mosquito'  আকনশ akaʃ 
'sky'
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ii) Sylheti
Sylheti has more spirant consonants than Bangla. The description of Sylheti spirant
consonants are listed below with examples :
Bangla letter description phoneme word     transc   meaning
 স dental spirant s সনমস samɔs spoon
unaspirated
শ palatal spirant ʃ       শনফ  ʃaɸ snake
খ voiceless velar x খনম     xam work
spirant
ঘ voiced velar  ɣ ঘনম   ɣam sweat
spirant
জ voiced alveolar z zomin land
spirant
ফ voiceless labial ɸ ফল ɸol fruit
spirant
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Minimal pairs
 –  স শ :  বনসন basa 'alive' –  বনশন baʃa 'language', 'float', 'house'
Consonant – use and occurrence 
initial medial final
       স  সনলনক salak 'clever' ছবসনর bisar 'judgment'  ননস nas 'dance'
শ  শবদ ʃɔbdt ɔ 'wor'd  মশন moʃa 'mosquito'                 ছবশ biʃ 'poison'
খ  খছবস xobis 'bad'           মলখন lexa 'write'                        মদখ dex 'look'
ফ  ফসয়ন ɸuwa 'boy'     খফনল xoɸal 'forehead'     লনফ laɸ 'jump'
ঘ  ঘনম ɣam 'sweat'
জ জছমন zɔmin 'land'
4.5.11.  Approximants
Approximant consonants pronounced by bringing tongue and roof of the mouth close
to each other. Bangla have one approximant consonant [j]. In Sylheti script we have
not  encountered  the  consonant  [j]  but  there  are  some words  in  Sylheti  which  are
pronounced with the consonant [j], e.g. ɸuja. 
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Bangla letter  description phoneme word    transc       meaning
য় palatal     j ধসয়ন    dt ʰuja wash
approximants
 Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial final
B  য় -  ছটয়ন ʈija 'parrot'  খনয় kʱaj 'eat'
S  য় -  অয় oj 'yes'  জনয় ʤaj 'go'
4.5.12. Glottals
Glottal sound is pronounced with vocal folds wide open while the air passes through
the glottis without being interrupted. Both Bangla and Sylheti have glottal consonants.
 
Bangla letter  description phoneme word    transc       meaning
হ glottal spirants h হনত    hatt hand 
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Consonant – use and occurrence
initial medial final
B হ  হনট haʈ 'market' মচহনর ʧehara 'face'  মদহ dt ehɔ 'body'
S হ  হনসমশন hameʃa  সনহনরন ʃahara  মসহ snehɔ 'love'
'always' 'support'
Points to be noted
Bangla has a few consonants in its alphabetic list that are either never used or
there occurrences are extremely rare. E.g.   ঌ /li/ is never used while   ঢড় /ɽʱ/ is used in
rare occasions. The letter  ণ /n/ has a distinct sound (retroflex nasal consonant) in Hindi
languages but in Bangla this consonant is only used while writing but in speech the
pronunciation of dental nasal and retroflex nasals are not distinguished. 
                                                                                                             
4.6. Script
4.6.1.What is a Script? 
A script is a writing system, it is a collection of letters or symbols used in a language
to  express  ideas.  A script  is  a  symbolic  system  used  to  represent  elements  or
statements expressible in a language. It also preserves lost features (such as the length
of vowels) of a the language that were a part  of it at  some point in time. Writing
system can be independent of any language, some languages have only one writing
system for example Bangla has its Bangla script but this script is also used in writing
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Assamese5, Manipuri6, Vishnupriya Manipuri7, on the other hand some languages may
use  multiple  scripts  or  script  of  other  languages,  for  example  consider  Punjabi
language, Punjabis in Pakistan use Urdu script to write Punjabi while Indian Punjabis
use  Gurmukhi script.  Writing  systems  are  classified  as  logographic,  syllabic,
alphabetic, abugida and abjad. Bangla and Sylheti are grouped under abugida script.
In  the  following  section  we  will  discuss  the  origin  and  development  of  both  the
scripts.
4.6.2. Bangla Script
Bangla  script  is  derived  from  Brahmi  script.  Many  South  –  Asian  scripts  have
descendant from  Brahmi.  Bangla script is one of the descendants of  Brahmi script
which is used for writing Bangla, Sylheti, Manipuri, and some other northeast-Indian
languages like Bodo, Kakbarua. 
          The writing systems originating from Brahmi are syllabic also known as
abugida.  The Bangla letters are syllabic letters which means each consonant has a
vowel attached with it and together they both form a syllabic unit. Each consonant in
Bangla  script  has  an  inherent  vowel  [ɔ].(Chatterjee,1957).  In  order  to  mute  the
pronunciation of the inherent vowel the symbol hasanta is placed below that consonant
or when a single consonant is at the end of a word. Inherent vowels are discussed in
details in section 4.7. In Bangla script all vowels have two Symbols : one is full vowel
5Assamese languages is the state language of Assam. 
6Manipuri is the state languages of Manipur state situated in North-Eastern part of India. 
Manipuri language belongs to the Tibeto – Burman language family and they have their own script 
known as Meiteilon but from few years they have adopted the Bengali script but recently many scholars
and linguists are motivating and encouraging the Manipuri speakers to learn and use the Meiteilon 
script.
7Bishnupriya Manipuri  is an Indo-Aryan language spoken by the Bisnupriya people who 
live mainly in the lower Assam, Tripura.
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which stands on its  own and the other  is  vowel  diacritic  which is  attached to the
consonants. The diacritic symbol for a vowel can be placed above, below, before, after
or both sides of the consonants (vowel diacritic has been discussed in more details in
section no. 4.6.2.1). 
              In Bangla script the arrangement of letters is very systematic, the vowels
come  before  the  consonants  and  consonants  are  arranged  according  to  the
phonological rule. The names of the consonants in Bangla are not mere names but they
actually are instructions to pronounce those consonants. E.g the name of ন [n] is “নন্তঢয়
– ন, dt ɔntt iee ɔ – nɔ” meaning : 'dental n'.
The arrangements of the Bangla consonants are shown below: 
4.6.2.1. Alphabetical orders of the letters
Vowels :  অ ɔ,  আ a,  ই i,  ঈ i,  উ u,  ঊ u,  এ e,  ও o.
                                           Table 4.6.2.1: Bangla Vowels
Bangla letters phonemes
অ /ɔ/
আ /a/
     ই /i/
ঈ /i:/
          উ /u/
          ঊ /u:/
         এ /e/
         ও /o/
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                                       Table 4.6.2.2: Bangla Consonants
Bangla letters Phonemes
ক /kɔ/
খ /kʱɔ/
গ /gɔ/
ঘ /gʱɔ/
ঙ /ŋɔ/
চ /ʧɔ/
ছ /ʧʱɔ/
জ /ʤɔ/
ঝ /ʤʱɔ/
ঞ /ñɔ/
ট /ʈɔ/
ঠ /ʈʱɔ/
ড় /ɖɔ/
ঢ /ɖʱɔ/
ণ /nɔ/
ত /t tɔ/ 
থ /t tʱ ɔ/
দ /dt ɔ/ 
ধ /dt ʱɔ/ 
ন /nɔ/
প /pɔ/
ফ /pʱɔ/
ব /bɔ/
ভ /bʱɔ/
ম /mɔ/
য /jɔ/
র /rɔ/
ড়ড় /ɽɔ/
ঢড় /ɽʱɔ/
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    ল /lɔ/
শ /ʃɔ/
স /sɔ/
র /sɔ/
হ /hɔ/
য় /hɔ/
4.6.2.2. Names of the consonants
All  Bangla  vowels  and  consonants  are  not  named  according  to  their  way  of
pronunciation  only  a  few  consonants  have  a  name  which  describe  their  way  of
pronounciation. Here we have listed vowels and  consonants according to their names.
Vowels:  ই hrishyo i -  short i,      উ hrishyo u – short u
              ঈ drigyo i – long i,         ঊ drigyo u – long u.
Consonants:  ণ murdhunno – retroflex n.
                      শ talibosso – palatal ʃ
                      স dontesso – dental s.
                      র murdhunisso – retroflex s
                               Table 4.6.2.3. Bangla Vowel diacritics:
   full vowel     vowel sign position  demo translit
অ  - no vowel sing ক k
আ ংন after the
consonant
 কন ka
ই ছং before
the consonant
ছক ki
ঈ ংট after কট ki
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the consonant
উ   ংস below
 the consonant
কস ku
ঊ ংূ below
 the consonant
ক ku
এ মং before 
the consonant
মক ke
ও মংন around 
the consonant
মকন ko
4.6.2.3. Sylheti script
During the period of Bangla language and literature, another script known as Sylheti
Nagari script was developed which gained great importance among the people.  This
script was mainly used by the Sylheti speakers (mainly Muslim) of Sylheti district.
The Script has many names like Jalalavadi Nagari,(Bhuiya, 2000), Ful Nagari, Muslim
Nagari (Bhuiya,2000) but among these the name Sylheti Nagari is more appropriate as
the name itself describes that the script is related to the language. In this study  we will
used the name 'Sylheti Nagari'.
                Like Bangla in Sylheti Nagari also all the consonants are accompanied by
the inherent vowel /ɔ/. The vowels used in Sylheti Nagari have two symbols one is full
vowel and the other is vowel symbol. In Sylheti Nagari the vowels are placed before
the consonants.  The list  of the  Vowels and  consonants  are shown in the following
sections: 
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                                         Table 4.6.2.2 : Sylheti vowel letters
Sylheti letters   phonemes
/a/
/i/
 /u/
 /e/, /ɛ/
/o/ /ɔ/
                                   4.6.2.3.Table : Sylheti consonants
Sylheti consonants Phoneme
/kɔ/
    /xɔ/
/gɔ/
          /ɣɔ/
          /ʧɔ/
         /ʧʱɔ/
        /ʤɔ/
        /zɔ/
        /ʈɔ/
                    /ʈʱɔ/
                   /ɖɔ/
                   /ɖʱɔ/
                   /t tɔ/
        /t tʱ ɔ/
                   /dt ɔ/
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                   /dtʱɔ/
                   /nɔ/
                   /pɔ/
                   /ɸɔ/
                   /bɔ/
                   /bʱɔ/
                   /mɔ/
                   /rɔ/
                    /lɔ/
                   /ɽɔ/
                   /ʃɔ/
                   /hɔ
4.6.2.4. Sylheti Vowel sign:  Like Bangla in Sylheti script also each vowel has two
symbols, a full vowel and a vowel sign. Vowel signs are attached to the consonants. In
the table the vowel signs use in Sylheti nagari script are shown: 
                                 
                                    Table 4.6.2.4: Sylheti vowel sign (Bhuiya, 2000)
Full
vowel
demo pronounced      position transc
/i/ after  the
consonant
 ki
/e/ above  the
consonant
ke
/a/ after  the
consonant
ka
/u/ underneath  the
consonant
ku
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4.7. Inherent vowel
What is an inherent vowel ?
- An inherent vowel is a part of an abugida script. It is a vowel sound attached to each
unmarked or basic consonant. In Bangla the inherent vowel is [ɔ] and in some cases
[o]. In  Sylheti the inherent vowel is [ɔ]. There are some special cases where inherent
vowel does not occur.
Absence of Inherent vowel:  A writing system with inherent vowel uses some special
symbols to suppress the pronunciation of inherent vowels so that only the consonant is
pronounced  dropping  the  vowel  [ɔ].  In  Bangla  there  are  three  diacritic  symbols
indicating that the inherent vowels are not pronounced.
 a)(ংদ)  onuʃkar,  present both in Bangla and Sylheti.  Onuskar never takes a
vowel after it, if 'onuskar' is used in the end of a word then this word ends without any
vowel sound, e.g. রদ rɔŋ (colour). It is always  used after a consonant or a vowel (e.g
অদশমফন ɔŋʃuman 'the Sun god'
Initial medial final
- সদবফন sŋbad  'news' বরদ bɔrɔŋ  'instead'
b)     (   ং্ )    'hɔʃɔntt ɔ'  in  Bangla  is  used  under  a  consonant  to  kill  the
pronunciation of  the inherent vowel attached to that consonant. Its function in Sylheti
is the same as that in Bangla but the symbol used in Sylheti script is ^ and is used on
top of the consonant.  It cannot occur at the initial position.
       
c) (ৎ ) 'khɔndɔtt ɔ'  in Bangla is more like /tt / +    ং্ ‍'hɔʃɔntt ɔ', whenever a /tt /
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sound is needed without its inherent vowel a  ৎ is used. Example :  অথরফৎ ɔrthatt  (meaning
is meaning itself).  Sylheti:  There is no 'khɔndɔtt ɔ' in Sylheti Script. Although Sylheti
speakers use words that contain 'khɔndɔtt ɔ' sound. Perhaps /tt / + ^ (Sylheti 'hɔʃɔntt ɔ') in
Sylheti can produce the desired effect and of course also in Bangla (  ৎ = /tt / +  ং্ ‍.
d) Single  consonants  in  the  final  position  :  In  both  Sylheti  and  Bangla  the
inherent vowel is usually not pronounced after the single consonants in the end of a
word.
Example: ড়ফক ɖak 'call',  নফক nak 'nose' , চনল sal  'skin' etc.   
Presence of Inherent vowel
a) In Bangla and Sylheti, conjuncts are pronounced with inherent vowel.
 Example:   রক rɔkttɔ 'blood',  গল gɔlpɔ /  গপ gɔppɔ 'story'.
b)  Words ending with the phoneme /h/ are always accompanied by inherent
vowel in both Bangla and Sylheti.
Example:   মমনহ mohɔ 'affection',   মদহ dt ehɔ 'body',   মসহ snehɔ 'affection',   সসনহ ʃɔndt ehɔ
'doubt / suspection'
c) Inherent vowel is pronounced if the final consonant is preceded by ংঃ,   ংব
and  ৎ. 
 Example:  দঃখ dukkhɔ 'sorrow',   মনবস maŋʃɔ 'meat'
d) When the final  consonant  is  preceded by   ঋ (or   ংব when added to a
consonant)  [ṛi],  inherent  vowel is  expressed.  It  is  very unlikely to find any native
Sylheti word with this vowel consonant combination phoneme. 
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Example:  ম বগ mrigɔ 'deer', ম বত mritt ɔ  'dead'. An exception is  অম বত amritt ɔ 'nectar'.
e) In comparative and superlative adjective forms the inherent vowel is
pronounced.  E.g.   ছপরয়তম prijɔtt ɔmɔ 'dearest'  one,   অনযতম ɔnnɔttɔmɔ 'unique',  গরতর
guruttɔrɔ 'serious'.
f) Inherent vowel is pronounced in some special verb forms8 :
i) In Bangla inherent vowel is pronounced in 1st person future tense.
Example: যনব dʒabɔ 'go',  খনব kʱabɔ 'eat', ছলখব likʱbɔ 'write'.
ii) In Bangla, with 2nd person (fam) simple present, present continuous, present
perfect.
Example:  কর kɔrɔ 'do',  বল bɔlɔ 'say',  চল ʧɔlɔ 'go',  মফলছ pʱelʧɔ 'throw' 
iii) In  Bangla  inherent  vowel  is  used  with  3rd person  (ord)  simple  past,  past  
continuous, past perfect, past habitual.
 Example:  মফলল pʱellɔ 'throw',  ছলখল likʱlɔ 'wrote',  মদখল dt ekʱlɔ 'saw' 
iv) In Sylheti inherent vowel is used with 2nd person (fam) simple present and  
present perfect.
 Example:   মলখ lexɔ 'write', মমল melɔ 'open',  ছকন kinɔ 'buy'
v) In Sylheti inherent vowel is used with 3rd person (ord) simple past, past perfect,
past habitual.
Example:   মলখল lexlɔ 'write',   মখলল xellɔ 'play'
8The English meaning of the verbs are written only in their base forms inside the 
parenthesis.  
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4.8. Conjuncts
A conjunct is a combination of two or more consonant letters without a vowel sound
in the middle, even the inherent vowel sound  disappeares and this combination forms
a new sound. In Bangla the conjunct letters are known as 'jukttakkhor'. The conjuncts
are usually written vertically and sometimes placed side by side sharing their vertical
line. Some consonants sometimes are simply placed closer with one another (side by
side) to form a conjunct. There are many ways in which conjuncts can form. Some
consonants  in Bangla have a diacritic symbol known as [pʱola] which is used after
consonants to form conjuncts (Choudhury, 2015) :
a) র has two symbols
 i) 'reph' which is used above the consonant as in
 কমর kɔrmɔ 'work'
ii) 'rophola' which is used below the consonants
পরনন pran 'life'.
'reph' symbol is used when it comes as the first letter of the conjuncts and 'rophola' sits
at the second place of a conjunct.
b)  ব the  name  of  the  diacritic  symbol  is  'bofola'  and   is  used  for  the  conjunct
formation. But like [r] the letter [b] is not always pronounced even if the conjunct in
the word demands the presence of  [b]. Here we give two example:
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i) [b] is the first consonant and is placed under the first consonant.
Example: দবটপ dt ip 'island'
ii) [b] is the second consonant and is place below.
 Example:    দনছয়তব written  as  dt ayittbo and  pronounced  as   dt iyitt t o  meaning  
responsibility.
 
c) ম the name of the diacritic symbol is 'mofola'. The consonant [m] when it  occurs as
the first letter of a consonant cluster the pronunciation of it is always preserved, but
mopʱola  is  also  used  as  the  second  letter  of  the  cluster  and  in  that  case  the
pronunciation is often not preserved.
i)  কম kɔmpɔ 'shake'. The diacritic symbol mophola is not used here.
ii)   আতন atta 'spirit' this word is pronounced without mopʱola.
iii)   আতটয় written as  atmiyo but pronounced as  attiyo meaning 'guest'
iv)   জন written and pronounced as ʤɔnmɔ meaning 'birth'.
d)   ল the name of the diacritic symbol is lopʱola. The pronunciation of this letter is
always preserved.
i)  গল gɔlpɔ 'story'.
ii)  উলনস ullas 'happiness'.
Besides the use of pʱola, in Bangla, conjuncts are also formed by other consonants. In
the following section we have tried to arrange the list of conjuncts from Bangla and
Sylheti based on their formation. The Sylheti conjuncts which we have presented here
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are  collected  from  the  Sylheti  manuscripts  (Chanda,2006).  Here  we  have  just
discussed the conjuncts found in Sylheti nagari and avoided the extra conjucts found
in  the  speech  of  Sylheti  speakers  that  are  shared  with  the  Bangla  conjucts.  The
formation for conjuncts in Bangla are shown below: 
a) Conjuncts formed in a vertical line- The consonants are placed on top of one
another forming a vertical line with a little or no change in the basic shape.
Table:  4.8.1: Conjunts formed in Vertical line
No
.
letter conjunc
t form
pronounciati
on
Initial medial medial with
inherent vowel
1. ক+ক   ক kk      - মকন
mokka
'holy place
for Muslim'
    -
2.  ক + ল    ক kl কনন
klantto
'tried'
   শকলফ  
 ʃukla
3.  ল + ল ল ll  - উলনস
ullas
'enjoyment'
          -
4.  ন + ন ন nn - কননন
kanna
'cry'
ছভন
bʱinnɔ
'different'
5.  প + প প pp  - দনপন
dt appa
(onomatopo
etic term)
গপ
gɔppɔ
'story'
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6.  প + ত প ptt - ছদপছদপ
dt ipttodt ip
গপ
gupttɔ
'secret'
7.
 প + ল প pl পনবল
plabɔn
f'lood'
বপছব
biplɔbi
'martyr'
      -
8.  দ + ব দব  dt b     - উছদবগ
udt bignɔ
'worried'
      -
9.  দ + ভ দ dt bʱ - উদব
udt bʱɔb
'originating'
-
b) Conjuncts formed by placing the consonant side by side with no or some change in 
the basic shape:
Table: 4.8.2: conjunct formed in horizontal line
No. letter conjunc
t
form
pronounciatio
n
initial medial medial
with
inherent
vowel
1.  দ +  দ দ dt dt     - উদনম
udt dt am
'reckless'
     -
2  ব + ব বব bb     - আববন
abba
'father'
   -
3.  জ +  জ জ ʤʤ   - লজন
loʤʤa
  -
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'shame'
4.  ড় +  ড় ɖɖ     - আডন
aɖɖa 'chat'
    -
5.  চ + চ ʧʧ    - বনচন
baʧʧa
'kid'
c) Compressed forms : Some letters get compressed or change their basic shapes when
appearing as conjuncts.
Table:  4.8.3: Compressed form
No. letter Conjunct
form
pronounciatio
n
initial medial medial
with
inherent
vowel
1.  ট + ট ʈʈ   - ঠনটন
ʈʱaʈʈa
'making fun'
   -
2.  গ +  ধ গ gdt ʱ   -    -  মসগ
mugdt ʱɔ
'impress'
3.  গ +  র গর gr  গরনম
gram
'village'
আগরহ
agrɔhɔ
'enthusiastic'
উগর
 ugrɔ
'violent'
5.  ণ + ট ণ nʈ ঘণন
gʱɔṇʈa
'hour'
কণক
kɔṇʈk
'vocal'
কণ
kɔṇʈɔ
'voice'
6.  দ +  ধ দ dt dt ʱ ছবরসদ
birudt dt ʱe
'against'
যসদ
ʤudt dt ʱɔ
'war'
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7.  ত +  ম ত ttm আতন
attma
 'soul'
আত
attmɔ 
'self'
8.  প +  র পর  পরনন
pran
'life'
আপরনন
apran
'very much'
9.  ম +  প ম mp দমছত
dt ɔmpɔtt i
'couple'
কম
kompo
'shake',
'quake'
10.  ম +  ম ম mm   - সমনন
ʃɔmman
'respect'
d) New letters :  Bangla has some conjunct letters in which the two  separate letters
after forming conjuct come up with a new letter.
Table 4.8.4: New Letter 
No. letter Conjunct
form
pronounciation initial medial medial
with final
consonant
1.  ত +   ত ত tt tt উতর
 utt t ɔr
'answer
2.  ত +  র তর tt r   মনতরন মনতর
matt rɔ
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matt ra
'limit'
'only'
3.  ঙ + গ ঙ ṅg     - সসঙ
sɔŋge
'along'
উলঙ
ulɔŋgɔ
'naked'
4.8.1. Conjuncts used in Sylheti script
The  sample  has  been  collected  from the  Sylheti  manuscripts  and  Sylheti  printed
material.  In Sylheti the use of conjuncts are very limited compared to that of Bangla.
An important difference between Sylheti and Bangla conjuncts is that in Bangla in
some cases after forming conjuncts, the letters take a new shape which is completely
different from that of the original shapes of the letters, but in Sylheti nagari this type
of conjuncts do not occur. For example the conjuncts /tt tt / in Bangla has taken a new
shape ত. but in Sylheti the same  conjuncts /tt tt / has retained the basic shape of both the
tt ’s. (Chanda, 2013).
 
Table 4.8.1.1: Sylheti conjunct according to Sylheti Nagari script
No
. 
letter Conjunct pronounciation initial middle middle
with
inherent
vowel
1  ন +  দ ন ndt বনন
bɔndt ɔn
 'ties'
 অন
ɔndt ɔ
'blind'
2.  ল +  ল ল ll আলন
Allah
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'god'
3.  ন +  ত ন ntt অন
ɔntt ɔ
'end'
4.  ম +  ব মব mb   - লনমবন
lamba
 'tall' 
   -
5.  শ + ব   শব ʃb ছবশবনসট
biʃbasi
'trust
worthy'
6.  শ + ক ʃk মসছ ল
muʃkil
'difficult'
7.  শ +  ত স ʃtt মদনস
 dt ɔʃtt ɔ
'friend'
8.  ব +  ব বব bb মসরছবব
murɔbbi
'mature
person'
9.  ম +  ন ম mn সমনন
sɔmnan
'respect'
10  জ +  জ জ ʤʤ লইজন
lɔiʤʤa
'shame'
11.  ত + ত ত tt tt তত
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tt ɔtt tt ɔ
'theory'
From the study of conjunct formation of Sylheti and Bangla, we have observed that in
Sylheti the occurrence of [c] phoneme takes place only during conjuncts. We have
encountered many sylheti words which are pronounced with [cc] and also with [s]. 
example : kiʧʧa – kisa  'story'.
     kɔʧʧɔp – kosop 'tortoise'.
                                                                                                              
4.9. Conclusion
In this  chapter our main aim was to do a detail  comparative study of Bangla and
Sylheti phoneme and the Script used in both languages. From this study we get a clear
picture  of  sound used in  Bangla  and Sylheti  and how they are  being  used  in  the
respective  languages.   For  doing  this  piece  of  work  we  have  studied  the  Bangla
phonemes  and  Sylheti  phonemes,  the  phonemes  used  for  discussing  the  Sylheti
phoneme are collected from interviewing the local Sylheti speakers of Barak valley.
We have also  studied  the  Sylheti  script  and tried  to  produced a  result  keeping in
account both the written and spoken medium. It is been observed that Bangla and
Sylheti,  both  belonging  to  the  Indo-Aryan  language  family,  have  spectacular
similarities and differences. We have tried to pint out the similarities and differences
here:
Similarities:
a) Both Bangla and Sylheti belong to the Indo-Aryan language family.
b) The consonants in Bangla and Sylheti have inherent vowel.
c) Vowels in Bangla and Sylheti have two Symbols: full vowel and vowel sign.
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Differences:
a) Bangla have the use of nasal vowel while Sylheti doesnot have.
b) Sylheti have the use of dvisvara sign, which is tagged with any other vowel to form
diphthongs like 'oi', 'ai' , 'ui'.
c)  In  Sylheti  the  occurrence  of  [c]  phoneme is  rare,  this  phoneme is  used  during
conjuncts.
d) Bangla forms minimal pairs between aspirated and unaspirated phonemes while in
Sylheti this is not common as the occurrence of aspiration is very rare
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v
nOunS
5.1. Introduction
 
Nouns are used to denote a name to identify a person, a place, or a thing. The noun is
one of the most basic parts of speech and can function as a subject as well  as an
object. In Bangla and Sylheti  it holds a very important plac and is divided into groups
like proper  and common nouns,  singular  and plural  nouns,  abstract  noun,  verbal
noun, collective noun, generic noun (Thompson, 2010 ). (Choudhury, 2015). There are
no fixed articles in these two languages, Thompson and Dasgupta have used the term
classifiers which are added to the nouns to make it definite and indefinite, singular and
plural while Jean Clement in his book uses the term 'determiner'. In this thesis we are
using the term classifier to describe the noun of  Bangla and Sylheti. In Bangla there
are different sets of classifiers which are used based on the noun, whether it is an
animate or inanimate thing, count or non-count, ordinary or honorific noun, while in
Sylheti  the classifiers used for animate and inanimate nouns are similar (Mayenin,
2011).  In this chapter we will focus on  gender, classifiers and  case in Bangla and
Sylheti.
5.2.Gender
The English word 'gender' is derived from the Latin word 'genus' meaning kind, type
or sort. Gender is a grammatical class in which nouns and pronouns are placed with
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some inflections that distinguish the difference of usage between male and female.
Use of gender is different in different languages. Gender is broadly classified in two
types : grammatical and natural gender. 
5.2.1. Grammatical Gender
Grammatical gender is  employed in many world languages like Hindi (one of the
official languages in India), Italian etc. Some languages having grammatical gender
distinguish gender in two categories. Every noun (animate and inanimate)  is either
feminine  or  masculine.  If  we take  an  example  from Hindi  we see that  the  vowel
endings of the words play an important role in marking the gender, if a word takes the
ending vowel /a/ then it is a masculine noun as in gussa  meaning 'anger' (abstract
noun) and the feminine word takes the vowel ending /i/ as in kursi  'chair' (inanimate
object).
 
5.2.2. Natural Gender
Natural gender (male or female) is determined by biological sex. Languages having
natural gender classify animate objects based on their sex (gender in the social sense)
and all  the  inanimate  objects  are  grouped under  neuter  class.  In  both  Bangla  and
Sylheti gender is classified as natural gender.
 Bangla and Sylheti, gender is group under four categories:
(Choughury and Choudhury, 2015)
masculine gender (pung lingo) : all the animate males, e.g. man, boy.
Feminine gender (stree lingo): all the animate females, e.g women, girl. 
Neuter gender (kilb lingo) : all the inanimate objects., e.g table, chair.
Common gender (ubhoy lingo)  : Includes all the genders. In this group the
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distinction between masculine and feminine gender is lost. Examples : student, bird. 
5.2.3. Gender in Bangla and Sylheti
Bangla  and  Sylheti  have  masculine  and  feminine  words  which  are  not  marked
morphologically. The examples of masculine and feminine nouns from Bangla and
Sylheti  are  shown in the following tables.  The table  of Bangla (Table 5.2.3.1 and
5.2.3.2). Sylheti words which are specifically used in Sylheti language are listed in the
tables of Sylheti language (Table 5.2.3.3 and 5.2.3.4).
Table 5.2.3.1: Masculine nouns in Bangla
Bangla word    transc meaning
চলফক lɔk person
চছরল ʧʱele boy
বফবফ baba father
ভফই bʱai brother
 রফজফ raʤa king
Table 5.2.3.2: Feminine nouns in Bangla
Bangla word transc meaning
মলহলফ mɔhila women
চমরয় meje girl
মফ ma mother
চবফন bon sister
রফনঢ rani queen
লবধবফ bidt ʱoba widow
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Table 5.2.3.3: Masculine nouns in Sylheti
Sylheti word transc meaning
নফমফন dt amandt Son-in-law
ফধ য়ফ ɸuja boy
বফই bai brother
বফনশফহ badt sah ruler
আববফ ab:a father
Table 5.2.3.4 : Feminine nouns in Sylheti
Sylheti word transc meaning
বউ bou bride
ফধ লর ɸuri girl
বইন boin sister
চবগম begɔm queen
আমফ amma mother
চবশযফ beʃja prostitute
5.2.4. Feminine Gender Markers
When gender is marked morphologically in Bangla and Sylheti nouns it is usually by
means of a suffix for feminine nouns. The feminine markers (suffix) and their use in
Bangla  and  Sylheti  are  similar.  Feminine  suffix  /a/  -  usually  gets  attached  to  the
masculine nouns (which usually do not have any vowel at the end). This suffix in
Sylheti and Bangla is usually attached to a masculine noun ending either without a
vowel sound or in some occasions to the nouns ending with  /ɔ/ an inherent-vowel. 
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Table 5.2.4.1: Use of feminine suffix /a/ in Bangla and Sylheti. 
masculine
word     
      transc feminine
word
      transc meaning
অজ     oʤ অজফ    oʤa goat
লপরয়তম    priyottm লপরয়তমফ   priyottma beloved
লববফলহত   bibahitt ɔ লববফহতফ   bibahitta married
চপরলমক   premik চপরলমকফ   premika lover
Table 5.2.4.2 : Use of feminine suffix /i/ in Bangla and Sylheti. Feminine suffix /i/,
is added with the words having no vowel endings.
masculine word transc feminine word transc meaning
লকরশফর kiʃor লকরশফরঢ kiʃori  adolescent
কধ মফর kumar কধ মফলর kumari unmarried
চনব dt eb চনলব dt ebi god
ময়ধর mojur ময়ধলর mojuri peacock
Table 5.2.4.3.: kinship terms in Bangla and Sylheti.
 Feminine suffix /i/ - the suffix /i/ replaces the last vowel of a masculine noun. 
masculine
word
transc meaning Feminine
word
transc meaning
মফমফ mama maternal uncle মফলম mami maternal aunt
কফকফ kaka paternal uncle কফলক kaki paternal aunt
চযটফ ʤeʈa paternal uncle চযলট ʤeʈi paternal aunt
চফচফ ʧaʧa paternal uncle চফলচ ʧaʧi paternal aunt
The feminine suffix /i/  helps to form feminine kinship terms which are formed after
marriage.
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Table 5.2.4.4: Suffix /i/ in Sylheti words.
The last vowel of the masculine word is replaced by the suffix /i/.
masculine
word
transc meaning feminine
word
transc meaning
ফফগলফ  ɸagla crazy ফফলগল ɸagli crazy
নটফ  nɔʈa notorious নলট nɔʈi notorious
থধবলফ  tt ʱubla worthless থধলবল tt ʱubli worthless
কধ ততফ  kutt tta dog কধ লতত kutt tt i bitch
কফমলফ kamla worker কফমলল kamli worker
Table 5.2.4.5 : Feminine Suffix /ika/- is mostly used with Sanskrit or tatsama Bangla
words which end in /ok/. It is very rare to encounter any Sylheti word taking the
feminine suffix  /ika/. 
masculine
word
transc meaning feminine
word
transc meaning
বফলক balɔk boy বফললকফ balika girl
নফয়ক nayɔk actor নফলয়কফ nayika actress
গফয়ক gayɔk singer গফলয়কফ gayika singer
চসবক sebɔk servant চসলবকফ sebika maid servant
The masculine words mentioned in Table 5.2.4.5, are pronounced with [x] in Sylheti
like balɔx - balika. 
Table  5.2.4.6: Bangla words with the suffix /ni/.
The suffix /ni/ usually is added to the words ending with /i/ vowel sound and  is very
common in Bangla.
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masculine
word
transc meaning feminine
word
transc meaning
পরলতরবশঢ prɔtt ibeʃi owner পরলতরবলশনঢ prɔtt ibeʃini  lady owner
লভকফলর bʱikari begger লভকফলরনঢ bʱikarini Female beggar
লবরনলশ bidt eʃi foreigner  লবরনলশনঢ bidt eʃini Foreigner
Table 5.2.4.7 : Sylheti words with the suffix /ni/.
The suffix /ni/ in Sylheti gets attached to the words with no vowel ending. This suffix
is very common in Sylheti..
masculine
word
transc meaning feminine
word
transc meaning
মফললক malik owner মফললকলন malikni lady-owner
চফকর sakɔr servant চফকরলন sakɔrni maid
Table 5.2.4.8: suffix /ni/ attached to words borrowed from English in Sylheti.
English word Mascu. Sylheti 
pronounciation
Fem. Sylheti
pronounciation
meaning
master maʃʈɔr maʃʈɔrni teacher
doctor ɖakttɔr ɖakttɔrni doctor
Table 5.2.4.9 : The suffix  /tt ri/ in Bangla.
masculine
word
transc feminine word transc meaning
চনতফ netta চনলতর nett ri minister
নফতফ dt atta নফলতর dt att ri giver
5.2.5. Rules to form feminine words
Based on the tables above, we can list the rules of converting a male noun to a female.
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The rules of forming feminine words in Bangla and Sylheti are in some cases (for
tatsama words the rules are also inherited from Sanskrit) similar to Hindi (Koul, 2008)
a) The feminine marker ika is tagged with the masculine word which end with  
the phoneme /k/.  E.g balok-balika, thus inserting the feminine marker ika in 
place of ok.
b) If the masculine word ends with ta at the end then the feminine maker tri is 
added to form feminine word example: neta-netri, thus tta is replaced by tt ri  
at the end (Thompson,2010 )
5.2.6. Forming feminine noun without the use of feminine suffixes
Besides the use of feminine suffixes, Bangla and Sylheti construct feminine words by
adding a word like 'woman' or 'girl' to the masculine noun to make the noun feminine,
as in English  'lady doctor', 'police woman'.  In Bangla and Sylheti feminine nouns like
mɔhila,  nari, (women or lady)  meje (girl) are used before the noun. But this type of
feminine word formations occur only with the words which are associated with some
profession.
Table 5.2.6.1: Feminine noun without feminine suffixes
masculine
noun 
transc meaning feminine
noun
transc meaning
পধললশ  puliʃ policeman  মলহলফ পধললশ mɔhila puliʃ policewoman
ড়ফকতফর ɖakttar doctor  মলহলফ ড়ফকতফর mɔhila ɖakttar lady doctor
লশলল্প ʃilpi artist  মলহলফ লশলল্প mɔhila ʃilpi lady artist
কমরঢ kormi worker  মলহলফ কমরঢ  mɔhila kɔrmi women
worker
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In  the  above  examples  all  the  nouns  are  tagged  with  the  feminine  noun  mohila
because  this  is  the  most  common word formation  process,  but  in  some cases  the
speakers use other feminine nouns  like meje or nari like mejepuliʃ, nariʃilpi etc. But
the use of  these words  is  very rare.  In Sylheti  besides the use of feminine nouns
(common in Bangla and Sylheti) like meje, mohila, nari, another feminine word  beʈi
is also used and it is very common. The word beʈi is similar to the Hindi word which
means 'girl' or 'daughter' but in Sylheti the word beʈi is used for 'lady' or 'woman'. So,
besides using the other Bengali words mentioned above Sylheti speakers also use the
word beti to transform the word into a feminine gender form. 
                                                                                                                                          
Table 5.2.6.2 Feminine noun with the word beʈi
masculine
noun
transc meaning feminine
noun
transc meaning
ড়ফকতর ɖaxttor doctor  চবলট ড়ফকতর beʈi ɖaxttor lady doctor
ফধ ললস ɸuliʃ policeman  চবলত ফধ ললস beʈi  ɸuliʃ policewoman
    5.2.7: Agreement 
Agreement is a process in which the form of the words changes in order to match the
grammatical category of other related words. Gender is one of the category which
need  agreement  in  languages  with  grammatical  gender,  for  example  in  Hindi  the
auxiliary verb changes its form according to gender.
Table 5.2.7.1: use of auxiliary verb in Hindi 
masculine      me hunga I will be there
feminine      me hungi I will be there
masculine      ye hoga he will be thee
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feminine       ye hogi she will be there
For the masculine gender this  verb ends with /a/ and in feminine with /i/ in Hindi.  In
Bangla and Sylheti gender does not affect the form of words as much as in Hindi.
Though Bangla and Sylheti have some adjectives agreeing masculine and feminine
gender.
Table 5.2.7.2: adjectives in Bangla and Sylheti. 
suffix masculine
adjective
suffix Feminine
adjective
meaning
-মফন 
man
বধলদ্দিমফন
budt dt iman
 -মলত
mɔtt i
বধলদ্দিমলত
budt dt imɔtt i
inteligent
 -বফন
ban
গুনবফন
gunɔban
 -বলত
bɔtt i
গুনবলত
gunɔbɔtt i
talented
There are very few adjectives which are distinguished according to the gender. Verbs,
determiners, pronouns and other grammatical categories are not affected by gender,
rather, they remain unchanged in Bangla, while in Sylheti we can see an impact of
grammatical gender in the third person pronoun (for detailed discussion see chapter 6).
Examples :  চমরয়টফ খধব বফলফ তফই খধব মন লনয়ফ কফম করর।
  mejeʈa kʱub bala ttai kʱub mɔn dt ija kam kɔre
  girl-CL very good she-NOM with work do -3rd -P-SP.
   That girl is very good she work very hard
চহ লকতফ কফম করর?
he kitta kam kɔre
he-3rd-P  what work do-SP
what does he do?
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5.3. Classifiers
Classifiers are affixes which are added directly to the nouns, adjectives and pronouns.
They are attached to the noun postpositionally and precede some case endings only. In
genitive case, classifier may be placed in the final position. Classifiers in Bangla and
Sylheti are also added with the count nouns such as
tt inʈa ʤama
three-CL dress
Three dresses. 
The choice of classifiers in Bangla and Sylheti depends on the noun. The classifier
ʤɔn is always used to indicate the number of humans example:   ekʤɔn, 'one person',
dt uiʤɔn 'two people'.
In Sylheti, classifiers also work as demonstrative pronouns such as the classifier /igu/
can be attached to  nouns. 
meye-igu-r 
girl-CL-GEN 
this girl's
or with a pronoun : 
amar – igu 
my -CL 
mine 
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The classifier /igu/ can also be used as pronoun when used alone or if it occures before
a noun or an adjective. Example : 
/igu lal/ 
DEM- red 
this is red
The uses and functions of Bangla and Sylheti classifiers are shown below: 
5.3.1.Bangla and Sylheti classifiers                                 
In  Bangla  and  Sylheti  there  are  two  types  of  classifiers  1)  singular,  2)  Plural
classifiers.
Bangla Singular Classifiers : টফ ʈa, লট‍ʈi, খফনফ kʰana, খফলন kʰani
Bangla Plural Classifiers :  গুল gulo, গুলল guli, রফ ra
Sylheti Singular classifiers : টফ ta, গু gu, খফন xan
Sylheti plural classifiers :  ইন in, রফ ra, টফইন ʈain, ইটফ iʈa
5.3.2. Description of the classifiers
টফ  ʈa
The Bangla classifier  টফ  ʈa is considered as a default classifier and its presence also
affects the word-classes (Thompson, 2010).  In both Sylheti and Bangla this is added
with quantifiers and numbers. In Bangla it has two allomorphs ʈo and ʈe and they are
used with numbers (Ray, 1996). 
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The uses and functions of the classifier ʈa
a) The classifier ʈa is added with a noun to make it definite.
Example from Bangla: পধকধ রটফ  চমরয়টফ
                                          pukurʈa            mejeʈa
      the pond             the girl
b) Example from Sylheti using the classifier ta: 
ফধ কধ রটফ ফধ লরটফ
 ɸukurʈa ɸuriʈa
the pond           the girl.
  
c) ʈa is added with the number one preceding the noun in Bangla.
 Example: একটফ গফছ
ekʈa gaʧʱ
one tree
d) ʈa is added with count noun. But spoken Bangla has two allomorph ʈo and ʈe so the
Bangla speaker uses these two allomorphs with the numbers along with the classifier
ʈa, Sylheti doesnot have the use of this allomorph. The list of number from one to ten
along with the classifier ʈa in Bangla is shown below:
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Examples : 
B  একটফ শফলড়ঢ ছটফ সপধলর             S একটফ বইসয়টফ সফলর     
ekʈa ʃari ʧʰoʈa sopuri      exʈa bɔi sojʈa ʃari
One saree six nuts one book six saree
B দুরটফ জফমফ সফতটফ ফল S  দুইটফ কলম সফতটফ থফলল
dt uʈo ʤama sattʈa ɸɔl          dt uiʈa kɔlɔm satt ʈa tt ʱali
 two dresses seven fruits two pen seven plates
B লতনরট শফটর আটটফ আরপল      S লতনটফ হফলর আটটফ কমলফ
tt inʈe ʃirt aʈʈa apel        tt inʈa hari  aʈʈa kɔmla
 three shirts eight apple three vessels eight 
oranges
B চফররট আম নটফ চপলনসল S সফইটফ কলফ নয়টফ গফছ
ʧarʈe am noʈa  pensil saiʈ kɔla nɔjʈa gas
four mangoes nine pencils four bananas nine trees
             
পফচ টফ পফন নশটফ গর                S       পফশটফ বফলড়ঢ নশটফ গর
paʧʈa pan dt ɔsʈa  goru ɸaʃʈa baɽi        dt ɔʃʈa goru 
            five betel leafs ten cows five houses ten cows
                         
In Bangla the classifier ʈi is also used with the numbers and it can be used with all the
numbers, but in spoken Bangla it is no longer in use. In Sylheti the classifier ʈa is
added with all the numbers.
 
 ʈa can be added with count noun and non count nouns.
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Bangla : 
লকছধটফ ভফল অরনকটফ রফসতফ
kiʧuʈa bʱalo onekʈa raʃtta
 moderately  good                               long way
      এতটফ ভফরলফ করয়কটফ পফলখ
ettɔʈa bʱalo koyekʈa pakʱi
 so much good                     some birds    
     
       
 Sylheti :
      অতটফ খফম লকসধটফ সময়       
ɔttɔʈa xam kisuʈa somoj
so much work some time
খরয়কটফ জফয়গফ
xoyekʈa ʤayga
some places
        
লট‍ʈi
The  Bangla  classifier ʈi does  not  exist  in  Sylheti.  In  Bangla  also  the  use  of  this
classifier is very limited compared to that of the classifier ʈa. In principle ʈa and  ʈi can
be used interchangeably, the only major difference is that the classifier ʈi can be used
with  honorific  verbs  like  lɔkʈi  eʃeʧʱen  'person has  come'  whereas  the  classifier  ta
cannot be used with honorific verb ending. Other important thing to notice in Bangla
is that with numbers if the classifier ʈa is used then the classifier ʈa will change to its
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allomorphs ʈo and  ʈe based on the specific number like dt uʈo,  tt ɔinʈe, but classifier ʈi
never changes its form e.g ekʈi, dt uʈi, tt inʈi.                                               
Examples with লট ʈi
লননলট বইলট
dt inʈi boiʈi
the day                 the book
একলট পরশন কফজলট
ekʈi proʃno kaʤʈi
one question the work
খফনফ / খফলন  kʱana / kʱani
The use of classifier kʰana  / kʰani is restricted to inanimate objects and with broad and
flat objects. (Thompson, 2010) in Bangla.
Example: 
মধখখফনফ পফখফখফনফ              
mukkʰana pakakʰana                          
the face the fan
হফলসখফনফ দুখফলন হফত
hasikʰana dt ukʱani hatt
the smile the two hands
কফপড়ঢখফনফ জফমফখফনফ
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kaporkʰana ʤamakʰana
the cloths the dress
বফলরখফনফ ঘরখফনফ
barikʰana gʱɔrkʰana
the house the house
From the  above  given  example  it  can  be  said  that  the  classical  definition  of  the
classifier kʰana, kʰani besides being used with flat inanimate object it is also used with
abstract  referents  like  beparkʰana 'the matter',  hasikhana 'the smile'. The classifier
kʰana is used with inanimate objects but  the first example mukkhana 'the face' which
can mean the face of a  person and also the face of a  statue.  So it  contradicts  the
definition  that  the  classifier kʰana  is  tagged  with  inanimate  flat  object  rather  the
classifier  kʰana  is  added with animate flat  objects,  with abstract  referent  and also
which the human body parts which may be animate or inanimate. 
  গসলন /   গছল gulo / guli
The plural  classifier gulo/guli is  never  used  with  numerals  but  as  classifiers  they
appear with inanimate and non honorific nouns. They are also used with adjectives,
possessives  and deictic  pronouns,  common nouns  and with  count  nouns.  Like  the
classifier ʈa, the plural  classifier gulo  also nominalizes an adjective and takes case
endings.
Example: 
 gulo added to adjectives :  লফলগুরলফ lalgulo 'the red ones', বড়ঢগুরলফ bɔɽɔgulo 'the big ones',
চছফরটফগুরলফ ʧʱɔtɔgulo 'the small ones'
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gulo  attached  to  possessive  pronouns  :  আমফরগুরলফ  amargulo  'my  ones', চতফমফরগুরলফ
tt omargulo 'your ones', ওরগুরলফ‍orgulo 'his ones'.
 
gulo added  with  nouns  :  চমরয়গুরলফ  mejegulo 'the  girls',  চছরলরলফ  ʧʱelegulo  'the  boys',
পফলখগুরলফ‍pakʰigulo 'the birds'
 gulo followed by quantifiers can make definite or indefinite noun-phrases : অরনকগুরলফ
চমরয়  onekgulo meje 'many girls',  কতগুরলফ জফগফ  kɔttɔgulo  ʤaga 'some places',  এতগুরলফ ফল
ett ɔgulo pʱol 'so many fruits'.
gulo added to nouns proceded by demonstrative pronouns : এই বইগুরলফ ei boigulo 'these
books', ওই ছলবগুরলফ‍oi ʧʱɔbigulo 'those pictures'
5.3.3. Sylheti singular classifiers
The sylheti classifier ʈa  has been already discussed in the Bangla classifier section
5.3.2. In this section we will discuss the uses and functions of other classifiers which
are unique to Sylheti unless and otherwise specified.
Classifier gu : Along with the classifier ʈa, gu is also added with numbers. Example :
একগু ekgu one item, দুইগু  dt uigu (or দুগধ dt ugu) 'two items',  লতনগু tt ingu- 'three items'.
Classifier igu : igu is added to nouns to mark them definite. 
 Example: গরইগু gɔrigu 'the house', চমরয়ইগু meje-igu 'the girl' 
This classifier is used with nouns that do not take honorific verb endings. Classifier
igu is used with possessive pronouns and adjectives. 
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Examples :
Pronoun : আমফরইগু amar-igu 'my one', তধমফরইগু‍tumar-igu 'your one'
adjective: লফলইগু‍lal-igu 'red one', বরড়ঢফইগু‍bɔɽɔigu 'big one'.
 Classifier খফন  xan 
The Sylheti classifier xan is the cognate of the Bangla classifier kʰana 
Examples : 
মধখখফন ফফখফখফন             
mukxan ɸaxaxan                          
the face the fan
হফলসখফন দুকখফন হফত
 aʃixan dt ukxan hatt
the smile the two hands
                 কফপড়ঢখফন জফমফখফন
                     kapoɽxan ʤamaxan
the cloths                          the dress
Plural Sylheti classifiers : Sylheti has five plural classifiers. The uses and functions
of these classifiers are described in the following section :
ইন  in - The classifier in is used only with Sylheti gendered words used for humans.
Singular         plural singular           plural
পধলড়ঢ পধলড়ঢন চবলট চবলটন      
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ɸuɽi ɸuɽin beʈi beʈin
girl girls woman women
  চবটফ চবটফইন পধয়ফ পধয়ফইন      
      beʈa beʈain ɸua ɸuain
man men boy boys
টফইন  ʈain - The classifier ʈain is used with nouns that describe nonhuman beings and
inanimate things. 
Examples :
singular plural singular                plural 
 চসয়ফর চসয়ফরটফইন চটলবল          চটলবলটফইন
sejar sejarʈain ʈebil          ʈebilʈain
chair chairs table tables
 ইতফ  ‍ itd a –   itta is  used  mainly  with  inanimate  nouns  but  in  some occasions  the
classifier is  also used with animate nouns that do not take honorific verb endings.  itta
is added to nouns, possessive pronouns, adjectives. It also takes genitive case endings.
It also works as a demonstrative pronoun and can be used alone in a sentence too.
With nouns :
singular plural singular plural
চমরয় চমরয়ইতফ গর গরইতফ        
meje  mejeitt a goru guroitt a
girl   girls cow cows
With adjectives:
Singular plural singular plural
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বড়ঢ বড়ঢইতফ লফল লফললতফ
            bɔɽɔ bɔɽɔitta lal lalitta
big the big one red the red one
 With possessive pronouns:
আমফর আমফরইতফ  তফর তফরইতফ 
amar amaraitta ttar ttaritta
my my ones his his belongings
    
জন  ʤon (Bangla and Sylheti classifier): ʤon  is used in both Bangla and Sylheti.
This is used with noun like  মফনধষ‍manuʃ in Sylheti and  চলফক  lɔk in Bangla (meaning
people) which results in the formation of indefinite or definite noun phrases.
Example :
Bangla     
অরচনফ চলফকজনরক সহরজ লবশবফস কররত চনই।
oʧena lokʤonke sohoje biʃwas kortte nei
stranger person-CL-LOC lightly belive do-IMP no-NEG.
Strangers should not be trusted lightly
Sylheti
লকছধ মফনধষজন আইবফ
          kisu manuʧʤon aiba 
      Some people-CL come-FUT-HON
some people will come.
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This classifier is also used with numbers and quantifiers preceding the nouns.
 
Example : 
একজন গুর
ekʤon guru 
a teacher
Addition of the classifier ʤon leads to honorific verb endings.
Example : 
Bangla
চলফকজন আসরবন 
lokʤɔon aʃben
people-CL come-FUT-HON 
Some people will come.
Sylheti
মফনধষজন আইবফ
manusʤon aiba  
people-CL come-FUT-HON
Some people will come.
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 রফ  ra (Bangla and sylheti classifier) : ra is a nominative plural ending which does
not necessarily imply definiteness. The plural ending ra is added with the animate
nouns but in some literature authors have used ra with non animate objects  like :
tt arara  'stars',  but  mostly  in  poetic  contexts  where  inanimate  objects  have  been
personified. This classifier when  added to adjectives, turns them into the description
of a group of people, this is common in both Bangla and Sylheti. In Bangla the plural
ending ra  changes to  dt er while  taking genitive and objective case (section:5.4)  in
Sylheti ra just  takes a genitive case marker r  and becomes  rar. In Bangla ra also
becomes era depending on the end of the nouns, a noun ending with /a/ or /i/ (diacritic
symbol i-kar) sound will take  ra while words ending in inherent vowel sound /ɔ/ or
consonants with no inherent vowels /ɔ/ or words ending with full vowel /i/ will take
era as a classifier instead of ra, but in Sylheti it is always ra. The functions and uses
of ra  in Bangla and Sylheti are elaborately described with the help of the following
examples :
Examples:
/ra/ added with noun in Bengali (also e-ra)and Sylheti.
 
Bangla
 আজ ছফরতররফ আসরব।
  aʤ ʧʱatt rera aʃbe
today-OBJ student-CL come-FUT
Students will come today.
কফকফরফ গরফরম যফরচ্ছিন । 
kakara grame ʤaʧʧʱen
uncle-CL village-LOC go-SP
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Uncle and others are going to the village.
ভফইএরফ এরসরছ।
                         bʱaiera eʃeʧe
brother-CL came
Brother and others have come
  
    
Sylheti
 কবষকরফ খধব ফলরসরলম
kriskra xub ɸɔrisromi
farmers-CL very harworking
Farmers are very hardworking.
 
/ra/ added to an adjective :
adjective adjective + ra
বড়ঢ বড়ঢরফ
          bɔɽɔ bɔɽɔra
big (elder) elders
Sentence :
          Bangla
বরড়ঢফরফ লক বরল ?
bɔɽɔra  ki bole?
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elder-CL what-INT say-SP
What does elders say ?
                                     
Sylheti
adjective adjective + CL
ধনঢ ধনঢরফ
dt ʱɔni dt ʱɔnira
rich the rich
Sentence
আইজ হকল ধনঢরফ আইবফ।
aiʤ hokol dt ʱɔnira aiba
today all rich-CL come-FUT
All the rich people will come today.
ra is also used with kinship terms like maara to mean all mothers. 
5.4. Case
Case is an inflectional category, typicaly of nouns, pronouns etc, which marks their
role in relation to the other parts of the sentence. Case functions like a tool which
when added to the bare noun in a sentence or a phrase, determines the grammatical
function of that noun in the sentence or a phrase. Case in Bangla is known as  কফরক
karɔk. 
In this section we will discuss the Bangla case endings along with Sylheti. We
have considered four Bangla case markers and based on that have pointed out the
Sylheti case  markers.
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5.4.1. Nominative case
A nominative noun is the noun that is  doing something, who is  the answer of the
question “who?”, e.g He is going, here he is the nominative case. Nominative case
generally marks pronouns, nouns or adjectives. Nominative nouns or pronouns usually
appear at the beginning of sentences and are often used for the subject of sentences
(Thompson,2010 ). The case marker for nominative in Bangla is unmarked (Bhuiyan,
2000)
Bangla
রফম রফবণরক চমররলছল।
 ram rabonke mereʧʰilen
ram-NOM ravan-OBJ kill-PST
 Ram killed Ravana
  বফবফ বফজফর চথরক সবলজ এরনরছ।
  baba baʤar theke sobʤi enetʃʰe
baba-NOM baʤar theke sobʤ enetʃʰe -SP
Father brought vegetables from the market
 
Sylheti
Nominative case in Sylheti is both marked and unmarked (Myeninn). With transitive
verbs  the  nominative  case  is  marked  and  with  intransitive  the  nominative  case  is
unmarked.  Sylheti  has  two  nominative  case  markers:  /e/  which  is  added  after
consonant endings and /ay/ is added after the singular classifier  ʈa and with vowel
endings.  The  two  case  markers  are  added  to  the  subjects  of  transitive  verb.
Nominative case is not added with pronouns.
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Marked case ending examples :
Transitive verb
/e/ পধনরম ভফত খফর।
   Punom-e bhat kar.
Punom-NOM is eat-Pr.cont rice.
রফরম রফবনরর মফরসলফ।
          ram-e rabʱon-re marʃla
Ram-NOM  Ravan-OBJ kill-PST
Ram killed Ravana.
/ay/
চছরলটফয় খধব বফলফ গফন গফয়।
ʧʱeleʈay khub bala gan gay
boy-CL-NOM very good song sings -PS
the boy sings very well.
Unmarked verb subject
Sylheti
লমনফ খধব চফলফক
mina xub salax
mina very clever - 
Mina is very clever.
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 ব বলষ্টি পরড়ঢর।
  bristi forer
  rain-NOM fall-PR.CONT
  It is raining
বফবফ হফলটয়ফ আইরফ।
baba aʈiya aira
baba-NOM walk come-PR. CONT
Father is coming by walking.
রফম বফজফর জফর।
ram baʤaro ʤar
ram-NOM market-OBJ go-pr.cont.
Ram is going to the market. 
Note: The nominative case ending is added with the subject of transitive verb. Subject
of intransitive verb or nominal clauses with adjective are unmarkerd. Example: 
রফম আমফর ভফই
Ram amar bʱai
Ram my-GEN brother
Ram is my brother.
Notice  that pronoun  use the same form for the subject of a transitive and intransitive
verb.
Unmarked pronoun subject.
তফই রফবণরর মফরলসল
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ttai rabonre marse
she raban-OBJ kill-PST.
She killed raban
চহ  আমফর ভফই
he amar bʱai
he my-GEN bother
He is my brother
5.4.2. Genitive case
Genitive  case  also  known as  possessive  case,  is  added  to  the  noun that  modifies
another noun. It indicates the possessor of a thing or a relationship of a particular
object with another object.  Both Bangla and Sylheti witness the presence of genitive
case markers.
 
Bangla
Genitive  case  marker  r :  In  Bangla  the  noun ending with  any vowel  except  the
inherent ones,  take the genitive case maker r
  Table 5.4.2.1 :  Genitive case marker r
nominative   transc meaning genitive transc meaning
বফবফ  baba father বফবফর babar of father
বফন লব bandt bi friend বফন লবর bandt obir of friends
গফলড়ঢ gaɽi car গফলড়ঢর gaɽir of car
ননঢ nodt i river নলনর nodt ir of river
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চমরয় meje girl চমরয়র mejer of girl
Sentences :  
বফবফর সফরথ জফব।
babar satte ʤabo
father-GEN with go-FUT
Will go with father.
নলনর পফরসই আমফর বফলর।
nodt ir pasei amar bari
river-Gen near-EMP my-GEN house
My house is near the river.
Genitive case marker er, jer : Noun ending in diphthong or in a monosyllabic noun
ending in a single vowel or nouns ending with a full vowel takes genitive case  marker
yer or er.
Table 5.4.2.2: Genitive case marker jer or er
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
গফ ga body গফরয়র gajer of body
মফ ma mother মফর, মফরয়র mar,
majer
of mother
ভফই bʱai brother ভফইরয়র bʱaijer of brother
বই boi book বইরয়র boijer of book
পফ pa leg পফরয়র pajer of leg
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Sentences : 
 চতফমফর গফরয়র বযফথফ করমরছ ?
ttumar gajer betta komeʧe
you-Gen body-Gen pain reduce-INT
Is you body pain reduced
 Genitive case marker r : Noun ending with classifier takes the genitive marker r.
Table: 5.4.2.3: Genitive case r
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
গফছটফ gaʧʱʈa the tree গফছটফর gaʧʱʈar of the tree
বইখফনফ boikʱana the book বইখফনফর boikʱanar of the book
চমরয়গুলল meyeguli the girls চমরয়গুললর meyegulir of the girls
মফনধষলট manusʈi the man মফনধষলটর manusʈir Of the man
বফলরগুল baɽigulo the houses baɽigulor of the houses
Sentences: 
এই আম গফছটফর আম অরনক সবফন।
ei am gaʧʱʈar am onek sad
the-DEM mango tree-CL-GEN mango very tasty.
Mango from this tree are very tasty.
Genitive case marker er:  
a) Noun drops the inherent vowel /ɔ/ and the genitive case suffix is added.
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   Table 5.4.2.4: Genitive case marker er
nominative trans meaning genitive trans meaning
কষ্টি kosʈo trouble করষ্টির kosʈer of trouble
যন্ত্র ʤontro machine যরন্ত্রর ʤontrer of machine
মফদস mangʃo meat মফদরসর mangser of meat
রকত roktto blood ররকতর roktter of blood
পফতর patt ro vessel পফরতরর patt rer of vessel
 
Sentences :
আমফর ঘররর  ছলব
amar gʱɔrer ʧʱɔbi
 my-GEN house-GEN photo
The picture of my house
b) The genitive marker er is added to the noun accompanied by the classifier dʒɔn.
Table 5.4.2.5: Case marker er added with classifier
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
 মফনধষজন manusʤon people  মফনধষজরনর manusʤoner of people
Sentences : 
একজরনর কফরছ থফকরত পফরর
ekʤoner kaʧʱe tt ʱaktt e pare
one-CL-GEN with-LOC  stay may
One person may have this.
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c) Genitive suffix er added to the noun ending in consonant
Table 5.4.2.6: Genitive case marker er
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
ঘর gʱor house ঘররর gʱorer of the house
চনশ dt eʃ country চনরশর dt eʃer of the country
গফন gan song গফরনর ganer of the song
লনন dt in day লনরনর dt iner of the day
মফছ maʧʱ fish মফরছর maʧʱer of the fish
Sentences: 
চনরশর ভফরলফ করফর কথফ ভফব।
dt eʃer bhalo korar kott ʱa bʱabɔ
country-GEN good do think-FUT
Think about doing something good for your country.
Genitive Case maker kar, ker  : The genitive case suffix  kar  or  ker is added to the
groups of words representing time, place, period.
Table 5.4.2.7: Genitive case marker kar, ker
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
আজ aʤ today আজরকর aʤker of today
কফল kal tomorrow কফলরকর kalker of tomorrow
এখন ekhon now এখনকফর ekhonkar of now
তখন ttokhon then তখনকফর ttokhonkar of then
আজকফল aʤkal thisdays আজকফলকফর aʤkalkar Of this days
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   Sentences:
আজরকর খবর লক?
ajker kʱobor ki ?
today-GEN news what-INT
What is today's news?
                                                                                                                             
Genitive case marker der :  In Bangla the plural classifier  ra for the animate nouns
changes to der for the genitive case.
 
Table 5.4.2.8: Genitive case suffix /der/
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
চমরয়রফ mejera girls চমরয়রনর meyedt er of girls
মলহলফরফ mohilara women মলহলফরনর mohiladt er of women
বড়ঢরফ boɽora elders বড়ঢরনর boɽodt er of elders
     Sentences:
চবফরড়ঢফরনর কথফ শনরত হয়।
boɽodt er kott ʱa  suntte hoy
elder-GEN words listen-IMP should
We should listen to our elders.
 
Sylheti
The genitive cases used in Sylheti are r, or,  ttor, kur, ker.
r : a) The genitive case marker /r/ is added to the  noun ending in any single vowel but
not with the inherent vowel ending. The genitive suffix is also tagged with the noun
ending in diphthong.
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Table 5.4.2.9: Genitive case marker r
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
মফ ma mother মফর mar of mother
ননঢ nɔdt i river ননঢর nɔdt ir of river
বই boi book বইর boir of book
লঘ ɣi clarified
butter
লঘর ɣir of  clarified
butter
Sentences: 
  মফর শফলর
ma'r ʃari
mother-GEN saree
My mother's saree
b) The genitive case marker  r is also added with the nouns ending with classifiers.
Table 5.4.2.10: Genitive Case suffix r 
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
চমরয়টফ mejeʈa the girl চমরয়টফর mejeʈar of the girl
চছরলটফ ʧʱeleʈa the boy চছরলটফর ʧʱeleʈar of the boy
সকধ লটফ skulʈa the school সকধ লটফর skulʈar of the school
 
Sentences :
চছরলটফর ফলরবফর চবজফন বফলফ।
ʧʱeleʈar ɸɔribar beʤan bala
 boy-CL-GEN family very good.
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The family of this boy is very good.
or: The genitive case suffix /or/ is added to nouns ending in a consonant (without an
inherent vowel) and diphthongs.
Table 5.4.2.11: genitive case or
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
বফই bai brother ভফইওর baior of brother
ভইন boin sister ভইনওর boinor of sister
সরক sorok road সরকওর sorokor of road
গরফম gram village গরফমওর gramor of village
পফ pa leg পফওর paor of leg
Sentences : 
গরফমর মফইনরস অত কধ কড়ঢফলম করইন নফ।
gramor mainse otto kukɽami koiroin na
village-GEN people this wicked does -NEG
Village people are not very wicked.    
However , the word boi which means 'book' has both  boir or boijer. 
 
Genitive case marker tdor: The genitive case  marker  ttor is also used with the noun
ending in plural classifier like in as in ɸuɽin 'girls',  ɸuain 'boys'.
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Table 5.4.2.12: genitive case 
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
পধলড়ঢন ɸuɽin girls পধলড়ঢনতর ɸuɽinttor of the girls
পধয়ফইন ɸujain boys পধয়ফইন্তর ɸujainttor of the boys
চবলটন beʈin women চবলটনতর beʈinttor of the women
Sentences:
চবলটনতর চবজফন কফম থফরক।
beʈinttor beʤan kam tt ʱake
women-CL-GEN many work is
Women have lots of work to do.
Genitive case marker kur, kar, or: The genitive case suffix kur, kar, or is added with
a small group of words representing time, period, place. The case suffix  kur is used
with the lexical items like আইজকধ র aiʤkur 'of today', কফইলকধ র kailkur 'of tomorrow' but
with other words the use of suffix differs.
Table 5.4.2.13: Genitive case marker kur, kar
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
আইজ aiʤ today আইজকধ র aiʤkur of today
কফইল kail tomorrow কফইলকধ র kailkur of yesterday
একন ekon now একঙ্কফর,
একনর
ekonkar,
ekonor
of now
লহলনন hidt in thatday লহলননর hidt inor of that day
আইজকফইল aiʤkail now a days আইজকফইল্কধ র aiʤkailku
r
of nowadays
খরব xobe when খরবকফর xobekar of when
Sentences:
লহলননর কথফ মন আরস লন?
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hidt inor kott ʱa mɔnɔ aʃe ni
that day-gen remember have-V INT
Do you remember the matter of that day.
     
5.4.3. Objective case
Objective case is used to mark both direct and indirect objects. In Bangla objective
case is marked by ke whether the word ends in a vowel, consonant or in a classifier.
The objective case ke is added with both animate and inanimate nouns.
Bangla
Table 5.4.3.1: Objective case marker
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
বফবফ baba father বফবফরক babake to father
মফ ma mother মফরক make to mother
চমরয়লট mejeʈi the girl চমরয়লটরক mejeʈike to the girl
চছরলগুল ʧelegulo the boys চছরলগুলরক ʧeleguloke to the boys
মফনধষ manus human মফনধষরক manuske to human
Sentences :
মফরক বলরত  হরব
 make boltt e hobe
mother-OBJ  say-IMP have-VERB
Have to tell mother
 
Plural Objective case marker : When the word ends in Plural classifier ra this is
changed into  dt er as objective case. In some cases after the suffix  dt er the objective
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case marker ke is used in order to distinguish between the two forms.
Table 5.4.3.2:  Objective plural case marker
nominative transc meaning objective transc meaning
ছফতররফ ʧʱatt rora students ছফতররনর ʧʱatt rodt er of 
the students
মফরফ mara mothers মফরনর madt er of 
the mothers
মলন্ত্ররফ montt rira ministers মলন্ত্ররনর montt ridt er of
the ministers
রফজফরফ raʤara kings রফজফরনর raʤadt er of
the kings
বফচ্ছিফরফ baʧʧʱara children বফচ্ছিফরনর baʧʧʱadt er of 
the children
   Table 5.4.3.3: with /ke/
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
চমরয়রফ mejera the girls চমরয়রনররক mejedt erke to the girls
মফনধষরফ manusra the
humans
মফনধষরনররক manusdt ere to 
the humans
Sentences : 
বফচফরনররক ভফরলফ করর চবফঝফরলই হয়।
baʧ:dt erke balo kore buʤalei hoy
children-OBJ good do-PP understand-CP-EMP be
explain properly to the children
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Sylheti
Objective case marker re :  In Sylheti the objective case suffix is re and is used with
both  consonant and vowel-ending words and also with words having  classifiers. 
Table 5.4.3.4: Objective case marker /re/
nominative transc meaning objective transc meanin
g
ছফতর saʈro student ছফতররর saʈrore to
student
বন্ধধ bondt u friend বন্ধধরর bondt ure to friend
চমরয় meje girl চমরয়রর mejere to girl
মফষ্টিফর masʈɔr teacher মফষ্টিফররর masʈɔrre to
teacher
Sentences :
মফষ্টিফররর কইরত লফগব।
masʈɔrre koitt e lagbo
teacher-OBJ tell-IMP have-FUT
Have to tell the teacher.
Table 5.4.3.5: with Classifier 
nominative transc meaning genitive transc meaning
চমরয়টফ mejeʈa the girl চমরয়টফরর meyeʈare to the girl
চছরলইগু salaigu the boy চছরলইগুরর salaigure to the boy
গফছটফইন gacʈain The trees গফছটফইনরর gacʈainre to the trees
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Sentences :
চমরয়টফরর কইলস।
mejeʈare koisi
girl-CL-OBJ say-PST
I told that girl
Exceptions
With Sylheti genitive case marker ttor the objective suffix e is used  in Sylheti.
 
Table 5.4.3.6: Objective Case marker e
genitive transc meaning objective transc meaning
চবলটনতর beʈinttor of women চবলটনতরর beʈinttore to women
ফধ য়ফইন্তর fuainttor of boys ফধ য়ফইন্তরর fuainttore to boys
পধলড়ঢন্তর furinttor of girls পধলড়ঢন্তরর furinttore to girls
Sentences : 
তর ফধ য়ফইন্তরর লনস
ttor furinttore dt is
you-2nd P -GEN girl-GEN-LOC  give-FUT
Give this to your daughters.
5.4.5. Locative Case
Locative  case  generally  marks  the  location.  Locative  case  has  some specific  uses
involving inanimate objects.
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Bangla
In Bangla if the noun ends in a consonant or in diphthong then the locative case is
marked by e
Table 5.4.5.1: Bangla locative case
nominative transc meaning locative transc meaning
বই boi book বইরয় boije in the book
কফজ kaʤ work কফরজ kaʤe
ঘর gʱɔr house ঘরর gʱɔre in the house
মন mɔn mind মরন mɔne in the mind
শহর ʃɔhɔr city শহরর ʃɔhɔre in the city
Sentences : 
বইরয় চলখফ আরছ।
boije lekʱa aʧe.
book-loc written be
Written on the book.
 
Locative case marker j, td e: Noun ending in vowels takes locative case suffix y or tt e
Table 5.4.5.2: Locative case j, td e
nominative transc meaning locative transc meaning
আশ aʃa hope আশফরত,আশফয়
aʃatte, aʃaj hope
বফসফ baʃa home বফসফরত,
বফশফয়
baʃatte, baʃaj In the home
ফরটফ pʱɔʈo photo ফরটফরত pʱɔʈotte In the photo
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Sentences : 
চস বফসফরত আরছ।
se baʃatte aʧʱe
he-3rd PP home-LOC have
He is in the house.
Locative case marker e : Nouns ending in inherent vowels take the locative case /e/
and the final inherent vowel /ɔ/ gets dropped.
nominative transc meaning locative transc meaning
আনন anondt ɔ joy আনরন anondt e joy
পবর pɔrbɔ part পরবর pɔrbe part
Sentences : 
আগফলম পরবর।
agami pɔrbe
next part-LOC-FUT
In the next part.
Sylheti 
Locative case maker o :  In Sylheti, nouns ending in a consonant or in a diphthong
take o  as a locative case.
Table 5.4.5.3: Locative case /o/ 
nominative transc meaning locative transc meaning
অন্ধকফর ondt ɔkar dark অন কফরও ondt ɔkaro in the dark
কফম kam work খফমও kamo in the work
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দুকফন dt ukan shop দুখফনও dt ɔkano in the shop
বই boi book বইও boio in the book
কফগজ kagɔʤ paper খফগজও kagɔʤo in the paper
Sentences :
দুকফরনফ আরছ।
dt ukano ase
shop-LOC have
It is in the shop.
Locative case maker td  : The locative case tt  is added to the nouns with vowel or with
the inherent  vowel  endings.  In  Sylheti  inherent  vowel  stays  even after  adding the
locative case marker.
Table 5.4.3.4: Locative case marker td
nominative transc meaning locative transc meaning
গফউ gau village গফউত gautt in the village
বফলড়ঢ baɽi house বফলড়ঢত baɽitt in the house
তকর tt ɔrko argument তকরত tt ɔrkott in the agumenr
খফতফ xatta copy খফতফত  xattatt in the copy
গফলড়ঢ gaɽi car গফলড়ঢত gaɽitt in the ca
Sentences :
     কলকফতফত চগসলফম।
   kolkatt att   geslam
  kolkata -LOC went-Pst
Went to kolkata.                                
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5.5. Suffixes with complex noun phrase
When more than one nouns occur  in a phrase,  the suffixes like classifiers  or case
endings are in most of the cases added to the end or to the final item.
Genitive case ending
Bangla : আলম ভফই, বইন র বফলকক পলরবফররর সফরথ যফলচ্ছি।   
  ami bʰai, boin r bakki poribarer sathe jaʧʧʰi
I, brother, sister and-CONJ other family member-gen with  go-P CONT
I am going with my family members along with my brothers and sister.
Sylheti: আলম মফ আর বফবফর লরগ জফইমধ। 
                 ami ma r babar loge ʤaimu  
  I mother and-CONJ father with -POPST go-fut                     
  I will go with mother and father.       
                                 
Objective case ending:
Bengali: বফবফ মফ আর আমফরক লনরয় যফরব।
            baba r ma amake niye jabe 
father and-CONJ me-OBJ take go- SPRST                         
 father and mother will take me
Sylheti: লরমফ র লসমফয় আমফরর জফওফর লফলগ কইসইন।
             rima r simay amare ʤawar lagi koisoin
rima and-conj sima-NOM me-OBJ go for said     
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    rima and sima asked me to go 
Locative case ending: 
Bengali:  আলম কলকফতফ আর চছন্নফইরয় লগরয়লছলফম
               ami Kolkata r Chennai giye ʧʰilam  
 I kolkata and-CONJ Chennai-LOC go-1-P-PERF                 
  I went to kolkata and chennai
Sylheti: আলম আসফম র লনলল্লত চগসলফম। 
            ami Assam ar Delhit geslam  
I Assam and-CONJ Delhi-LOC go1-P-PERF                           
 I went to Assam and Delhi.
               
With Classifier: 
Bengali: আলম কলফ ড়ঢ আমটফ চখলফম।
               ami kola r amʈa kʰelam   
I banana and-CONJ mango-CL ate
                           I ate banana and mango
Sylheti: আলম সফরঢ ড়ঢ বলফউজ তফ পরলফম।
               ami saree r blouseta forlam   
I saree and-CONJ bouse-CL wear-SPST                               
   I wore saree and blouse.
5.6. Conclusion
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In this chapter we aim to study the nouns in Bangla and Sylheti.  We have mainly
concentrated in the study of  gender, classifier and case. A thorough analysis of this
three aspect is done and we have encountered many differences and similarities which
are present between Bangla and sylheti. Below we have pointed out the differences
and similarities: 
Similarities:
i) When gender is marked morphologically in Bangla and Sylheti nouns it is usually
by means of a suffix for feminine nouns.
ii) The use of Classifier is present in both languges.
iii)  Both  Bangla  and  Sylheti  distinguishes  the  use  of  classifier  according  to  the
ordinary and honorific animate nouns.
Differences:
iv)  Nominative case in Bangla is  unmarked while  in Sylheti  the nominative case
functions according to the use of transitive and intrasitive verb as Sylheti  displays
some aspects of ergative syntex.
v)  The  classifier ra changes  to  dt er in  genetive  case  while  in  Sylheti  it  remain
unchanged.
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vI
PROnOunS
6.1. Introduction
This chapter discusses the properties and distributions of pronouns. Pronouns 
are a very important part of a language, and can replace nouns and noun 
phrases. The noun in a sentence is being referred to an antecedent and the 
identity of the referent is made clear by the antecedent (Milne, 1993).
Example: The girl said she will go to the school. 
Bangla and Sylheti pronouns come in various forms like  personal,  reflexive,
demonstrative  etc.  And in  both  languages  pronouns inflect  for  numbers  and
cases. They also have a distinction of formality as –  honorific, informal  and
ordinary.  The first person pronoun lacks the formality distinction. Like nouns,
Bangla pronouns do not have gender while Sylheti pronouns have gender but
only for third person singular pronouns. Both Bangla and Sylheti have singular
and plural number for pronouns but unlike animate nouns in Bangla and Sylheti,
pronouns do not take any classifier except the classifier ra for nominative and
der for objective and genitive. In Sylheti the classifier ra for nominative and rar
for genitive and re for objective case is similar to the use of nouns. In Bangla
the locative cases are also in use for personal pronouns by the suffix te which is
used  only  for  singular  number  but  now  the  use  of  a  locative  marker  with
pronouns is very rare. In Sylheti, personal pronouns are not used for locative
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case  (Mayenin,  2011). We have  tried  to  describe  the  uses  and  functions  of
Bangla and Sylheti pronouns in the sections that follow. 
6.2. Pronoun Overview
Personal pronouns : Pronouns referring to a specific person or a thing in a
sentence. Personal pronouns in Bangla are grouped by nominative, objective,
genitive and locative.
Table 6.2.1: Bangla nominative and objective pronouns
singular nominative transc gloss objective transc gloss
1st person আছম ami I আমনসক amake to me
2nd person
(infor)
তসই ttui you মতনসক ttoke to you
2nd person
(ord)
তসছম ttumi you তসমনসক ttumake to you
2nd person
(hon)
আপছন apni you আপননসক apnake to you
3rd person
(ord)
মস, এ, ও ʃe, e,o he/she তনসক, এসক,
ওসক
ttake,
eke,oke
to
him/
her
3rd person
(hon)
ছতছন, উছন tt ini, uni he/she উননসক,
 তনচসক,এচসক,
ওচসক
unake,
ttãke,ẽke,
õke
 
to him/
her
Table 6.2.2: Sylheti nominative and objective pronouns
singular nominative transc gloss objective transc gloss
1st
person
আছম ami I আমনসর amare to me
2nd তসই ttui you তসর tt ɔre to you
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person
(infor)
2nd
person
(ord)
তসছম ttumi you তসমনসর ttumare to you
2nd
person
(ord)
আফসন aɸne you আফননসর aɸnare to you
3rd
person
(hon)
মহ he he তনসর ttare to him
3rd
person
(ord)
তনই ttai she তনইসর ttaire to her
3d
person
(ord)
তনইন ttain he/she তননসর ttanre to
him/her
 
Table 6.2.3 : Bangla plural nominative and objective pronouns
plural nominative transc gloss objective transc gloss
1st
person
আমরন amra we আমনসদর amadt er us
2nd
person
(infor)
মতনরন ttora you মতনসদর ttodt er to you
2nd
person
(ord)
মতনমরন ttomra you মতনমনসদর ttomadt er to you
2nd
person
(hon)
আপননরন apnara you আপননসদর apnadt er to you
3rd
person
(ord)
তনরন ttara they তনসদর ttadt er to them
3rd
person
(hon)
তনচরন, এচরন,
ওচরন
ttãra, ẽra,
õra
they তনচসদর,
এচসদর,
ওচসদর
ttãdt er,
ẽdt er,
õdt er
to them
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Table 6.2.4 : Sylheti plural nominative and objective pronouns
plural nominative transc gloss objective transc gloss
1st
person
আমরন amra I আমরনসর amrare to me
2nd
person
(infor)
তরন tt ɔra you তরনসর tt ɔrare to you
2nd
person
(ord)
তসমরন ttumra you তসমরনসর ttumrare to you
2nd
persona
(hon)
আফননরন aɸnara you আফননরনসর aɸnare to you
3rd
person
তনরন, মহরন ttara,
hera
they তনরনসর, মহরনসর ttarare,
herare
to them
Unlike Bangla,  Sylheti  does not have any degree of politeness in 3rd person
plural pronoun.  
 
Table 6.2.5 : Bangla genitive pronouns
singular nominative transc gloss genitive transc gloss
1st person আছম ami I আমনর amar my
2nd 
person
(for)
তসই ttui you মতনর ttor your
2nd  
person
(ord)
তসছম ttumi you মতনমনর ttomar your
2nd person
(hon)
আপছন apni you আপননর apnar your
3rd person
(ord)
মস, এ, ও ʃe, e, o he/she তনর,এর, ওর ttar,
er,or
his/her
3rd person ছতছন, ইছন, উছন tt ini, he/she উননর, তনচর, unar, his/her
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(hon) ini,
uni
ওচর tt ãr,
õr
Table 6.2.6 : Sylheti nominative and genitive pronouns
singular nominative transc gloss genitive transc gloss
1st person আছম ami I আমনর amar my
2nd person
(infor)
তসই ttui you তর tt ɔr your
2nd person
(ord)
তসছম ttumi you তসমনর ttumar your
2nd person
(hon)
আপসন aɸne you আপননর aɸnar your
3rd person
(ord)
মহ, তনই he, ttai he/she তনর, তনইর ttar, ttair his/her
3rd person
(hon)
তনইন, এইন ttain,
ein
he/she তনন, এন ttan, en his/her
Table 6.2.7 : Bangla plural genitive pronouns
plural nominative transc gloss genitive transc gloss
1st
person
আমরন amra we আমনসদর amadt er our
2nd
person
(infor)
মতনরন ttora you মতনসদর ttodt er your
2nd
person
(ord)
মতনমরন ttomra you মতনমনসদর ttomadt er your
2nd
person
(hon)
আপননর apnara you আপননসদর apnadt er your
3rd
person
(ord)
তনরন, এরন,
ওরন
ttara, era,
ora
they তনসদর,
এসদর,
ওসদর
ttadt er,
edt er,
odt er
their
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3rd
person
(hon)
তনচরন, এচরন,
ওচরন
ttãra,õra
õra
they তনচসদর,
এচসদর,
ওচসদর
ttãdt er,
ẽdt er
õdt er
their
    Table 6.2.8 : Sylheit plural genitive pronouns
 nominative transc gloss genitive transc gloss
1st
person
আমরন amra we আমরনর amrar our
2nd
person
(infor)
তরন tt ɔra you তরনর tt ɔrar your
2nd
person
al(ord)
তসমরন ttumra you তসমরনর ttumrar your
3rd
person
(ord)
আফননরন aɸnara you আফননরনর aɸnarar your
3rd
person
(hon)
তনরন, মহরন ttara,
hera
they তনরনর, মহরনর ttarar,
herar
their
 
 Table 6.2.9 : Bangla reflexive pronouns
nominative transc gloss objective transc gloss
singular ছনসজ niʤe own ছনসজসক niʤeke own
plural ছনসজরন niʤera own ছনসজসদর niʤedt er own
Table 6.2.10 : Sylheti reflexive pronouns
nominative transc gloss genitive transc gloss
singular ছনসজ niʤe own,self ছনসজর niʤer own, self
plural ছনসজরন niʤera own, self ছনসজসদর niʤedt er own, self
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Table 6.2.11 : Bangla relative pronouns
nom transc gloss gen transc gloss obj transc gloss
sing ময ʤe who যনর ʤar whose যনসক ʤake whom
pl যনরন ʤara যনসদর ʤadt er যনসদর ʤadt er
sing
inan
যন ʤa what যনর ʤar of what যনসত ʤatte in
what
Table 6.2.12 : Sylheti relative pronouns
nom transc gloss gen transc gloss obj transc gloss
singu ময ʤe who যনর ʤar whose যনসক ʤake whom
pl যনরন ʤara যনরন ʤara যনরনর ʤarar
sing
inan
মযটন ʤeʈa what মযটনর ʤeʈar of what মযটনত ʤeʈatt in
what
                        
Table 6.2.13 : Bangla interrogative pronouns
nom transc gloss gen transc gloss obj transc gloss
singu মক ke who কনর kar whose কনসক kake to whom
pl কনরন kara কনসদর kadt er কনসদর kadt er
inan ছক ki what ছকসসর kiʃer of
what
ছকসস kiʃe in what
   
    Table 6.2.14 : Sylheti interrogative pronouns
nom transc gloss gen transc gloss obj transc gloss
sing মখ xe who খনর xar whose খনসর xare to whom
pl খনরন xara খনরনর xarar খনরনসর xarare
inan ছকতন kitta what ছকতনর kittar of
what
ছকতনত kittatt in what
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Table 6.2.15 : Bangla Demonstrative pronouns
nom transc gen transc obj transc loc transc gloss
neutral মস, মসটন ʃe,
ʃeʈa
মসটনর ʃeʈar মসটনসক ʃeʈake মসটনসত ʃeʈatte that
near এ, এটন e, eʈa এটনর eʈar এটনসক eʈake এটনসত eʈatte this
far ও, ওটন o, oʈa ওটনর oʈar ওটনসক oʈake ওটনসত oʈatte that
Table 6.2.16 : Sylheti demonstrative pronouns
nom transc gen transc obj transc loc transc gloss
neutral ওটন oʈa ওটনর oʈar ওটনসর oʈare ওটনত oʈatt that
near ইটট iʈa ইটনর iʈar ইটনসর iʈare ইটনত iʈatt this
far হটন hɔʈa হটনর hɔʈa হটনসর  hɔʈare হটনত  hɔʈatt that
 
6.3. Uses and descriptions of pronouns
As we have seen Bangla and Sylheti  have the following types of pronouns:
personal, genitive, reflexive, relative, interrogative and demonstrative. Except
the  personal  pronouns,  Bangla  and  Sylheti  share  lots  of  similarities.  In  this
section the dissimilarities are pointed out.  
6.3.1.    Gender in pronouns
In Bangla pronouns have no gender whereas in Sylheti the 3rd person pronouns
have gender,  example :   মহ 'he',   তনই 'she'.  But the gender used in third person
pronoun  of  Sylheti  is  not  used  for  formal  situations  and  for  plural  number
(Mayenin, 2011).
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     a) Politeness :
Pronoun in Bangla and Sylheti have three degrees of politeness for 2nd person :
informal, ordinary and honorific.
For  3rd person there are  two degrees  of  politeness  in  Bangla :  ordinary and
honorific.
In Sylheti the 2nd  person singular number has three degrees of politeness for
singular number : informal, ordinary and honorific, and for 3rd person ordinary
and honorific. 
The 2nd person ordinary pronoun  তসছম common in both Bangla and Sylheti,  is
used between husband and wife, relatives, colleagues, the young member of the
family addresses their elders as 'tumi' (you).
The 2nd person informal pronoun tui is used with close friends, siblings and with
the younger members. 
The 2nd person honorary pronoun apni (Bangla) (aɸne in Sylheti) is used in the
formal  situations  and  is  used  to  start  the  conversation  with  strangers,  the
pronoun is used to talk with teachers, professors, any elderly person who is not
so close. In many houses women address their husbands and in-laws with the
honorific pronoun apni.
The  3rd person  ordinary  pronoun  in  Bangla  and  Sylheti  is  use  to  address
someone who is of same age or younger. The 3rd person pronouns in Bangla and
Sylheti have two degrees, the first one is used for someone who is of the same
age or  who is  younger  or  someone who holds  less  status  in  the  society.  In
Sylheti  this  pronoun is  marked by gender.  The 3rd person pronoun used for
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honorific  pronoun is used for someone who is elder or someone who holds a
respectable position in the society.  In Bangla this  pronoun is  marked by the
nasal diacritic symbol 'chandrabindu' ংচ.
In Sylheti the 3rd person pronoun  maintains ordinary and honorary distinction
only when the pronouns are singular. In case of plural pronouns the 3rd person
pronoun is distinguished under ordinary pronoun category.
 
 b) Distance : 
In Bangla and Sylheti the 3rd person pronoun, both ordinary and honorific are
distinguished  according  to  space  and  distance.  Bangla  speakers  use  three
categories of distinctions to describe the distance.  The three categories are :
near, neutral and far. This distinction is also used for demonstrative pronouns
(Thompson, 2010). 
 
While in Sylheti, a speaker uses two categories to distinguish animate
pronoun viz neutral and near and three categories for demonstrative pronouns
viz. near, neutral and far. In the following tables we have placed the 3rd person
pronoun according to this category.
Table 6.3.1.1: Bangla Personal pronoun, nominative
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
1st
person
আছম ami I আমরন amra we
2nd
person
তসই ttui you মতনরন ttora you
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2nd
person
তসছম ttumi you তসমরন ttumra you
2nd
person
আপছন apni you আপননরন apnara you
Table 6.3.1.2: 3rd person ordinary (male and female)
Singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral মস ʃe he/she তনরন ttara they
near এ e he/she এরন era they
far ও o he/she ওরন ora they
                                   
Table 6.3.1.3:  3rd person honorific (male and female)
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral ছতছন tt ini he/she তনচরন tt ãra they
near ইছন ini he/she এচরন ẽra they
far উছন uni he/she ওচরন õra they
Use of personal pronouns in a sentence: personal pronouns frequently occupy
the places of subjects in a sentence.
 
singular plural
1st person   আছম একনসন থনছক    আমরন এক কসলসজ পছর
ami ekane tt ʱaki amra ek kɔleʤe pɔri
I live here we study in this college.
2nd person fam   তসছম বনছর জনও    তসমরন ছক মদকছ ?  
ttuni baɽi ʤao ttomra ki dt ekʧɔ?
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You go home what are you watching?
   Singular plural
2nd person infor    তসই কস ন কনসস পছরস   তরন কসব  আসসব ?
ttui kon klaʃe pɔriʃ ttora kɔbe aʃbe ?
In which class do you study? When  are  they  
   coming ?
2nd person hon                            আপছন কন কসলসজ পড়ড়নন    আপননরন ছক ছনতর ?
apni kɔn kɔleʤe pɔɽan ? apnara ki ʧatt rɔ ?
                                 In which college do you study ?    Are you students ?
3rd person ord -distance      
       neutral                          মস গনন গনয় তনরন গনন গনয়
  ʃe gan gaj ttara gan gaj
                                      He sings They sing.
 
          near   এ ছক করসচ ?    এরন ছবসদশ মথসক এসসসচ
e ki kɔrʧh ? era bidt eʃ  tt ʱeke aʃeʧe
                                   what are you doing? They came from abroad.
          Far    ও মকন একন ?                              ওরন আমনর ছনতর
o kenɔ eka ?   ora amar  ʧatt rɔ
                                    Why is she alone ?                  They are my students
3rd person hon      
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         neutral    ছতছন আমনর পনসসর বনছরসত থনসক     তনচরন মকমন কসর জনসন ?
tt ini amar paʃer baɽitt e tt ʱake ttãra kemɔn kɔre ʤane?
                        He/She is my neighbour.                     How do they know ?
          Near                        ইছন আমনর কনকস   এচরন আমনর গরজন
ini amar kaku ẽra amar guruʤɔn
                        He is my uncle.                             They are my elders.
          far                                উছন খসব বনল মননস   ওচরন কনলসক আসসব
uni kʱub balɔ manuʃ õra kalke asbe
                       He is a very good man.                They are coming tomorrow.
 Table 6.3.1.4. Sylheti personal pronoun, nominative
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
1st person আছম ami I আমরন amra we
2nd person তসই ttui you মতনরন ttora you
2nd person তসছম ttumi you তসমরন ttumra you
2nd person আফসন aɸne you আফননরন aɸnara you
                           
Table 6.3.1.5: 3rd person ordinary (male and female)
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral মহ he he তনরন ttara they
neutral তনই ttai she তনরন ttara they
   
      Table 6.3.1.6: 3rd person honorific (male and female)
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
near তনইন ttain he/she তনরন ttara he/she
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                  Singular                                      plural
     1st person     আছম কসলজ পছড়ড়       ।   আমরন গরনম থনছক।
ami kɔleʤe pɔɽi amra grame tt ʱaki
                                    I study in a collage.                       We live in a village.
    2nd person ord                      তসছম মন ছদয়ন পড়ড়    তসমরন কই থনক ?
ttumi mɔn  dt ija pɔɽɔ  ttumra kɔi  tt ʱakɔ
                                   You should read sincerely         where do you live ?
     2Nd person infor                     তসই কনলসক আইস    তসমরন জনইবনয় ছন ?
 ttui kalke aiʃ ttumra ʤaibaj ni ?
                                    You can come tomorrow                   Will you go ?
     2nd person hon    আফসন ছকতন করইন    আফননরন মনসর ছন?
aɸne kitta kɔrɔin aɸnara  maʃʈɔr  ni  ?
What do you do ? Are you teachers ?
     3rd person ord   মহ ছকতন কসর?     তনরন বনলন মছসল ননয়
he ki tta kɔre  ttara bala ʧele naj
What does he do ? They  are  not  good  
boys.
 
     3rd person ord   তনই ছসলনই কসর   তনরন ছসলনই করইন
ttai silai kɔre ttara silai xɔrɔin
She stitch They stitch
   3rd person hon    তনইন এখজন বনলন মননস              তনরন বনলন সমনজর মননস ।
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ttain exʤɔn bala manuʃ           ttara nala ʃɔmaʤe 
manuʃ
He/She is a good person.       They belong to a 
         good society
6.3.2.  Personal pronouns, genitive -Bangla
Genitive pronouns are used before nouns and they also function as possessors.
Table 6.3.2.1: Bangla genitive pronouns
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
1st person আমরন amra we আমনসদর amadt er our
2nd person মতনরন ttora you মতনসদর ttodt er your
2nd person মতনমরন ttomra you মতনমনসদর ttomadt er your
2nd person আপননর apnar you আপননসদর apnadt er your
Table 6.3.2.2: 3rd person genitive pronouns
Singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral তনর ttar his/her তনসদর ttadt er their
near এর er his/her এসদর edt er their
far ওর or his/her ওসদর odt er thei
 
 
             Table 6.3.2.3: 3rd person honorific (male and female)
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral তনচর ttãr His/her তনচরনসদর tt ãdt er thier
near এচরন ẽra His/her এচসদর ẽdt er their
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far ওচরন õra His/her ওচসদর õdt er their
Singular plural
1st person                             আমনর মলখন কছবতন    আমনসদর মছনট গরনম
amar lekʱa kɔbitta amadt er ʧʱoʈ gram.
                                    Poem written by me. Our small village 
 
2nd person, ord           মতনমনর কলম   মতনমনসদর মপনরন মবড়ড়নল
ttomar kɔlɔm ttomadt er poʃ beɽal
                                   Your pen.                             Your pet cat.
2nd person, infor                        মতনর ছ সট সবসনর   মতনসদর ফসল বনগনন
 ttor ʧʱoʈo  ʃngʃar ttodt er pʱul bagan
                       Your small family.              Your flower garden.
2nd person hon   আপননর অনসমছত ছনই   আপননসদর আছশরবনদ ছনই।
apnar onumɔtt i ʧai apnadt er aʃirbadt   ʧʱai
(I/We) need your (I/We) need your blessings.
permession
3rd person, hon
neutral                                         তনচর বনছড়ড়টন ছবশনল   তনচসদর সহসর জল
ttãr baɽiʈa biʃal ttãdt er ʃɔhɔre ʤɔl
His house is very big. There  is  a  flood  in  their
city.
 
near   এচর অসনক কমতন     এচসদর একটন বড়ড় বনছর আসছ
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ẽr ɔnek khɔmɔtta ẽdt er ekʈa bɔɽɔ baɽ aʧʱe
He is powerful. They have one big house.
far                    ওচর/             উননর খসব বসছদ ওচসদর/   উননসদর দগরন পসজ
õr/unar kʱub budt dt ʱi õdt er durga puʤo
                        He is very intelligent Their durga puja.
Table 6.3.2.4: Sylheti genitive pronouns
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
1st person আমনর amar my আমরনর amrar our
2nd person তর tt ɔr your তরনর tt ɔrar your
2nd person তসমনর ttumar your তসমরনর ttumrar your
2nd person আফননর aɸnar your আফননরনর aɸnarar your
 
Table 6.3.2.5: 3rd person pronouns
ord singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral তনর ttar his তনরনর ttarar their
neutral তনইর ttair her তনরনর ttarar their
Table 6.3.2.6: 3rd person pronouns
hon
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
far তনন ttan His/her তনরনর ttarar their
                                    singular                                 plural
1st person                       আমনর কলম কই ?                        আমরনর বনছরর পসজন
amar kɔlɔm kɔi amrar baɽir puʤa
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                                   where is my pen ?              We have a ritual in 
our house.
2nd person, ord    তসমনর বনস কই ?     তসমরনর কসলজ কসব কস লসবন ?
ttumar bɔndt u  kɔi ttumarar kɔleʤ kɔbe khulbɔ
                               Where is your friend ? When  is  your  college   
reopening?
2nd person, infor            তর বনছড়ড় কই ?                             তসমরনর বনছড়ড়
 ttar baɽi kɔi ? ttumarar  baɽi
                                    Where is your house ?           Your house.
     
2nd person, hon            আফননর কয় মছসলসমসয় ?            আফননরন র অসপকন করনতআসলনম
aɸnar kɔy ʧʱelemeje ? aɸnarar ɔpekka kɔrataslam
How many children We  were  waiting  for  you
do you have?       
3rd person, ord,   তনর ছনছকর অইসস   তনরনর জছমন মবজনন
ttar sakri oiʃe ttara zɔmin beʤan
(lit. of- him job exists) They  own  a  lot  of  land
He has got a job
3rd person, ord                             তনইর ছবয়ন লনগসস   তনরনর বনছরত জনইতনম
ttair bija lagʃe ttarar baɽitt  ʤaittam
                                  She is getting married. We will go to their home.
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3rd person, hon                                      তনন বউ   তনরনর তনকন ননই।
ttan bou ttarar ʈaka nai
                                   His wife (lit.  of-  them  money  does-
not-exist)
They have no money
d) Personal pronouns, objective case- Bangla:
Table 6.3.2.7: Bangla  pronouns
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
1st person আমনসক amake to me আমনসদর amadt er to us
2nd person তসক ttoke to you তসদর ttodt er to you
2nd person মতনমনসক ttomake to you মতনমনসদর ttomadt er to you
2nd person আপননসক apnake to you আপননসক apnadt er to you
                                                              
Table 6.3.2.8: 3rd person pronouns
ord singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral তনসক ttake him/her তনসদর ttadt er them
near এসক eke him/her এসদর edt er them
far ওসক oke him/her ওসদর odt er them
      
Table 6.3.2.9: 3rd person pronouns
hon singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral তনচসক tt ãke him/her তনচসদর ttãdt er them
near এচসক ẽke him/her এচসদর ẽdt er them
far ওচসক õke him/her ওচসদর õdt er them
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                      singular                                  plural
1st person        আমনয়/    আমনসক তনর ছটকননন দনও    আমনসদরসক ছকচস বসল ছন
amay/amake ttar ʈikana dao amadt erke kiʧʧʱu bɔle ni
Give me his address. (He/She/They)  did  not  tell  
us anything.
 
2nd person  তসমনয়/              তসমনসক মফনন কসরছছলনম   আছম তসমনসদর বলব
ord ttomay/ ttomake pʱɔn kɔreʧʱilam ami ttomadt er bɔlbɔ
I called you. I will tell you.
                                 
2nd person                               তসক বসলছছলনম     মতনসদর আর কনজ করসত হসব
infor  ttake bɔleʧʱilam ttodt er arɔ kaʤ kɔrtte hɔbe
I told him. You have to work more.
2nd person,         আপননসক ধনযবনদ   আপননসদর বসনর জনগন
hon apnake dt ʱnjɔbadt apnadt er bɔʃar ʤajga
Thanks to you.                    Chairs for you
 
3rd person, ord                     
neutral   তনসক ছদসয় এলনম   মতসদর আসসত হসব
ttake dt ije elam ttodt er aʃtt e hɔbe
I gave it to him. You have to come
                                   
near                                এসক সসনও করন নন     এসদরসক মনথনয় তস ল লযনব মনই
eke ʃɔndeho kɔrɔ na edt erke matt ʱaj ttule labh nej
Don't doubt him. Do not give them too much 
freedom.
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far                       ওসক ছছছট তন ছদসত এস      ওসদরসক বলসত হসব
oke ʧiʈʱi ʈa dt itt e eʃɔ odt er bɔltt e hɔbe
                        Come to give him the letter. (I/We) have to tell them.  
      
3rd person, hon
neutral    তনচসক বসল লযনব মনই      তনচসদরসক কটস কথন বল নন
tt ãke bɔle lab nei ttãdt er  kɔʈu  kɔtt ʱ  bɔlɔ  na
No use in telling him. Do  not  tell  them  harsh  
words.
Near    এচসক ছক ড়নক ?    এচসদর একন গনন সসননও
ẽke ki ɖakɔ ẽdt er ekʈa gan ʃɔnao
What do you call him ? Sing a song for them.
Far   ওচসক সবটন বল   ওচসদর কথন সসনব
õke ʃɔbʈa bɔlɔ õdt er kɔtt ʱ sunbɔ
Tell him the truth. I will listen to them.
e) Personal pronouns, objective case – Sylheti
Table 6.3.2.10: Sylheti pronouns
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
1st person আমনসর amare me আমরনসর amrare us
2nd person তসর tt ɔre to you
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2nd person তসমনসর ttuma
re
to you তসমরনসর ttumrare to
you
2nd person আফননসর aɸnare to you আফননরনসর aɸnarare to
you
            Table 6.3.2.11: 3rd person pronouns
ord singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
neutral তনসর ttare he তনরনসর ttarare them
neutral তনইসর ttaire she তনরনসর ttarare them
Table 6.3.2.12: 3rd person pronouns
ord singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
far তননসর ttanre he/she তনরনসর ttarare them
                                           singular                               plural
1st person    আমনসর ছকছ স তনকন মদও    ছকচস লনসগ আমরনসর কইও
amare kisu ʈaka deo kissu  lagle  amare  koio
Give me some money. If you need anything, just 
ask  me  
 
2nd person, ord  তসমনসর কইমস  তসমরনসর কইমস
ttumare kɔimu ttumrare kɔimu
(I/We) Will tell you. (I/We) will tell you
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2nd person, infor   তসর লইয়ন জনইমস   তসমরনসর লইয়ন জনইমস
 tt ɔre lɔija ʤaimu ttumrareloija  ʤaimu
I will take you there. I will take you there.  
2nd person, hon   আফননসর মফনন করমস   আফননরনসর ননমনইয়ন ছদব
aɸnare ɸɔn kɔrmu aɸnarare namaij dt ibɔ
(I/We) will call you. He  will  drop  you  near  
your house.
3rd person, male              তনসর একস সনসন কছরও   তনরনর বয়স কম
 tt ɔre ekʈu ʃaʃɔn kɔrio ttarar bɔjoʃ kɔm
Make him learn some They are young
discipline
3rd person, female    তনইসর গনন ছহকনইয়   তনরনসর গনন ছহকনইয়
ttaie gan hikaiɔ ttarare gan hikaijɔ
Teach her how to sing. Teach them how to sing
3rd person, hon        তনন/    তননসর আমনর কথন কইও   তনরনসর ছবদনয় জনননইলনম
 ttanre amar kɔ tt ʱa kɔjo ttarare bidt aʤanailam
                                   Tell him/her about me. I bid them goodbye.
The formation  of  genitive  case  for  3rd person singular  honorific  pronoun in
Sylheti is different from other pronouns. In genitive case the pronoun does not
take endings r and also the vowel i used in the nominative case is deleted. In the
objective case the vowel e  is added to the genitive form ttan.
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6.3.3. Relative pronouns
Pronouns used to connect a clause or phrase to a noun or pronoun is popularly
known as relative pronoun. In English the common relative pronouns are who,
whom, which  and these are similar to the interrogative pronouns. Whereas in
Bangla  and  Sylheti  the  relative  and  interrogative  pronouns  are  different.  In
Bangla, animate nouns are distinguished between ordinary and honorary forms
but in Sylheti this distinction is not very common.
i) Relative pronoun – animate :
Table 6.3.3.1 : Bangla relative pronouns
ord singular transc plural transc gloss
nom ময ʤe যনরন ʤara who
gen যনর ʤar যনসদর ʤadt er whose
obj যনসক ʤake যনসদর ʤadt er  whom
Table 6.3.3.2: Bangla relative pronouns
hon singular transc plural transc gloss
nom ছযছন ʤini যনচরন ʤãra who
gen যনচর ʤãr যনচসদর  ʤãdt er whose
obj যনচসক ʤãke যনচসদর  ʤãdt er whom
 
nom, sg, ord:      ময পরছরসরম কসর মস ফল পনয়  ।
ʤe pɔrisrom kɔre se pʱɔl paj
 One who does hard-work gets the result.
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nom, pl, ord:       যনরন আসসব তনসদর ছক মচসনন ? 
ʤara aʃbe  ttadt er ki ʧʱenɔ ?
Do you know the visitors ?
gen, sg, ord:       যনর বনড়ড়ট তনর ননম ছক ?   
ʤar baɽi  ttar nam ki ?
What is the name of the owner of the house ?
gen, pl, ord:         যনসদর ছনমনতরন কসরছ তনরন কই ? 
ʤadt er  nimɔntt rɔn kɔreʧhɔ ttara kɔi ?
Where are the guests?
obj,sg,ord:        যনসক টনকনগসলন ছদলনম মস এখসনন আসসছন ? 
ʤake ʈakagulɔ dt ilam ʃe ekɔnɔ aʃeni ?
The person to whom I gave the money has not arrived.
obj, pl, ord:          যনসদর দনছয়তব টন ছদসল তনরন ছক ছবসবনসসর যসগ.  
ʤadt er dt ajitto ʈa dt ile ttara ki bisaser ʤugo
Are they trustworthy to whom you  gave the responsibility ?
nom, sg, hon:         ছযছন ছচছঠটন ছলসকসছন ছতছন ছক মতনমনর মচনন ? 
ʤini ʧʱiʈia likeʧʱen   tt ini ki  ttumar ʧʱena
Do you know the person who wrote the letter ?
  
nom, pl, hon:          যনরন সনছহতয পসড়ড় তনসদর মবস গল জননন থনসক।
ʤara ʃahitt ɔ pɔɽe  ttadt er   beʃ  golpo ʤana   tt ʱake
Those who read literature know a lot of stories.
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gen, sg, hon:         তসছম যনর বনছড়ড়সত যনও তনর মকমন   ।
 ttumi ʤãr baɽitt e ʤao  ttara kemɔn
How is the owner of the house that you frequent ?
gen, pl, hon:       যনচসদর বনড়ড়ট তনরন মকমন  ।
ʤãdt er baɽi  ttara kemɔn
What kind of people are the owners ?
obj. sg, hon:          তসছম যনসক শরদন কর ছতছন বনল মননস নন  ।
 ttumi ʤãke srodt a kɔrɔ ini bhalɔ manuʃ na
Whom you admire is not a good person.
obj, pl, hon:          তসছম যনচসদরসক পড়ড়নও তনরন মকমন  ।
ttumi ʤãdt erke pɔɽaɔ  ttara kemon
How are the students whom you teach.
 
     Table 6.3.3.3:Sylheti relative pronouns
ord singular transc plural transc gloss
nom ময ʤe যনরন ʤara who
gen যনর ʤar যনরনর ʤarar whose
onj যনসর ʤare যনরনসর ʤarare to whom
        Table6.3.3.4: Sylheti relative pronouns
hon singular transc plural transc gloss
nom মযইন ʤein যনরন ʤara who
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     nom, sg:     ময তসমনর বনস তনসর ছজগনও  ।
ʤe ttumar  bɔndt u ttare  ʤigao.
Ask your friend
         nom, pl:     যনরন আইরন তনরনসর আদর কছরও  ।
ʤara aira ttarare adt ɔ kɔrio
Take good care of the guests.
         gen, sg:      যনর বনছড়ড় তনর ননম ছক ?
ʤar baɽi ttar nam ki ?
What is the name of the owner of this house ?
 
         gen, pl:      যনরনসর মদক তনতনসর ছছন ছন ? 
ʤarare dt ekʃɔ  ttarare sino ni?
Do you know them whom you just saw.
         obj, sg:     যনসর ছদস মহ বনলন মননস  ।
ʤare dt iʃi he  bala manuʃ
The person whom I gave it is a good person
         obj, pl:      যনরনসর মদক তনরন এই পসজনতন কসরর  ।
ʤarare  dt ekʃɔ  ttara ei puʤʈa kɔrer
The people you saw are conducting this worship.
hon
nom, sg:      মযইন আইবন তনন ননম ছকতন ?
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ʤein aiba ttan nam kitta?
What is the name of the guest ?
Sylheti does not have honorific relative pronoun like Bangla, but the speakers
sometimes use the pronoun jein to denote some respectful person, but the use of
this  pronoun  is  very  limited  and  it  used  only  before  the  verb  'come'  aiba
(Mayenin,2011).
 
h) Inanimate relative pronouns:
nominative – Bangla   যন/  ময - ʤe, ʤa
    
     যন করসছন তন ছক বনল ? 
ʤa kɔrʧɔ tta ki balɔ ?
Is that good whatever you are doing ?
                      
Sylheti:   মযটন - ʤeʈa
     মযটন মদকছস ইতন কইসত ফনরতনম নন
ʤeʈa  dt eksi itta xɔitt e ɸarttam na
  I cannot say what I have seen.
        
genitive  – Bangla:    যনর - ʤar
      যনর মছসনয় আস মসটন হসব নন  ।
ʤar ʧʱasʈaj aʧʱɔ ʃeʈa hɔbe na
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What you are trying will not happen.
              Sylheti:  মযটনর - ʤeʈar
       মযটনর লনছগ আইস ইতন অইত ননয়  ।
ʤeʈar lagi aiʃɔ itta oitt ɔ naj
The reason you have come here is not going to happen.
objective – Bangla:  যন - ʤa
       তসছম যন বসলছ তনই করছছ
   ttumi ʤa bɔleʧʱɔ ttai kɔrʧʱi
  I am doing what you have told me to do.
            Sylheti:  মযটন - ʤeʈa
     তসছম মযটন খইছস ইটন সছতয ছন?
 ttumi ʤeʈa xɔiʃɔ iʈa ʃɔtt i ni?
Is it true what you have said ?
locative – Bangla:  যনসত - ʤatte
     যনসত তনর বনল হয় তনই কর
 ʤatte ttar balɔ hɔj ttai kɔrɔ
Do whatever is good for him.
            Sylheti:   মযটনত - ʤettatt
       মযটনত তনর বনলন হয় মহ ইতন বস জ নন. 
ʤeʈatt  ttar bala hɔj he itta buʤe na
He does not understand what is good for him.
.
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In  Bangla ʤatte  have  two  functions,  besides  working  as  inanimate  relative
pronoun it also acts as a subordinate conjunction. In Sylheti also ʤatte is used
for  subordinate  conjunction  meaning  'so  that',  'in  order  to'  (for  more  detail
please check chapter 11).
6.3.4. Interrogative Pronoun
 
Both Bangla and Sylheti distinguish between singular and plural interrogative
pronoun. (Chapter 12)
a)  Bangla:  animate
Table 6.3.4.1: Bangla interrogative pronoun (animate)
singular transc plural transc gloss
nom মক ke কনরন kara who
gen কনর kar কনসদর kadt er whose
obj কনসক kake কনসদর/ কনসদরসক kadt er / kadt erke whose
                                 
anim, nom, sg             উছন মক ?
uni ke ?
Who is he ?
anm, nom, pl               ওরন কনরন ? 
 ora kara ?
Who are they ?
anm, gen, sg                 এটন কনর মলখন ?
eʈa kar lekʱa ?
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Whose writing (or handwriting) is this ?
 
anm, gen, pl               ছজছনসগল কনসদর?
ʤiniʃgulo kadt er ?
Whose stuff are these ?
anm, obj, sg                 কনসক ছছছটটন ছদসব ?
kake ʧʱiʈiʈa dt ibe?
Whom will you give the letter ?
anm, obj, pl             কনসদরসক বলসব ?
kadt erke bɔlbe ?
Whom will you tell ?
Table 6.3.4.2: Bangla inanimate pronouns
singular transc gloss
nom ছক ki what
gen ছকসসর kiʃer of what 
obj ছক ki what
loc ছকসস kiʃe in what
nom:    ছক হসয়সচ ?
ki  hɔjeʧe ?
What has happened ?
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gen:    মতনমনর ছকসসর ভয় ?
ttomar kiʃer bʱɔj ?
What are you afraid of ?
obj:     ছক করছ ? 
ki kɔrʧʱo ?
What are you doing ?
loc     তসছম ছকসস কসর যনসব ? 
ttumi kiʃe kɔre ʤabe ?
How will you go ?
 
Table 6.3.4.3 : Sylheti interrogative pronouns
singular transc plural transc gloss
nom মক/মখ ke/xe খনরন xara who
gen খনর xar খনরনর xarar of whom
obj খনসর xar খনরনসর xarare to whom
anm,nom,sg:    তনইন মক?
ttain ke ?
who is he/she ?
 anm,nom,pl:    তনরন খনরন ?  
ttara xara?
Who are they ?
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anm, gen, sg:      খনর বনড়ড়ট ? 
xar baɽi ?
whose house is this ?
anm, gen,pl:     খনরনর ছজছনস
xarar ʤiniʃ?
Whose belongings?
anm, obj,sg:      খনসর ড়নকরনয় ? 
xare ɖakraj ?
Whom are you calling ?
anm,obj,pl:     খনরনসর কইবনয়? 
xarare kɔiraj ?
whom you are going to tell ?
Table : 6.3.4.4: Sylheti inanimate interrogative pronouns
int transc gloss
nom ছকতন kitta what
gen ছকতনর kittar of what
obj ছকতন kitta what
loc ছকতনত kittatt in what
     
nominative:    তসমনর ছকতন অইসস ? 
ttumra kitta oiʃe ?
What happened to you ?
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genitive:        ছকতনর লনছগ ? 
kittar lagi ?
For what ?
objective:       ছকতন করনয় ? 
kitta kɔraj ?
What are you doing ?
Locative:         ছকতনত রনক তসছম ? 
kittatt  rakʃɔ ttumi ?
On what did you put ?
6.3.5. Indefinite pronouns
Indefinite pronouns do not refer to specific persons or things. The nominative
indefinite animate pronoun in Bangla and Sylheti is keu, it has all cases except
locative, while the inanimate pronoun kichu has all four cases. The formation of
indefinite  pronouns  differs  in  Bangla  and  Sylheti  with  different  cases.  The
similarities are noticed only in the animate nominative case. Indefinite pronouns
do not have plural form but reduplication conveys the plural meaning. 
Table 6.3.5.1: Bangla Indefinite pronouns
animate transc gloss inanimate transc gloss
nom মকউ keu someone ছকছ স kiʧʱu something
gen কনরও karo someone ছকছ সর kiʧʱur of
something
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obj কনউসক kauke to someone ছকছ স kiʧʱu to
loc   -  -    - ছকছ সসত kiʧʱtt e in
someone
 
Bangla:
nom, ani:     মকউ আসসব ননছক ?
keu asbe naki ? 
Will someone come ?
gen, ani:         আছম কনরও কথন সসনব নন।
ami karo kɔtt ʱa ʃunbɔ na
 I won't listen to anyone.
obj, ani:         আছম কনউসক বলব নন  ।
ami kauke bɔlbɔ na
I will not tell anyone.
nom, inani:   ছকছ স হসয়সচ? 
kiʧʱu  hɔjeʧe ?
Did something happen ?
gen,inani:         তসমনর ছকছ সর দরকনর আসছ ? 
ttumar kiʧʱur  dt ɔrkar ?
Do you need anything ?
Obj,inani:        ছকছ স খনসব ?
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kiʧʱu kʱabe ?
Will you eat anything ?
Loc,inani:     মস ছকছ সসত মন মদয় নন।
ʃe kiʧʱutte mɔn  dt ey na
 He does not take anything seriously.
Table 6.3.5.2: Sylheti Indefinite pronouns
animate transc gloss inanimate transc gloss
nom মখউ xeu someone ছকচস kiʧʧʱi something
gen মখউর xeur of someone ছকচসর kiʧʧʱur of
something
obj মখউসর xeure to someone ছকচস kiʧʧʱu something
loc ছকচসত/
কস নতনত
kiʧʧʱtt  in
something
 
nom, ani:       মকউ ছকচস কইব ছন ?
keu kiʧʧʱ kɔibɔ ni ?
Will someone complain ?
gen, ani:       মহ মকউসর ছছসন নন  ।
he keura ʧʱine na
He does not know anyone.
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obj, ani:          মকউসর কইস ছন ?
keure  kɔiʃɔ ni ?
Have you told anyone?
 
 
nom, inani:      কস ন ছকচস কর ছন ?
kunɔ kiʧʧʱu kɔrɔ ni ?
Do you do something ?
gen, inani:          ছকচসর মচষন কররনয় ছন ?
kiʧʧʱur  ʧesʈa kɔrraj ni ?
Are you trying to get a work ?
obj,inani:           ছকচস দরকনর আছসল ছন ? 
Kiʧʧʱu dt ɔrkar aʃil ni ?
Do you need anything ?
loc, inani:        কস ন ছকচসত কস ন উছক ননই. 
kunɔ kiʧʧʱutt  uktt i nai
He does not have an opinion about anything.
Both  Bangla  and  Sylheti  do  not  have  negative  pronouns  but  the  indefinite
pronouns when combined with na it correspond to something like the negative
pronouns in English: keuna ‘no-one’, but in some cases if the verb follows the
indefinite pronoun then the negative marker  na will stand alone after the verb
but it will still correspond to the English negative pronoun.
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  B&S মকউ...  নন  keu... na     'none'
  B&S  ছকচস...   নন kiʧʧʱu ….na   'nothing'
 B   মকউ আসস ছন? keu aʃe ni?  'none has come'.
S    ছকচস কইস ছন? kiʧʧʱu kɔiʃɔ ni? ' Did you say something ?'
 
 
6.3.6. Reflexive pronouns
 
Reflexive pronoun indicate that the person who is realizing the action of the
verb is also the recipient of the action. Like English, in Bangla and Sylheti also
the use of reflexive pronoun sometimes leads to emphasis.  Reflexive pronouns
have singular and plural number in Bangla but in Sylheti it is not so common,
for  nominative  case,  both  Bangla  and  Sylheti  have  the  same  word  but  for
genitive case  there is a change of vowel from e to o e.g. : Bangla = nijer and
Sylheti – nijor. But in forming the plural in Sylheti the vowel o changes to e like
niʤerar. For objective cases Sylheti does not have any plural forms, in this case
the plurality is understood with the help of the context. The common reflexive
pronoun is nije. 
Table 6.3.6.1: Bangla reflexive pronouns
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
nom ছনসজ niʤe myself ছনসজরন niʤera ourself
gen ছনসজর niʤer of my ছনসজসদর niʤedt er of ourself
obj ছনসজসক niʤeke to myself ছনসজসদরসক niʤedt erke themself
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nom, sg:     আছম ছনসজ করব ?
ami niʤe kɔrbɔ
I will do it myself
nom, pl:     আমরন ছনসজরন জনব ?
amra niʤera ʤabɔ
We will go ourselves.
gen, sg:       ছনসজর কনজ ছনসজ কর ?
niʤer kaʥ niʤe kɔrɔ
Do your own work.
gen, pl:       অরন ছনসজসদর বনসনয় থনসক
ora niʤedt er baʃaj tt ʱake
They live in their own house.
obj, sg:      ছনসজসক ছগরনন কর নন
niʤeke grina kɔrɔ na
Do not hate yourself
obj, pl:      ওরন ছনসজসদর টকনসচ. 
ora niʤedt er ʈʱɔkaʧʧʱe
They are deceiving themselves.
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Table 6.3.6.2: Sylheti reflexive pronouns
singular transc gloss plural transc gloss
nom ছনসজ niʤe myself ছনসজরন niʤera ourself
gen ছনজর niʤɔr of myself ছনসজরনর niʤerar of
ourself
obj ছনজসর niʤɔre To myself    -    -    -
 
nom, sg:          আছম ছনসজ জনইমস. 
ami niʤe ʤaimu
I will go myself.
nom, pl:           আছমরন ছনসজরন মদছকলনইমস. 
amra niʤera dt ekilaimu
We saw it ourselves.
     gen,sg:         তসমনর ছনজর বনছড়ড়. 
ttumar niʤɔr baɽi
Your own house
   gen, pl             আছম ছনসজরনর কনজ ছনসজ কছর  ।
amra niʤerar kaʤ niʤe kɔri
We work ourselves.
   obj,sg:              তসছম ছনজসর টগনইরনয়  ।
 ttumi niʤɔre ʈɔgairaj
You are cheating yourself
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   obj,pl                তসমরন ছনসজসর টগনইরনয়. 
 ttumra niʤɔre ʈɔgaira
You are cheating yourself
6.3.7. Demonstrative pronouns
 
The demonstrative pronouns in Sylheti differs from that in Bangla. In Bangla
the  inanimate  pronoun  also  acts  as  demonstrative  pronoun  and  it  can  also
combine with singular and plural classifiers to form independent pronouns –
while in Sylheti there are no inanimate pronouns like Bangla and moreover the
demonstrative pronoun is formed by adding  i, o, h and allomorph ik, ok,  hok
with the singular and plural classifiers. Like Bangla deictic pronoun, Sylheti
deictics cannot stand alone,  when they are acting as demonstrative pronouns
they  come  with  the  classifiers,  but  when  they  act  as  adjectives  the  deictic
morpheme precedes  the head noun and in this  case the head noun hosts the
classifier –  hou meyata (that girl). In Bangla, the deictic pronoun  se, e, o can
stand alone and function as adjectives – se lok (that man) but it also functions
like Sylheti where deictic pronoun precedes the head noun and the classifier is
carried by the head noun (Dash, 2015).
a. Bengali basic deictic :
Table 6.3.7.1 : Bangla demonstrative pronouns
nom transc gen transc obj transc loc transc glos
s
neutral মস ʃe তনর  ttar মস ʃe তনসত  ttatt e that 
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near এ e এর er মস/এসক eke এসত ett e this
far ও o ওর or ও/ওসক oke ওসত ott e that
                       
Table6.3.7.2: Bangla- Singular deictics with  টন
nom transc gen transc obj transc loc transc gloss
neutral মসটন ʃeʈa মসটনর ʃeʈar মসটন ʃeʈa সটনসত ʃeʈa that
near এটন eʈa এটনর eʈar এটন eʈa এটনসত eʈa this
far ওটন oʈa ওটনর oʈar ওটন oʈa ওটনসত oʈa that
 
neutral, nom,       মসটন আমনর মলখন ছছল ?
ʃeʈa amar lekʱa ʧʱilɔ
That was my writing.
near, nom,          এটন খসব সসনর? 
eʈa kʱub ʃundt ɔr
This is very beautiful.
  far, nom, :          ওটন আমনর ভনল মলসগসচ
oʈa amar balɔ legeʧe
I liked that one.
 neutral, gen:,         মসটনর কথন র বল নন
 ʃeʈar kɔtt ʱa r bɔlɔ na
Do not talk about that
 near,   gen,:        এটনর জসনই ত আসন
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 eʈar ʤunoi  tt ɔ asa
I came for that
  far,gen,            ওটনর ছক খবর ?
oʈar ki kʱɔbɔr
Is there any news about that ?
  neutral,obj        মসটন আছম অছবসবনস করসত ছনইছন. 
ʃeʈa ami obisas kɔrtte ʧʱaini
I did not want to believe that
  near,obj              আছম এটন অবসহলন কসরছছ. 
ami eʈa obohela kɔreʧʱi
I ignored that one
 
far, obj,:              আছম ওটন তনর কনছ মরসকছছ
ami oʈa ttar kaʧʱe rekeʧʱi 
I kept it with him.
 neutral, loc:          মসটনসত আমনর কস ন আপছত মনই.
ʃeʈatte amar kuno apott i nai
 I have no objections about that.
    near,loc:         এটনসত ছক রনকন আসছ ? 
eʈatte ki rakha  aʧʱe ?
What is there inside it ?
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Table 6.3.7.3: Bangla plural deictics – gulo
nom trans gen transc obj transc loc transc gloss
neut মসগসলন ʃegulo মসগসলনর ʃegulo
r
মসগসলনসক ʃegulo
ke
মসগসলনসত ʃegulotte that
near এগসলন egulo এগসলনর egulor এগসলনসক egulok
e
এগসলনসত egulotte these
far ওগসলন ogulo ওগসলনর ogulor ওগসলনসক ogulok
e
ওগসলনসত ogulotte those
                         
neutral,nom:     মসগসলন অসনক মননবরন. 
ʃegulo onek noŋra
Those are very dirty
 
 near,nom:          এগসলন আমনর কনজ. 
egulo amar kaʤ
These are my works
  far,nom:           ওগসলন ছক তসমনর?    
ogulo ki ttumar
Those are yours
 neutral,gen:       মসগসলনর দনম মকমন. 
ʃegulor dt am kemɔn?
How expensive are those?
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 near,gen:           এগসলনর এ ছক অবসন? 
egulor e ki ɔbɔʃtta?
What happened to those?
 far,gen:             অগসলনর মত হসলই হসব
ogulor mɔttɔ hɔlei hɔbe.
If it looks like those it will be ok.
neutral,obj:       মসগলসক ছঠক করসত হসব
ʃeguloke ʈʱik kɔrtt e hbe
I have to repair those
near,obj:         এগলসক আমনর বনছর ছনসয় জনও
eguloke amar baɽi nije ʤao
Take these to my house
far,obj:          ওগসলন মরসক দনও
ogulo reke  dt ao
Keep those
neutral,loc:      মসগলসত মপনকন আসছ
ʃegulotte poka aʧʱe
There are insects on those
near,loc:         এগসলনসত আমনর অছদকনর আসছ
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egulotte amar odt ikar aʧʱe
I have rights on this things.
far,loc:    তসছম ওগসলনসত ছক ছদসয়ছ? 
ttumi ogulotte ki  dt ijeʧʱɔ
What did you put on those.
                      
Table 6.3.7.4: Sylheti singular deictics with ʈa
nom transc gen transc obj transc loc transc gloss
neu ইটন
/ ইকন
iʈa/
ikʈa
ইটনর/
ইকনর
iʈar/
ikʈar
ইটনসর
/ ইকনসর
iʈare/
ikʈare
ইটনত/
ইকনত
iʈatt /
ikʈatt
this
near ওটন
/ ওকটন
oʈa/
okʈa
 ওটনর /
ওকটনর
oʈar/
okʈar
 ওকটনর /
ওকটনসর
oʈare/
okʈare
 ওটনত /
ওকটনত
oʈatt /
okʈatt
that
far হটন hɔʈa হটনর hɔʈar হটনর hɔʈare হটনত hɔʈatt that
 Table 6.3.7.5: with deictics -   gu
nom transc gen transc obj transc loc transc gloss
neutral ইগ igu ইগর igur ইহসর igure ইগত igutt this
near ওগ ogu ওগর ogur ওগসর ogure ওগত oguntt that
far হগ hɔgu হগর hɔgur হগসর hɔgure হগত hɔguntt that
  
 neutral,nom: ইগ/  ইটন ছকতন? what is this?
igu / iʈa kitta?
What is this?
near,nom                     ওগ/    ওটন আমনর বনছর that is my house.
ogu / oʈa amar baɽi.
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This is my house
  far,nom                      হগ/    হটন তনর বনছর
igu / iʈa ttar baɽi
This is his house
neutral,gen                 ইটনর/   ইগর ছক অবসন? 
iʈar/ igur kitta ɔbɔstta
What is the condition of this?
near,gen                      ওগর/   ওটনর দনম মবছস।
ogur / oʈar  dt am beʃi
This is very costly
  far, gen                     হগর/   হটনর দনম কম. 
hɔgur / hɔʈar  dt am kɔm
That one is cheaper
  neutral, obj                  ইগসর /   ইটনসর রনছক মদও
igure / iʈare raki  dt eo
Keep this
  near,obj                    ওগসর/    ওটনসর আসগ মসস কর. 
ogure / oʈare age ʃeʃ kɔr
Finish this before that.
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 far,obj                   হগসর/    হটনসর পসর মদখন জনইব  ।
hɔgure / hɔʈare pɔre dt exa ʤaibɔ
We will see this later
neutral.loc                    ইগত ছকতন সমইসসযন  ।
igutt  kitta ʃɔmɔiʃja
What is the problem with this ?
near,loc                    ওগত রনছক মদও  ।
oigutt  raki dt eo
Keep on this
d) Sylheti plural deictics –  in (the Sylheti plural classifier  in changes to  intor
when it goes with other case except nominative)
                                 Table 6.3.7.6 : Sylheti plural deictics
nom transc gen transc obj transc gloss
neutral ইগন igun ইগনতর igunttɔr ইগনসর igunre this
near ওগন ogun ওগনতর ogunttɔr ওগনমর ogunre that
far হগন hɔgun হগনতর hɔgunttɔr হগনমর hɔgunre that
neutral ইটনইন iʈain ইটনইনতর iʈainttɔr ইটনইনমর iʈainre this
near ওটনইন oʈain ওটনইনতর oʈainttɔr ওটনইনমর oʈainre that
far হটনইন hɔʈain হটনইনতর hɔʈainttɔr হটনইনমর hɔʈainre that
near ইকনইন ikʈain ইকনইনতর ikʈainttɔr ইকনইনমর ikʈainre this
  neutral,nom: ইগন/ ইতনইন/    ইকনইন লনগন বনছরর ছজছনস  ।
igun / iʈain / ikʈain laga baɽir ʤiniʃ
These things are from the next door
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.
   near,nom:   ওগন/     ওটনইন তনরনর বনছরত ছদয়ন আও  ।
ogun/oʈain ttarar baɽitt    dt ija aao
Give this to them
   far,nom:     হগন/   হটনইন মসস অইসগসস.
hɔgun / hɔʈain ʃeʃ oigeʃe
Those are finished
  neutral,gen:   ইগনর/ইতনইনর/   ইকনইনর ছকতন অইত?  
 ikʈainttɔr kitta oitt ɔ?
What will happen to these ?
  near,gen:       ওগনর/   ওটনইনর মনছলক কই?
oguntt ɔr /oʈainttɔr malik kɔi
Where is the owner of these things ?
  far,gen:         হগনর/    হটনইনর রঙ বনলন ননয়. 
igunttɔr/iʈainttɔr rɔŋ bala naj
The colour of those are good
  neutral,obj:     ইগনসর সরনই মদও. 
 igunre ʃɔrai  dt eo
Remove these
  near,obj:                      আছম ওটনইনসর আসগ আটনইয়ন রনছক.
ami oʈainttɔre age aʈaija raki
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Let me clean the mess first
  far,obj:                      হগনসর র একজসন লইয়ন মগসইন  ।
hɔgunre r ekʤɔne loija geʃɔin
Another man took those.
The use of the demonstrative pronoun starting with ik, ok, hok are used in rural
areas. Also the classifier gu is used in rural areas. 
                     
6.4. Conclusion
During the course of this study we did a detailed study of Bangla pronouns and
based on this we have studied the Sylheti pronouns. In this chapter we ,along
with Sylheti pronouns, have also studied the Bangla pronouns in order to point
out the differences and similarities that exist between Bangla and Sylheti. We
have pointed out that in Bangla, third person intimate does not have any gender
while  in  Sylheti  third person intimate in  marked by gender  which is  a  vital
difference according to us between Bangla and Sylheti.       
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vII
vERBS
7.1. Introduction
Verb from the Latin Verbum meaning word,  conveys an action, an occurrence. Verbs
in Bangla and Sylheti are highly inflected and are analyzed into a stem and suffixes. In
both  Bangla  and Sylheti  the  verb  words  are  inflected  to  encode  tense,  mood  and
person, so the verb stem gives the meaning while the verb ending is for denoting the
person, tense or mode of action (Thompson,2010). In the following section the verb
classes are classified according to their structure in Bangla and Sylheti.
7.2. Verb classes
According to  the conjugation pattern,  Hanne – Ruth Thompson in  her book  “The
comprehensive Grammar of Bengali”  has classified Bangla verbs into six groups.
Following the classes given by her we have classified the Sylheti verbs in five classes
because  Sylheti  doesnot  have  the  extended  o-  conjugation  which  is  native  to  the
speech of West Bengal.
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Table 7.2.1:  Bangla verb class
  Bangla
word
transcription gloss
Class 1   CVC/VC চলখ lekʱ write
Class  2  CaC/aC থফক tt ʱak stay
Class  3  CV চন dt e give
Class  4  Ca গফ ga sing
Class 5  CaCa/CVCa চফলফ ʧala drive
Class  6  extended  o
conjugation
চবররফ bero go out
Table 7.2.2: Sylheti verb class
Sylhet verb transcription gloss
Class 1 CVC /VC চনখ dt ex see
Class 2 CaC রফখ rax keep
Class 3 CV চন ne take
Class 4 Ca জফ ʤa eat
Class 5 CaCa / CVCa ঘধমফ guma sleep
 
7.3. Vowel mutation 
The conjugation of verbs in Bangla and Sylheti is very regular but almost all verbs in
Bangla have the feature of vowel mutation while in Sylheti  vowel mutation is not
present.  The vowel in Bangla verb is altered according to the number and animacy of
the person (Thompson,2010). Jean Clement in his book 'Parlons Bengali' said that:
'Before addressing the verb it is necessary to talk about a more
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 general phenomenon that particularly effects it, i,e, vowel 
alternance. This term is used for certain changes of the root vowels
 in the conjugation or in the declension of noun and pronouns. These 
changes are caused by the phonetic influence of the endings on the  
root. Basically they involve the change of an open root vowel into the 
corresponding closed vowel according to the pattern shown below
Vowel :
front        middle           back
    closed      i    u
mid closed e o
mid open æ                ɔ
open    a
Vowel /æ/ closes into /e/, /e/ closes into /i/ and so on. Only /a/ except
 in a few instances remains /a/. In this manner each verb has two forms 
of its root, an open  and a closed one.  
Examples of vowel mutation are shown below
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Bangla Vowel mutation
                                                      i - e          আলম লললখ ami likʱi          তধলম চলখ ttumi lekʱɔ
i                              u                                                  'I write'                       'you write'
  e                       o                     e - æ           আলম চনলখ ami dt eki           তধলম চনখ  ttumi dt ækʱɔ
      æ              ɔ                                                      'I see'                          'you see'
                a                                    u - o        আলম শলন ami ʃuni            তধলম চশফন ttumi ʃonɔ
                                                                                  'I listen'                        'you listen'
                                                      o - ɔ        আলম কলর ami kɔri         তধলম কর ttumi kɔrɔ
                                                                                 'I do'                             'you do'
Even though in the literature  on Bangla  this  has  not  been pointed out,  the  vowel
mutation or vowel alternance strongly remains umlaut phenomenon in romance and
Germanic 
Unlike Bangla, vowels in Sylheti  verbs do not changes. The initial vowel does
not get changed in Sylheti  but  the second vowel or the ending vowel of the verb
changes according to person in pronoun and tenses which is also common in Bangla.
The example  of  Sylheti  verb for  simple  present  and 1st and 2nd person are shown
below:
Vowels in Sylheti 
                                          আলম লহলক ami hiki              তধলম লহক ttumi hiko
 i                  u                                      'I learn'                        'you learn'
  ɛ               o                        আলম চললখ ami lɛki           তধলম চলখ  ttumi lɛxɔ
           a                                            'I write'                     'you write'
                                        আলম বধলঝ ami buʤi        তধলম বধঝ  ttumi buʤɔ
                                                  'I understand'              'you understand'
                                         আলম খলর ami xɔri       তধলম  কর ttumi xɔrɔ        
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                                                    'I do'                           'you do' 
                                                                                                                                           
From the two charts it is seen that in Bangla the vowel mutation occurs between high
and low stems. While in Sylheti  this feature is absent.  The use and occurrence of
vowel mutation can be described according to the consonant and vowel root structure
of verb.  (Thompson, 2010) 
7.3.1. Bangla Vowel mutation rules
Class 1 CVC The verb in Bangla under class 1 has vowel mutation in the stem
between high and low, while in Sylheti vowel in the verb stem does not  change.
Class 2 Cac, aC For verbs with a in the stem, vowel mutation does not occur, but
in present, past perfect and perfective participle the vowel a in the stem changes to 
e.
Class 3 CV  Verbs in this group also have vowel mutation from high to low 
like class 1 but differ in future tense for 2nd person intimate where the verb takes the 
low stem. Like other classes vowel mutation in Sylheti is absent in this class.
Class 4  Ca Verbs in class 4 chang their stem from a to e or ai in simple 
past, past habitual, imperfective participle and conditional participle.
Class-5 (extended verbs) Verbs with the vowels a, u and ou in the stem do not have 
vowel mutation. The other extended verbs with other vowels take the high stem vowel 
for present and past perfect in all person. 
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Class 6 Verbs in this group take an alternative second vowel o instead of a  
example: gumono from gomano this verb can also take o-kar (Chapter 3) in the second
syllable. This conjugation pattern is observe only in the standard Bangla of West 
Bengal.
7.4. Verb conjugation overview
In Bangla and Sylheti verbs conjugate for person, tense and mood. Bangla and Sylheti 
have six persons:
      Table 7.4.1: Bangla pronoun
1st person আলম ami I
2nd person (int) তধই  ttui you
2nd person (pol) তধলম  ttumi you
2nd person (hon) আপলন apni you
3rd person (ord) চস se he/she
3rd person (pol) লতলন  tt ini he/she
                         
Table 7.4.2. Sylheti pronoun
1st person আলম ami I
2nd person (int) তধই  ttui you
2nd person (pol) তধলম  ttumi you
2nd person (hon) আফরন aɸne you
3rd person (ord) চহ/তফই he/tai he/she
3rd person (pol) তফইন  ttain he/she
 In both Bangla and in Sylheti verb conjugation is similar for singular and plural 
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numbers. 
ami has the same conjugation as amra
 ttumi/ ttui  has the same conjugation as  ttumra/ ttora.                                                        
Though Sylheti unlike Bangla distinguishes gender in pronoun, Sylheti  verb endings 
do not distinguish gender, which is similar as in Bangla. 
                                                                                                                                           
7.5. Verb conjugation charts
The conjugation charts are arranged according to the classes given in section 7.3.1.
Class 1- CVC 
a)  Vowel  mutation  u-o  (o-kar) in  Bangla  is  used  in  বধজফ buʤʱa  -   চবফঝফ boʤʱa
'understand', same pattern with  চসফনফ ʃona 'listen',  চবফনফ bona  'knit', চতফলফ ttola 'lift', চভফলফ
bʱola 'forget'.
Table  7.5.1. Conjugation table for the word  ʃona 'listen'
tenses   আলম I  তধই you
   (infor)
 তধলম you 
   (ord)
 চস he/she 
     (ord)
লতলন
he/she
   (hon)
 আপলন you
    (hon)
Simple present শলন  ʃuni  শলনস
 ʃunis
 চশফন
ʃonɔ
চশফরন ʃone  চশফরনন
ʃonen
  চশফরনন ʃon
en
Pres.continuous শনলছ
ʃunʧʱi
শনলছস
 ʃunʧʰis
শনরছফ 
 ʃunʧo
  শনরছ
 ʃunʧe
শনরছন
 ʃunʧen
 শনরছন
 ʃunʧen
Present perfect   শরনলছ
 ʃuneʧʰi
  শরনলছস
ʃuneʧʰi
  শরনছ
 ʃuneʧʰ
   শরনরছ
 ʃuneʧʰe
 শরনরছন
 ʃuneʧʰen
 শরনরছন
 ʃuneʧʰen
Future tense  শনব
 ʃunbo
  শনলব 
 ʃunbi
  শনরব
 ʃunbe
  শনরব
 ʃunbe
 শনরবন  
 ʃunben
 শনরবন  
 ʃunben
Simple past শনলফম  শনলল  শনরল    শনল   শনরলন   শনরলন
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 ʃunlam  ʃunli  ʃunle  ʃunlo  ʃunlen  ʃunlen
Past continuous শনলছলফম
ʃunʧʰilam
  শনলছলল
 ʃunʧʰili
 শনলছরল
 ʃunʧʰile
 শনলছল
 ʃunʧʰilɔ
 শনলছরলন  
 ʃunʧʰilen
 শনলছরলন 
 ʃunʧʰilen
Past perfect   শরনলছলফম
 ʃuneʧʰilam
 শরনলছলল
ʃuneʧʰili
 শরনলছরল
ʃunʧʰile
 শরনলছল
ʃunʧʰilo
  শরনলছরলন
ʃunʧʰilen
  শরনলছরলন
ʃunʧʰilen
Past habitual    শনতফম
  ʃunttam
  শনলতস
 ʃuntt is
   শনরত
 ʃuntte
  শনত
 ʃunttɔ
শনরতন
 ʃuntten
শনরতন
 ʃuntten
imperative(pr)      -    শন
  ʃun
চশফন 
 ʃon
 শনধক  
 ʃunuk
  শরনন  
 ʃunen
 শরনন  
 ʃunen
Imperative (fut)      - শলনস
 ʃunis
শরন
 ʃune
      - শনরবন
 ʃunben
শনরবন
 ʃunben
 Verbal noun
   - চশফনফ
     ʃona
Imperative 
participle
- শনরত
 ʃuntte
Perfectiv
e
participl
e
- শরন
 ʃune
Conditio
nal
participl
e
- শনরল
 ʃunle
                                          
                                                                                                                   
 b) Sylheti: Verbs with the vowel u:  শনফ ʃuna 'listen',  বধঝফ buʤa 'understand'
Table 7.5.2: Sylheti conjugation chart for the verb   শনফ ʃuna 'listen'
tenses       আলম I     তধই you
      int
     তধলম
you  
      pol
 চহ/  তফই
he/she
    ord
 তফইন
him/her
     hon
   আফরন
you
     hon
Simple present  শলন ‍ʃuni শনস ʃunɔs  শন ʃunɔ শরন  ʃune শনইন‍
ʃunoin
শনইন 
ʃunoin
Pres.continuous শলনয়ফর
ʃunijar
 শনরর   
ʃunre
শনরফয়
 ʃunraj
শরনর 
 ʃuner
 শনরফ
 ʃunra
শনরফ
 ʃunra
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Present perfect    শনলছ    
 ʃunʧi
শনচস 
 ʃunʧɔs
 শনছ
 ʃunʧɔ
    শনরছ
 ʃunʧe
 শনছইন
 ʃunʧoin
 শনছইন
 ʃunʧoin
Future tense  শনমধ    
 ʃunmu
 শনরব 
 ʃunbe
  শনবফয় 
 ʃunbaj
    শনব
 ʃunbɔ
 শনবফ
 ʃunba
 শনবফ
 ʃunba
Simple past শনলফম
 ʃunlam
শনরল
 ʃunle
শনলফয়
 ʃunlay
শনল
 ʃunlɔ
শনলফ
 ʃunla
শনলফ
 ʃunla
Past continuous  শনফত
আসলফম   
ʃunatt
aslam
শনফতআসরল
ʃunatt
asle
শনফতআস
লফয়
ʃunatt
aslaj
 শনফতআসল 
ʃunattaslɔ
 শনফতআসলফ
ʃunattasla
 শনফতআসলফ
ʃunattasla.
Past perfect  শনছলফম
ʃunslam
  শনছরল
ʃunsle
  শনলছলফয়
ʃunsilaj
শনছল 
 ʃunslɔ
   শনছলফ
 ʃunasla
   শনছলফ
 ʃunasla
Past habitual   শনতফম 
 ʃunttam
 শনরত 
 ʃuntte 
শনতফয়
 ʃunttaj
 শনত
 ʃunttɔ
শনতফ
 ʃuntta
শনতফ
 ʃuntta
Imperative (pr)      -  শন্        
 ʃun    
শন
 ʃuno
 শনউক
 ʃunouk
 সধনইন
 ʃunoin
সধনইন
ʃunoin
Imperative (fut)       - শলনস
 ʃunis
শলনরয়ফ
 ʃunijo
      - শনবফ
 ʃunba
শনবফ
 ʃunba
Verbal noun- 
 শনফ ʃuna
Imperativ
e 
participle
-
 শনরত
ʃuntte 
Perfective 
participle
শলনয়ফ 
ʃunija
Conditio
nal 
participl
e
-  শনরল
ʃunle
Verbal noun     -     ʃuna but in Sylheti most instances of ʃ becomes h. So all the 
conjugated form of the verb ʃuna in Sylheti can be  pronounced with h phoneme. But 
now a days many Sylheti speakers do not usually use h in place of ʃ. It is used by the 
older generations or  people living in the villages.
                                    
c) Bangla
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Vowel mutation  o – ɔ : চলফ ʧɔla 'go', করফ kɔra 'do',  the mutations of these vowels affect
only the pronunciation while the spelling remains unaffected.
Table 7.5.3. Bangla conjugation table for the word পড়ঢফ pɔɽa 'study'
Tenses  আলম I  তধই you
  int
 তধলম you
  pol
 চস he/she
ord
 লতলন he/she
hon
 আপলন you
hon
Simple 
present
 পলড়ঢ‍pɔɽi পলড়ঢস ‍pɔɽis পড়ঢ pɔɽɔ  পরড়ঢ pɔɽe  পরড়ঢন pɔɽen  পরড়ঢন pɔɽen
pres.conti
nuous
 পড়ঢলছ 
pɔɽʧʰi
পড়ঢলছস 
pɔɽʧʰis
 পড়ঢছ  
pɔɽʧʰɔ
 পড়ঢরছ  
poɽʧʰe
পড়ঢরছন
 pɔɽʧʰen
পড়ঢরছন
 pɔɽʧʰen
present 
perfect
পরড়ঢলছ
 pɔɽeʧʰi
পরড়ঢলছস   
pɔɽeʧʰis
পরড়ঢছ  
 pɔɽeʧʰɔ
 পরড়ঢরছ
pɔɽeʧʰe
পরড়ঢরছন
 pɔɽeʧʰen
পরড়ঢরছন
 pɔɽeʧʰen
future 
tense
পড়ঢব  
pɔɽbɔ
 পড়ঢলব 
 pɔɽbi
 পড়ঢরব 
 pɔɽbe
 পররব 
 pɔɽbe
  পড়ঢরবন
 pɔɽben
  পড়ঢরবন
 pɔɽben
simple 
tense
  পড়ঢলফম  
 pɔɽlam
 পড়ঢলল  
 pɔɽli
পড়ঢরল
 pɔɽle
 পরল
 pɔɽlɔ
 পড়ঢরলন 
 pɔɽlen
 পড়ঢরলন 
 pɔɽlen
past 
continuou
s
পড়ঢলছলফম 
pɔɽʧʰilam
  পড়ঢলছলল 
 pɔɽʧʰili
পড়ঢলছরল
 pɔɽʧʰile
 পড়ঢলছল 
 pɔɽʧʰile
 পড়ঢলছরলন 
 pɔɽʧʰilen
 পড়ঢলছরলন 
 pɔɽʧʰilen
past 
perfect
পরড়ঢলছলফম 
pɔɽeʧʰilam
পড়ঢলছলল 
 pɔɽʧʰili
পরড়ঢলছরল    
 pɔɽeʧʰile
পরড়ঢলছল
 pɔɽeʧʰilɔ
পরড়ঢলছরলন 
 pɔɽeʧʰilen
পরড়ঢলছরলন 
 pɔɽeʧʰilen
past 
habitual
 পড়ঢতফম  
 pɔɽttam
পড়ঢলতস 
 pɔɽtt is
পড়ঢরত 
 pɔɽtte
 পড়ঢত 
 pɔɽtto
পড়ঢরতন  
 pɔɽtten
পড়ঢরতন 
  pɔɽtten
imperativ
e (pr)
    -   পড়ঢ 
 pɔɽ
   পরড়ঢফ 
 pɔɽo
 পড়ঢধক 
 pɔɽuk
     -  পড়ঢধন  
 pɔɽun
imperativ
e (fut)
      -  পলড়ঢস
 pɔɽis
পলড়ঢরয়ফ
 pɔɽijo
   - পড়ঢরবন
 pɔɽben
পড়ঢরবন
 pɔɽben
Verbal 
noun-
Imperfecti
ve 
Perfective 
participle-
Condition
al
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পড়ঢফ  pɔɽa participle -
পররত‍poɽtte
পরড়ঢ  poɽe participle-
পড়ঢরল‍poɽle
                                                                                                                                           
d) The conjugation chart of the verb having the vowel ɔ. ফরফ ɸɔra 'study', same pattern
in the verbs like করফ kɔra 'do',  চলফ ʧɔla 'move' or 'drive', ধরফ dt ʱɔra 'hold'.
 Table 7.5.3:  Sylheti conjugation chart for : ফরফ  ɸɔra 'study',
tenses      আলম I     তধই You
     infor
   তধলম You
   pol
 চহ/তফই
he/she
    ord
 তফইন Him/her
    hon
আফরন
You
    hon
Simple
present
 ফলর ɸɔri  ফরস ɸɔrɔs  ফর ɸɔr  ফরর ɸɔre  ফরইন ɸɔroin ফরইন
ɸoroin
Pres.conti
nuous
ফলরয়ফর
ɸorijar
ফররর
 ɸorre
ফররফয়
ɸorraj
ফররর
 ɸorre
ফররফ
ɸorra
ফররফ
 ɸorra
Present
perfect
ফরলস
 ɸorsi
ফরসস
ɸorsos
ফরস
 ɸoros
ফররস
ɸorse
ফরসইন
 ɸorsoin
ফরসইন
 ɸorsoin
Future
tense
ফরমধ
 ɸormu
ফররব
ɸorbe
ফরবফয়
 ɸorbaj
ফরব
 ɸorbo
ফরবফ
ɸorba
ফরবফ
 ɸorba
Simple
past
ফরলফম
ɸorlam
ফররল
ɸorle
ফরলফয়
 ɸorlaj
ফরল
ɸorlo
ফরলফ
 ɸorla
ফরলফ
 ɸorla
Past
continuou
s
ফরফত
আসলফম
ɸoratt
aslam
ফরফতআসরল
 ɸorattasle
ফরফত
আসলফয়
ɸorattaslaj
 ফরফত আসলফ
 ɸorattaslo
 ফরফত আসলফ
 ɸorattasla
ফরফত
আসলফ
ɸorattasla
Past
perfect
ফরসলফম
ɸorslam
ফররসল
ɸorsle
ফরসলফয়
 ɸorslaj
ফরসল
ɸorslo
ফরসলফ
 ɸorsla
ফরসলফ
ɸorsla
Past
habitual
ফরতফম
ɸorttam
ফররত
ɸortte
ফরতফয়
ɸorttaj
ফরত
 ɸortto
ফরতফ
 ɸortta
ফরতফ
ɸortta
Imperativ
e (pr)
    - ফর্ 
ɸor
ফররফ
ɸoro
ফরউক
ɸoruk
ফরইন
 ɸoroin
ফরইন
ɸoroin
Imperativ
e (fut)
    - ফলরস
ɸorsi
ফলরয়
ɸorijo
    - ফরবফ
 ɸorba
ফরবফ
 ɸorba
Verbal Imperfect Perfective Condition
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noun -
ফরফ  -
ɸora
ive
paticiple
ফররত-
ɸortte
participle-
ফরর -  ɸore
al
participle-
ফররল  -
ɸorle
 
 
e) Bangla – Vowel mutation i-e – চলখফ  lekʱa write(same pattern as :  লকনফ  kina buy,লসনফ
sina know)
Table 7.5.4: Conjugation Chart for-চলখফ lekʱa 'write'
tenses  আলম I  তধই you
int
 তধলম you
 pol
 চস he/she
ord
লতলন
him/her
hon
 আপলন you
hon
Simple
present
  লললখ likʱi লললখস
likʱis
চলখ‍lekʱ  চলরখ lekʱe চলরখন
lekʱen 
চলরখন lekʱe
n
Pres.continuo
us
ললখলছ
 likʱʧʰi 
চলখলছস
likʱʧʰis 
চলখচ 
likʱʧʰ
 চলখরচ 
likʱʧʰe
চলখরছন
likʱʧʰen
চলখরছন
likʱʧʰen
Present
perfect
 ললরখলছ
 likʱeʧʰi 
 ললরখলছস   
likʱeʧʰis 
 ললরখচ 
likʱeʧʰ 
 ললখরছ    
likʱʧʰe
ললখরছন 
likʱʧʰen
ললখরছন 
likʱʧʰen
Future tense ললখব  
likʱbo
 ললখলব  
likʱbi
 ললখরব  
likʱbi
 ললখরব 
likʱbe
  ললখরবন  
likʱben
  ললখরবন  
likʱben
Simple past ললখলফম  
likʱlam
 ললখলল      
likʱli
  ললখরল      
likʱli
 ললখল  
likʱlo
 ললখরলন      
 likʱlen
 ললখরলন      
 likʱlen
Past
continuous
ললরখলছলফম 
likʱeʧʰilam
ললরখলছলল  
likʱeʧʰili
  ললরখলছরল 
likʱeʧʰile
  ললরখলছল
likʱeʧʰilo
 ললরখলছরলন
likʱeʧʰilen
 ললরখলছরলন
likʱeʧʰilen
Past perfect  ললখলছলফম
likʱʧʰilam
 ললখলছলল 
likʱʧʰili
 ললখলছরল  
likʱʧʰile
ললখলছল 
likʱʧʰilo
 ললখলছরলন
likʱʧʰilen
 ললখলছরলন
likʱʧʰilen
Past habitual ললখতফম
likʱttam
ললখলতস     
 likʱtt is
 ললখরত 
likʱtt e
 ললখত 
likʱtt
ললখরতন
likʱtt en
ললখরতন
likʱtt en
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Imperative
(pr)
        - চলখ্ 
lekʱ
ললরখফ
likʱo
ললখধক
likʱuk
ললখধন
likʱun
ললখরবন
likʱben
Imperative
(fut)
      - লললখস
likʱis
ললরখফ
likʱo
    - ললখরবন
likʱben
ললখরবন
likʱben
Verbal noun
- চলখফ lekʱa
Imperative
participle
- ললখরত
likʱtt e
Perfectiv
e
participle
- ললরখ
likʱe
Condition
al 
participle
-ললখরল
likʱle
                                
                                                                                                                     
f) Sylheti – Verb with the vowel i - লহলক hixi learn, (same pattern with: লসনফ sina know, 
লকনফ kina buy )
Table 7.5.5. Conjugation chart for লহলক - hixa 'learn'
tenses    আলম   I     তধই  you
      int
 তধলম   you
     ord
চহ/তফই  
he/she
    ord
 তফইন
him/her
    hon
আফরন you
   hon
Simple 
present
 লহলখ hixi  লহখস hixos  লহখ hixo লহরখ hixe লহখইন 
hixoin
লহখইন 
hixoin
Pres. 
continuo
us
লহখরফম 
hixram
 লহখরর 
hixre
লহখরফয়    
hixraj
লহরখর 
hixre
লহখরফ  
hixra
লহখরফ  
hixra
Present 
perfect
 লহখলচ      
hixsi
  লহখসস    
hixsos
 লহখস      
hixso
 লহখরস   
hixse
 লহখসইন  
hixsoin
 লহখসইন  
hixsoin
Future 
tense
 লহখমধ     
hixmu
   লহখরব   
hixbe
 লহখবফয়   
hixbaj
 লহখব     
hixbo
  লহখবফ  
hixba
  লহখবফ  
hixba
Simple 
past
  লহখলফম    
  hixlam
 লহখরসল  
hixle
 লহখফসলফয়  
hixslaj
লহখসল
  hixslo  
 লহলখসলফ 
hixsla
 লহলখসলফ 
hikxsla
Past 
continuo
us
লহখফতআসলম
hixattaslam
লহখফতআসরল
 hixattasle
লহখফতআসলফ 
hixattasla
 লহকফত আসল
hixattaslo
 লহখফত আসলফ
hixattasla
 লহখফত আসলফ
hixattasla
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Past 
perfect
 লহখসলফম  
hixslam
লহখরসল 
hixsle
    লহখসলফয় 
hixslaj
 লহখসল  
hixslo
   লহখসলফ
hixsla
   লহখসলফ
hixsla
Past 
habitual
লহখতফম  
hixttam
লহখরত   
hixtta
লহখতফয়
hixttaj
  লহখত  
hixtto
লহখতফ 
hixtta
লহখতফ 
hixtta
Imperati
ve (pr)
       -   লহখ  
hix
 লহরখফ    
hixo
 লহখধক    
hixuk
 লহখইন     
hixoin
 লহখইন  
hixoin
Imperati
ve (fut)
       -   লহলখস  
hixis
   লহলখও
 hixio
  - লহখবফ  
hixba
Verbal 
noun-
লহখফ - 
hixa
Imperative
participle -
লহখরত
hixtte
Perfective 
participle- 
লহলখয়ফ-hixija
Condition
al 
participle -
লহখরল-
hixle
   
h) Bengali vowel mutation e – æ - cvcv চনখফ dt ekʱa  ‘see’
Table 7.5.6.Conjugation chart for চনরখফ dd ekxo 'see'
tenses  আলম I   তধই you
int
   তধলম you
ord
   চস
he/she
ord
  লতলন
him/her
hon
 আপলন you
hon
Simple 
present
চনলখ  dt ekʱi চনলখস 
dt ekʱis
চনখ dækʱ চনরখ 
dt ækʱe
চনখরলন 
dt ækʱlen
চনখরলন
dt ækʱlen
Pres. 
continuous
চনখলছ
 dt ekʱʧʱi
মদখছছস 
dt ekʱʧis
চনরখছ
 dt ekʱʧ
চনরখরছ
 dt ekʱeʧe
চনখরছন
 dt ekʱʧen
চনখরছন
 dt ekʱʧen
Present 
perfect
চনরখলছ
 dt ekʱeʧi
চনরখলছস
 dt ekʱeʧis
চনরখছ
 dt ekʱeʧ
চনরখরছ
 dt ekʱeʧe
চনরখরছন
 dt ekʱeʧen
চনরখরছন
 dt ekʱeʧen
Future tense  চনখব     
 dt ekʱb
চনখলব 
 dt ekʱbi
চনখরব  
 dt ekʱbe
  চনখরব  
 dt ekʱbe
 চনখরবন
 dt ekʱben
 চনখরবন
 dt ekʱben
Simple past   চনখলফম    চনখলল     চনখরল     চনখল    চনখরলন   চনখরলন  
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dt ekʱlam dt ekʱli  dt ekʱle  dt ekʱl dt ekʱlen dt ekʱlen
Past 
continuous
চনখলছলফম  
 dt ekʱʧʱilam
 চনখলছলল   
 dt ekʱʧʱili
চনখলছরল  
 dt ekʱʧʱile
চনখলছল  
 dt ekʱʧʱil
চনখলছরলন
 dt ekʱʧʱilen
চনখলছরলন
 dt ekʱʧʱilen
Past perfect চনরখলছলফম 
 dt ekʱeʧʱilam
চনরখলছলল
 dt ekʱeʧʱili
চনরখলছরল
 
dt ekʱeʧʱile
চনরখলছল
 
dt ekʱeʧʱil
চনরখলছরলন
 
dt ekʱeʧʱilen
চনরখলছরলন
 dt ekʱeʧʱilen
Past habitual চনখতফম
 dt ekʱttam
চনখলতস
dt ekʱtt is
চনখরত
dt ekʱtt e
চনখত
dt ekʱtt
চনখরতন
dt ekʱtt en
চনখরতন
dt ekʱtt en
Imperative 
(pr)
     - চনখ্ 
dt ekʱ
চনরখফ
dt ekʱo
চনখধক
dt ekʱuk
চনরখন
dt ekʱen
চনরখন
dt ekʱen
Imperative 
(fut) 
     - চনলখস
dt ekʱis
চনরখফ
dt ekʱo
   - চনখরবন
dt ekʱben
চনখরবন
dt ekʱben
Verbal 
noun-
 চনরখফ
dt ekʱo
Imperative 
participle-
চনখরত
dt ekʱtt e
Perfective 
participle-
চনরখ
dt ekʱe
Condition
al 
participle
-
চনখরল
dt ekʱle
                                                                                                                                           
i)  Sylheti – Verb with vowel e - CVCV - চবসফ‍besa sell (same patten as চলখফ lekʱa write, 
চনখফ dt ekʱa see)
Table 7.5.7 Conjugation chart for চবসফ besa 'sell'
Tenses    আলম I   তধই you
int
 তধলম you
pol
 চহ/ তফই he/she
    ord
তফইন him/h
er
    hon
আফরন you
  hon
Simple 
present
চবলস  
besi
চবসস  
besos
চবস
beso
চবরস  
bese
 চবসইন  
besoin
 চবসইন  
besoin
Pres. 
continuous
চবলসয়ফর   
besijar
 চবসরর   
besre
 চবসরফয়   
besraj
চবরসর     
besar
 চবসরফ
besra
 চবসরফ
besra
Present  চবলচ চবচস চবচ   চবরচ চবচইন  চবচইন  
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perfect besʧi besʧos besʧo besʧe besʧoin besʧoin
Future 
tense
 চবসধ 
besmu
 চবসরব      
besbe
 চবসবফয়  
besraj
 চবসব  
besb
 চবসবফ    
besba
 চবসবফ  
 besba 
Simple past  চবসলফম     
beslam
চবরসল 
besle
চবসলফয়    
beslaj
চবসল    
beslo
 চবসলফ 
besla
চবসলফ 
besla
Past 
continuous
চবসফত--
আসলফম
besatt  
aslam
চবসফত আসরল
 besatt  asle
চবসফত 
আসলফয়
besatt  
aslaj
 চবসফত আসল   
besatt  aslo
 চবসফত 
আসলফ 
besatt  asla
 চবসফত 
আসলফ 
besatt  asla
Past perfect  চবলচলফম  
besʧilam
চবলচলফয় 
besʧilaj
চবলচ্ছিরল
besʧile
   চবলচল     
besʧilo
চবলচ্ছিলফ
besʧila
চবলচ্ছিলফ
besʧila
Past 
habitual
চবসতফম    
besttam
চবরসত   
bestta
 চবসতফয়   
besttay
 চবসত
bestta
 চবসতফ 
bestta
 চবসতফ 
bestta
Imperative 
(pr)
     -  চবস 
bes
  চবরসফ     
beso
 চবসধক
besuk
চবসবফ 
besba
চবসবফ 
besba
Imperative 
(fut)
চবলসস
besis
চবস
bes
    - চবসইন,
চবসবফ
besoin,
besba
চবসইন,
চবসবফ
besoin,
besba
Verbal 
noun-
চবসফ
besa
Impertive
participle 
-
চবসত
bestto
Perfective
participle-
চবলসয়ফ
besija
Conditio
nal
participl
e -
  চবরসল
besle
j) Bengali -  VC – ওটফ  oʈa rise (same pattern for ora fly)
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Table 7.5.8 Cojugation chart for ওটফ  oʈa 'rise'
Tenses  আলম I   তধই you
 infor
 তধলম you
   pol
চস he/she
ord
লতলন him/her
ord
আপলন you
hom
Simple 
present
উলঠ
uʈʱi
উলঠস
uʈʱis
ওরঠফ
oʈʱo
ওরঠ
oʈʱe
ওরঠন
oʈʱen
ওরঠন
oʈʱen
Pres.conti
nuous
উঠলছ
uʈʱʧʰi
উঠলছস
uʈʱʧʰis
উঠছ
uʈʱʧʰ
উঠরছ
uʈʱʧʰe
উঠরছন
uʈʱʧʰen
উঠরছন
uʈʱʧʰen
Present 
perfect
উরঠলছ
uʈʱeʧʰi
উরঠলছস
uʈʱeʧʰis
উরঠছ
uʈʱeʧʰ
উরঠরছ
uʈʱeʧʰe
উরঠরছন
uʈʱeʧen
উরঠরছন
uʈʱeʧʰen
Future 
tense
উঠব
uʈʱb
উঠলব
uʈʱbi
উঠরব
uʈʱbe
উঠরব
uʈʱbe
উঠরবন
uʈʱben
উঠরব
uʈʱbe
Simple 
past
উঠলফম
uʈʱlam
উঠলল
uʈʱli
উঠরল
uʈʱli
উঠল
uʈʱlo
উঠরলন
uʈʱlen
উঠরল
uʈʱle
Past 
continuou
s
উঠলছলফম
uʈʱʧʰilam
উঠলছলল
uʈʱʧʰili
উঠলছরল
uʈʱʧʰile
উঠলছল
uʈʱʧʰil
উঠলছরলন
uʈʱʧʰilen
উঠলছরলন
uʈʱʧʰilen
Past 
perfect
উরঠলছলফম
uʈʱeʧʰilam
উরঠলছলল
uʈʱeʧʰili
উরঠলছরল
uʈʱeʧʰile
উরঠলছল
uʈʱeʧʰil
উরঠলছরলন
uʈʱeʧʰilen
উরঠলছরলন
uʈʱeʧʰilen
Past 
habitual
উঠতফম
uʈʱttam
উঠলতস
uʈʱtt is
উঠরত
uʈʱtt e
উঠত
uʈʱtt
উঠরতন
uʈʱtt en
উঠরতন
uʈʱtt en
Imperativ
e (pr)
    - ওঠ্ 
oʈʱ
ওরঠফ
oʈʱo
উঠধক
uʈʱuk
উঠধন
uʈʱun
উঠধন
uʈʱun
Imperativ
e (fut)
     - উলঠস
uʈʱis
উরঠফ
uʈʱo
     -  উঠরবন
uʈʱben
উঠরবন
uʈʱben
Verbal 
noun -
ওরঠফ -oʈʱo
Imperfec
tive 
participle
- উঠরত 
-uʈʱtt e
Perfectiv
e 
participle
- উঠ-uʈʱ
Condition
al 
participle
- উঠরল-
uʈʱle
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k) Sylheti – VC – উলঠ uʈa rise, ascend.
Table 7.5.9. Conjugation chart for উলঠ uʈha 'rise'
tenses     আলম I       তধই you
      int
    তধলম    you
     ord
চহ/তফই 
he/she
   ord
তফইন 
him/her
     hon
আফরন 
 you
    hon
Simple 
present
 উলঠ ‍uʈʰi উঠস   uʈʰos  উরঠফ    uʈʰo   উরথ   
uʈʰe
উঠইন  
uʈʰoin 
উঠইন
uʈʰoin  
Pres. 
continuou
s
 উঠরফম
uʈʰram
 উঠরর
 uʈʰre
উঠরফয়
uʈʰraj   
 উরঠর   
uʈʰer 
 উঠরফ  uʈʰra  উঠরফ
 uʈʰra
Present 
perfect
 উঠলস 
uʈʰis
 উঠসস 
uʈʰsos 
 উঠস  uʈʰso  উঠরস 
uʈʰse
উঠসইন
  uʈʰsoin
 উঠসইন
  uʈʰsoin
Future 
tense
  উঠমধ  uʈʰmu উঠরব   
uʈʰbe
 উঠবফয় uʈʰbaj  উঠব
 uʈʰbo
 উঠবফ 
uʈʰba
 উঠবফ
 uʈʰba
Simple 
past
  উঠলফম 
uʈʰlam 
  উঠরল     
  uʈʰle
 উঠলফয়   
  uʈʰilaj
 উঠল    
  uʈʰlo
 উঠলফ    
  uʈʰla
 উঠলফ    
  uʈʰla
Past 
continuou
s
উঠফতআসলফম
uʈʰatt  aslam
 উঠফত আসরল
 uʈʰatt  asle
উঠফত আসলফয়  
uʈʰatt  aslay
উঠফত আসল 
uʈʰatt  aslo
উঠফত আসলফ  
uʈʰatt  asla
উঠফত আসলফ  
uʈʰatt  asla
Past 
perfect
  উঠলসলফম    
uʈʰsilam
উঠলসরল 
uʈʰsile
 উঠলসলফয়   
uʈʰsilay
   উঠসল   
uʈʰslo
উঠলসলফ 
uʈʰsila
উঠলসলফ 
uʈʰsila
Past 
habitual
  উঠতফম     
uʈʰttam
  উঠরত 
uʈʰtt e 
 উঠতফয়  
uʈʰttaj 
  উঠত   
uʈʰtto 
 উঠতফ    
uʈʰtta 
 উঠতফ
    uʈʰtta 
Imperativ
e (pr)
     -  উঠ    uʈʰ      উরঠফ   uʈʰo  উঠঅউক
uʈʰouk
  উঠইন     
uʈʰoin
Imperativ
e (fut)
     -   উলঠস   
uʈʰis
  উলঠও  
uʈʰio
      -  উঠবফ    
uʈʰba
Verbal 
noun
 উঠফ -uʈʰa
Imperfactiv
e participle 
-  উঠরত 
Perfective 
participle -
 উরঠ -uʈʰe
Conditional 
participle
 উঠরল-uʈʰle
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-uʈʰtt e 
                                                                                                                                           
Class – 2 
a) CaC, aCV
Bengali:  CaCa – থফকফ tt ʱaka 'to stay' (same pattern  as: খফওফ kʱaoa  'to eat' হফসফ haʃa 'to 
laugh', মফরফ mara 'to kill', হফঠফ haʈa 'to walk', থফমফ tt ʱama 'to stop', নফচফ naʧa 'to dance')
Table 7.5.10 : Conjugation chart for হফসফ-hasa 'to laugh'
Tenses        আলম I       তধই you         তধলম
you
চস
he/she
লতলন
him/her
আপলন
you
Simple 
present
  হফলস hasi   হফলস hasis  হফস haso  হফরস  ‍hase হফরসন hasen হফরসন  
hasen
Pres.conti
nuous
  হফসলছ 
hasʧʰi
হফসলছস 
hasʧʰis
 হফসছ  
hasʧʰ
 হফসরছ 
hasʧʰe
হফসরছন 
hasʧʰen
হফসরছন 
hasʧʰen
Present 
perfect
  চহরসলছ      
heseʧʰi
 চহরসলছস  
heseʧʰis
চহরসছ  
heseʧʰ
 চহরসরছ   
heseʧʰe
 চহরসরছন 
heseʧʰen
 চহরসরছন 
heseʧʰen
Future 
tense
 হফসব 
 hasbo
  হফসলব 
hasbi  
 হফসরব      
hasbe
 হফসরব     
hasbe
 হফসরবন
hasben
 হফসরবন
hasben
Simple 
past
     হফসলফম   
haslam 
 হফসলল 
hasli
হফসরল   
hasle
  হফসল     
haslo
   হফসরলন 
haslen
   হফসরলন 
hasle
Past 
continuou
s
 হফসলছলফম   
hasʧʰilen
হফসলছলল   
hasʧʰili
 হফসলছরল   
hasʧʰile
হফসলছল  
hasʧʰilo
হফসলছরলন  
hasʧʰilen
হফসলছরলন  
hasʧʰilen
Past 
perfect
  চহরসলছলফম  
 heseʧʰilam
চহরসলছলল   
heseʧʰili
 চহরসলছরল 
 heseʧʰile
 চহরসলছল 
 heseʧʰilo
চহরসলছরলন 
heseʧʰilen
চহরসলছরলন
 heseʧʰilen
Past 
habitual
 হফসতফম   
  hasttam
 হফসলতস   
  hastt is
  হফসরত  
  hastte
 হফসত 
  hastto
 হফসরতন 
  hastten
 হফসরতন 
  hastten
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Imperativ
e (pr)
    -    হফস   
has
  হফরসফ    
haso
 হফসধক 
hasuk
 হফরসন   
hasen
 হফরসন 
  hasen
Imperativ
e (fut)
    -  হফলসস 
hasis
  হফরসফ    
haso
      -   হফসরবন    
hasben
  হফসরবন   
 hasben
Verbal 
noun  
হফসফ-hasa
Imperfec
tive
participle -
  হফসত-  
hastto
Perfective 
participle
চহরস-hese
Condition
al 
participle
হফরসল-
hasle
b) Sylhet: CaC -  থফকফ tt ʱaka  'stay'  (with same pattern: হফসফ haʃa 'laugh', কফফফ kaɸa 
'shiver', জফগফ ʤaga 'awake')
                                Table  7.5.11 verb  থফকফ td ʱaka 'stay'
tenses        আলম I  তধই you  তধলম you চহ/তফই
he/she
তফইন
him/her
আফরন
you
Simple 
present
থফলক‍tt ʱaki থফক tt ʱak থফক tt ʱako থফরক tt ʱake  থফকইন
tt ʱakoin
 থফকইন
tt ʱakoin
Pres.continuo
us
থফলকয়ফর
 tt ʱakijar
থফকরর
 
tt ʱakre
থফকরফয় 
tt ʱakraj
থফরকর 
 tt ʱaker
 থফ্করফ
 tt ʱakra
 থফকরফ
 tt ʱakra
Present 
perfect
থফকলস
 tt ʱaksi
থফকসস
 tt ʱaksos
থফকস
 tt ʱakso
থফরকস
 tt ʱakse
থফকসইন
 tt ʱaksoin
থফকসইন
 tt ʱaksoin
Future tense থফকমধ
 tt ʱakmu
থফকরব
 tt ʱakbe
 থফকরফয়
 tt ʱakbaj
থফকব
 tt ʱakbo
থফকবফ
 tt ʱakba
থফকবফ
 tt ʱakba
Simple past থফকলফম
 tt ʱaklam
থফকরল
 tt ʱakle
থফকলফয়
 tt ʱaklaj
থফকল
 tt ʱaklo
থফকলফ
 tt ʱakla
থফকলফ
 tt ʱakla
Past 
continuous
থফকফত 
আসলফম
 tt ʱakatt  
aslam
থফকফত 
আসরল
tt ʱakatt  asle
থফকফত 
আসলফয়
tt ʱakatt  
aslaj
থফকফত আসল
tt ʱakatt  
aslo
থফকফত 
আসলফ
tt ʱakatt  
asla
থফকফত আসলফ
tt ʱakatt  asla
Past perfect থফকসলফম থফকসরল থকসলফয় থফকসল থফকসলফ থফকসলফ
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tt ʱakaslam tt ʱakasle tt ʱakaslaj tt ʱakaslo tt ʱakasla tt ʱakasla
Past habitual থফকতফম
tt ʱakttam
থফরকত
tt ʱaktte
থফকতফয়
tt ʱakttaj
থফকত
tt ʱaktt  
থফকতফ
tt ʱaktta 
থফকতফ
tt ʱaktta 
Imperative 
(pr)
     -  থফক 
tt ʱak
থফক
tt ʱako
থফকধ ক
tt ʱakuk
থফকইন
tt ʱakoin
থফকইন
tt ʱakoin
Imperative 
(fut)
     - থফলকস
tt ʱakis
 থফলকয়  
tt ʱakijo
    - থফকবফ
tt ʱakba
থফকবফ
tt ʱakba
Verbal noun -
থফকফ-tt ʱaka
Imperfecti
ve 
participle-
থফরক-tt ʱake
Perfective
participle-
থফলকয়ফ-
tt ʱakijo
Conditiona
l
participle-
থফকরল-
tt ʱakle
                                                                                                                                  
c) Bengali – aC আনফ ana (bring) আচকফ ãka (to draw).These verbs have some 
irregularities.
Table 7.5.12 verb ãka 'draw'
Tenses       আছম I     তসই you    তসছম  you মহ
/তনই he/she
তনইন 
him/her
   আফসন 
you
Simple 
present
 আচছক
ãki
আচছকস
ãkais 
     আচক
 ãko
    আচসক ãke   আচসকন ãken   আচসকন ãken
Pres.continuo
us
  আকছছ
ãkʧʰi    
   আকছছস
ãkʧʰis
   আকছ
ãkʧʰo
   আকসছ
ãkʧʰe
  আকসছন
ãkʧʰen
  আকসছন
ãkʧʰen
Present 
perfect
   এসকছচ
ekeʧi
  এসকছচস
ekeʧis
   এসকচ
ekeʧo
    এসকসচ
ekeʧʰe
    এসকসচন
ekeʧen
   এসকসচন
 ekeʧen
Future tense          আকব
ãkbo
    আকছব
ãkbi
       আকসব
ãkbe
   আকসব
ãkbe
  আকসবন
ãkben
  আকসবন
ãkben
Simple past      আচকলনম
ãkalam
   আচকছল
  ãkali
আচকসল
ãkale
      আকল
ãkalo
  আচকসলন
   ãkalen
  আচকসলন
  ãkalen
Past 
continuous
  আকছচলনম   আকছচছল    আচকসল   আকছছল   আকছছসলন   আকছছসলন
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  ãkʧilam ãkʧili ãkʧile ãkilo ãkʧilen ãkʧilen
Past perfect    এসকছচলনম
ekeʧilam
   এসকছছছল
ekeʧili
     এসকছচসল
ekeʧile
    এসকছছল
ekeʧilo
   এসকছচসলন
ekeʧilen
   এসকছচসলন
ekeʧilen
Past habitual  আচকতনম
ãkttam
আচকছতস
ãktt is
  আচকসত
ãktte
     আচকত
ãktto
    আচকসতন
ãktt en
  আচকসতন
 ãktten
Imperative 
(pr)
      -   আচক
ãk
 আচসকন
ãko
  আচকস ক
ãkuk
  আচসকন
ãken
  আচসকন
ãken
Imperative 
(fut)
      - এচসকন
eko
 আচকটস
ãkis
      -   আচকসবন
ãkben
 আচকসবন
ãkben
Verbal noun -
 আচকন-a˜ka
Imperativ
e 
participle-
 আচকসত-
ãktt e
Perfectiv
e 
participl
e
 এচসক-
ãke
Conditiona
l participle
আচকসল-
ãkle
                                                                                                                                           
  Sylheti: Ca -
Table 7.5.13:  আনফ ana 'bring'
tenses       আলম
 I
    তধই
 you
           তধলম
you
    চহ/  তফই
he/she
     তফইন
him/her
   আফরন
you
Simple 
present
 আলন‍ani     আনস anos আন   
ano
  আরন   
ane
 আনইন 
anoin
আনইন 
anoin 
Pres.contin
uous
 আলনয়ফর   
anijar
  আনরর       
anre
 আনরফয়  
anraj
  আরনর  
aner
আনরফ  
anra
আনরফ  
anra
Present 
perfect
আনলছ 
anʧi
 আনচস  
anʧos
আনছ   
anʧo
   আনরছ  
anʧe
আনচইন  
anʧoin
আনচইন  
anʧoin
Future 
tense
আনমধ   
anmu
  আলনস  
anis
    আলনও    
  anio
 আনব  
anbo
 আনবফ   
anba
 আনবফ   
anba
Simple past   আনলফম    আনরল    আনলফয়     আনল   আনলফ   আনলফ
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anlam anle     anlaj    anlo anla anla
Past 
continuous
আনফত 
আসলফম
anatt  
aslam
আনফতআসরল
anatt  asle
আনফত আসলফয়
anatt  aslaj
আনফত 
আসল
anatt  
aslo
আনফত আসলফ
anatt  asla 
আনফত আসলফ
anatt  asla
Past perfect  আনসলফম   
anslam
 আনসরল 
ansle
আনসলফয়    
anslaj
  আনসল    
analo
আনসলফ
ansla
আনসলফ
ansla
Past 
habitual
    আনতফম   
anttam 
আনরত
antte 
       আন্তফয় 
anttaj
      আন্ত
     antto 
   আন্তফ  
   antta 
   আন্তফ  
   antta 
Imperative
(pr)
     -    আন  
   an 
আরনফ    
ano
আনধক
anuk
 আনইন
anoin
আনইন
anoin
Imperative
(fut)
     -      আলনস
   anis
  আলনও
anio
     -  আনবফ
anba
আনবফ
anba
Verbal 
noun-
 আনফ - ana
Imperfecti
ve 
participle -
  আনত-
antta
Perfective 
participle-
আলনও-anio
Conditional
paticiple
আনরল-anle
       
                                                                                                          
Class – 3 CV
Table 7.5.14.: Bangla  চধফয়ফ  dd ʱoja 'wash'
tenses     আলম I       তধই
you
     int
     তধলম You
      pol      
 চস he/she
     ord
 লতলন
him/her
    pol
   আপলন you
     pol
Simple 
present
ধধই dt ʱui ধধস dt ʱus চধফও dt ʱo চধফয় dt ʱoj চধফন‍dt ʱon চধফন‍dt ʱon
Present 
continuous
ধধলচ্ছি 
dt ʱuʧʧʰi
ধধলচ্ছি
dt ʱuʧʧʰis
ধধচ্ছি
dt ʱuʧʧʰ
ধধরচ্ছি
dt ʱuʧʧʰe
ধধরচ্ছিন
dt ʱuʧʧʰen
ধধরচ্ছিন
dt ʱuʧʧʰen
Present 
perfect
ধধরয়লছ 
dt ʱuyeʧʰi
ধধরয়লছস
dt ʱuyeʧʰis
ধধরয়ছ
dt ʱuyeʧʰ
ধধরয়রছ
dt ʱuyeʧʰe
ধধরয়রছন
dt ʱuyeʧʰen
ধধরয়রছন
dt ʱuyeʧʰen
Future tense চধফব dt ʱob  ধধলব dt ʱubi  চধফরব dt ʱobe  চধফরব dt ʱobe  চধফরবন চধফরবন
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dt ʱoben dt ʱoben
Simple past ধধলফম
dt ʱulam
ধধললdt ʱuli ধধচলdt ʱule ধধল dt ʱulo ধধরলন
dt ʱulen
ধধরলন
dt ʱulen
Past 
continuous
ধধলচ্ছিলফম
dt ʱuʧʰilam
ধধলচ্ছিলল
dt ʱuʧʰili
ধধলচ্ছিরল
dt ʱuʧʰile
ধধলচ্ছিল
dt ʱuʧʰilo
ধধলচ্ছিরলন
dt ʱuʧʰilen
ধধলচ্ছিরলন
dt ʱuʧʰilen
Past perfect ধধরয়লছলফম
dt ʱuyeʧʰila
m
ধধরয়লছলল
dt ʱuyeʧʰili
ধধরয়লছরল
dt ʱuyeʧʰile
ধধরয়লছল
dt ʱuyeʧʰil
ধধ্রযলছরলন
dt ʱuyeʧʰile
n
ধধরয়লছরলন
dt ʱuyeʧʰile
n
Past habitual ধধতফম
dt ʱuttam
লধলতস
dt ʱutt is
ধধরত
 dt ʱutt e
ধধত
dt ʱutto
ধধরতন
dt ʱutt en
ধধরতন
dt ʱutt en
imperative(p
r)
     -  চধফ dt ʱo চধফও dt ʱow ধধক dt ʱuk ধধন dt ʱun ধধন dt ʱun
Imperative 
(fut)
    - ধধরয়ফ
dt ʱujo
 ধধস dt ʱus       - ধধরবন
dt ʱuben
ধধরবন
dt ʱuben
Verbal 
noun-
চধফয়ফ-
dt ʱuja
Imperfecti
ve 
participle 
- 
ধধরত-dt ʱutt e
Perfective
participle
-
ধধরয়-dt ʱuje
Conditiona
l
participle-
ধধরল-dt ʱule
                                                                                                                                           
 Sylheti – CV 
Table 7.5.15  বওয়ফ  bowa 'to carry'
tenses       আলম I      তধই you
   int
     তধলম you
      pol
চহ/  তফই
he/she 
    ord
 তফইন
him/her
   hon
   আফরন
you
    hon
Simple 
present
  বই  boi     বস bos বও bow বয় boj  বইন 
boin
 বইন boin
Pres.continu
ous
 বইরফম 
boiram
   বইরর  
boire
  বইরফয়  
boiraj
  বর bor   বইরফ  
boira
  বইরফ  
boira
Present 
perfect
 বইলস boisi বইসস 
boisos      
 বইস  boiso   বইরস   
boise
বইসইন 
boisoin
বইসইন 
boisoin
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Future tense   বইমধ       
boimu
  বইরব      
boibe
 বইবফয়   
boibaj
 বইব 
boibo
  বইবফ  
boiba
  বইবফ  
boiba
Simple past    বইলফম    
boilam
  বইরল    
boile
  বইলফয়  
boilaj
  বইল 
boilo
  বইলফ  
boila
  বইলফ  
boila
Past 
continuous
 বওফতআসলফম
bowattaslam
বওফতআসরল
  bowattasle
বওফতআসলফয়
 bowat 
aslaj
 বওফত আসল
bowattaslo
বওফত
আসলফ
bowatt
asla
বওফত আসলফ 
bowattasla
Past perfect     বইসলফম 
boiaslam
  বইরসল 
boiasle
   বইসলফয় 
boiaslaj
  বইসল
boiaslo
  বইসলফ 
boiasla
  বইসলফ 
boiasla
Past habitual     বইতফম 
boittam
 বইরত 
boitt e
 বইতফয় 
boittaj
  বইত 
boitt
 বইতফ    
boitta
 বইতফ    
boitta
Imperative 
(pr)
       - ব   bo বও   bow  বউক  
bouk  
বইন  
boin       
বইন    
boin      
Imperative 
(fut)
       -   বইরব boibe   বইও bow    - বইবফ   
boiba 
বইবফ    
boiba
Verbal 
noun-
 বওয়ফ - bowa
Imperfective
participle
বইরত-boitte
Perfective
participle- 
বইয়ফ-boija
Condition
al 
participle-
বইরল-boile
                                                                                                                            
Class 4 – Ca 
Bengali -  চফওয়ফ ʧoja get, received, পফওয়ফ paoja received, 
Table 7.5.16 with verb kʱaoja 'eat'
tenses      আলম I     তধই you     তধলম you  চস he/she  লতলন
him/her
   আপলন you
Simple 
present 
খফই ‍kʱai    খফস   kʱas    খফও kʱao  খফয়  ‍kʱaj    খফন  kʱan    খফন  kʱan 
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pres. 
Continuou
s    
   খফলচ্ছি 
kʱaʧʧʱi
খফলচ্ছিস    
kʱaʧʧʱis
খফচ্ছি
kʱaʧʧʱɔ
 খফরচ্ছি
kʱaʧʧʱe
 খফরচ্ছিন
kʱaʧʧʱen
 খফরচ্ছিন 
kʱaʧʧʱen
present 
perfect 
চখরয়লচ
kʱejeʧi
 চখরয়লচস 
kʱejeʧis
 চখরয়চ 
kʱejeʧɔ
 চখরয়রচ 
kʱejeʧe
চখরয়রচন
kʱejeʧen
চখরয়রচন
kʱejeʧen
future 
tense   
খফব kʱabɔ  খফলব kʱabi    খফরব 
kʱabe
খফরব   kʱabe  খফরবন
kʱaben
 খফরবন
kʱaben
simple 
past   
  চখলফম
kʱelam
   চখলল
kʱeli
চখরল  
kʱele
 চখল 
kʱelo
 চখরলন
kʱelen
 চখরলন
kʱelen
past 
continuous
 খফলচ্ছিলফম 
kʱaʧʧʱilam
খফলচ্ছিলল 
kʱaʧʧʱili
 খফলচ্ছিরল
kʱaʧʧʱile
খফলচ্ছিল 
kʱaʧʧʱilo
খফলচ্ছিরলন 
kʱaʧʧʱilen
খফলচ্ছিরলন 
kʱaʧʧʱilen
past 
perfect 
চখরয়লছলফম
kʱejeʧilam
চখরয়লছলল 
kʱejeʧili
  চখরয়লছরল  
kʱejeʧile
  চখরয়লছল
kʱejeʧil
চখরয়লছরলন 
kʱejeʧilen
চখরয়লছরলন 
kʱejeʧilen
past 
habitual  
চখতফম
kʱettam
  চখলতস
kʱett is
চখরত     
kʱette
 চখত 
kʱettɔ
 চখরতন  
kʱetten
 চখরতন  
kʱetten
imperative     -    খফ      
kʱa
খফও 
kʱao
    খফক  
kʱak
   খফন 
kʱan
   খফন 
kʱan
imperative     -   খফলব  
kʱabi
  খফরব  
kʱabe
 খফরবন
kʱaben
 খফরবন
kʱaben
Verbal 
noun-
খফওয়ফ
kʱaoja
Imperfecti
ve particip
চখরত-
kʱette
Perfective 
perticiple
চখরয়-
kʱeje
Conditio
nal
particip
চখরল-kʱele
                                                                                                                                           
Sylheti: Ca - গফ ga sing , খফ xa eat   
  Table 7.5.17 : Verb xa 'eat'
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Tenses     আলম
  I 
   তধই
  you
 তধলম
    you
চহ/তফই
he/she
তফইন
him/her
     আফরন
you
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Simple  
present
গফই gai   গফস   gas     গফও 
gao
 গফয়  gaj  গফইন gain  গফইন gain
Pres.contin
uous
 গফইরফম    
gairam  
গফইরর  
 gaire   
   গফইরফয়  
 gairaj
গফর
gar  
  গফইরফ  
gaira  
  গফইরফ  
gaira  
Present 
perfect
    গফইলস  
     gaisi   
   গফইসস    
    gaisos    
   গফইস   
  gaiso 
  গফইরস  
    gaise  
গফইসইন  
 gaisoin   
গফইসইন  
 gaisoin   
Future 
tense
 গফইমধ   
  gaimu   
  গফইরব  
   gaibe 
 গফইবফয় 
 gaibaj
গফইব
gaibo
 গফইবফ
gaiba
 গফইবফ
gaiba
Simple past    গফইলফম  
gailam    
 গফইরল   
gaile
গফইলফয়    
gailaj
  গফইল     
gailɔ
গফইলফ    
gaila
গফইলফ    
gaila
Past 
continuous
গফওফত 
আসলফম 
  gawat
asalam  
 গফওফত আসরল
  gawatasle
গফওফত 
আসলফয়  
gawat
aslaj  
 গফওফত আসল  
gawataslo
গফওফত আসল
gawatasla
গফওফত আসলফ
gawatasla
Past perfect গফইসলফম
gasʃlam
গফইরসল
gasʃle
গফইসলফয়
gasʃlaj
গফইসল
gasʃlo
গফইসলফ
gasʃla
গফইসলফ
gasʃla
Past 
habitual
গফইতফম
gaittam
গফইত
gaitt
গফইতফয়
gaittay
গফইত
gaitt
গফইতফ
gaitta
গফইতফ
gaitta
Imperative 
(pr)
     -  গফ ga গফও gao  গফউক gauk  গফইন gain  গফইন gain
Imperative 
(fut)
      -   গফস gas  গফইবফয়
gaibaj
 গফইবফ
gaiba
 গফইবফ
gaiba
Verbal 
noun-
 গফওয়ফ gawa
Imperfect
ive
participle 
-
 গফইরত
gaitt e
Perfective 
participle - 
 গফইয়ফ gaija
Condition
al
participle 
- 
 গফইরল
gaile
                                                                                                                         
Class 5 – CVCa/ CaCa (extended verbs – in Bangla no is added while in Sylheti it is 
ni) 
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Table 7.5.18. verb   ঘধম gʱum 'sleep'
tenses     আলম I  তধই   you  
    infor   
  তধলম   you 
     pol
চস    
he/she
     ord
লতলন  
him/her
    hon
আপলন   you 
    hon
Simple 
present
    ঘধমফই   
  gʱumai
  ঘধমফস     
gʱumas
  ঘধমফও   
gʱumao
  ঘধমফয়  
gʱumay
 ঘধমফন
gʱuman
 ঘধমফন
gʱuman
Pres.con
tinuous
 ঘধমফলচ্ছি 
gʱumaʧʧʱi   
   ঘধমফলচ্ছিস   
gʱumaʧʧʱi
s
  ঘধমফচ্ছি   
gʱumaʧʧʱo
 ঘধমফরচ্ছি  
gʱumaʧʧʱe
  ঘধমফরচ্ছিন  
gʱumoʧʧʱen
  ঘধমফরচ্ছিন 
gʱumoʧʧʰen
Present 
perfect
  ঘধরমরয়লছ 
gʱumeje
ʧʧʰi
 ঘধরমলচ্ছিস   
gʱuma
ʧʧʰis
  ঘধমফচ্ছি  
gʱumaʧʧʰo
   ঘধমফরচ্ছি 
gʱumaʧʧʰe
 ঘধমফরচ্ছিন 
gʱumaʧʧʰen
 ঘধমফরচ্ছিন 
gʱumaʧʧʰen
Future 
tense
ঘধমফব  
gʱumab
   ঘধমফলব   
 gʱumabi
  ঘধমফরব   
gʱumabe
   ঘধমফরব   
  gʱumabe
ঘধমফরবন  
gʱumaben
ঘধমফরবন 
 gʱumaben
Simple 
past
  ঘধমফলফম    
gʱumalam
  ঘধমফলল  
gʱumali
     ঘধমফরল 
gʱumale
 ঘধমফল 
gʱumalo
   ঘধমফরলন  
 gʱumalen
   ঘধমফরলন  
 gʱumalen
Past 
continuo
us
 ঘধমফলচ্ছিলফম   
gʱumaʧʧʰila
m
 ঘধমফলচ্ছিলল 
gʱuma
ʧʧʰili
ঘধমফলচ্ছিরল   
gʱuma
ʧʧʰile
 ঘধমফলচ্ছিল    
gʱuma
ʧʧʰile
 ঘধমফলচ্ছিরলন   
gʱuma
ʧʧʰilen
 ঘধমফলচ্ছিরলন 
gʱuma
ʧʧʰilen
Past 
perfect
ঘধলমরয়লচ্ছিলফম   
 gʱumije
ʧʧʰilam
ঘধরমরয়লচ্ছিলল 
gʱumaje
ʧʧʰili
 ঘধলমরয়লচরল 
gʱumije
ʧʧʰile
ঘধলমরয়লচ্ছিল 
gʱumije
ʧʧʰilo
 ঘধরমলচ্ছিরলন  
gʱumije
ʧʧʰilen
 ঘধরমলচ্ছিরলন  
gʱumije
ʧʧʰilen
Past 
habitual
ঘধমফতফম     
gʱumattam
   ঘধমফলতস 
gʱumatt is
ঘধমফরত 
gʱumatte
 ঘধমফত  
gʱumatt
ঘধমফরতন   
gʱumatten
ঘধমফরতন   
gʱumatten
Imperati
ve (pr)
      -     ঘধমফ 
gʱuma
 ঘধমফও 
gʱumao
  ঘধমফউক
gʱumauk
ঘধমফন   
gʱuman
ঘধমফন   
gʱuman
Imperati
ve (fut)
      ঘধলমরয়ফ
gʱumijo
    ঘধমফস
gʱumas
  ঘধলমরয়ফ
gʱumijo
       - ঘধমফরবন
gʱumaben
ঘধমফরবন
gʱumaben
Verbal Impefective Perfective Condition
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noun
-ঘধমফরনফ-
gʱumano
participle
-ঘধমফরত-
gʱumatte
paticiple
-লঘলমরয়-
gʱumije
al 
participle
-ঘধমফরল-
gʱumale
                                                                                                                           
 Class –5  CVCa - Sylheti - 
Table 7.5.19 verb kamani 'income'
Tenses আলম
     I
   তধই
   you
     তধলম
  you
চহ/তফই
he/she
তফইন
him/her
   আফন
 you
Simple 
present
কফমফই
kamai
কফমফস
kamas
কফমফস
kamao
কফমফয়
kamaj
কফমফইন
kamain
কফমফইন
kamain
Pres.continu
ous
কফমফইরফম
kamairam
কফমফইরর
kamaire
কফমফইরফয়
kamairaj
কফমফর
kamar
কফমফইরফ
kamaira
কফমফইরফ
kamaira
Present 
perfect
কফমফইলস
kamaisi
কফমফইসস
kamaisos
কফমফইস
kamaiso
কফমফইরস
kamaise
কফমফইসই্ন
kamaisoin
কফমফইসইন
kamaisoin
Future tense কফমফইমধ
kamaimu
কফমফইরব
kamaibe
কফমফইবফয়
kamaibaj
কফমফইব
kamaibo
কফমফইবফ
kamaiba
কফমফইবফ
kamaiba
Simple past কফমফইসলফম
kamaislam
কফমফইরসল
kamaisle
কফমফইসলফয়
kamaislaj
কফমফইলস
kamaislo
কফমফইসলফ
kamaisla
কফমফইসলফ
kamaisla
Past 
continuous
কফমফলনতফসলফম
kamanitt
aslam
কফমফলনতফরসল
kamanitt
asle
কফমফলনতফসলফয়
kamanitt
aslay
কফমফলনতআ
সল
kamani
ttasl
কফমফলনতফসলফ
kamanitt
asla
কফমফলনতফসলফ
kamanitt
asla
Past perfect কফমফইসলফম
kamaislam
কফমফইরসল
kamaisle
কফমফইসলফয়
kamaislay
কফমফইসল
kamaisl
কফমফইসলফ
kamaisla
কফমফইসলফ
kamaisla
Past habitual কফমফইতফম
kamaittam
কফমফইরত
kamaitte
কফমফইতফয়
kamaittaj
কফমফইত
kamaitt
কফমফইতফ
kamaitta
কফমফইতফ
kamaitta
Imperative 
(pr)
      - কফমফ
kama
কফমফও
kamao
কফমফউক
kamauk
 কফমফইন
kamain
কফমফইন   
kamain
Imperative 
(fut)
       - কফমফস
kamas
কফমফইয়
kamai
      - কফমফইবফ
kamaiba
কফমফইবফ
kamaiba
Verbal noun-
কফমফলন-
kamani
Imperfectiv
e paticiple -
কফমফইরত-
kamaitte
Perfective
participle
কফমফইয়ফ
kamaija
Conditiona
l
participle
কফমফইরল
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kamaile
                                                                                                                                       
Class – 6 o-conjugation
Vaiation with o-kar: লজররনফ ʤirono relax (same pattern is used with the words like: 
ঘধমরনফ‍gumano sleep, লচবরনফ ʧibɔno chew, চবররনফ berɔno going out,) 
Table 7.5.20. Verb  ʤirono 'relax'
  tenses        আলম I      তধই you
     int
     তধলম you
     pol
 চস he/she
   ord
 লতলন
 him/her
     hon
  আপলন you
     hon
Simple 
present
লজরই
ʤiroi
লজরস
ʤiros
লজররফও
ʤiroo
লজররফয়
ʤiroj
লজররফন
ʤiron
লজররফন
ʤiron
Pres.continu
ous
লজররফলচ
ʤiroʧʧʰi
লজররফলচ্ছিস
ʤiroʧʧʰis
লজররফচ্ছি
ʤiroʧʧʰo
জররফরচ্ছি
ʤiroʧʧʰe
লজররফরচ্ছিন
ʤiroʧʧʰen
লজররফরচ্ছিন
ʤiroʧʧʰen
Present 
perfect
লজলররয়লছ
ʤirijeʧʰi
লজলররয়লছস
ʤirijeʧʰis
লজলররয়ছ
ʤirijeʧʰ
লজলররয়রছ
ʤirijeʧʰe
লজলররয়রছন
ʤirijeʧʰen
লজলররয়রছন
ʤirijeʧʰen
Future tense লজররফব
ʤirob
লজররফলব
ʤirobi
 লজররফরব
ʤirobe
লজররফরব
ʤirobe
লজররফরবন
ʤiroben
 লজররফ চবন
ʤiroben
Simple past লজররফলফম
ʤirolam
লজররফলল
ʤiroli
লজররফরল
ʤirole
লজররফল
ʤirolo
লজররফরলন
ʤirolen
লজররফরলন
ʤirolen
Past 
continuous
লজররফ
লচ্ছিলফম
ʤiro
ʧʧʰilam
লজররফলচ্ছিলল
ʤiroʧʧʰili
লজররফলচ্ছিরল
ʤiroʧʧʰile
লজররফলচ্ছিল
ʤiroʧʧʰil
লজররফলচ্ছিরলন
ʤiroʧʧʰilen
লজররফলচ্ছিরলন
ʤiro
ʧʧʰilen
Past perfect লজলররয়
লছলফম
ʤiriyeʧʧʰ
ilen
লজলররয়লছলল
ʤirije
ʧʧʰili
লজলররয়লছরল
ʤirijeʧʧʰile
লজলররয়লছল
ʤirije
ʧʧʰilo
লজলররয়লছরলন
ʤiriyeʧʧʰil
en
লজলররয়
লছরলন
ʤiriyeʧʧʰi
len
Past habitual লজররফতফম
ʤirottam
লজররফলতস
ʤirott is
লজররফরত
ʤirotte
লজররফত
ʤirott
লজররফরতন
ʤirotten
লজররফরতন
ʤirotten
Imperative      -  লজররফ লজররফও লজরক লজররফন লজররফন
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(pr) ʤiro ʤiroo ʤiruk ʤiron ʤiron
Imperative 
(fut)
     -  লজররফস
ʤiros
 লজররফরয়ফ
ʤirojo
      - লজররফরবন
ʤiroben
লজররফরবন
ʤiroben
Verbal noun 
-
লজররনফ-
ʤirono
Imperfect
ive 
participl-
লজররফরত-
ʤirott ie
Perfective 
participle
-লজলররয়
ʤirije
Conditional 
participle
-জররল
ʤirole
                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                           
7.6. 'Have' or 'exist'
In Bangla and Sylheti there are no separate verbs to express the concept of having. In 
Bangla and Sylheti instead of 'I have a sister' it is more like 'My sister exists' or 'Of me
a Sister exists'. (Thompson, 2010). (Milne,1993).
Bangla:    
আমফর চবফন আরছ। amar boin aʧʱe  'I have a sister'
                   আমফর বফই আরছ. amar bari ase   'I have a house'
                   তধমফর বফচ্ছিফ আরছ? tt umar baʧʧʱa aʧʱe? 'Do you have children?'
Sylheti: 
 আমফর বইন আরস amar boin ase. 'I have a sister' 
                                                                                                                                           
In Bangla  this is a defective verb that lacks its verbal noun and is  used only in the 
simple present and simple past while in Sylheti it is also used in past continous . The 
forms of ase are
Table 7.6.1:  Bangla defective verb aʧʱe
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tenses       I         you    you he/she him/her  you
Simple 
present
aʧʱi aʧʱis aʧʱo aʧʱe aʧʱen aʧʱen
Simple 
past
ʧʱila
m
ʧʱili ʧʱile ʧʱilo ʧʱilen ʧʱilen
                                                                                                                                           
Table 7.6.2. Sylheti defective verb ase.
     
tenses
           
I
    you    you he/she  him/her    you
Simple 
present
    asi  asos  aso  ase asoin asoin
Simple 
past
   
aslam
  asle  aslay   aslo asla asla
           
7.7.Verb endings
The differences of verb ending is noticed from the conjugation charts of Bangla and
Sylheti. For the sake of simplicity we have presented the verb endings of Class 1 verb
of Bangla and Sylheti. In the table below the verb endings of Bangla and Sylheti are
shown for each person:
Bangla :
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Table 7.7.1. Bangla class 1 verb endings
tense  আলম I  তধই you  তধলম you  চস he/she  লতলন he/she আপলন
he/she
Simple
present
i is o e en en
Present
contino
un
ʧi ʧis ʧɔ ʧe ʧen ʧen
Past
perfect
eʧi eʧis eʧɔ eʧe eʧen eʧen
Future
tense
bɔ bi be be ben ben
Simple
past
lam li le lɔ len len
Past
contino
uns
ʧilam ʧili ʧile ʧilɔ ʧilen ʧilen
Past
perfect
eʧilam eʧili eʧile eʧilɔ eʧilen eʧilen
Past
habitual
ttam tt is tt e tto tt en tten
       Table 7.7.2: Sylheti class 1 verb endings
 আলম I  তধই you  তধলম you চহ/  তফই
he/she
তফইন
him/her
আফরন
you
Simple 
present
 i os ɔ e oin oin
Pres.
contino
us
iyar re ray er ra ra
Pres.
perfect
ʧi ʧɔs ʧɔ ʧe ʧoin ʧoin
Future 
tense
mu be bay bɔ ba ba
Simple 
past
lam le lay lo la la
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Past 
contino
us
asla
m
asle aslay aslo asla asla
Past 
perfect
slam sle slay slo sla sla
Past 
habitual
ttam tte ttay tt ɔ tta tta
                                                                                                                                           
From the  verb  endings  list  of  Bangla  and Sylheti  it  is  seen  that  there  are  lots  of
differences, for example 1st person the future tense ending for Bangla is  -bɔ and in
Sylheti it is -mu like this we can notice there are huge differences but despite of this
differences there are some similarities shared by Bangla and Sylheti. The most striking
similarities are :
i)  the verb endings of  the past  continuous tense,  both Bangla and Sylheti  use the
simple past form of the 'have' verb aʧi (Bangla) and aslam (Sylheti).
ii) the verb ending for the 1st person  in the present tense is i  in Bangla and Sylheti.
iii)   In both Bangla and Sylheti the verb ending for 3rd person pol and hon is similar in
all tenses .
iv) the verb ending for 1st person for past habitual tense is ttam in Bangla and Sylheti.
Other Verb Endings :
There are some alternative forms of verb endings which are described in this section:
1) a)  In Kolkata  the native Bangla speakers  use  lum instead of  lam for 1st person
simple past,
    
   tense               1st person 
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     করলছলধম -   আলম ভফত রফন্নফ করলছলধম।
     simple past     korʧilum – ami bhat ranna korʧilum.  I was cooking rice
    b) For 1st person past habitual instead of tam,  tum is used 
         tense              1st person
                                করতধম   আলম সকধ রল কফজ করতধম।
     past habitual       korttum - ami skule kaj korttum.  I used to work in a school.
 
2)  Sylheti for its present continuous tense has different verb endings for all persons.
These  verb  ending  are  used  by  Sylheti  speakers  from  different  regions  (already
mentioned in chapter-2). The following table shows the distinction:
Table: 7.7.3. Sylheti verb endings
Standard
Bangla
East Sylhet West Sylheti  gloss
 আলম কফলচ্ছি
ami kaʧʧʱi
 আলম খফইয়ফর/ খফইরফম
ami xaiyar/ xairam
 আলম খফইরতলস
ami xaitt esi
I am eating
  চস বই পররচ
se bɔi pɔrʧe
  চস বই পররর
he bɔi porer
  চহ বই পররতরস
he bɔi pɔrttese
he  is  reading  a
book
Here in the above table we have divided the verb forms in three groups – standard
Bangla  which  is  spoken  mainly  in  Kolkata,  East  Sylhet  which  comprises  the
Mymensingh district and the Barak region, and West Sylhet that includes Habiganj
and Sunamganj. But because of the huge language contact and mix these differences
are less conspicuous in the  Silchar region of Barak valley, and it is quite possible that
one speaker is uses both (east and west) varieties in his speech. 
7.8. Non-finite verb forms
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Non-finite verb is a term used to describe a verb form which does not show any person
agreement. Thompson in her book 'Bengali-A comprehensive Grammer' has described
Bangla  Non-finite  verbs  under  verbal  noun,  imperfective  participle,  perfective
participle  and  conditional  participle.  Another  scholar  'William Stanley  Milne' have
categorized  Bangla  non-finite  verb  under  infinitive,  gerund  and  particles.  Jean
Clement in his book 'parlons Bengali' have describe Bangla non-finite verbs as  'Le
Nom Verbal', 'Le Participle en -te', 'Le Participle en -e', 'Le participle en-le'  Here in
this section we will discuss the  Bangla and Sylheti non finite verb form under the
category of Verbal noun, perfective participle , conditional participle and imperfective
participle.
 
a) Verbal nouns: 
Verbal nouns behaves like any other noun. 
In Bangla Verbal noun are formed by adding  a, ba, no  and oja  to the stem and in
Sylheti verbal nouns are formed by adding a, ba, ni and oja.
a - It is added to the verb stem which belong to low stem of class 1 and 2.
     Table 7.8.1 Bangla verbal noun with suffix a
Class 1
stem transcrip Verbal noun transcrip gloss
কর  kɔr করফ  kɔra  do
চনখ  dt ekʱ চনখফ  dt ekʱa  see
Class 2
মফর  mar মফরফ  mara  beat
আন  an আনফ  ana bring
Sylheti
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Table 7.8.2 Sylheti verbal nouns with suffix a
stem transcrip Verbal noun transcript gloss
Class 1 চলখ lex চলখফ lexa write
উঠ uʈ উঠফ uʈa rise
Class 2 থফক tt ʱak থফকফ tt ʱaka stay
নফস nas নফসফ nasa dance
 
ja and oja -  ja is added to the verb stem of class 3 and oja is with class 4 verb stem in
Bangla and Sylheti.
               Table 7.8.3.: Bangla verbal nouns with oja.
stem transcriptio Verbal noun transcription gloss
Class 3
হ  hɔ হয়ফ  hoja  have
চশফ  ʃo চশফয়ফ  ʃoja lie down
Class 4
যফ  ʤa যফওয়ফ  ʤaoja  go
খফ  kʱa খফওয়ফ  /kʱaoja/ eat
Table 7.8.4 : Sylheti verbal nouns with ja and oja.
stem transcrip Verbal noun transcip gloss
Class 3
ব bɔ বওয়ফ bɔja sit
ক xɔ কওয়ফ xoja eat
Class 4
গফ ga গফওয়ফ gaoja sing
যফ ʤa যফওয়ফ  faoja receive
no - is added with the 2nd person the verb stem of class 5 and 6.
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Table 7.8.5 : Bangla verbal nouns with no
stem transcript verbal noun transcript gloss
Class 5
চফলফ ʧala চফলফরনফ ʧalano drive
পড়ঢফ pɔɽa পরফরনফ pɔɽano study
Class 6
এগ egɔ এগরনফ egɔno advance
চবররফ bero চবররনফ berono go out
 
ni -  is added with the Sylheti verb stem of class 5. 
Table 7.8.6 Sylheti verbal nouns with ni
stem transcript Verbal noun transcript gloss
Class 5 ঘধমফ gʱuma ঘধমফলন gʱumani sleep
আউজফ aug:a আউজফলন aug:mni move
 ba - is an alternative verbal noun form which is added to the class 1 verb forms. 
Table:7.8.7  ba – verbal nouns in Bangla and Sylheti
stem transcipt Verbal noun transcript gloss
Class 1
চলখ lekʱ চলখবফ lekʱba write
চনখ dt ekʱ চনখবফ dt ekʱba see
চফল pʱel চফলবফ pʱelba throw
চবফঝ boʤʱ বঝবফ boʤʱba understand
 
ii) conditional participle: In Bangla for class 1 and class 3 verb stems the conditional
participle -le is added to the verb having high stem vowels (Thompson,2010). For
class 2 Bangla verb -le is added to the verb stem having [a] vowel. In class 4 verbs,
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before adding -le the vowel a  changes to e or ai. For  Class 5 and 6 verbs the vowel in
the stem remains unchanged.
In Sylheti the conditional participle -le is added with class 1 and class 2 verb
stems.   For class 3, class 4 and class 5 verb stems the conditional participle - ile is
added without  changing the vowel in the verb stem. The verb forms of conditional
participles of Bangla and Sylheti are given in the following tables:
 
        Table:7.8.8  Bangla class 1 and 3 verbs
stem transcription C.P transcription gloss
Class 1
চলখ lekʱ চলখরল lekʱle write
কর kɔr কররল kɔrle do
Class 3
হ hɔ হরল hɔle be
শ ʃu শরল ʃule lie
           Table: 7.8.9: Bangla class 2 verbs
stem transcription C.P transcription gloss
Class 2
ভফব bʱab ভফবরল bʱable think
থফক tt ʱak থফকরল tt ʱakle stay
Table: 7.8.10  Bangla class 4 verbs
stem transcription C.P transcription gloss
Class 4
পফ pa চপরল pele receive
খফ kʱa চখরল kʱele eat
 
Table 7.8.11.: Bangla class 5and 6 verb forms
stem transcription C.P transcription gloss
চফলফ ʧala চফলফরল ʧalale drive
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Class 5 ঘধমফ gʱuma ঘধমফরল gʱumale sleep
Class 6
এগ ego এগরল egole advance
চবররফ bero চবররফরল berole go out
 
Examples of Sylheti conditional participle verbs.
Table 7.8.12 : Sylheti class 1 and class 2 verb forms
stem transcription C.P transcription gloss
Class 1
চলখ lekʱ চলখরল lekʱle write
ফড়ঢ ɸɔɽ ফড়ঢরল ɸɔɽle study
Class 2
হফট haʈ হফতরল haʈle walk
আন an আনরল anle bring
Table 7.8.13 : Sylheti verbs of class 3, class 4 and class 5.
 stem transcription C.P transcription gloss
Class 3
শ ʃɔ শইরল ʃɔile lie down
খ xɔ খইরল xɔile tell
Class 4
খফ xa খফইরল xaile eat
সফ sa সফইরল saile see, want
Class 5
সফবফ saba সফবফইরল sabaile chew
খফমফ xama খফমফইরল xamaile income
 
 
 
iii) Perfective participle: perfective participle describes the events that happened in
past or it describes the events of past tense. In Bangla -e is added with the high stem
verb. Bangla verb with [a] in the stem form the perfective participle with an [e] stem.
In class 3 verb -je is added to the high stem of the verb. With extended verbs the form
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-ije  is added and the ending vowel [a]  or [o] is replaced.
 In Sylheti the participle -ija is added for generating perfective participles and is
added with all verb classes. The Examples of perfective participles from Bangla and
Sylheti are shown in the tables below:
Table: 7.8.14 Bangle perfective participle verb forms
stem transcription  P.P transcription gloss
Class 1
পড়ঢ pɔɽ পরড়ঢ pɔɽe study
চল ʧɔl চরল ʧɔle move
Class 2
নফম nam চনরম neme getdown
জফন ʤan চজরন ʤene know
Class 3
চশফ ʃo শরয় ʃuje lie down
চন dt e লনরয় dt iye give
Class 4
চফ ʧa চচরয় ʧeye want
খফ kʱa চখরয় kʱeye eat
Table7.8.15: Class 5 and class 6 (extended verb) verbs
stem transcription P.P transcription gloss
Class 5
তফকফ ttaka তফলকরয় ttakiye look
লফগফ laga লফলগরয় lahiye attach
Class 6
চবররফ bero চবলররয় beriye go out
লচরবফ ʧibo লচলবরয় ʧibiye chew
In Sylheti perfective participle is marked by ija for all verb classes. 
 Table 7.8.17 : Sylheti perfective participles 
stem transcription P.P transcription gloss
কর kɔr কলরয়ফ kɔrija do
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নফস nas নফলসয়ফ nasija dance
খফ xa খফইয়ফ xaija eat
ঘধমফ ɣuma ঘধমফইয়ফ ɣumaija sleep
Imperfective participle: Imperctive participle ends in tt e in Bangla and Sylheti. With
the class 5 verbs the imperfective participle itt e is used in Sylheti.
Table 7.8.18: Bangla imperfective participle
stem trans Imperfective
participle
trans gloss
কর kɔr কররত kɔrtte do
শন ʃun শনরত ʃuntte listen
হ hɔ হরত hɔtte be
ঘধমফ gʱuma ঘধমফরত gʱumatte sleep
Bangla : আলম কফজটফ কলররত এরসলচ। I
                ami kajta koritt e eseci.
                  I came to do the work.
Table 7.8.19: Sylheti imperfective participle
stem transc Imperfective 
participle
transc gloss
চখল xel চখলরত xeltt e play
খর xɔr খররত xɔrtte do
আই ai আইরত aitt e come
থফক tt ʱak থফকরত tt ʱaktt e stay
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Table 7.8.20: Sylheti class 5 imperfective pariticiple
stem transc Imperfective
participle
transc gloss
ঘধমফ gʱuma ঘধমফইরত gʱumaitte sleep
চফলফ sala চফলফইরত salaitt e drive
Sylheti:  আলম র  থফকরত ফফরতফম নফ। 
              ami r thakte ɸarttam na.
I will not be able to stay
7.9. Conclusion
The verb is a building stone of any language, in this chapter we tried to describe the
verb  of  Sylheti   keeping  in  reference  the  Bangla  verb.  From this  work  we  have
encountered many similarities and differences which are pointed out below:
Similarities:
1) The class division from 1 to 5 is similar in Bangla and Sylheti.
2) The verb endings for 2nd person (hon) and 3rd person (hon) are similar for all 
tenses. This is noticed in both Bangla and Sylheti.
4) The use of the ending a and ba for verbal nouns is similar.
Dissimilarities:
5) Bangla has the use of vowel mutation  but Sylheti does not have any vowel 
mutation.
6) Bangla has only one form of verb endings for the present continuous tense 
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while in Sylheti the verb endings vary according to the region.
It is these differences and similarities which make Bangla and Sylheti different 
from each other 
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vIII
AdjEcTIvES
8.1.  Introduction
An adjective is a part of speech that modifies a noun, usually making its meaning
more specific. An adjective in a sentence is used in an attributive or in a predicative
manner. In Bangla and Sylheti adjectives vary in gender. In Bangla and also in Sylheti
most  adjectives  do  not  have  any  distinctive  endings,  example:  লফল lal 'red'  is  an
adjective while  মফল mal 'goods' is a noun. However there are some adjectives that are
derived  from  verbs  and  nouns  by  addition  of  specific  prefixes  and  suffixes
(Thompson, 2010). In this chapter we have attempted to study the adjectives of Sylheti
following the reference of Bangla and English adjectives.  
8.2. Types of adjectives
Adjective of quality - Adjectives that are used to describe the qualities of somebody or
something. Bangla and Sylheti adjectives do not take any case endings. Adjective of
quality are further divided into following types :9
a) Descriptive adjective used to describe physical attributes namely: shape, size, color,
touch, age etc.
9 Some of the adjective words in Sylheti differ from Bangla. Sylheti speakers may use both the Bangla 
and Sylheti adjectival words. 
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 i) Shape and size
Bangla:  বড়ঢ  bɔɽɔ 'big' ছট ʧʰɔʈɔ 'small' 
লম্বফ‍lɔmba 'long' চবরট beʈe 'short'
গুল gul 'round' সজফ ʃɔʤa 'straight'.
Sylheti: বফন ফ bandt a 'big' হর hɔru 'small'
লফম্বফ lamba 'long' লতরবধজ tribuʤ 'triangle'
ii) Color:
Bangla: লফল lal 'red' হলধন‍hɔludt  'yellow' 
রলঙন rɔŋin 'colorful' চফকফরশ ɸekaʃe 'pale'
 Sylheti:  গুলফলফ gulaɸi pink, ফফইঞফ ɸainʧa pale.
iii) Touch
Bangla: চতলরতরল tt eltt ele 'oily' লছপলছপফ‍ʧʱipʧʱipa 'sticky'
  লপছলফ piʧʱla 'slippery' নরম nɔrɔm 'soft'
Sylheti: চতলরতলফ tt eltt ela 'oily'  লফসলফ‍ɸisla 'slippery'
                                                                                                                                           
iv) Age:
Bangla:  পধরফন puran 'old' নতন  nɔttun 'new'
পরফলচন praʧin 'ancient' অইলতহফলসক ɔitt ihasik 'historic'            
Sylheti:  ফধ রফনফ/ফধ ন্নফ ɸurana or ɸunna old, পরফলচন praʧin ancient, 
নধতন nuttɔn  'new'  অইলতহফলসক ɔitt ihasik  'historic'
v) mental qualities
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Bangla: লফজধক laʤuk 'shy'  অহঙ্কফলর ɔhŋɔkari 'proud' 
অবদর obdt rɔ 'manner less'  চফলফক ʧalak 'clever'
Sylheti:  লসয়ফন‍sijan 'clever'  বধলদ্দিমফন budt dt man 'wise'
vi) opinion
Bangla: সধন র sundɔr 'beautiful' সফহলস ʃahɔʃi 'brave'
কলটন‍kɔʈin'difficult'
Sylheti: চবককফর bekkar 'unnecessary'
vii) quantity, numerals
 Bengali: সব‍ʃɔb 'all' অরনক ɔnek 'much'
  অল্প ɔlpɔ 'little'
Sylheti:   হকল hɔkɔl 'all' চবজফন beʤan 'much'
থধরফ tt ʰura 'little'   বফককফ bakka 'much'                                                
8.3. Degree of Adjectives
The degree of adjectives in English involves superlative  er  and comparative  est. In
Bangla  and  Sylheti  the  Superlative  degree  is  formed  by means  of  tt ɔmɔ and
comparative by means of   tt ɔrɔ and is added only with  tatsama adjectives (words
closest to their Sanskrit forms)   (Chatterjee.1926). Here are some Examples :
Table 8.3.1: Degree of adjectives
Base form comparative superlative gloss
লপরয় prijɔ - লপরয়তম prijottɔmɔ beloved
উচ uʧʧɔ উচতর uʧʧɔttɔro উচতম uʧʧottɔmɔ high
                                                                                                                                           
However,  the comparative tt ɔrɔ and superlative tt ɔmɔ are not  used with most  other
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adjectives to form the superlative and comparative degrees. In most cases the speakers
use the terms  aro, ʧeje,  tt ʱeke with adjectives (Thompson, 2010), (choudhury, 2015).
Their uses and functions are discussed in the following subsections.
8.3.1. With আরও aro – more (used in Bangla and Sylheti)
 i)  আরও aro can be  placed before an adjective.
Example: এটফ আরও মধলসকল। 
               eʈa aro muʃkil
This is more difficult.
              
 এটফ আরও নদরর।
               eʈa aro dure
This is farther.
               আমফর টফ আর কলটন। 
              amarʈa aro koʈin
Mine is more difficult.
ii)  আরও aro can be used as an adjective with a noun : 
       
তফর আরও বফলড়ঢ আরছ। 
      ttar aro baɽi aʧʱe
He has more houses.
       আমফর আরও টফকফ আরছ। 
     amar aro ʈaka aʧʰe  
I have more money.                                                                                   
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iii) আরও aro can be expanded by adding onek (Bangla) beʃi (Bangla and Sylheti), 
bejan (Sylheti), bakka (Sylheti) , (Thomson, 2010), (Myenum,2015 )
Example:
Bangla:   চস আরও অরনক চবলস কফজ করর। .
                 ʃe aro onek besi kaʤ kɔre
He work much more.
                আমফর আরও চবলস ইচ্ছিফ লছল। 
               amar aro beʃi iʧʧʰa ʧʰilo
I had much more wishes.
Sylheti:           বফলড়ঢটফ আরও চবজফন বড়ঢ আলসল। 
              baɽiʈa aro beʤan bɔɽɔ asil
The house was much more big.
              আমফর আরও বফককফ কফজ আরস। 
              amar aro bakka kaʤ ase
I have much more work left.
                                                                                                                                           
8.3.2. with চচরয়  ʧaje 'than' (common in Bengali) 
i) It is used with nouns or pronouns having genitive forms. ʧaye is a post position 
which demands a preceding genitive.                                                                               
Example: চস আমফর চচরয় ভফরলফ রফন্নফ করর।
                 ʃe amar  ʧaje bʱalo ranna kore
He cooks better than me
                রফম আমফর চচরয় লম্বফ।
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                 Ram amar  ʧaje lɔmba
Ram is taller than me.
ii) To make a statement about something which involves ‘very much’ or ‘much more’ 
or ‘best’, ‘better’, we can use onek or onek beʃi in the sentence.
Example: 
রফমফ আমফর চচরয় অরনক চবলস রজগফর করর. 
                 Rama amar ʧaye onek beʃi roʤgar kɔre
                        The income of Ram is much more than me.
               চস তফর মফর চচরয় অরনক সধন র।  
              ʃe ttar mar ʧaje onek sundor  
She is more beautiful than her mother.
           
iii) Other words like tt ʰeke, ʧaitt he  are also used instead of  ʧeje:  ʧaitt e is the 
Imperfective participle of ʧaoa 'look' and tt ʰeke is the perfective participle of tt ʰaka 
'stay'.
Example:
Bangla  আমফর চথরক তফরনর বফলড়ঢ সধন র। 
                amar tt ʰeke ttadt er baɽi sundt or
Their house is more beautiful than mine.
             তফর চফইরত আমফর কফজ টফ বড়ঢ । 
              ttar ʧaitt e amar kaʤʈa bɔɽɔ 
My work is more important than his.
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8.3.3.with   থফলক td ʰaki  (Sylheti)
i) The function of tt ʰaki is similar to that of ʧeje of Bangla. Sometimes the postposition 
tt ʰaki requires a preceding genitive noun or pronoun.
Example:  
আমফর বফলড়ঢ থফলক তফর বফলড়ঢ সধন র। 
                  amar baɽi  tt ʰaki  ttar baɽi sundt ɔr
His house is more beautiful than mine.
                  চহ আমফর থফলক বফলফ গফয়ক। 
                 he amar  tt ʰaki bala gajɔk
He is a better singer than me.
ii) Like Bangla, in Sylheti also the postposition tt ʰaki is accompanied by beʤan10 beʃi 
in order to express something which is very much, more than, better, best.
Examples :  
B আমফর থফলক চবজফন চবলশ কফজ করর তফই।                                                                
                     amar  tt ʰaki beʤan beʃi  kaʤ kore  ttai
She works much more than me.
                   তফরফর আমফরফর থফলক চবজফন চবলশ দুকফন আরস। 
                   ttarar amrar tt ʰaki beʤan beʃi dukan ase 
They have more shops than us.
                                                                                                                                           
Example:  
10  beʤan is the Sylheti word which functions similarly like onek of Bengali.
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S     আমনর থনছক মহ মবছশ সয়তনন  ।
                 amar  tt ʰaki he beʃi sɔjttan
He is much more naughty than me.
                     তনই আমনর থনছক মবজনন মবছশ   বনলন রননন কসর   ।
                 ttai amar tt ʰaki beʤan besi bala ranna kore
she cooks much better than me.
                                                                                                                                           
8.4. Superlative 
when three or more nouns are compared the superlative degree is used, in Bangla ʧeye 
is used with the word sob 'all' added before it.
Bangla আলম সবরচরয় ভফরলফ
ami sobʧeje bhalo
I am the best.
আসফচমর ছফ সবরচচয় ভফরলফ । 
asamer ʧa sobʧeje bhalo
Assam's tea is the best.
ii) For the comparison of amounts চবলশ beʃi is used after the superlative.
আমফর কফজটফ সবরচরয় চবলশ কলটন।‍
amar kaʤʈa sobʧeye beʃi koʈhin
My work is the most difficult one.
চস সবরচরয় চবলশ রজগফর করর। 
se sobʧeye besi rɔʤgar kɔre
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He earns the most.
iii) In Sylheti থফলক tt ʰaki is used with the word  hokol or ʃob meaning 'all' and is placed 
before the adjective – as sobtt ʰaki or hokoltt ʰaki 
Example: 
আলম সবথফলক বফরজ।
ami ʃob tt ʰaki baʤe
I am the worst.
গরর ধধন সবথফলক বফলফ।
gorur dt ʰudt  ʃobtt ʰaki bala
Cow-milk is the best.
iv) In Bangla for comparing amounts beʃi is used after  ʃob tt ʰeke
                                                                                                                                           
/beʃi/: চস সবরথরক চবলশ আমফর কথফ সধরন।
             ʃe ʃobtt ʰeke beʃi amar kott ʰa ʃune
He listens to me the most.
          
তধলম সবরথরক চবলস কথফ বললছরল।
          ttumi ʃobtt ʰeke beʃi kott ʰa bolʧʰile
You were talking the most.
                                                                                                                                           
v) In Sylheti for comparing amounts beʃi and beʃ are used after sobtt ʰaki or hokoltt ʰaki 
beʃi: চহ হকলথফলক চবলশ কথফ কয়।  
        he hokoltt ʰaki beʃi kott ha koj
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He talks more than everyone.
          তফই সবথফলক চবলশ খফরট। 
        ttai ʃobtt ʰaki beʃi khaʈe
she works more than everyone.
beʃ: চহ হকলথফলক চবশ রজগফর করর। 
       he hokoltt ʰaki beʃ ruʤgar kɔre
He earns more than all of us.
                                                                                                                                           
8.5. Comparing equals
a) In Bangla when two items are equal the postposition মত motto is used 
(Thompson,2010).
i)     মস মদখসত তনর বনবনর মত।
  ʃe dt ekʰtt e ttar babar mɔttɔ
He looks like his father.
ii)   মস তনর মবনসনর   মত কথন বসল  ।
        ʃe ttar boner mɔttɔ kɔtt ʱa bɔle
   He speaks like his sister.
b) The sentences can be negated by the addition of naj :
i) চহ তফর বফবফ র মত সৎ নফয়
  he ttar babar  mɔttɔ sott  naj
He is not honest like his father.
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ii) ও ওর ভফইরয়র মত এত ভফরলফ নফ পরফয়। ‍
  o or bhaijer  mɔttɔ eto bhalo na poraj
He is not as good in studies as his brother.
c) In Sylheti for comparison লফকফন‍laxan is used:
i) চহ তফর বফ র লফকফন। 
   he ttar baɸɔr laxan
He is like his father.
ii) আমফর বফলড়ঢটফ তফর বফলড়ঢর লফকফন।
  amar baɽiʈa ttar baɽir laxan
My house is similar to his house
d) These can also be negated by na or nay:
i) তফই তফইর মফর লফকফন বফলফ রফন্নফ কররত পফরর নফ।‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍‍
  tai tair mar laxan bala ranna kortte pare na
She cannot cook as good as her mother.
ii) চহ তফর বফপর লফকফন নফয়। 
   he ttar bapɔr lakan naj
He is not like his father.
                                                                                                                                          
8.6.  Quantifiers
Languages use quantifier expressions for talking about quantities of things or amounts
of stuffs. In Bangla and Sylheti quantifiers can be differentiated from adjectives by
their ability to take classifiers without turning into a noun. When a classifier is added
to an adjective, for example the classifier ʈa is added as in ei lalta 'this red one' but not
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ei lalta kolom which is incorrect. Instead quantifiers can be used attributively with or
without a classifier :  onek ʤol and onekta ʤol 'many water'. (Thompson, 2010). The
uses of quantifiers from Bangla and Sylheti are :
a) Bangla:   এত ettɔ,  কত kɔttɔ - so much
These can be used as adjectives and adverbs, they are used with count and non-count
nouns and can take  singular  and plural  classifiers.  The quantifier  kɔttɔ is  used for
exclamatory sentences.
Example:
i) as an adjective
without classifier : 
কত গফছ। 
kɔttɔ gaʧʰ 
How many trees !
                          কত পফলখ। 
kɔttɔ pakʰi
 How many birds! 
                         
with classifier:    
কতটফ পধকফ
kott ʈa puka 
How many insects !
                             এতগুল কফপড়ঢ। 
ettgulo kapɔɽ
So many clothes.
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ii) as an adverb
আমফরক এত ছধট মরন কর চকন। 
amake ett   ʧʰoʈo mone kɔrɔ kenɔ 
Why do you underestimate me so much ?
b) Sylheti
অত ɔttɔ, খত‍xɔttɔ - so much
The functions of these Sylheti quantifiers are similar to the Bangla quantifier ettɔ and
kɔttɔ.
i) as an adjective: 
without classifier: 
অত বফলল তধমফর কফপড়ঢও। 
ottɔ bali tumar kapɔro 
So much sand on your cloths.
                               কত মফছ। 
kɔttɔ  mas 
How many fish !
with classifier:       
অতটফ বই লনবফয় লন? 
ottɔʈa bɔi dibay ni ?
Will you give away so many books ?
 
ii) as an adverb:
 লনরজরর অত কমজধর মন কলরয় নফ।                
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    niʤere ottɔ komʤur mɔnɔ korijo na. 
Do not think of yourself as that much weak
 
c) Bangla
অরনক  ɔnek – many, much.
The quantifier  ɔnek functions as an adverb 'many'. This quantifier can be used with
count and non-count  nouns and can take the classifier tta and gulo.
i) without classifier :
a) অরনক কফজ। ɔnek kaʤ  'Many works'
b) অরনক চনলর হল। ɔnek  dt eri hɔlɔ  'It is very late'.
ii) with classifiers :
a) অরনকটফ পথ ɔnekʈa pɔtt  'too much to go'.
b) তফর অরনকটফ কথফ বলফর লছল।‍ttar ɔnekʈa kɔtt ʰa bolar ʧilɔ 'He had so much to 
say'
c) অরনকগুরলফ জলম খফলল পরড়ঢ আরছ। ɔnekgulo ʤomi kʱali poɽe aʧʰe  'So many 
lands are empty'. 
iii) as an adverb:
a) তধমফর কথফ সধরন অরনক ভফরলফ লফগল. ttomar kott ʰa ʃune onek bhalo laglo 'I liked 
very much what you said'.
iv) with time adverbial kʰani
a) অরনকখফলন পথ চচল আসলফম। ɔnek kʰani pɔth ʧɔle aslam 'I came a long way'
v)With -e ending the quantifier ɔnek becomes a noun meaning many people :
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a) অরনরক তফরক অলভনন ন লনল। ɔneke ttake obhinondt on dilɔ 'Many have 
congratulated him'.
d) Sylheti
 চবজফন- beʤan 'much', 'many'
beʤan is a Sylheti quantifier and can function as an adverb. It can be used with count
and non-count nouns. The quantifier beʤan takes the classifier tta to be used only with
non-count nouns.
i) without classifier:
a) চবজফন রফইত অইরস। beʤan rait oise 'It is a very late hour at night'
b) চবজফন কষ্টি।‍beʤan kosʈɔ 'Many sufferings'.
ii) with classifier
a) চবজফনতফ কফজ বফলক। beʤantta kaʤ baki 'Many works left'
iii) as an adverb
a) তধমফর কথফ সধলন চবজফন বফলফ লফগরস।‍ttumar kɔtt ʰa ʃuni beʤan bala lagse 'I liked 
very much what you said'
iv) Like Bangla in Sylheti also the quantifier takes -e ending to make it a noun.
a) চবজফরন তফরর বফলফ পফইন। beʤane ttare bala pain 'Many people like him'
 
e) Bengali
একটধ  ekʈu 'a little'
ekʈu is the non-count version of ekʈa meaning one. ekʈu can be used as an adjective or
an adverb.  Both Bengali and Sylheti have this quantifier but in Bangla this quantifier
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is combined with /kʰani/ while in Sylheti it doesnot take any classifier.
i) As an adjective:
a) তফরক একটধ বলরত হরব। ttake ekʈu bɔltt e hɔbe 'I need to tell him'
b) আমফর একটধ সময় লফগরব।‍amar ekʈu sɔmɔj lagbe 'I need some time'
ii) Bengali takes the combination adt ʈu 'half' with ekʈu
a) একটধ আনটধ সময় চনওফ বফল। ekʈu adt ʈu sɔmɔj dewa balo 'It is good to give some time'
b) Sylheti takes the combination akʈu with ekʈu
c) একটধ আকটধ সয়তফলন করফ বফলফ ‍। ekʈu akʈu sojttani kɔra bala 'It is good to do some 
mischiefs'
ii) As an adverb
a) আলম র একটধ কফজ করব। ami r ekʈu kaj kɔrbɔ 'I will do some more work'
iii) Doubled  meaning 'little by little' or 'bit by bit'
a) একটধ একটধ কলর কফও।‍ekʈu ekʈu kori kao 'eat little by little'
.
iv) With classifier in Bangla
a) আমফর র একটধ খফলন কফজ বফলক। amar e ekʈu kʰani kaʤ baki 'I have some more work 
left'
 
f) থধরফ  td ʰura  'little', 'a bit'
tt ʰura is a Sylheti quantifier. It can be used as an adjective and as an adverb but it does
not take any classifier. 
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i) as an adjective:
a)     তনসর থসরন সময় ছদসত লনগব  । ttare tt ʰura sɔmɔj  dt itt e lagbo 'He need some time'
b)    আমনর থসরন সসনহ আসস  । amar  tt ʰura sondt eho ase 'I have some doubt'.
 
ii) as an adverb
a)      আছম আরও থসরন কনজ করমস  । ami  ro tt ʰura kaʤ kormu 'I will work a bit more'
b)     মমসয়টন থসরন মপনসর আবনর আইব। mejeʈa  tt ʰura  badt e aibo 'She will come abit later'
iii) Doubled as an adverb with kori.
a)     থসরন থসরন কছর কছর খনও tt ʰura  tt ʰura kori kao 'eat slowly'
b)      মহ থসরন থসরন কছর কথন ছসসকর  । he  tt ʰura  tt ʰura kori kotha koy 'He speaks slowly'
 
8.7. Derivation of Adjectives
Derivation  of  adjectives  is  similar  in  Bangla  and Sylheti.  In  this  section  a  list  of
adjectives is  given which are derived from other parts of speech. Like English, in
Bangla and Sylheti also adjectives are derived by the addition of suffixes.
Here are some examples from Bangla and Sylheti adjective from nouns after vowel
change or after addition of suffix:
a) With the suffix লশল ʃil, বফন‍ban, মফন man for indicating qualities.
লশরনফ   ʃrɔdt a 'respect'   to       শরনফলশল ʃrɔdt aʃil  'respectful'
কমফ khoma     'forgive'      to       কমফশঢল khomaʃil    'kindhearted'
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বধলদ্দি budt dt i 'wisdom'       to      বধলদ্দিমফন budt dt iman       'wise'
নয়ফ dt ɔja  'kind'           to       নয়ফবফন dɔjaban   'kind hearted'
মধল্য mullo 'price'            to        মধল্যবফন mulloban    'expensive'
b) With the addition of the suffix  হঢন‍hin meaning 'without', this suffix is used with
many abstract noun.
    আশফ aʃa  'hope'      to               আশফহঢন aʃahin 'hopeless'
     নয়ফ dt oja  'kind'     to               নয়ফহঢন dt ojahin  'cruel'
 
c) Addition of the vowel /i/
ভফর bʱar  'weight'     to                ভফলর‍bʱari  'heavy'
মফন man  'honour'      to                মফলন mani   'respected'
গুন gun 'quality'       to                গুলন guni  'intelligent'
নফম‍dt am  'price'        to               নফলম dt ami  'expensive'
 
8.8. Conclusion
In this chapter we have tried to do a study on Sylheti adjectives comparing them with
the Bangla adjectives. The use of adjectives in Bangla and Sylheti is similar.  The
derivation of adjectives and degrees of comparison are similar in use. But the use of
quantifiers is different, in Bangla the quantifier takes the classifier while in Sylheti the
quantifier usually does not take any classifier. Only the classifier  ʈa is used but with
the quantifiers which are most similar to Bangla.
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IX
AdvERBS
9.1. Introduction
The function of  adverbs  is  to  modify verbs,  adjectives  and other  adverbs.  Adverb
answer the following questions – where?, when?, how?, why? etc.
          In Bangla and Sylheti adverbs sometimes resemble adjectives with which they
are often formally identical. Example: The word balo in Bangla functions both as an
adjective and an adverb. The difference is understood from the syntactic constructions,
like – a) o balo manus (he is a good man)
b)  garita balo chole (the car runs well)
 
Here balo functions as an adjective in sentence (a) and as an adverb in the sentence
(b). Same phenomena are also prevalent in Sylheti.
9.2. Formation of adverbs
Like English, in Bangla and Sylheti also adverbs are formed by adding suffixes but
unlike English in Bangla and Sylheti there are more than one suffix which are used for
adverb formations. The list of suffixes and the ways of forming adverbs in Bangla and
Sylheti are shown below:
a) Suffixation is one of the most common way of forming adverbs. Adverbs in Bangla
and Sylheti are formed by adding e (a locative ending in Bangla) to some nouns and
adjectives. A list of adverbs formed after adding the suffix e are shown below:
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Table 9.2.1: Formation of adverbs in Bangla and Sylheti
Bangla script Bangla
pronounciation
Sylheti
pronounciation
gloss
অবরসরশ ɔbɔʃeʃe ɔbɔʃeʃe finally
লনররব nirɔbe nirɔbe silently
চগফপরন gopɔne gufone secretly
আড়ঢফরল aɽale aɽale secretly
অনফয়ফরস ɔnajaʃe ɔnajaʃe easily
অকফররন ɔkarɔne ɔxarɔne unnecessarily
চসরশ ʃeʃe ʃeʃe / heʃe finally
পরথরম prɔtt ʰɔme prɔtt ʰɔme In 
the beginning
সহরজ ʃɔhɔʤe ʃɔhɔʤe easily
আরসত aʃtt e aʃtt e slowly
ধঢরর dt ʱire dt ʱire slowly
নদরর dt ure dt ure at a distance
  
b) Some adverbs are formed by adding tɔ to adjectives and nouns (Thompson,2010)
Table 9.2.2 : Formation of adverbs from noun and adjectives 
Bangla
script
Bangla
Pronounciation
Sylheti
pronounciation
gloss
অদশত ɔŋʃɔtt ɔ ɔŋʃɔtt ɔ partly
অন্তত ɔnttɔtt ɔ ɔnttɔtt ɔ at least
সফনফরনত ʃadt arɔnɔttɔ ʃadt arɔnɔttɔ normally
পরতমত prɔttɔmɔttɔ frɔtt ɔmɔttɔ mainly
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d) Adverbs are also formed by means of reduplication.
আরসতয়ফরসত astt e astt e 'slowly'
 লধরর লধরর dt ʱire dt ʱire 'slowly'
  তফরফতফলর ‍ ttarattari 'quickly'
জললনজললন ʤaldt i ʤaldt i 'quickly'
 পফসফপফলস‍ paʃapaʃi 'alongside'
 রফতফরফলত rattaratt i 'tonight'
 লমখফমধলখ mukamuki  'face to face'
 লছলপছধলপ ʧupiʧupi 'silently'
 লপটফলপতফ piʈapiʈi 'back to back'
 d) Adverbs are also formed by means of onomatopoeia.
    B তকতরক tt ɔktt ɔke 'sparklingly'
চটচরট ʧɔʈʧɔʈe 'sticky'
টকটরক ʈɔkʈɔke 'bright'
S চতলরতলফtt eltt ela 'oily'
লসপলসপফ sipsipa 'sticky'
e)  kare-  the  perfective  participle  of  kora  in  Bangla  can  be  added  to  adjectives,
interrogatives or some nouns (Thompson,2010).
Example: ও লনলশ্চিত করর বলরত পফরর।
o niʃʧitt   kɔre bɔltt e pare
he can tell it certainly
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f)  kari- In Sylheti adverbs  kari is one of the participle or converb of  kora 'to do' is
added with adjectives, nouns and interrogatives. 
 Example:  তফই জধর কলর আমফরর লইয়ফ চগল। 
ttai ʤur kɔri amare lɔija gelɔ
she took me forcibly
                                
9.3. Use of adverbs
Adverbs can be classified according to the parts of speech with which they are used.
a) Adverbs modifying adjectives
B & S  খধব নফলম  kʱub   dt ami                 'very expensive'
 B  চবলস ছফলফক   ‍beʃi ʧalak                'very clever'
B অরনক সধন র   ‍ɔnek ʃundt ɔr                ' very beautiful 
S চবজফন সফলফক    beʤan salak   'very clever'         
b) Adverbs modifying adverbs
B & S অলত সহরজ  ɔtt i ʃɔhɔʤe     'too easily
B & S কত সধন র     kɔtt ɔ ʃundt ɔr                'how beautifully'
S চবজফন জললন   beʤan ʤɔldt i                 'very quickly'
 
c) Adverbs modifying verbs
B লধরর বলধন       dt ʱire bɔlun              'speak slowly'
B ও তফরফতফলর চরল চগল   o ɔttarattari ʧɔle gelɔ     'he went fast'
S লঠক কথফ কইস ʈik xɔtt ʱa xɔisɔ  'what you said is 
correct'
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S চহ আনমরন গুররর he anmɔne gurer  'he is wandering in
an  bsent-minded  
way'
 
9.4. Description of adverbs
Adverbs can be divided into the  following groups by meaning: time, frequency, place,
degree and manner.
a) Adverbs of time: Adverbs of time provide information about the question when?
Adverbs of time used in Bengali and Sylheti are:
B  অসনককন  ɔnekkɔn 'for long time'
অরনককমন হল অরপককফ করলচ।
ɔnekkɔn hɔlɔ ɔpekka kɔrʧi
Waiting for a long time
B অবরসরশ ɔbɔʃeʃe  'finally'
অবরসরশ ন্যফয় পফওফ চগল 
ɔbɔʃeʃe naj pawa gelɔ
Finally we got justice
B & S চসরশ‍ʃeʃe 'finally', 'in the end'
B চসরশ লক হল
 ʃeʃe ki hɔlɔ
What happened in the end?
S চসরশ তফরফর হুস লফররস। 
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 ʃeʃe ttarar hus ɸirʃe
In the end they understood
S চশষরমশ ʃeʃmeʃ  'finally'
চশষরমশ আমফর কফজটফ হল। 
 ʃeʃmeʃ amar kaʤʈa hɔlɔ
Finally I finished the work   
                                              
B&S আরগ age 'before', 'ago'
আলম দু বছর আরগ আরসলছলফম। 
ami dt u bɔʧʱɔr age aʃeʧʱlam
I came two years ago
B আজ aʤ, আজরক aʤke 'today'
আজরক লক কররল।
aʤke ki kɔrle
What did you do today?
S আইজ aiʤ, আইজকধ  aiʤku 'today'
আইজ কই চগসলফয়। 
aiʤ kɔi geslaj
Where did you go today?
                        
                                
B&S আবফর abar 'again'
B আমফর আবফব ছফলকর হল. 
amar abar ʧakri hɔlɔ
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I got a  job again
S আলম আবফর আইলফম
ami abar ailam
I came again
B&S ইলতমরধয  itt imɔdt ʱe 'in the meantime', 'by now'
B চমরয়টফ ইলতমরধয সব কফজ করর লনল? 
mejeʈa itt imɔdt ʱe  ʃɔb kaʤ kɔre nilɔ
that girl finished the work in the mean time
S আলম ইলতমরদয সব চসস কলর
ami  itt imɔdt ʱe ʃɔb ʃeʃ kɔri
I finish everything in the meantime.
B&S এরমরধয ermɔdt ʱe  'in the meantime', 'by now'
B এরমরধয জগরফ সধর হরয় চগল
ermɔdt ʱe ʤɔgra suru hɔje gelɔ
In the meantime they started quareling
S তফই এরমরধয আই চগল।
ttai  ermɔdt ʱe ai gelɔ
 She came in the meantime
                                                                     
B&S ইনফনঢদ  idt aniŋ  'at present'
B আমরফ ইনফনঢদ চবকফর আলছ। 
amra   idt aniŋ  bekar aʧʰi
We are unemployed at present
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b) Adverbs of frequency: Adverbs of frequency answer the question how often?
 
B পরলতলনন‍proitt idt in  'everyday'
আলম পরলতলনন অলফস জফই। 
ami  proitt idt in ɔɸiʃ  ʤai
I go to office everyday
S রজলনন‍‍ruʤdt in 'everyday'
বফইচ্ছিফরফর রজলনন সকধ ল জফআ উলছত।
baiʧʧʱrar ruʤdt in skulɔ  ʤawa uʧʱitt i
Children should go to school everyday
B&S সব সময় ʃɔb ʃɔmɔj 'always'
B ও সব সময় বফলর জফয়। 
o ʃɔb ʃɔmɔj  baɽi ʤaj
He always go to his house
S চহ সব সময় বড়ঢরফর কথফ সধরন
he ʃɔb ʃɔmɔj bɔɽɔrar kɔtt ʱa ʃune
He always listen to elders 
S হকল সময় hɔkɔl ʃɔmɔj 'always'
তধই হকল সময় আমফরর দুস চনস। 
ttui hɔkɔl ʃɔmɔj  amare  dt uʃ   dt es
You always blame me                                                               
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c) Adverbs of direction or location
B এখফরন ‍ekʱane 'here'
আলম এখফরন থফলক। 
ami  ekʱane tt ʱaki
I live here
S ইখফন ‍ixanɔ 'here'
তফই ইখফন থফরক। 
ttai ixanɔ tt ʱake
She lives here
B ড়ফরন ɖande 'right'
রফসতফটফ ড়ফনলনরক
rasttaʈa ɖandt ike
The road is on the left
S ড়ফইন  ɖaine 'right'
দুকফনটফ  ড়ফইরন 
dt ukanʈa ɖaine
The shop is on the left
                                                                     
B অরনকনদর ɔnekdt ur 'far'
মলন রটফ অরনকদুর 
mɔndt irʈa ɔnekdt ur
The temple is far
S চবজফন নদর‍‍beʤan dt ur 'far'
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চহ বফজফন নদর চগরসলগ। 
he beʤan dt ur geʃegi
He went very far
                                                                                   
d) Adverbs of degree
S চবশ beʃ 'very'
চহ চবশ বফলফ মফনধস। 
he beʃ bala manuʃ
He is a very good man
B ভঢষণ bʱiʃɔn 'extremely'
উলন ভঢষণ সথ বফরব চরলন।
uni bʱiʃɔn  ʃɔ tt ʱ bʱabe ʧɔlen
 He leads his life in an extremely honest way
 
B খধব kʱub 'very'
চস খধব জরর পরর।
ʃe kʱub ʤɔre pɔre
He reads very loudly
 
e) Adverbs of manner
B ধঢরর  dt ʱire 'slowly'
 লধরর ঘফলর চফলফরবন 
dt ʱire gʱai ʧalaben
Drive slowly
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B&S আরসত aʃtt e 'softly'
B চছরলটফ আরসত কথফ বরল 
ʧʱeleʈa aʃtt e kɔ tt ʱa bɔle
He speak softly
S  আসস খন
aʃtt e kʱa
Eat slowly
B একসরঙ ekʃɔŋe 'together'
আমরফ একসরঙ ছলল 
amra  ekʃɔŋe ʧʱɔli
We work together
S একলরগ eklɔge 'together'
একলরগ কফজ কররল বফলফ অইত। 
eklɔge  kaʤ kɔrle bala oy
It would be better if we work together
                                                                  
B&S হতফৎ‍hɔttatt  'suddenly'
হতফৎ কঢ হল 
hɔttatt  ki hɔlɔ
What happened suddenly?
S আকতফ axtta  'suddenly'
  আকন তফর চজ লকতফ অইল? 
axtta   ttar ʤe kitta ɔilɔ
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What happened to him suddenly?   
9.5. Placement of adverbs
Adverbs  in  Bangla  and Sylheti  are  placed in  all  position  in  a  sentence.  They are
flexible in their placement
Before an adjective:
ভঢষণ কলতন কফজ। 
bʱiʃɔn kɔʈin kaʤ
Very hard work
At the end of a sentence as non-verbal predicates:
দুকফন্তফ ড়ফরন 
dt ukanʈa ɖane
The shop is on the right
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X
POSTPOSITIOnS
10.1. Introduction
In the grammar of Bangla and Sylheti languages postpositions are one of the vital
linguistic components. The function of postpositions in Bangla and Sylheti is similar
with that of prepositions in English – these are two unique linguistic elements that
exhibit  close  syntactic-semantic  functions  although  they  occur  in  two  different
position in respective languages (Thompson, 2010).
The functions of post positions used in Bangla and Sylheti are similar with those of
English prepositions which are placed before nouns or pronouns as in 'by father',
'with you', 'under the table', yet post positions in Bangla and Sylheti are used after
nouns or pronouns and they must have case markers. 
   B              বফবফর সফরথ S বইনর লফলগ
babar ʃatt ʰe boinɔr lagi
                 father-GEN                with sister-GEN for
     B            হফরতর                  ধফরফ S বফবফরর লনয়ফ
hatter dt ʱara babare dt ija
                hand-GEN                  by father-OBJ by
               
According to Thompson postposition in Bangla are not a closed word class, and this
is  also  valid  for  Sylheti.  In  Bangla  and  Sylheti there  is  a  great  number  of
postpositions.  Some of them are derived from nominal  or verbal  while  some are
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underived postpositions.
10.2. Postposition in Bengali and Sylheti: Overview
Postposition are broadly divided into nominal,  verbal  and underived postpositions.
Nominal postpositions are further subdivided into tatsama, tatbhava, native and other
groups of postpositions.(Choudhury,2015). The classification along with the examples
are shown below: 
  a) Nominal  tatsama  postpositions: These  postpositions  are  Sanskrit  borrowed
words derived from nouns. They are mostly used in literature and it is very rare to use
in normal conversation. The list of  nominal  tatsama postposition are given in the
table:
Table 10.2.1 : Bangla and Sylheti Nominal Tatsama 
Postpositions
Bangla script Transcription  gloss
আরপকসফ apaksa then
পরলত pratt i towards
উরনসযফ udt esja pointing at/ towards
লনকট nikɔʈ near
পফসছফরত paʃʧʱtt e later
সমধরক ʃɔmmuke in front/near
 
b) Nominal tatbhava postpositions:  These postpositions  originated from Sanskrit
but did not retain much similarities with the original Sanskrit  words. The nominal
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tatbhava postpositions  which  are  used  in  Bangla  and  Sylheti  are  shown  in  the
following table:
Table  10.2.2 : Nominal Tatbhava Postpositions
Bangla script Transcription gloss
আরগ age before
লবনফ bina without
উপরর upre above
সফরথ satt ʰe with
c) Nominal Postpositions – Foreign: These postpositions are obtained from foreign
languages through language and cultural contact.
Table: 10.2.3: Foreign Postpositions
Bangla script transcription gloss
বনরল bɔdt ɔle instead of
বরফবর bɔrabɔr straight
d) Verbal Postpositions: These are originated from verb roots and are used11 after
words which may or may not have case endings. The verbal postpositions used in
Bangla and Sylheti are given in the table below:
Table 10.2.4: Verbal postposition
11The verbal postposition in Bengali have mostly two varieties: sadt ʱu  (koriya) and ʧalitt  
(kore). In Sylheti verbal postpositions frequently are perfective participle forms.
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language Bangla script transcription gloss
Bangla করর kɔre by
Bangla চথরক tt ʰeke from
Bangla লনরয় dt ije by
Sylheti লনয়ফ dt ija by
Sylheti থফলক tt ʰaki from
             
e) Underived Postpositions:  These are postpositions which are neither derived from
nouns and verbs.
 
     Table 10.2.5: Underived Postposition
language Bangla script transcription gloss
Bangla অবলধ ɔbdt i until
Bangla জন্য ʤɔnjo for
Sylheti লফলগ lagi for
Sylheti তরন ttone from
 
 
 
10.3 : Meaning of Postpositions:
The use of postpositions in the sentence level carries a significant amount of semantic 
information. Speakers use postpositions in order to express the information regarding 
spatial, causal, manner, temporal aspects and so on. Below we have given lists of 
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postpositions used in Bangla and Sylheti and also tried to discuss their use in detail12 
(Bagchi,2007).
                               Table: 10.3: Meanings and Semantic roles of  Postpositions
No
.
language Bengali 
script
     transc           gloss Semantic role
 1. B & S   আরগ    age     before/earlier  temporal
 2. B & S   আরপকসফ    apekʃa       than comparative
 3. B & S    আলবন    obdt i       until temporal
 4. B & S    অন্তর   ɔnttɔre inside/
in an interval of
temporal/spatial
 5. B & S    বনরল   bɔdt ɔle       instead comparative
 6. B & S   বফরফবফর   borabor       straight directional/spatial
 7. B & S   বফইরর   baire       outside  directional/spatial
 8. S   বফরন   badt e     after/later  temporal
 9. B & S   চচরয়   ʧeje      than comparative
10. B   চফইরত   ʧaitt e      than comparative
11. B   লনরয়  dt ije       by instrumental
12. B & S   লনয়ফ  dt ija       by instrumental
13. B & S   নফরফ  dt ara       by instrumental
14. S   চগরস   gese   with/towards directional/manner 
related content
15. B & S   জন্য  ʤɔnjo      for casual/circumstantial
16. B    করর  kore      by instrumental
17. S   কলর  kori      by instrumental
18. S   কলরয়ফ  kɔrija      by instrumental
19. S   লফলগ  lagi      for circumstantial
20. S    লইয়ফ  lɔija    with/including Circumstantial/manner
related
21. B & S   মরদয  modje     inside locational
22. B & S    মফরঝ  maʤʰe    middle locational/spatial
12. Sylheti speakers use more or less all the postposition of Bangla. But Bangla speakers do not  
generally use specifically the Sylheti postpositions.
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23. B    লনরয়   nije    with circumtantail
24. B   পরর   pɔre   after/later temporal
25. S   ফরর   ɸɔre  after/later temporal
26. B&S   সফমরন  samne   front directional
27. B&S    সরঙ  sɔne   with circumtantial
28 B   চথরক  tt ʰeke   then comparative
29. S   তরন  tt ɔne   from directionale
10.4. Postpositions used with case markers
Postpositions in Bangla and Sylheti usually occur after nominal or pronominal forms
and make a relation with the other syntactic elements in  a  sentence.  Postpositions
almost perform functions of inflectional markers or case endings and carry a semantic
information about the relation of verbs and nouns in a sentence.  But in some cases
postpositions demand inflectional markers or case endings like -re,-dara,-ke etc. It is
to be noted that all postpositions do not come with all case makers. Indeed in Bangla
and Sylheti case markers are accompanied by particular post positions, examples of
postposition are given below to show how they work in a sentence with different case
markers:13
a) অন্তর  ɔntd ɔr
i) in interval of, ii) nominative, iii) nominal, iv) not very common, used also a noun, v)
pɔr pɔr
 B: লতন লনন অন্তর অসধন টফ লনরত হরব।
 tt in dt in ɔnttɔr oʃudt  ʈa nitt e hobe
13i) meaning, (ii) case ending of preceding noun, (iii) derivation, (iv) how often used, (v) 
synonymous postpositions.
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The medicine should be taken in the interval of three days
b)   অলভমধরখ ‍ɔbʰimuke
i) towards, ii) genitive, iii) nominal, iv) not so common.
সফলধনতফর আভধলমরখ তফরফ জফতরফ সধর করল।
ʃadt ʱinɔtt ɔar ɔbʰimuke ttara ʤatt ra suru kɔrlɔ
They started to move toward freedom.
c) অবলধ ‍ɔbdd ʰi
i) until, ii) nominative, iii) underived, iv) common, v) pɔrʤntto
B: আজরক অবলধ কফজ ʈa হল নফ।
aʤke ɔbdt ʰi kaʤ ʈa hɔlɔ na
The work is not finished until today.
S: চহ এখন অবলধ আইরস নফ।
he exon ɔbdt ʰi aise na
He has not came yet.
 
d) আরগ  age
i) before, ago, front, ii) genitive, iii) nominal, iv) common in both Bengali and Sylheti,
also used as adverb.
B: আমফর আরগ চসস হরয়লছল।
amar age ses hojeʧʱilɔ
I finished it before. 
S: আলম তফর আরগ আইসলফম
ami ttar age aislam
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I came before him.
e) বনরল  bɔdd ɔle
i) instead, ii) genitive case, iii) nominal, iv) very common, v) binimoj
B: আমফর বনরল তধলম জফও।
amar bɔdt ɔle  ttumi ʤao
You go instead of me.
f) বনরল ‍bɔdd le
i)  instead, ii) genitive case, iii) nominal, iv) common, v)  binimoj. The use is similar
like Bangla  bɔdt ɔle only in Sylheti it is pronounced as  bɔdt le without pronouncing  ɔ
after dt .
S: তফর বনরল আজরক আলম রফন্নফ করমধ
 ttar bɔdt le aʤke ami ranna kɔrmu
I will cook today instead of him
g) চচরয়  ʧeje
i) than, compared to, ii) genitive, iii) verbal, iv) common in Bengali, v) tt ʰeke
B: চস আমফর চচরয় বফল।
se amar  ʧeye balɔ
He is a better than me
 
h) ছফড়ঢফ ‍ʧʰaɽa
i) without, except, ii) used with all cases, iii) verbal, iv) commonly used in Bangla, in
Sylheti with the phonological change of /ʧʱ/- /s/, ʧʰaɽa is the verbal noun of a verb that
means 'to leave'.
B: জল ছফড়ঢফ জঢবন ছরল নফ
ʤɔl ʧʰaɽa ʤibɔn ʧʱɔle na
Life is hard without water
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S: আলম সফরফ চকউ আইরস নফ
ami sara keu aise na
Noone has came yet
i) লনরয় ‍dd ije
i)  with (instrumental),  via, by, ii) nominative, objective case used with animate noun
iii) verbal, iv) used in Bangla.
B:     আমরফ ছধলর লনরয় সবলজ কফলট
amra ʧʱuri dt iye sɔbʤi kaʈi
We cut vegetables with knife
j)   লনয়ফ dd ija
i)  with(instrumental), via,  through,  by,  ii)  nominative,  objective  case with animate
nouns. iii) verbal, iv) common in Sylheti.
S:      তনসর ছদয়ন ঘর ফছরসনর করনছন অইসস
 ttare   dt iya gʱɔr fɔiskar korani oise
The house was cleaned by him
 
 
k)   দবফরফ dd ara
i) by,  by  means  of,  ii)  nominative,  used  as  genitive  case  with  animate  nouns and
pronouns, iii) underived, iv) used in Bangla and Sylheti. In Sylheti this postposition is
commonly used with animate nouns or pronouns.
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B:         খফরফপ মফনধরসর দবফরফ খফরফপ কফজ ই হয়
kʱarap manuser dt ara kʱarap kaʤ i hoj
Bad people can do only bad works
S      তফর নবফরফ ই কফজ অইত নফ             ।
ttar dt ara i kaʤ ɔitt ɔ na
He cannot do this work
 
 
l)   চগরস gese
i) towards, with, ii) genitive, iii) verbal, iv) common, v) used in Sylheti.
S     আফনফর চগরস কলম আরস লন?
aɸnar gese kɔlɔm ase ni?
Do you have a pen with you?
m)  জন্য  ʤonjo
i) for, ii) genitive, iii) common in Bangla, not so common in Sylheti.
B    আমফর জন্য লকচধ আলনস
amar ʤonyo kiʧu anis
Bring something for me.
 
n)  লফলগ  lagi
i) for, ii) genitive, ii) verbal, iv) common in Sylheti, v) ʤonjo
S    লতন লননর লফলগ আলম আইতফম নফ।
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tt in dt inɔr lagi ami aittam na
I will not come for three days.
o)পরর ‍pɔre
i)  later, ii)  genitive,  iii)  nominal,  also  used  as  adverb  iv)  common in  Bengali,  in
Sylheti /pore/ is used with the phonological change /p/ - /ɸ/
B লতন লনন পরর 
tt in dt in pɔre 
After three days
S       পরনয় ছতন মনস ফসর মহ বনছরত আইল
pray tt in mas ɸɔre he baritt  ailo
He came home after three months
 
p) বফরন  badd e
i) later, after, ii) genitive, nominative iii) nominal, iv) used in Sylheti, v) pɔre
S তফই বফরন আইব
 ttai badt e aibɔ
She will come later
q) চথরক ‍td ʰeke
i) from, then, ii) genitive, iii) verbal, iv) common in Bangla
B আমফর কফচ চথরক লনরয় চগরছ।
amar kaʧ tt ʰeke nije geʧʱe
He took it from me.
 
r) তরন ‍td one
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i) from, then, compared to, ii) genitive, iii) underived, iv) common in Sylheti, v) tt ʱaki 
S আমফর তরন চহ বফলফ গফন গফয়।
amar ttone he bala gan gaj
He is a better singer than me.
10.5. Postpositions as adverbs
Postpositions which reveal spatial, temporal and locational informations function as
adverbs since they deliver the information regarding time, place and manner in which
the  action  took  place  (Thompson,  2010).  Two  postpositions  also  functioning  as
adverbs in Bangla and Sylhet are listed below:
Bangla:        পরর          ‍  later
          postposition   অরনক লনন পরর আবফর এলফম।            I came after many days
ɔnek dt in pɔre abar elam
                adverb তফরফ পরর আসরব।                        They will come later
ttara pɔre asbe
Sylheti :    বফরন      ‍  later,
      postposition        বফককফ লনন বফরন তরর চনকলফম।             I saw you after so many 
days.
bakka dt in badt e tt ɔre  dt eklam
       adverb            তফরফ বফরন আইবফ।                       They will come later                
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ttare badt e aiba
10.6.  Conclusion
During the course of this study, the function, origin and concept of the postpositions in
Bangla and Sylheti has been studied. A through analysis of Sylheti postposition has
been done keeping in  mind the  concept  and behavioral  aspects  of  postposition  in
Bangla and prepositions in English. Like prepositions, postpositions also play a vital
role for understanding languages. From the above analysis of postpositions in Bangla
and Sylheti  it  is  clear  that  their  function is  similar;  the only difference lies in the
choice of postpositional words for example the word pɔre is used in Bangla for 'later'
while in Sylheti bade is used for 'later'.
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XI
cOnjuncTIOnS
11.1 Introduction
Conjunctions  are  a  part  of  speech that  has  the  function of  connecting  two phases
within a sentence or two clauses in a complex sentence. Conjunctions can be classified
on the basis of their form or on the basis of their function. Conjunctions in Bangla and
Sylheti are broadly divided into four types: 
i) Coordinating conjunctions
ii) Subordinating conjunctions
iii) Cordinating  correlative conjunctions
iv) Sunordinating correlative conjunctions
Conjunctions in  Bangla and Sylheti also function like English, some conjunctions in
Bangla  and  Sylheti also  function  as  nouns,  pronouns,  adverbs  and  adjectives
(Thompson,2010).  Example: 
a) ki acts as an interrogative pronoun in-  
 B eta ki?
  what is this?
   b)ki acting as conjunction
   B o asbe ki asbena ami ki jani?
  How do I know whether he is coming or not.
This  chapter  discusses Bangla and  Sylheti  conjunctions grouped by their  semantic
components as well as types.
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11.2.Coordinating  conjunctions: Like English in  Bangla  and Sylheti it  is  not
necessary  to  add  comma  after  the  conjunction.  Coordinating  conjunctions  can  be
categorized according to their functions as in,
11.2.1.conjoining – ও o– and, also 
Bangla
 and – আলম ও তধলম যফব। 
ami o ttumi ʤabɔ
'I and you will go'
 also -  আলম যফব তধলমও যফরব। 
ami ʤabɔ ttumio ʤabe
'I and you will go'
In Sylheti the use of o functioning as 'also' is more common than functioning as 'and'.
Sylheti: 
also – আলমও জফইমধ
amio ʤaimu.
I will also go
এবদ  ebɔŋ   - and
Bangla  – আলম এবদ আমফর বনদুরফ
ami ebɔŋ  amar bɔndt ura
                 Me and my friends.
আর  ‍ar - 'and', 'more'.
Bangla – আলম আর আমফর বনদুরফ আসরব।   
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ami ar amar bɔndt ura aʃbe.
Me and my friends will come
    
Sylheti -  আলম আর আমফর ফলরবফর।       
 ami ar amar ɸɔribar
        me and my family
The use of আর‍ar in Bangla and Sylheti is similar, but it is more frequent in Sylheti.
11.2.2 Conjunctions used for alternatives
 আথবফ ɔtt ʱɔba - 'or' (used mainly in Bengali, used also in Sylheti but not so common)
Example:
B    আলম অতবফ তধলম যফরব।
ami  ɔtt ɔba ttumi ʤabe 
I or you will go
S     আলম করমধ অতবফ তধলম করবফয়
ami kɔrmu  ɔtt ɔba  ttumi kɔrbaj
I will do or you will do
   বফ ba - 'or' (used in both Bengali and Sylheti)
Example: 
B      আলম থফকব বফ তধলম থফকরব।
ami tt ʱakbɔ ba  ttumi tt ʱakbe
I will stay or you will stay
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S     আলম জফইমধ বফ তধলম জফইবফয়
ami ʤaimu ba  ttumi ʤaibaj
I will go or you will go
 লক ki  'or'  ( Bangla and Sylheti)
Example: 
B  চস আসরব লক আসরবনফ আলম চকমন করর বলব। 
ʃe aʃbe ki aʃbe na ami kemɔn kɔre bɔlbɔ
He will come or not how can I say
S তধই থফকরত লক থফকরত নফ কইরত ত 
 ttui  tt ʱaktte ki  tt ʱaktte na kɔitt e  tt ɔ
you should say whether you want to stay or not
  ছকববন kiŋba - or'  (Bangla and Sylheti)
Example: 
B তধলম আসরব লকদবফ আসরব নফ আরগ জফলনও
 ttumi aʃbe  kiŋba aʃbena age ʤanio
Inform me befor whether you will come or not
S জফরফ আসইন লকদবফ জফরফ আইসইন নফ সবরর ইতফ জফনফলন অইব
ʤara  aiʃɔin  kiŋba ʤara  aiʃɔin na  ttara ʃɔbre ʤanani ɔibɔ
 who came or who doesnot came all will be informed
লকনফ‍kina - 'or' (Bangla)
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Examples :
B ওরফ আসরব লকনফ আসরব নফ।
ora aʃbe kina  aʃbena
They will come or not
নফ na - 'or'  (Bangla and Sylheti)
Example: 
B ও পফস করররচ নফ চফইল
o paʃ kɔreʧa na pʱeil
He passed the exam or he failed
S চহ কফজটফ করল নফ করলনফ ?
he kaʤʈa kɔrlɔ na kɔrlɔ ?
Did he finished the work or not ?
নফলক naki - 'or' (Bangla)
Example
B ও পরলরককফ লনরব নফলক লনরব নফ 
o pɔrikka dt ibe naki dt ibe na.
He will give his exam or not
 
বরদ  bɔrɔŋ  - instead, 'rather' (Bangla and Sylheti)
Example
B আলম বরদ কফজটফ চসস করর আলস। 
ami bɔrɔŋ  kaʤʈa ʃeʃ kɔre aʃi
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Let me finish the work instead
বরদস bɔrɔŋsɔ -  'instead', 'rather'  (Sylheti)
Example
S আলম বধরদস কফজ টফ চসস কলরয়ফ আই। 
ami bɔrɔŋsɔ kaʤ  ʈa ʃeʃ kɔrija ai
Let me finish the work instead
 
 
11.2.3. Adversative conjunctions or contrasting conjunctions
অথচ ɔtt ʱɔʧɔ  - 'yet'  (Bangla)
B  কফজ  টফ কররলচ অথচ তফর কফরচ কধ ন সমফন চপলফম নফ।
 kaʤ ʈa kɔreʧi ɔtt ʱɔʧɔ ttar kaʧe kunɔ sɔmman pelam na
 I did his work yet I received no respect from him
অতস ɔtt ʱɔsɔ - 'yet', 'but'  (Sylheti) 
S আলম কফরল্ক তফর বফলড়ঢ চগসলফম অথস চহ আমফরর কধ ন্তফ কইল নফ। 
ami kalke  ttar baɽi geslam  ɔtt ʱɔsɔ he amare kuntta kɔilɔ na
I went to his house yesterday but he did not tell  me anything
লকন্ত kinttu - 'but' commonly used in Bangla and Sylheti
B আলম খফব লকন্তধ এতটফ  চখরত পফরব নফ
ami kʱabɔ kinttu ett ɔʈa kʱett e   parbɔ na
I will eat but this much I cannot.
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তরব tt ɔbe - 'but' common in Bangla but rare in Sylheti
B চছরলটফ ইকফরন পররত আরস তরব চরফজ আরস নফ 
ʧʱeleʈa ikane pɔrtte aʃe  tt ɔbe roʤ aʃe na
 That boy come here for study but not everyday
S আলম আইমধ তরব কধ ন সময় কইরত পফরতফম নফ
ami aimu tt ɔbe kun ʃɔmɔj koitt e parttam na
I will come but I cannot tell the time and date
চতব   tt ebɔ - 'but'   (Sylheti)
S আলম তফরর আরগ থফলক কইয়ফ রফকলস চতব চহ আমফর কথফ শনরছ নফ
ami ttare age ɔtt ʱaki koija rakʃi tt ebɔ he amar kott ʱa ʃunʧʱa na
I warned him before but he did not listen to me
তবধ  tt ɔbu - ''but' used in Bangla
B ওরফ গলরব তবধ ওরফ সৎ
ora gɔrib  tt ɔbu ora ʃɔtt
They are poor but they are honest
 
11.2.4. Resultative conjunctions
অতএব ɔtt ɔeb - 'therefore' (Bangla and Sylheti)
B আলম কফজটফ  করব অতএব তধলম ছফলন্ত কররব নফ।
ami kaʤ ʈa kɔrbɔ ɔttɔeb ttumi ʧʱintta kɔrbe na
 I will do the work therefore you can relax
S আলম তধমফর বফসফত আইমধ অতএব তধলম বফসফত থফলকও
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ami ttumar baʃatt  aimu ɔttɔeb ttumi  baʃatt   tt ʱakiɔ
I will come to your house therefore stay at home
সধতরফদ ʃutt ɔraŋ -  'therefore', 'consequently' 
  (Bangla and Sylheti)
B চস অরনক চচষ্টিফ করররচ সধতরফদ তফর ফল টফও চস চপরয়চফ
ʃe ɔnek ʧeʃʈa kɔreʧe  ʃutt ɔraŋ  ttar pʱɔl ʈao ʃe pajaʧe
she worked very hard therefore she got this result
S আলম ঘররর সব কফজ করমধ  সধতরফদ তধলম  থধরফ আরফম কররত পফর
ami gʱɔrer ʃɔb kaʤ kɔrmu ʃuttɔraŋ ttumi tt ʱura aram kɔrtt e parɔ
I will do all the home chores therefore you can take some rest
 
কফরজই  kaʤei - 'therefore', 'so'  (Bangla and Sylheti)
B আলম জফব চকরজই তধমফর জফওফর লনরকফর চনই। 
ami ʤabɔ kaʤei ttuma ʤaijar  dt ɔrkar nei
I will go therefore you can stay
তফই ttai -  'so' (Bangla) 
B ওরফ আমফর বনদু তফই ভরয়র কধ ন কফরন চনই
ora amar bɔndt u ttai bʱɔjer kuno karɔn nei
They are my friends so we donot have to worry
চসজন্য‍ʃeʤɔnɔ -' for this reason', 'therefore' (Bangla)
B  মফনধস তফ খধব ভফল। চসজন্য তফরক সবফই বফল বফরস
manuʃ ʈa kʱub bʱalɔ.  ʃeʤɔnɔ  ttake   ʃɔbai balɔ baʃe  
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 He is very broadminded. For this reason everyone likes  him
 
এরলফলগ erlagi - 'for this reason', 'therefore' (Sylheti)
S মফনধস টফ খধব সথ। এরলফলগ তফর জত কষ্টি‍
manuʃ ʈa kʱub ʃɔtt ʱ. erlagi ttar ʤɔtt ɔ kɔʃʈɔ
He is very honest. For this reason he has lots of trouble.
নফ হরল‍‍na hɔle - 'if this is not so', 'otherwise'    (Bangla)
B তধলম কফন্নফ বন  কর। নফ হরল আলম ছরল জফব 
ttumi kan:a bɔndt ɔ kɔrɔ.  na hɔle ami ʧʱɔle ʤabɔ
stop  crying. Otherwise I will leave
নফইরল ‍naile - 'is this is not so', 'otherwise'  is used in Sylheti
S তফরফতফলর খতম কর। নফইরল আলম জফইমধ লগয়ফ
ttarattari xɔtt ɔm kɔr. naile ami ʤaimu gija
finish your work quickly. Otherwise I will leave
11.2.5. Temporal conjunctions
তফরপর, তফরপরর ttarpɔr, ttarpɔre -  'after', 'then' is used in Bangla. Sylheti speakers mainly
from urban areas also use these conjunctive words.
B আলম আসব, তফরপর লনরয় জফব। 
ami aʃbɔ, ttarpɔr nije ʤabɔ
I will come, then we will take it
S আলম আরগ আমফর কফম টফ চসস কলর লফই। তফরপরর তধমফর লরগ কথফ অইব
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ami age amar kam ʈa ʃeʃ kɔri lai.  ttarpɔre  ttumar loge kott ʱa ɔibɔ
let me finish my work and then we can talk
এরপর, এরপরর erpɔr, erɔpɔre  - 'after', 'then' 
S আলম আইমধ, এরপরর চনলকয়ফ কইমধ।‍
ami aimu, erɔpɔre dt ekija koimu
I will come, after that I will tell you
11.3. Subordinating Conjunctions
Subordinating  conjunctions  are  used  to  link  dependent  and  independent  clauses
(Thompson,2010). In Bangla and Sylheti there are very few subordinating conjunction
and in addition to this non-finite verb forms perform many functions of subordinating
conjunction. In this section we will list the subordinating conjunction of Bangla and
Sylheti..
Examples :
  চয ʤe - 'that' common  in Bangla and Sylheti
  B       তধলম জফন নফ চয তফর অসধক?
ttumi ʤanɔ na ʤe ttar ɔʃuk
don't you know that he is unwell?
  S       তধলম জফন নফলন চয তফর ফলরককফ?
ttumi ʤanɔ nani ʤe ttar ɸɔrika
don't you know that he have exams?
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বরল‍‍bɔle - 'that' is commonly used in Bangla
B লচরনমফ চনরকল কলত হয় বরল মরন করর। 
ʃinema  dt ekle kɔtt i hɔj  bɔle mɔne kɔre
They think that watching movie is bad.
চযন ʤenɔ -  'so that', 'as if' commonly used  in Bangla, but less in Sylheti
B লথক করর কফজ কর চযন সব পরসদসফ করর।
tt ʱik kɔre kaʤ kɔrɔ ʤenɔ  ʃɔb proʃɔŋʃa kɔre
Work properly so that everyone appreciates it 
যফরত ʤatte -  'so that' common in Bengali and Sylheti
B  সফররর কফরছ লগরয় বধজব যফরত বফল নম্বর চপরত পফলর।
ʃarer kaʧʱ gije buʤbɔ ʤatt e balɔ nombɔr pette pari
 I will go to the teacher so that I could get good marks
 
S একটফ বফলফ চফকলর কধ লজয়ফর যফরত বফলফ লঠরক বফরসত পফলর
ekʈa bala ʧakri kuʤijat  ʤatte bala ʈʱike baʃtt e pari
I am looking for a job so that I can live my life in a good way
চযলফ ʤela - ''as if' common in Sylheti
S চহ এমন ভফব কররর চযলফ  কধ ন্তফ জফরন নফ।‍
he emɔn bʱab kɔre  ʤela kuntta ʤane na
He is acting as if he doesnot know anything
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11.4. Correlative conjunctions
Correlative  conjunction come in pairs  and help in  joining  two clauses  or  phrases.
Corrlative constructions are here classifed as:
1) Coordinating correlative constructions
2) Subordinating correlative constructions14
1) Coordinating correlative constructions – These constructions contain an element
which is used to join two different clauses. 
 a) হয় ...নফ হয় hɔj.....na hɔj  'either …..or' (Bangla and Sylheti)
B হয় তধলম আমফর বফলড়ঢ ছফড়ঢ নফ হয়  বফলড়ঢ বফড়ঢফ নফও 
hɔj ttumi amar baɽi ʧʱaɽɔ na  hɔj baɽi  baɽa   dt eo
Either you leave my house or pay me the rent
S হয় তধলম থফক নফ হয় আলম থফলক
hɔj  ttumi   tt ʱakɔ na hɔj ami  tt ʱaki
either I stay or you stay
 
2) Subordinating correlative constructions :
যলন...তফহরল‍ʤɔdt i..... ttahɔle   -    'if...then'
B যলন তধলম আমফর কফজটফ কর তফহরল আলম তধমফরক বফল মফইরন চনব. 
 ʤɔdt i ttumi amar kaʤʈa kɔrɔ  ttahɔle  ami  ttumake balɔ maine   dt ebɔ
  If you do my work then I will pay  
 
14 Sunordinating – correlative conjunctions behave quite similarly to relative pronouns. 
These have been discuss under the section 6.3.3. This is typical of Indo-Aryan from the very beginning 
of its documentation in the 'rigveda' and 'atarvaveda'.
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 যলন...চত  ʤɔdt i.....tt e - 'if ….then'
S যলন তধলম আমফর কথফ সধন চত তধমফউ ল্যফব অইব।
 ʤɔdt i  ttumi amar kɔtt ʱa ʃunɔ  tt e  ttumaru lab ɔibɔ
  If you listen me then you will be benefitted
 
c) যলনও...তবধও ʤɔdt iɔ.......  tt ɔbuɔ  -  'even...then', 'although', 'though..then'
B  জলনও আলম ওরক বফল বফলস নফ তবধও আলম অর কলত করব নফ।
 ʤɔdt iɔ ami oke balɔ baʃi na  tt ɔbuɔ ami or kɔ tt i kɔrbɔ na
               Though I do not like her, yet I will not harm her.
যলনও ...চতও  ʤɔdt io.....   tt eo    'even......though'
S যলনও আলম তফর নজর বইন নফ চতও চহ আমফরর খধব আনর করর।
 ʤɔdt io ami   ttar niʤer boin na    tt eo   he amare kʱub adt ɔr kɔre
             Though I am not his own sister still he loves me.
চযমন...চতমন ʤemɔn.... tt emɔn  - ' so'
 B  আলম চযমন চররক চগলছ চতমনঢ ররয়রচ
ami ʤemɔn reke geʧʱi  tt emɔni rɔjeʧe
                Everything is same.
চযলফ...অলফ ʤela .... ola 'so'
S আলম চযলফ রফলকয়ফ চগলস অইলফউ রইরস।
ami  ʤela rakija geʃi olau roiʃe
               It is still the same  
           
যত...তত ʤɔttɔ..... tt ɔtt ɔ  'so much'
B  যতটফ খফরফপ চভরবলছলফম চস ততটফ খফরফপ নয়
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 ʤɔttɔʈa kʱarap bʱebeʧʱilan ʃe  tt ɔtt ɔʈa kʱrap noj
he was not that bad as I imagined.
               
যত ...অত  ʤɔttɔ..... ɔtt ɔ 'so much'
S  যত তফরর বধজফই চহ অত রফগ করর।
ʤɔttɔ  ttare buʤai he  ɔtt ɔ rag kɔre
               The more I make her understand the more she gets angry
 
যখন...তখন  ʤɔkʱɔn...tt ɔkʱɔn – 'when'
B        যখন ব বছষ পরছছল তখন তসছম কই ছছসল?
 ʤɔkʱɔn briʃʈi pɔrʧʱilɔ  ttumi kɔi ʧʱile
where were you when it was raining?
S        আছম যখন ফন করসলনম তখন তসই কইস আসসল
ami  ʤɔkʱɔn ɸɔn kɔrslam .tt ɔkʱɔn .ttui koi asle
where were you when I called you?
11.5.Conclusion:
In Bangla and Sylheti the use of conjunctions is  similar but the conjunctive words are
different,  in  some  cases  some  sounds  are  changed  as  in  –  nahole(Bangla)  and
naile(Sylheti). Moreover in Bangla the number of conjunctions is higher than Sylheti
for  example  in  Bangla  there  are  three  conjunctions  like  o,ar, eboŋ in  Sylheti the
conjunctions o and eboŋ are used by educated or urban Sylheti speakers, while in rural
areas the conjunction  ar  is more common. Like this all the Bangla conjunctions are
used in Sylheti by educated Sylheti speakers because of  language contact and use.
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XII
InTERROGATIvES
12.1. Introduction
Interrogative is a term used in grammar to refer to features that form questions. There
are different types of question patterns:  Wh -  questions, yes-no questions, negative
questions - “aren’t you coming ?”, tag questions - “she is coming -isn't she ?” etc. In
Bangla and  Sylheti all  these  question  patterns  are  used.  For  the  tag  questions,  in
Bangla there is only one kind of tag question, tai na (isn't it).
In Bangla Wh - question word start with k phoneme and in Sylheti they starts
with both k and x phoneme. The list of the question words from Bangla and Sylheti are
given in  table (12.1.1)  and (12.1.2)  .  In  this  chapter  we will  discuss  in  detail  the
method  of  question  formation,  their  uses  and  will  also  focus  on  discussing  the
similarities that exist between Bangla and Sylheti.
Table 12.1.1 Bangla Wh - question words 
Bangla script transcription English words Word class
মক ke who pronoun
ছক ki what pronoun
মকন kenɔ why adverb
মকমন kemɔn how adverb
কসব kɔbe when adverb
কত kɔttɔ how much adjective
মকনথন kott ʱa where adverb
কখন kɔkʱɔn when adverb
মকনন kon which adjective
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কয় kɔj how many adjective
Table 12.1.2: Sylheti Wh - question words
Bangla script transcription English words Word class
মখ xe who pronoun
ছকতন kitta what pronoun
মকসন xene why adverb
ছকরকম kirokom how adverb
খসব xɔbe when adverb
কস ন kun which adjective
খই xoi where adverb
খত xɔttɔ how much adjective
খয় xɔj how many adjective
 
From the above two lists, we have seen that the question words in Bangla start with k
whereas in  Sylheti the phoneme k and x  are in use. In Sylheti some question words
have their colloquial version like xoi - xano. These versions are used in rural Sylheti
speaking areas but in the urban areas the speakers try to use the version which is closer
to  Bangla,  for  example  instead  of  using xano  they  (urban  speakers)  will  use  koi
because it is similar to that of  Bangla.
12.2. Use and position of the Question words
a) Bangla: মক ke
The interrogative pronoun ke is used in all positions in a sentence. ke has a number of
inflected forms which are: kar, kake, kara, kader and they are used as their respective
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cases. ke or its inflected forms are used with all cases except locative.
Interrogative affirmative
Nominative
sg    উছন মক ?                                                       উছন এই সহসরর ময়র।
uni ke ? uni ei ʃɔhɔrer mejor
who is he/she ?                                            He/she is the mayor of this city.
Genitive
sg   কনর মছসল ?                                                         তনর মছসল।
kar ʧʱele ?  ttar ʧʱele
 whose boy ?                                                    His /her boy.
Objective
sg    কনসক ড়নকছ ?                                       আমনর বনস দর
kake ɖakʧʱɔ ? amar bɔndt udt er
whom you are calling ?                             I am calling my friends.
Nominative
pl  কনরন আসসব?  বনসরন আসসব
kara aʃbe? bɔndt ura aʃbe
 who will come?                                             Friends will come.
Genitive
pl   কনসদর আসনর কথন?                             মনমনসদর আসনর কথন।
kadt er aʃar kott ʱa? mamadt er aʃar kott ʱa
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who are expected ?                                        Uncle and his family 
Objective
pl  কনসদর ড়নকছ?                                                    আমনর বনস দর।
 kadt er ɖakʧʱɔ ? amar bundt udt er
          whom are you calling?                                    I am calling my friends.
ke and its forms are mainly used with animate objects, but the question word used for
singular  objective case kake is also used with inanimate objects. 
eg:   নছদ কনসক বসল?
nɔdt i kake bɔle
   What is meant by a river?
kake used with inanimates is always followed by the verb bole (say).
b) Sylheti:  মক ke / xe
 মক xe in Sylheti has a number of inflected forms :  কনর xar,  কনসর xare, used for singular
number and  কনরন xara  ,  কনরনর xarar,  কনরনসর xarare for plural number. ke/xe and its forms
are used for formal and informal situations.  Sylheti has a different set  of question
words whose functions are similar to that of ke / xe  and its forms but are used for
informal situations or with someone who does not hold any respectable position in the
society. Question words used for informal situations start with  ki  like  kigu, kigure,
kigur,  for singular and  kigun,  kiguntor and kiguntore  for plural.  All these question
words are potentially used in all positions and they are used with all cases except the
locative (Mayenin, 2011).
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Interrogative affirmative
Nominative
sg    তনইন মক ?                       তনইন রনহল
ttain ke ?  ttain Rahul
   who is he ?                             He is Rahul
Genitive
sg     কনর লনছগ রন ন খরস ?                   মনর লনছগ
kar lagi randt a xɔrʃɔ ?   maar lagi
whom do you cook for ?               For my mother
Objective
sg খন    মর ড়নকনত আসনয় ?                      আমনর বনস র
kare ɖaxatt  aslay amar bɔndt ure
  whom were you calling?              My friend.
Interrogative affirmative
Nominative
pl খন       রন আইরন খনলসক              মনমনতনরন
xara aira xalke ? mamattara
 Who are coming tomorrow ?     Uncle and his family.
Genitive
pl    জছমটনইন খনর ?                 আমরনর
ʤɔmiʈain xar? amrar
whose lands are this ?                    Ours
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Objective
pl   কনসর গনছল ছদরনয়?              আমনর ভনইসর
kare gali dt iray amar baire
Whom are you scolding ?            I am scolding my brother
 
 ছকগ  kigu and its variants are used only in informal situations or it can be said that they
are used for someone with whom one is very intimate or for someone who receives
less respect in the society. These variants are used mostly in rural areas.
Nominative
sg   ছকগ ইগ ?
kigu igu ?
Who is he/she ?
Genitive
sg   ছকগর জনওনর কথন?
kigur ʤawar xɔtt ʱa
who is supposed to go ?
Objective
sg     তনরন ছকগসর ড়নকরন ?
ttara kigure ɖaxra ?
Whom are they calling ?
Nominative
pl    ছকগন আইবন কনলসক ?
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kigun aiba kalke ?
who are coming tomorrow ?
Genitive
pl    ছকগনর ছজছনস ইটনইন ?
kigunttɔr ʤiniʃ iʈain?
Whose things are these ?
Objective
pl ছকগনসর  তসকনইরনয় ?
kigunttɔre ttukairay ?
Whom are you looking for ?
In  the  Barak  valley,  the  Sylheti  speakers  use  another  word korgu for  informal
situations but it is used only with nominative and genitive cases.
Example:   করগ ? (nominative)
kɔrgu ?
                Who ?
           করগর বনছড়ড় ? (Genitive)
kɔrgur baɽi ?
        whose house ?
b) In Bengali  ছক ki – what ?
1. ki is used in all positions to form interrogative sentences.
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     ছক করছছস ?
ki kɔrʧʱis ?
what are you doing?
 
ki is combined with nouns in a sentence; sometimes ki forms a sort of compound with
a noun as in:  ছকভনসব kibʱabe,   ছকরকম kirɔkɔm -How?
Examples of ki with other nouns:
        তসছম ছকভনসব বনছড়ড় যনসব ?
    ttumi kibʱabe baɽi ʤabe ?
      How will you go home ?
Besides nouns, ki is also added with some of the Bangla perfective participle to form
interrogatives.
      ছক কসর ?       ছক কসর যনসব
 ki kɔre ? ki kɔre ʤabe ?
How How will you go ?                    
   
        ছক ছদসয় ?                       ছক ছদসয় রননন করসব ?
ki dt ije ? ki  dt ije ranna kɔrbe ?
With what With what will you cook ?
        ছক ছনসয় ? about what                    ছক ছনসয় ভনবছ ? 
ki nije?    ki nije bʱabʧɔ?
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about what ?    what are you thinking about ?
 The participle of  kɔra is thus used as a converb to form an adverbial subordinating
clause of manner. 
2. In the beginning we have mentioned that ki is used in all positions in a sentence but
in order to transform a declarative and imperative sentence into an interrogative one,
ki is inserted usually after the subject or at the end of the sentence. Here ki is used as
interrogative particle.
Examples : 
a) declarative:   তসছম বনজনসর যনসব  ।
ttumi baʤare ʤabe
You will go to the market
       
b) interrogative:     তসছম বনজনসর যনসব ছক ? 
                ttumi baʤare ʤabe ki ?
   Will you go to the market ?
c) imperative:    তসছম ছবসয়সত যনসব।
 ttumi bijett e ʤabe 
you will go to the wedding.
   interrogative:     তসছম ছবসয়সত যনসব ছক ? 
 ttumi bijett e  ʤabe ki ?
Will you go to the wedding ?
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3. ki is used to form questions using affirmative and negative forms.
Example:     যনসব ছক যনসব নন ? 
    ʤabe ki ʤabe na ?
  Will you go or not?
d) In Sylheti   ছকতন kitd a  - What?
1. Like in Bangla, the interrogative pronouns ki, kita are also used in all positions
Example:     তসছম ছকতন ফড়ড় ?               
  ttumi kitta ɸɔɽɔ ?
 What do you study ?
  ছকতন  কররনয় ?  
kitta kɔrraj ?    
What are you doing ?
     তসছম জনইরনয় ছন ছকতন ?  
 ttumi ʤairaj ni  kitta ?
Are you going ?
 kita when used at the end of sentences, acts as an interrogative particle but is always
preceded by the particle ni. However, the use of kitta in the end is not ungrammatical
but is less common in use.
 
2.  kita  as  interrogative  particle  is  used  to  form yes-no  questions,  for  which  it  is
inserted after the subject.
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    Example:   তসছম বনজনর জনইয়নয়  ।
 ttumi baʤarɔ ʤairaj
you are going to the market. 
         তসছম ছকতন বনজনর জনইরনয় ?   
 ttumi kitta baʤarɔ ʤairaj ?
Are you going to the market ?
In Sylheti  the genitive form of  kita  is  kitar  adding the phoneme  r at  the end. The
question word kitar is not used individually, it is always accompanied by prepositions.
Example :  
    তসছম ছকতনর লনছগ জনইরনয় ?
 ttumi kittar lagi ʤairaj?
For what reason are you going there ?
             ছকতনর লনছগ ?                         
kittar lagi
For what?
It is not wrong to form the above two questions with kita, even it will not change any
meaning but the Sylheti speakers prefer to use kitar instead of kita when the question
word is accompanied by the preposition lagi.
e)  In Bengali   মকন kenɔ – why?
kenɔ is used to obtain an explanation or a reason. kenɔ can be positioned :
In the beginning.
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  মকন এসসসছন ?
kenɔ eseʧɔ
Why have you come ?
After the subject.
     তসছম মকন তনসদর বনসনয় যনও ?
 ttumi kenɔ  ttadt er naʃaj ʤao?
Why do you go to their home ?
After an adverb
   এখনসন মকন এসসসছন ?
ekhane kenɔ eseʧɔ ?
Why have you ccome here ?
Before verb.
   তসছম মকন ছলখসছন ?
ttumi keno likhʧʱɔ ?
Why are you writing ?
 
 At the end.
    তসছম আসসব নন মকন ?
 ttumi asbe na kenɔ ?
Why won't you come ?
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f) In Sylheti   মখসন xene -why ?
The use of xene in Sylheti is similar to that of Bangla kenɔ.
In the beginning
    মকসন ই ওরসধটন খনও ?
xene i osudt ʱʈa xao ?
Why are you taking this medicine ?
After the subject
    রনসম মকসন রনবনসর মনরসস ?
Rame xene rabonre marsil ?
Why did Ram kill Ravana ?
After adverb
   ইকনন মকসন আইস ?
ikanɔ xene aiso?
Why have you come here ?
At the end
   আসগ কইলনয় নন মকসন?
age koilay na xene?
Why didn't you tell me earlier ?
e)  Bengali   মকমন kemɔn– how ?
Like English 'how' in Bangla also kemɔn is used both as an adjective and as an adverb.
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Though the question word  kemɔn means 'how' but in some situations it also means
'what kind' or 'what sort of' ?
 মকমন as a modifier
   ছতছন মকমন মননসর ? 
tt ini kemɔn manuʃ?
What kind of person is he ?
  মকমন kemɔn
 মকমন     তনড়ড়নতনছড়ড় বনছড়ড় মযসত পনরসব ?
kemɔn   ttaɽattaɽi baɽi ʤette parbe ?
How quickly can you go home ?
of   মকমন কসর  kemɔn kɔre
 মকমন    কসর গনন গনও ?
kemɔn kɔre gan gao ?
How do you sing a song ?
f)  Sylheti   ছকরকম kirɔkɔm /  ছকলন kila /   মকসম kemne/   মকমসত kemtd e- how ?
Unlike Bangla, in Sylheti 'how' has four question words but the functions of all four
are not the same. The question words kirokom and kila are more widely used and are
used with both adjectives and adverbs. The other two questions are used with adverbs
and also form questions by getting added to a verb and with the perfective participle
kora.
 ছকরকম kirɔkɔm as modifier.
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   তনইন ছকরকম মননসর ?
 ttain kirokom manuʃ ?
What kind of person is he ?
 ছকলন kila as modifier
   তসছম ছকলন আস ?
 ttumi kila aso ?
How are you ?
Like Bangla, in Sylheti the perfective participle kɔra is added.
   ছকলন কছর করস ?
kila kɔri kɔrɔs ?
How do you do it ?
   ছকরকম কছর করস ?
kirɔkɔm kɔri kɔrɔs ?
How do you do it ?
In Sylheti however, the use of kɔra is present but the use of it is not so common and
frequent as in Bangla. The formation of interrogative sentences without kɔra in Sylheti
is more common. 
For example, In Sylheti a speaker can say  
      তসছম ছকলন কছর ই ফসতসলটন বনননইস ?
ttumi kila kori i ɸuttulta banaiso ?
How have you made this doll ?
                  - or
     তসছম ছকলন ই ফসতসল বনননইস ?
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ttumi kila i ɸutul banaiso ?
How have you made this doll?
Both sentences are correct but the second one is more common.
Use of     মকমসত kemtd e– how ?
kemtte  act as an interrogative adverb.
Examples : 
   মকমসত করস ইতন ?
kemtte korso ita?
How do you do it ?
    মকমসত তসছম মশর আইলনয় ?
kemtte ttumi ʃeʃɔ ailay ?
How have you arrived at the conclusion ?
g) মকনথন   kɔtd ʱa -where
The interrogative pronoun   মকনথন kɔtt ʱa appears in combination as in :  kɔtt ʱa pɔrjɔntto
'upto where' kɔtha theke  'from where'.  The interrogative kɔtt ʱa  has a locative ending
kɔtt ʱay and the use of this  locative ending is very common. It has some colloquial
variation like  koi.   All interrogative words appear after or before the verb and also
immediately after  the subject.  They also occur  at  the end of existential  sentences.
(Choudhury, 2015).
Examples :
   তসছম মকনথনয় থনসকন ? tt umi kɔthay thakɔ ? 'where do you live?'
   তসছম থনক মকনথনয় ? ttumi thakɔ kɔthay? 'where do you live?'
   মকনথনয় যনসব তসছম ? kɔthay jabe tt umi? 'where will you go?'
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 kɔtt ʱay is used at the beginning, after the subject, and at the end. The other version koi
is also used instead of  kɔtt ʱay. The other variation  kɔtha  is used as an indefinite by
adding the vowel /o/ at the end.
kɔtt ʱa is even used with post positions.
 তসছম মকনথন   পযরন যনসব ?
ttumi kɔtt ʱa pɔrʤɔttɔ ʤabe ?
How far will you go?
  মটরন টন মকনথন   মথসক আসসছ ?
ʈren ʈa kɔtt ʱa tt ʱeke asʧe ?
From where the train is coming from ?
 
h) In Sylheti  খনন  xanɔ – where ?
xano and xoi are used for asking location in Sylheti.  xano is used in all positions.
In the beginning
   তসছম খই থনক ?
ttumi xoi tt ʱakɔ ?
Where do you live ?
Medial
   খনন থনছক আইরনয় ?
xan tt ʱaki airaj
From where are you coming ?
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At the end
   তসমনর বনছড়ড় খনন ?
ttumar baɽi xanɔ ?
Where is your home ?
  চনছবটন খই ?
ʧabiʈa xoi ?
Where is the key ?
  মকনন kon- which
The interrogative adjective kon is used in a similar manner in Bangla and Sylheti, the
only difference lies in the pronunciation, in Bangla  it is pronounced as  kon  and in
Sylheti it is pronounced as  kun. In both languages it is used for specifications, like
which time, which place ?  kun cannot be used alone, it must always be accompanied
by some noun or classifier. For both Bangla and Sylheti kon/kun is used in the initial
and in the medial positions. 
Bangla:       গনছড়ড়টন মকনন মদনকনন মথসক ছকসনসছন ?
gɔɽiʈa kon dt ukan tt ʱeke kineʧɔ 
            From which shop have you bought  this car ?
               মতনমনর মকননটন ভনসলন লনগসলন ?
tt ɔmar konʈa balɔ laglɔ ?
            Which one have you liked ?
Sylheti:  কস ন টনইন   তসমনর আম ?
kunʈain ttumar am ?
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         Which mangoes are yours ?
For time:      কস ন সময় বনড়ড়টত জনইবনয় ?         (Sylheti)
kun sɔmɔj baɽitt  ʤaibaj ?
           When are you going home ?
For place:     কস নবনয় জনইতনম ?    (Sylheti)
kunbaj ʤaittam?
                 Which way should I go ?
 
j)   কসব kɔbe or   কখন kɔkʱɔn -when ?
In Bangla kɔbe  and  kɔkʱɔn  are used for  time,  but the use of these two is different
because kobe is used to indicate a time frame of more than a day like a week,a month
or a year.
Example:    তসছম কসব যনসব ? 
 ttumi kɔbe ʤabe ?
When will you go ?
               এই বইটন কসব মশর হসব ?
ei bɔiʈa kɔbe ʃeʃ hɔbe ? 
              when will this book be finished (reading) ?
কখন kokʱon is used for time within a day as in hours on a clock. 
   তসছম কখন আসসব ?
ttumi kɔkʱɔn aʃbe ?
When are you coming ?
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     রননন কখন মশর হসব ?
ranna kɔkʱɔn ʃeʃ hɔbe ?
When will you finish your cooking ?
 কসব  kɔbe- when ?
The use of  kɔbe  is also present in Sylheti and the use is exactly the same as that in
Bangla.
Example:  B    তসছম কসব ইটনছল যনসব
 ttumi kɔbe Italy ʤabe?
               When are you going to Italy ?
                S     তনইন কসব মনরন মগসইন ?
 ttain xɔbe mara gesoin ?
                  When did she/he die ?
Sylheti does not have the use of kokʱon for denoting time for a short period. Instead
kun (which) is used by adding the time and day, as in  কস ন সময় kun ʃɔmoj (what time),
  কস ন ছদন kun dt in (what day). 
Example :     তসছম কস ন সময় আইবনয় ?
ttumi kunʃɔmoj aibaj ?  
At what time are you coming ?
In Bangla the use of other question words is also involved in asking questions related
to time, these features are also common in Sylheti. Besides the use of kobe and kokon,
ki is also used in asking the question about weekdays in both the languages.
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   আজ ছক বনর ?
aʤ ki bar ? 
Which day is it ?
Though in Sylheti ki is not used either as an interrogative pronoun or as a particle but
still we can see that in Sylheti one can ask question about weekdays by using ki. 
 
k)  কত  kɔtd ɔ - how much,  কয় kɔj  - how many ?
Both kɔttɔ and koj are used for asking the amount of something. kɔj is used for count
nouns and is added with singular classifiers for forming measure words in Bangla and
Sylheti. In Sylheti it is pronounced as  xɔttɔ and  xɔy, koj is often shortened as  kɔ in
Bangla. In Bangla and Sylheti  koj  is added to  ek  (one) forming  kojek  which means
'some' (kojek is not used in forming questions, it is  used in declarative sentences).
Examples are from both Bangla and Sylheti
Bangla    কয় ঘনন পসড়ড়ন ? 
koj gʱɔnʈa pɔɽɔ ?
How many hour do you study ?
   কয় ছদন বনছক ? 
koj dt in baki ?
How many days left ?
Sylheti    খয় মকছজ চনউল ? 
xɔj keʤi saul ?
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How many kilos of rice ?
with classifier : 
(Bangla and Sylheti)
  কয়টন বনসজ ? 
kojʈa baʤe ? 
What is the time? 
                       
(Sylheti)
  কয়গ মছসল ?   
kojgu sele ? 
How many boys ? 
 কত kɔtd ɔ – how much ?
 কত kɔttɔ is used for uncountable noun. But sometime kɔttɔ is also used for measure and
count words. In this case the singular classifier ʈa in Bangla and ta, gu in Sylheti are
added to kɔttɔ. The Bangla plural classifier gulo is also added to kɔttɔ. kɔttɔ also acts as
an adverb.
Example :
B  কত সময়? 
kɔttɔ somoj? 
How much time?
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                          কতটন মশর হল ? 
kɔttɔʈa ʃeʃ hɔlɔ? 
How much did you finished ?
                          কতগসলন বনছক ? 
  kɔtt ɔ gulo bakki ? 
 How much left ?
                  Sylheti  
   কতগ ওরসধ রইসস ? 
kɔttɔgu oʃudt  roise ? 
How much medicine is left?
                         কতটন রনসন বনছক ?  
kɔtt ɔʈa  rastta bakki ?  
How much road is left ?
In Sylheti kɔtt ɔ is not used with any of the Sylheti plural classifiers.
kɔttɔ as an adverb 
    কত মবছশ তসমনর লনসগ ? 
kɔttɔ beʃi tt umar lage ? 
How much more do you want ?
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12.3. Pluralisation
In  Bangla  and  Sylheti  reduplication  of  the  question  word  is  very  common.  The
reduplication of the question words implies plural meaning, though question words
like ke have a plural form kara. All question words have this sort of plural form.
a) Bangla:
        ke ke ke? (all the case form of ke can be  reduplicated)
        ki ki ki?
        Kɔi kɔi kɔi?
       Kɔthay kɔthay  kɔthay?  (only  the  locative  ending kothay and
koi are reduplicated)
       kɔbe kɔbe kɔbe?
       Kɔn kɔn kɔn?
       Kɔtɔ kɔtɔ kɔtɔ ?
b) Sylheti:
       xe xe xe ?
       Kita kita kita ?
      Kirokom kirokom  kirokom  ?  (all  the  colloquial  variants  can  be
reduplicated)
     xanɔ kanɔ kanɔ?(not very common in use)
     kun kun kun?
     Xɔtt ɔ xɔtt  ɔ xɔtt ɔ ?
Only the question words which are used individually can be reduplicated.
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12.4. Tag questions
In Bangla there is only one kind of tag question with tai na (isn't it). Like English in
Bangla  tag questions  are  not formed with auxilary verbs or pronouns and for this
reason  the  tag  questions  in  Bangla  remain  always  the  same  in  all  aspects  and
tenses.They do not change their form.
Example: 
   ও বইটন পসড়ড়সছ,   তনই নন ?
            o boita poɽeʧe, tt ai na ?
            He's read the book, hasn't he ?
 
The tag question tai na though accompanied by the negative marker na, is used with
both  affirmative  and  negative  sentences.  In  Sylheti  ʈhik  na is  used  to  form  tag
questions but it is not frequently used.
12.5. Use of na, ki, ni and ta
Yes-no interrogative sentences are mostly formed by using interrogative words but in
some occasions interrogative sentences are formed by using verbs like - is, can, may,
might  etc.  In  Bangla the  negative  marker  na  is  used  for  forming  interrogative
sentences by changing the intonation. Examples :
a)    তসছম যনসব নন ?
 ttumi ʤabe na ?
Will you not go ?
b)     রমন কসলসজ যনসব নন ?
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roma kɔleʤe ʤabe na ?
  Will Roma not go to the college ?
c)   তসছম যনসব নন
 ttumi ʤabe na
    You will not go
d)    রমন কসলসজ যনসব নন
roma kɔleʤe ʤabe na.
   Roma will not go to the college.
(a)  and (b)  are  formed as  interrogative sentences  because  of  the intonation,  (c)  is
imperative negative and (d) is a negative sentence. In Bangla it is possible to form
imperative and declarative question sentences and this can be formed without adding
the  negative  particle  na  like  tumi  jabe  na.  The  negative  marker  na is  added to  a
question to clear the doubt or ambiguity in a sentence. (Milne,1993).
 
Interrogative particle ki
After the negative particle  na, let us see the uses and functions of the interrogative
particle  ki. In the previous section, the uses of the interrogative pronoun ki has been
discussed which meants 'what'; the interrogative particle is not like the interrogative
pronoun nor does it carry the sense of 'what'.  The interrogative particle appears in
indirect or direct sentences or with yes-no questions and it is not used with any other
interrogative pronouns. Here we have taken the interrogative pronoun ki to show the
differences  between  the  two.  Like  the  interrogative  pronoun  ki, the  interrogative
particle ki  cannot be used in all positions.
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Examples : 
(e)    তসছম ছক খনসব ?
 ttumi ki kʱabe ?
What will you eat ?
 
                (f)       তসছম ছক খনসব ?  
ttumi ki kʱabe ?
Will you eat ?
Here in (e) and (f),  ki is used in the medial position and the sentence and the word
order is also similar between them, but the two sentences gives two different meaning.
This  is  because  of  the  use  of  the  tonic  syllable  carrying  the  emphatic  stress
(Bhatterjee, 1988). It is because of the tonic syllable that the native speakers are able
to distinguish between particle and pronoun.
Examples : 
g)   তসছম খনসব ?
ttumi kʱabe?
Will you eat ?
                   (h)    তসছম ছক খনসব ?   (particle)
  ttumi ki kʱabe ?
 Will you eat ?
     (i)    তসছম ছক খনসব ? (INT pronoun)
 ttumi ki kʱabe ?
What will you eat ?
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In the sentences (h) and (I),   ki is used in same  position (medial). The difference
between the meanings  is  understood by the  intonation which  does  not  change the
structure of the sentences but affects the meaning. The particle  ki is not permissible
with any other interrogative pronouns.
Combination of na + ki - /naki.
In Bangla it is very common to find the combination of negative and interrogative
particle  and  both  occur  in  yes-no  questions  which  is  the  characteristic  of  the
interrogative particle ki.  In the following examples the use of naki is shown:
(j)     তসছম ননছক চনকছর কর ?
tumi naki chakri koro?
Is it true that you do a job ?
(k)     তসছম ননছক গনন গনও ?
ttumi  naki gan gao ? 
Is it true that you sing a song?
(l)     ও ননছক সস ল পসড়ড় ?
o naki skule pore ?
 Is it true that he/she studies in the school ? 
Let us consider the sentences (m), (n) and (o) that are constructed without /naki/.
(m)    তসছম চনকছর কর ?
ttumi chaki koro ? 
Do you have a job ?  rising intonation.
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(n)    তসছম গনন গনও ?
ttumi gan gao ? 
Do you sing ?
(o)    ও সস ল পসড়ড় ?
       o  skule pɔɽe ?
 He/She study in the school ?
All  the three sentences  (j),  (k) and (l)  have one common semantic  property – the
expression of uncertainty or doubt. However, the uncertainty or doubt is not present in
(m), (n) and (o) because they are without naki
 
The negative Particle na  in Sylheti :
Like Bangla, the negative particle na is also used in Sylheti in forming interrogative
sentences. But  na in Sylheti is not used with all the forms of verbs. In Sylheti the
negative particle na is not used with the future tense only with the 2nd person informal
future tense the negative particle is added. 
Example:  
S   তসই খনইসব নন?
 ttui xaibe na?
Won't you eat
Uses of the particles ni and  td ɔ
The particles ni and tt ɔ are used in both Bangla and Sylheti, they do not belong to any
word classes. The particle ni is used at the end of the sentence and is solely used for
the formation of interrogative sentences.
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S (d)    তসছম আইবনয় ছন ?    
 ttumi aibaj ni ?
Will you come ?
S (e)   তসছম আইবনয় ? 
 ttumi  aibaj ?
Will you come ?
 The particle  tt ɔ is used in the medial position and in the final position. It is used in
interrogative sentences expecting an affirmative answer.
S (f)    তসছম আইবনয় ত ?  
 ttumi aibaj  tt ɔ ?
 You are coming, right ?
S (g)    তসছম ত আইবনয়
 ttumi tt ɔ aibaj
you are surely coming
The translations of (d), (e) and (f) are similar but in the case of (e) the interrogative is
marked by the rising intonation. In case of (d) and (f) the interrogative is marked by ni
and tt ɔ and also by the rising intonation, both of them have the same characteristics of
yes-no questions. The sentence (g) is a declarative sentence with the particle tt ɔ in the
medial position.
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Use of kitta
Like Bangla  ki, in Sylheti also  kita  is used as an interrogative particle, and is used
either after the subject or after the particle ni.
   তসছম ছকতন খনইবনয় ? 
 ttumi kitt a xaibay ?
Will you eat?
   তসছম ছকতন খনইবনয় ? 
 ttumi kitt a xaibay ? 
What will you eat?
The  difference  between  the  two sentences  can  be  noted  by  the  rising  and falling
intonation and the use of stress. For the second sentence, the stress is on kitta and for
the first the stress is given on -bay. But if kitta is used with ni as in tumi kitta khaibay ni
? kitta is bound to act as an interrogative particle and the listener does not have to
follow the intonation. Unlike Bangla ki, in Sylheti kitt a  does not form a combination
with another particle.
12.6. Interrogatives in the Barak Valley region
The people who are staying in urban areas of the Barak valley region speak Sylheti but
do  not  use  all  the  Sylheti  interrogative  pronouns  neither  they  use  all  the  Bangla
interrogative  pronouns,  so  we  can  assume  that  the  speakers  have  chosen  some
interrogatives  which  are  relatively  similar  in  both  languages.  The  interrogative
pronouns used by the Sylheti speakers of urban areas in the Barak Valley are listed
below:
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List of interrogative pronouns used in the Barak region :
ke who?
ki what? (Bengali)
kita what? (Sylheti)
kene why? (Sylheti)
kirokom how? (Sylheti, only this version is used)
kɔi where? (Sylheti, Bengali, only this version is in use)
kɔbe when? (Sylheti and Bengali)
kɔttɔ how much? (Sylheti)
From the list  it  is  seen that  the Sylheti  Speakers  from urban Barak,  use very few
interrogative pronouns because they do not use the colloquial variations like  kila, or
kemtt e - 'where'. Another important point to note is the use of niki; in section (12.5) we
have seen the use of naki which is a combination of negative particle and interrogative
particle. The Sylheti speakers of the Barak valley instead of naki use niki, even though
in Sylheti there is no use for the interrogative particle ki. The function of niki is not as
wide as that of naki in Bangla. In Sylheti niki is used to form  and is always used with
the Standard Bangla vocabulary.
Examples :
   তসছম ভনত খনসব  ছনছক ? 
ttumi bʱatt  kʱabe niki ?
Will you eat rice ?
    তসছম ভনত খনসব ননছক ? 
ttumi bʱatt  kʱabe naki ?
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Will you eat rice ?
    তসছম ভনত খনইবনয় ছন ? 
ttumi bʱatt  kʱaibaj ni ?
Will you eat rice ?
All the above have the same meaning but also used by different speakers. The function
of niki, ni and naki is similar 
12.7. Conclusion
From the above sections we can conclude that  interrogatives in Bangla and Sylheti
shares  lots  of  features  but  still  display  some  dissimilarities  that  make  the  two
languages distinct. The similarities between two the languages are :
a) Both have yes-no questions, and use of intonation to form questions.
b) The use of particles is common in both languages.
Dis-similarities are 
a) Bangla has a single set of interrogative pronouns  for all situations, while in Sylheti
there are two sets of interrogative pronouns: one for formal situations.
The other for informal ones.
b)  Bangla  has  the  use  of  the  interrogative  particle  ki,  which  is  combined  to  the
negative particle  na, while in Sylheti the interrogative particle  kita is not combined
with any other particle.
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XIII
uSE OF EmPHASISERS,
InTERjEcTIOnS
 
13.1. Introduction
Emphasisers and interjections are important parts of a language, these are the parts of
speech through which speakers express their feelings, emotions, in one word, with a
sound or with a single phoneme (Dash, 2015). Scholars like Thomspson in “Bengali –
A Comprehensive Grammar”, have discussed in detail the use and function of Bangla
emphasisers and interjections. In this chapter we have tried to explain the function  of
emphasisers and interjections used in Sylheti and through this study we will also focus
on the Bangla part to show the differences if there are any.
13.2. Emphasisers 
Emphasisers in Bangla and Sylheti are added after the noun. (Thompson,2010)
Emphasisers in Bangla : ই i, ও‍o, চতফ tt o
Emphasisers in Sylheti: উ u, ই i, ও o, চতফ‍tto.
13.2.1 ই / উ ( ই‍i used in Bangla and উ‍u used in Sylheti)
ই / উ  is used in an utterance to specify  nouns, adjectives or any other part of speech
(Thompson,2010). This specifier is used at the end of words, after case endings. ই/উ  is
used for highlighting a particular item. Examples of the emphasizers i and u are shown
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below.
 
Bangla: - আলমই বললফম খফবফর আনরত।
   ami-i bollam khabar antte.
                 I-EMP say PST  food bring. 
I have asked to bring food.
Sylheti -   আলমউ  তফর লবপনর লনন আসলফম। 
amiu  ttar bifodor dinɔ aslam.
                   I -EMP his-GEN bad-GEN day  stay-PST. 
I was there during his bad days
In Bangla emphasizers are used with inanimate and animate pronouns. Examples :
চস - চসই
se   -  sei 
এ - এই
e  -  ei
ও  - ওই.
o – oi
The emphasizer i from Bangla and u from Sylheti are regularly used with deictics.
The emphasiser i is used with singular deictics.
  চসটফ - চসটফই
 seʈa – seʈai
that -  that is
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এটফ - এটফই
eʈa – eʈai
this  - this is
 
ওটফ - ওটফই
oʈa – oʈai
this – this is
The emphasizer i with plural deictics.
চসগুরলফ - চসগুরলফই 
segulo – seguloi
those – those one only.
 এগুল – এগুরলফই   
egulo – eguloi
these – these one.
ওগুরলফ - ওগুরলফই   15
ogulo – oguloi
those – those one only.
Emphasisers used with Sylheti singular deictics
ইটফ - ইটফউ  হটফ - হটফউ   
 iʈa – iʈau hɔʈa – hɔʈau
this – this is only. that – that one.
15I have tried to give a rough idea through translation
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 হটফ - হটফউ  ওটফ - ওটফউ 
hɔʈa – hɔʈau oʈa – oʈau
that – that one. that – this is only.
ওকটফ -  ওকটফউ  ইগু - ইগুউ 
okʈa -  okʈau igu – iguu
this  - this one this  - this one
 হগু - হগুউ   ওগু - অগুউ    
igu – iguu ogu  - oguu
this – this is only this – this one.
The use of the emphasizer i in some cases has been lexicalized in both Bangla and
Sylheti :
Bangla -  একন  – একনই তকন – তকনই  
ekon – ekoni   tt ɔkɔn -  tt ɔkɔni
now – right now then -  right then
এক – একই    তফ - তফই
ek – eki  tt a -  ttai
one – same that – therefore
Sylheti -   এখন‍‍- এখনধ এখ - এখধ  
exɔn – exɔnu ex – exu
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now – right now        one – same
পরফয় – পরফয়ধ এল্কধ  - একলধউ
pray - prayu elku – elkuu.
almost – often now – right now. 
Emphasizers used with verbs in some syntactic structures imply the meaning of  as
soon as in both Bengali and Sylheti.
Imperfective participle:
Bangla -   ও চযরতনফ চযরতই আলম চরল আসলফম.
  o ʤett e na  ʤettei ami ʧole aʃlam
 he go-IP not go – IP -i  I came back.
As soon as he/she left I came back.
 Sylheti -    চহ  খফজটফ চসস কররত নফ কররতউ আইরগচস।
he xaʤʈa ses xɔrtte na xɔrtte u aigese
he work-CL finish do- IP not do -IP  come
He came back as soon as he finished the work.
Perfective participle:
Bengali - লসতফ চচয়ফরর বরসই রফরমর কথফ লজরজস করল।
sita ʧajare bɔʃei Ramer kɔtt ʱa ʤig:es kɔrlɔ
Site chair-LOC sit-PP -EMP Ram-GEN about ask do.
Just after sitting on the chair Sita aske about Ram.
Sylheti –  চহ তফইরর চনখফতউ আইরস
 he ttaire dt ekattu aise
he she-OBJ see-PP-EMP come.
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He came just to see her.
 
The Sylheti emphasiser ই  i:
The Sylheti  emphasiser i is  used when the  word ends with  the vowel u like  ami
jaimui. Sometimes the speaker uses  i instead of  u as both are correct but it is not
permissible to use both i and u together.
13.2.2.ও o emphasiser is used both in Bangla and Sylheti:
ও o is an emphasiser like ই‍i but the function of ও‍o is much more extended and wider
than i (Bangla) and u (Sylheti). According to Thompson, in Bangla, the emphasiser i is
a  dissociative  emphasiser  which  is  used  for  separation  and  o is  an  associative
emphasiser, this feature is similar in Sylheti. But unlike the emphasiser i in Bangla and
u in Sylheti, o has numerous other functions besides being an emphasiser (Muhamad,
2003). 
a) addition of  ও o changes the question words from Bengali into indefinite pronoun
and adverb. Example: 
কফর     - কফরও        চকফথফ -  চকফথফও  
kar     - karo kɔtt ʱ kɔtt ʱo
'whose' 'someone's' 'where' 'somewhere'
চকফন      -  চকফনও 
kon kono
which  if any
In Sylheti the emphasiser o is added only with kun – kuno.
কধ ন      কধ নও
kun kuno
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which if any
b) The emphasiser ও o in many cases give a meaning similar to English 'even'.
 Example:
B and S       একন – একনও 
ekon ekono  
now                even now
 তবধ - তবধও 
tt ɔbu  tt ɔbuo
if even if
যলন - যলনও
ʤɔdt i  ʤɔdt io
if even if
c) ও o is added after the case ending in both Bangla and Sylheti.
Example: 
      B তফরক তফরকও           গরফরম       গরফরমও
tt ake ttakeo grame grameo
to him even to him               in village         even in village
নফনফর নফনফরও
dt adt ar dt adt aro
brother's even brother's
S তফইরর       তফইরর              মফর মফরও
tt aire ttaireo mar                 maro
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to her even to her mother's even mother's
d) ও o  gives a conjunctive meaning : and, also.
Example:
  B  :  চসও যফরব আলমও যফব
ʃeo ʤabe amio ʤabo
He and I both will go.
    B :     আলমও এখন যফব 
amio ekhon ʤabɔ
I will also go now.
   S : আলমও এল্কধ  আইলস-
amio elku aisi
I have also come just now
S: তফইও আমফর লরগ আইব
ttaio amar lɔge aibɔ
she will also come with me.
e) o is also used in the middle of a word for emphasis.
B: ঘরটলন - ঘরটওলন
   gʰoʈeni -  gʰoʈeoni
 Did not happen
 S  ঘটরসনফ - ঘটরসওনফ
    gʰoʈsena -  gʰoʈseona
 Dis not happene
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13.2.3. চতফ ‍td o emphasiser used in Bangla and Sylheti: 
Like other emphasisers, the emphasiser চতফ  tt o is also common in Bangla and Sylheti.
Like o, tt o also has a number of functions, it can act as an interrogative, or be used in
the second half of the sentence to introduce the conditional participle. In the following
section the uses of tt o in different functions are described.
a) tto can be added to ask for confirmation in the middle or final position of a sentence.
tt o  when used in the medial position can form an interrogative sentence.
 example:   Bangla:  তধলম চতফ আসরব ?
   tt umi  tto asbe
  you EMP come-SP
will you come?
Sylheti: তধলম চতফ আইবফয় ?
tt umi  tto aibay
you EMP come-SP
will you come?
b) tt o when  used  at  the  end  always  forms  an  interrogative  sentence  asking  for
confirmation.
Example:  Bangla –   ও সকধ রল যফরচ্ছি তধলম যফরব ত?  
o skule ʤaʧ:e tt umi ʤabe tto
he/she school-LOC go-SP you go SP  EMP-INT
He is going to the school, are you going?
c) tto can be used like the English words : 'well', 'so', 'so what'. In Sylheti sometimes
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instead of  tt o, tt e is used to mean 'so', 'so what' and 'well'.
Bangla -  আমফর ওরক ভফল্লফরগনফ, চতফ ?
amar oke bhalo lage na, tto ?
I-GEN he good like not,EMP
So what, if I do not like him/her.
 d) tt o is also used as an emphatic but.
Bangla:  আলম চতফ আলছ    
ami tto aʧʱi
I EMP habe-SP
But I am here.
Sylheti: আলম ত মফনধষ                                                          
ami tt ɔ manuʃ
ami EMP human being
But I am a human being.
13.3. Interjections
Interjection is  a part  of speech used to express emotion or disgust of the speaker.
Interjection can stand alone and can be used before or after the sentence. Here in this
section we have tried to present some uses of interjection.
a) এইস aiʃ  - expressing: making fun (Bangla)
   এইস লক আনফন
ais ki anondt ɔ
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INTERJ what-INT happy
Oh, what a happiness!
b) এইয়ফ aiya expressing: joy, surprise                                                   (Sylheti)
  এইয়ফ তফরফ কফলরক আইবফ
aiya tt ara kalke aiba
INTERJ they tomorrow come-SP
Hooray, they are coming tomorrow.
c) আআঃ aa expressing: relief. (Sylheti & Bangla)
 আআঃ লক শফলন্ত
aa ki ʃantti
INTERJ what-INT relief
What a relief.
d) আহফ aha expressing: well, oh (Sylheti & Bangla)
  আহফ লক আনফন
aha ki anondt ɔ
INTERJ what-INT happy
Oh, what a joy!
e) বফআঃ bah expressing : joy (Sylheti & Bangla)
   বফআঃ লক সধন র
ba, ki sundt ɔr
INTERJ what beautiful
Wow, how beautiful
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f) বফপরর bapre expressing: shock                                                                    (Sylheti)
   বফপরর লক কষ্টি
 bapre ki kɔsʈɔ
INTERJ what pain
What a pain!
f) চবতফলফ bettala be expressing: amazement                                                      (Sylheti)
    চবতফলফ কফজ করসস
 bettala kaʤ kɔrsɔs
INTERJ work do-SP
You have done an amazing work
g) লছআঃ ʧʱi  expressing: disgust                                                                            (Bengali)
 লছআঃ লক চনফদরফ
ʧʱi ki noŋra
INTERJ what dirty
Very dirty
h)  ধধর dt ur  expressing: anger, disbelief (Bangla & Sylheti)
    ধধর লবরকত কলরস নফ
dt ur biroktt ɔ kɔris na
INTERJ irritate do-IMP not
Do not irritate 
I) ধফৎ dt ʱatt  expressing: disgust                                                                        (Bengali)
  ধফৎ লক লবরলকতকর
dt ʱatt   ki  birokttɔkor
INTERJ what irritate-ing
How irritating
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j) ধফৎরতলর dt ʱatt eri  expressing: disgust, anxiety                                                (Sylheti)
  ধফৎরতলর  এখফন চথরক যফ 
dt ʱatt  eri ekhan tt ʱeka ʤa
INTERJ here from go
Get away from here
 
h)  হুর hur expressing: disbelieve, disrespect (Sylheti in Barak valley)
   হুর লক বফরজ গল্প
hur ki baʤe golfo
INTERJ what-INT bad story
what a bad story
i)  হম hm expressing: agree (Sylheti & Bangla)
  হম বধজলফম
hm buʤlam
INTERJ understand SPST
I understood
j)   হফয় চর hay re expressing: grief (Sylheti & Bangla)
হফয় চর লক কষ্টি
hay re ki kɔʃʈɔ
INTERJ what-INT pain
What a pain
k) ইশ iʃ expressing: Pain, sympathy (Sylheti & Bangla)
  ইশ কত নদর
iʃ kɔttɔ  dt ur
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INTERJ what -INT far
So far
l) ইস is expressing: disgust                                                                           (Sylheti)
  ইস লকতফ নধদরফ
is kitta noŋra 
INTERJ what-INT dirty
So dirty
n) মফইজ maiggo expressing: regret, shock                                       (Sylheti)
  মফইজ লকরকম চনখরত
maiggo kirokom dt ektt e
INTERJ  strange.
Very strange
o) ওমফ oma (literally oh mother, similar to Italian “mamma mia”) expressing: 
surprise  (Bengali)
 
ওমফ লক সধন র
oma ki sundt ɔr
INTERJ what-INT beautiful
So beautiful
p) উআঃ expressing: revulsion (Bangla & Sylheti)
 উআঃ লক গরম
 u ki gɔrɔm
INTERJ  what-INT  hot
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So hot
 
q) উফ uf expressing: weariness (Bangla & Sylheti)
উফ লক গরম
uf ki gɔrɔm
INTERJ what-INT hot
So hot
r) লক চর ‍ki re expressing: surprise (Bangla)
   লক চর তধই একন
ki re ttui ekon
INTERJ you now
You are here now
s)  লকতফ চর ‍kitta re expressing : surprise (Sylheti)
লকতফ চর তধই ইন
kitta re ttui inɔ
INTERJ you here
You are here
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13.4. Conclusion
During the  study of  this  topic  an analysis  of  the  emphasisers  and interjections  in
Bangla and Sylheti has been conducted in comparison to the concepts and behaviors
of similar words in English. Like English, in Bangla and Sylheti, emphasisers are used
to emphasise and interjections are used to express the feelings that play a vital role in
understanding  the  language.  In  this  chapter,  emphasizers  have  been  categorized
according to the functions they perform and interjections are categorized according to
their uses in Bangla and Sylheti.  
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Appendix 1
Sylheti Verbs
Sylheti transc gloss Sylheti transc gloss
word word
আকফ aka 'draw' ছকনন kina 'buy
আসরফলন aʃrani              'comb' খফন ফ xandt a 'cry'
খমফ xɔma 'decrease' খফপফ xaɸa 'shiver
খরফ xɔra 'do' খফটফ xaʈa 'work hard'
গফওয়ফ gaoja 'sing' লগলফ gila 'swallow'
ঘটফ gɔʈa 'happen' ঘফমফ ɣama 'sweat'
চফ ফ saɸa 'press' চফওজফ saoja 'seek'
ছধয়ফ suja 'touch' চড়ঢফ sɔɽa 'climb'
ছধলফ sula 'peel' ছফখফ saxa 'sieve'
চলফ sɔla 'move' জফনফ ʤana 'know'
জফগফ ʤaga 'wake' ঢধকফ ɖuka 'enter' 
লটপফ ʈiɸa 'press' টফনফ ʈana 'pull'
তধকফলন tt ukani 'search' থফকফ tt axa 'stay'
থফমফ tt ama 'stop' চনখফ dt exa 'see'
চনওয়ফ dt oja 'give' নফড়ঢফলন dt aɽani 'stand'
নফচফ nasa 'dance' নফমফ nama 'descend'
ফড়ঢফ ɸɔɽa 'read', 'fall' ফফওয়ফ ɸaoja 'get'
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ফফটফ ɸaʈa 'burst' ফফল ɸal 'jump'
বকফ bɔxa 'scold' বয়ফ bɔja 'carry', 'sit'
বফসফ baʃa 'float' বফন ফ bandt a 'tie up'
বফজফলন baʤani 'play music' চবচফ besa 'sell'
বফড়ঢফ baɽa 'grow' ভফবফ baba 'think'
লভজফ biʤa                'get wet' ভধগফ buga 'suffer'
ভরফ bɔra      'fill' ভফঙফ baŋa 'break'
ভফজফ baʤa    'fry' ভধলফ bula 'forget'
মরফ mɔra 'die' মফঞফ manʤa 'brush'
মফনফ mana 'respect' মফ ফ maɸa 'measure'
মফরফ mara 'beat' লমলফ mila 'mix'
লমশফ miʃa 'mix' মধছফ musa 'wipe
যফওয়ফ ʤaoja 'go' লফগফ laga 'attach'
লফ laɸ 'jump' লধকফলন lukani 'hide'
লশকফ ʃika 'learn' লশকফলন ʃikani 'teach'
হরফ hɔra 'move' হুকফলন hukani 'dry'
হুনফ huna 'listen' হফরফলন harani 'be lost'
হফজফ haʤa 'dress up' হফসফ haʃa 'laugh'
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Appendix 2
Sylheti adjectives
Sylheti transc gloss Sylheti transc gloss
word word
অদভধত odt bʱutt 'strange' অন্ত ontto 'end'
অনন্ত onontto 'endless' অমফনলসক omanosik 'inhuman'
অন্য onj 'other' অলসথর ostt ir 'restless'
অশফন্ত osanttɔ 'restless' অধধযর odt orjɔ 'restless'
অশলঢল oʃlil 'obscene' অসহফয় oʃɔhaj 'helpless'
আসফঙ্কফ asaŋka 'extraordinary' আসল aʃɔl 'real'
আলমর amir 'rich' আহত ahɔttɔ 'injured'
আসলল aʃli 'real'    আফসফ aɸʃa 'unclear'
আদুলনক adt unik 'modern'           আললয়ফ aliya 'lazy'
উসফ usa 'high'             উন্নত unnɔttɔ 'developed'
উনফর udt ar 'kind'              উনফলসন udt aʃin 'absent
minded'
একরঘয় ekgʱeje 'boring' একরকফ ekruka           'monotonous'
কলস koʃi 'raw'      কমসফ koʃma 'young', 'raw'
কধ লকর kukri 'wicked' কফমলফ kamla 'orange'
লকফটফ kiɸʈa 'miserly' কফলহল kahil 'tired'
খফলফ xala 'black' খফনফ xana 'blind'
খফলট xaʈi 'pure'  খফলল xali 'empty'
খফরফ xaraɸ 'bad' খধলফ xula 'open'
খসফ xoʃa 'sour'  খধলশ kuʃi 'happy'
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গত gotto 'last'  গরম gɔrɔm 'hot'
গলম্ভর gɔmbir 'serious' গলরব gɔrib 'poor'
গফনড়ফ ganɖa 'big' গফদ্দিফ gadt dt a 'dirty'
গুল gul 'round'      গফনড়ফ ganɖa 'huge'
জদলল ʤoŋli 'wild' জলটল ʤoʈil 'complex'
জরছর ʤaruri 'urgent' লজন ফ ʤindt a 'alive'
লজলবত ʤibitt ɔ 'alive' লজলদ্দি ʤidt dt i 'stubborn' 
জফলতয় ʤatt ijɔ  'national' টক ʈɔk 'sour' 
চটঙফ ʈeŋa 'sour' টফটকফ ʈaʈka 'fresh'  
ঠফণ্ড়ফ ʈʱanɖa 'cold' তফজফ ttaʤa 'fresh' 
লতততফ tt itt ːa 'bitter' দনছম dt ami 'expensive'
দনছয় dt aji 'responsible' দঃছখত dt ukitt ɔ 'sad'
দবরল dt urbɔl 'week'              মদছশ dt eʃi 'indige
-nous'
নরম nɔrɔm 'soft'   ছনসন nisa 'low'
ছনয়নপদ nirapɔdt   'safe'                 নসবরন nuŋra 'dirty'   
   
ফসন ɸsa 'rotten'   ফনকনন ɸakna 'ripe'
ছফসন ɸisla 'slippary'        ফনতলন ɸatt la 'thin' 
বর boro 'big' বননড়ন banɖa               'big', 'huge'
মবইমনন beiman 'teacherous' বসরন bura 'old'
মবহনয়ন behaja 'shameless' বনলন bala 'good'
বনজন baʤa  'fry' ছবজন biʤa 'wet'
মলতরন lett ra 'dirty'    লছক lɔkki 'kind nature'
লনমবন lamba 'long'         লনসনছর lasari         'lengthy'
শক ʃɔkttɔ 'hard'            শনন ʃanttɔ        'peaceful'
ছশছকত ʃikːtt ɔ 'educated' সসনর sundt ɔr       'beautiful'
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হনসন hasa 'laugh' হকনন hukna 'dry'
হনলকন halka 'light weight'    হইলদন hɔildt a           'yellow'
             
The List of Sylheti verbs and adjectives are arranged according to the Bangla 
alphabetical order. 
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